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Abstract
This thesis addresseshow teachers and pupils jointly constructed a physical education
classroom ecology in one case study school.

Taking into account the persuasive

influences facing young people in contemporary society, this research addresses the
from
in
a socio-cultural
physical education
complexity of young people's agendas
I
in
to
Situating
that
this
needed
class
meant
a
physical
education
study
perspective.
but
influenced
how
the
ecology,
classroom
young people's agendas
explore, not only
influenced
how
the agendas the young people pursued and
the
structure
classroom
also
how these were manifested during the lesson. This study is concerned primarily with
describing and explaining a case of pupil engagement in physical education and to
level
(Glaser
Strauss,
1978)
theory which can make sense
at
a
substantive
and
generate
in
insights
into
is
The
the
the
to
why
events
case
of
one
study school.
provide some
aim
things happened the way they did and attempt to explain these happenings.

Within this thesis the three main analysis chaptersfocus on an examination of young
influence
in
factors
them,
that
people's agendas physical education and the range of
followed by a consideration of how student agendasimpinge on the ecology of the
Sport
implementation
how
the
of
physical education class and an exploration of
Education modified the agendaspursued by the young people and thus the classroom
ecology. By grounding the ecological analysis in an integratedtheoretical perspective
hope
have
influences
I
to
theory
of achievementgoal
and an analysis of socio-cultural
how
they
the
the
and
agendas
gained
students'
subtlety, ambiguity and complexity of
influence young people's engagementwith the teacherled task system,thus utilising the
original achievementgoal theory advocatedby Maehr and Nicholls (1980) and also
integrating recent approach-avoidance frameworks advocated by

Elliot

and

Harackiewicz (1996). Through examination of the most commonplace activities of
physical educationlessons,the analysisportrays how teachersand studentscontinually
negotiatewith the task systemas they pursuenumerousand often disparateagendas.
The obvious rationale for doing researchon teachereffectivenessin physical education
is to improve the quality of learning and following on from the analysis of the
classroom ecology the thesis turns to examine how the implementation of Sport
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Education impacted on the student social task system and the young people's behaviour
in physical education lessons. The data presented in this study endorse to some extent
the values claimed for the implementation of Sport Education.

However, the

implementation of Sport Education did not lead to all its' advocates claim for it and,
its
implementation highlighted that it is possible to modify some of the
although
agendas young people pursue during physical education lessons, I became particularly
interested in the circumstances where sport education failed to hold the many benefits it
purports to.

Having presented these key findings, this thesis concludes with a discussion of the
implications for those working with and for young people, and for the design and
implementation of policies and practice in relation to physical education. Although I
implications
issues
the
the
outline
of
emergingfrom this study for future practice which,
at the very least, we need to consider, this study has made particularly clear the
introducing
complexities of
changein schools.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1:
Introduction
1.1

Introduction

In this first chapter of the thesis, I introduce the readers to my background in order to
situate myself in the research. In many theses the reader may not understand where
certain preoccupations began and this chapter examines how I came to study physical
education at Loughborough University.

Chapter one also outlines the research

questions and traces their development throughout the PhD study. Finally the chapter
outlines the structure of the thesis in this section. The overriding concern throughout
this introductory chapter is to make as explicit as possible the personal factors that
in
resulted this doctoral study as they have inevitably influenced the cast of the study.

My personalexperiencesof physical educationin Ireland were particularly privileged. I
attendeda school with physical educationteacherswho were enthusiastic,energeticand
initiatives
in
The
involved
the
as the
passionateabout
subject.
many new
school was
staff were active in the Physical Education Association of Ireland and I undoubtedly
benefited from this. My family also encouragedphysical activity from a young age and
I was involved in a wide variety of individual and team sportsat both a competitive and
non competitive level. As such I felt well preparedwhen I began a teachereducation
degree in 1996 in the University of Limerick. I thrived during my degree getting
involved in many aspects of university life and receiving recognition from the
university on a number of occasionsfor my academicresults. Possibly as a result of
this my first experienceof teachingin a school for a prolongedtime, six weeks, cameas
a bit of a shock.
Both my first and secondteaching experienceswere in typical Irish secondaryschools,
that is single sex denominationalschools. The facilities and equipment were adequate
and comparablewith those of other schools in the city. I enteredmy teachingpractices
with significant optimism and embracedthe idea that I could play a transformativerole
in the lives of the young people with whom I would work. I
for
totally
was
unprepared
the challenge of school life and was frightened by how easily
idealism
was
my
deconstructedover a few short months in eachschool during
my secondand fourth year
1
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teaching experiences. Although I relished the opportunities to work with young people
in a physical education context I found school life exhausting and disillusioning.
Although I am confident that many of the young people with whom I engaged during
teaching practice had very positive experiences and although I received excellent
feeling
finished
I
teacher
training
completely unprepared to enter the
grades,
my
degree
facilitated
The
structure of my undergraduate
good relationship with
profession.
O'Brien,
Jacinta
in
department
the
the
of
my undergraduate
on
advice
and
staff
many
further
Loughborough
decision
I
to
the
study
at
pursue
made
project supervisor,
University.

Thus, I cameto Loughboroughin an attemptto answermany questionsthat puzzled me
during my teachingexperiences.In many ways I failed to harnesstheseduring the early
began
in
I
haste
define
to
working
my researchquestions
phasesof my researchand my
with quite limited aims and objectivesthat were both decontextualisedand reductionist.
My reading during the early phasesof my PhD studiesfocusedon motivational research
and more specifically on achievement goal theory.

The conclusions drawn from

achievementgoal theory ride on the powerful back of scientific truth, which madethem
difficult for me to critique in the early phases of my doctoral studies. However, a
critical overview of the positivist approachused to construct achievementgoal theory
revealedproblems particularly as I began to select appropriatemethodologies for my
study. As a qualified maths teacher,a positivist rather than interpretivist approachmay
have been less challenging; however my review of literature during the first year
highlighted the inadequaciesof the quantitativetools for assessinggoal orientationsand
motivational climate. It was apparentthat this theory had been developedby requiring
individuals to respond to a limited number of questions, selectively restricted to the
theorizedconstructsof task and ego goal orientations. Thus I choseto utilise qualitative
methods during my field work, spending a significant length of time in the chosen
school and beganmy field work with researchquestionsand a qualitative methodology
for exploring theselimited issues.
The field work was conductedduring the spring and summer terms in 2002 with three
teachersand a group of year seven students. Returning to a school on a regular basis
led me to reflect on my own experiencesand I began to realise that the research
questions I had identified for study would not answer the many issues I wanted to
2
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interogate.

Thus my fieldwork was rather confused and exploratory over the first

month. As I had planned to spend the spring and summer terms in the school this was
not a problematic issue and in many ways facilitated the grounded approach I took to
the analysis. As I have outlined the study was an `evolving process' (Peshkin, 2000) the
research questions were adapted and developed throughout the period of research. It
was certainly found to be a learning process in which the preconceptions I had
developed as a student teacher about teaching and learning were challenged. I regularly
went back to the literature during the field work months to examine my research
questions and the direction of the research, which was often taken in quite unexpected
its
limited
focus
disregards
The
theory
that
the
ways.
critique of achievement goal
respondents' culture, history and the social context of the achievement environment, all
of which are important variables for attempting to understand how students think and
behave in physical education settings (Pringle, 2000) was one with which I engaged.
My diaries throughout this time reflect the personal struggle I experienced between
trying to `tie down' my research and my attempts to let the data emerge from the
setting. As such, this research represented an interesting methodological challenge and
for
a reflexive, innovative and eclectic research design, an approach which
called
proved to be both enabling and effective. The outward spiral of research that emerged
made connections with varied literature and led me to a range of theories I may
otherwise have overlooked and in many ways I feel lucky to have stumbled into a study
that has renewed my enthusiasm and commitment to teaching, although it has obviously
raised as many questions as it has answered. I also feel fortunate to have completed
fieldwork that not only allowed me to explore my questions in a traditional environment
but also allowed me the opportunity to explore an innovative approach to teaching
which I had not previously experienced and for this I am in complete gratitude to the
teachers with whom I worked.

Although I ultimately moved away from the reductionist approachI initially worked
with, I believe that I benefited from it during my first year of study as it focused my
reading and helped me identify inadequaciesin previous research. The extent to which
I was preoccupied by my own experienceswhen I initially
came to Loughborough
would have undoubtedly clouded my approach to this study without my first year of
focused reading in a narrow field. The potential for being
by
such a
overwhelmed
variety of perspectivesthat I had not previously encounteredcould have reduced my
3
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studies to an incoherent jumble. Although it was possibly not ideal that I struggled with
these issues while beginning my fieldwork, I cannot see how this could have been
in
in
Thus
fieldwork
I
beginning
the
many ways see
avoided.
of my
as a watershed this
PhD process.

1.2

The research questions

My aim thus far has been to identify how the research questions came into being. At
this stage it would be useful to outline what the aims and objectives were. Although I
describe the fieldwork as a watershed, the questions I had when I entered the field did
in
back
but
disappear
the study.
took
seat
a
completely
not

These questions were

fundamentally related to what motivates young people to engage in physical education
and secondly whether this could be changed.

At the beginning of the field work stageI had three main questions:
1. What achievementgoal orientationsdo young people hold in physical education
lessons?
2. What is the relationship betweenparticipation in physical educationlessonsand
the achievementgoal orientationsheld by young people?
3. Will children adopt different achievementgoal orientations when participating
in a unit of Sport Education?
What is evident in these questionsis my search for what teachers' could do to make
pupils' engage in the lesson content. Pringle (2000) argued that this approachto
researchtreatsthe physical educationstudentas the problem, the teacheras the solution,
and the social context of physical educationand sport as nonproblematic. Placek and
Locke (1986) acknowledgedthat until the early 1980smuch of the researchidentifying
been
behaviours
had
learning
facilitate
teaching
to
appropriate
adaptive
strategies
experimentally induced by creating a situational goal structure and dominated by the
process-productresearch paradigm. Within this paradigm of teaching research the
teacherwas very much the centre of classroom life, the source or starting point for
teaching research:thus changing teacherbehaviour would result in a change in pupil
behaviour. My early recognition that this researchdid not reflect my own experiences
of teachingphysical educationand my subsequentquestioning of what I hoped to find
out during this study led to a review of my approachand questions.

4
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Doyle (1977) contended that too much attention was placed on the teacher as a causal
in
effect
classrooms and that in much existing work young people are constructed as the
in
the classroom, their agency is denied and there is no
passive recipients
acknowledgement of how young people actively generate, draw upon, or negotiate their
own classroom experiences. He argued that students could affect classroom actions
almost as much as the teacher and that an oversimplified picture of causality in the
classroom had been painted. He conceptualised life in classrooms as a function, not
jointly
the
only of
produced local meanings of the particular classroom group, but also
influenced
in
is
by
larger
the
the
class
as
contexts
which
embedded.

Thus the

ecosystem of the learner, classroom, teacher, schools and community became the
theoretical unit of inquiry for my study and the questions reflected this reorientation.

In discussionswith the young people I began to explore what goals and agendasthey
had in their physical education lessons. The next question was concernedwith how
these goals and agendasmight be linked with what they choseto do in their physical
educationlessons. Situating this study in a physical educationclassmeant that I needed
to explore how the context of the lessonimpinged on how the young people manifested
their goals and agendasduring the lesson. In particular I had the opportunity to look at
how the girls' agendaswere manifested differently in
single sex and co-educational
classes.

I also wanted to conduct researchin physical educationto discover whether its practice
could be improved. Prior to this study I had not seenSport Educationin action and was
deeply sceptical of the far reachingclaims that had been reportedin the literature. As I
have already mentioned I am indebted to the teacherswho were willing to try Sport
Education without much knowledge of what it entailed in order to allow me to explore
what impact, if any, this model had on what goals and agendaswere salient during the
seasonand whether this, in turn, had an impact on the way in which the young people
engagedwith the contentof the lesson.
Undoubtedly I ran the risk of lumping together what
many view as distinct research
enterprisesbut as Shulman (1986) argued the danger for any field lies in its potential
corruption (or worse, trivialisation) by a single paradigmatic view. This study drew on
fields with disciplinary roots much older than,
and certainly independentof, physical
5
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education pedagogy. The merging of psychological and educational disciplines was not
unproblematic.

Nevertheless, within recent history of research on teaching physical

education, they have each played a critical role and jointly they gave me the opportunity
to raise questions about the findings and assumptions of the dominant tradition.

The extent to which I brought my own experience to the selection of questions as the
fieldwork progressed assisted in the research as my interest in exploring these issues
was undoubtedly evident. The energy and enthusiasm I had for this study helped ease
my relationship with the young people and neutralise the power relations that may have
had
I adopted a more distanced approach. At times my training as a teacher may
existed
also have restricted my relationship with the young people as I maintained a firm belief
in my responsibility for the young people's well-being.

I found that this conviction

meant that I could not take the stance that what went in the balance against potential
harms was the value of the study. Many other researchers, such as Fielding (1993) have
reported similar difficulties with maintaining a neutral observer stance when conducting
research with young people and my training as a teacher may have exacerbated this.
Although I attempted to identify and account for such issues before the study began as
advocated by researchers such as Woodhead and Faulkner (2000), schools are
unpredictable places and I could not have been prepared for the instant decisions which
I was required to make which at times benefited this
study but at other times risked my
relationship with the key participants.

1.3

Structure of the Thesis

Following this introductory chapterthis thesisis presentedin six chapters. This section
outlines the content of each chapter to allow the reader an initial insight into the
structureof the thesis.
The review of literature, chapter two, is presentedin three main sections examining
literature from both psychological and educational
perspective to achieve a
comprehensiveunderstandingof behaviour in PE. Firstly I examinephysical education
research from an ecological perspective before moving to review the psychological
researchto unpack what motivates student agendasin physical education. Although
substantial work has been done in the field of sport pedagogy it is limited by the
6
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has
dominate
knowledge
The
that
that
partitions
sport pedagogy research.
extensive
been developed is framed by boundaries between disciplines rather than by an
integrated research agenda. Although the field of research on physical education
teaching has produced substantial literature I acknowledge the difficulties in bringing
this review together in a way that crosses between educational and psychological
approaches. In chapter two I briefly overview the research to date analysing the effects
it
is
this
the
of
application
goal
orientations
since
various
achievement
of adopting
theory to teaching situations that is of most interest to this study. A whole industry of
in
hope
has
developed
that once the antecedents of
the
research
analysing motivation
be
Although
behaviour
they
could
changed.
were understood
adaptive and maladaptive
I have outlined the way in which achievement goal theory has been applied to teaching
is
followed
failings
This
this
I
the
of
research.
effectiveness research also acknowledge
by a review of motivational climate literature and examines the recommendations for
how teachers can influence the adoption of certain goal orientations to facilitate
adaptive behaviour. Although the TARGET structures (Ames, 1992a) were of limited
use in the planning of the intervention for this study, it was necessary to review the
application

of achievement goal theory to the teacher effectiveness research.

Throughout I draw on links between the ecosystem of the classroom and psychological
research although these were scarce in the existing body of literature. The review of
literature attempts to trace the research that informed the methodologies and
intervention used in this thesis.

The chapter concludes by identifying

current

inadequacies in the literature.

While chapter two outlined the theoretical framework of this study and in doing so it
has highlighted the complex process of positioning a study that draws on parent
disciplines with allegedly opposingmethodological approaches,chapterthree addresses
the methodological concerns of the study. It was first necessaryto consider the
complexity of the researchposition before moving on to examine the researchdesign,
data collection techniques,analysisand introducing the readerto the school context and
researchparticipants. Daryl Siedentopcompleted a broad ranging review of physical
educationteaching effectivenessresearchfrom an ecological perspectivein 2002(a) and
outlined the history of advanceswithin the field. He argued that the realignment of
sport pedagogyresearchwith the discipline of educationrather than motor learning and
psychology in the mid-1960s led researchersto also realign their researchmodels and

7
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methods. Given that I have chosen to draw on both the disciplines of education and
psychology to position my research, considering the particular paradigms and social
perspectives that underpin my research has proved to be a complex and difficult
challenge. This chapter makes reference to the problematic nature of a study that
draw
to
attempts
on disciplines that have traditionally been epistemologically and
methodologically opposed. The debate surrounding this issue, which commenced in
chapter two, continues at the beginning of chapter three in an attempt to circumvent the
traditional objectivist-subjectivist

divide before moving on to indicate how this

underpinned my choice of research techniques.

I delve into the epistemologies,

ontologies and methodologies outlining the struggle inherent in drawing on disciplines
that have historically been aligned with research methods that are not comfortable
bedfellows. In addition to an outline of the methods used, this chapter has also provided
a personal account of my experiences of the fieldwork phase of the study.

My

overriding concern throughout chapter three, and elsewhere in this thesis, was to make
as explicit as possible my own assumptions and preconceptions which have inevitably
influenced the cast of the study. This is in recognition of the reflexive role of the
in
researcher conducting the research act. A consideration of the theoretical and ethical
issues is also discussed, in addition to the
specific research questions underpinning this
study which necessarily influenced the methods that were selected in order to generate
the data for analysis. Chapter three also begins to elaborate on the research design for
this study and discusses a number of methodological issues exploring the complexities
of the process, outlining the techniques and analysis, and introducing the subjects and
site.

Having been introduced to the research techniques I move my attention to an

explorationof the datathat emanatedfrom thesetechniques.The next threechapters
outline the main findings of the researchand broadly answer the researchquestions,
focusing in turn on motivation, on how studentagendasimpinge on classroomlife and
on the possibilities for teachersand pupils to have better experiencesof and in physical
education. Chaptersfour and five are organisedin an outward spiral firstly examining
what drives the student social task systemand then at how student agendasimpinge on
the ecology of the physical education class. Chapter six then looks at how the sport
education intervention impacted on the student social task system and the young
people'sbehaviour in physical educationlessons.
8
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Chapter four explores the young people's motivation in physical education, focusing
specifically on the factors that were socially valued by the young people at that time and
in that place. The chapter makes few attempts to locate student agendas within the
teaching and learning context and merely provides a rather descriptive account of their
in
goals physical education. It may be surprising that I chose to provide an account that
does not situate the goal orientations in the first instance, particularly in light of my
data
fails
do
My
to
this.
to
the
that
motivation
choice present
critique of other research
separately in the first instance was made in light of the difficulties of presenting a
substantial volume of data in a coherent manner. However although I chose to present
the data in this manner based on practical issues, I also believe that this highlights the
value I place on research that does exclusively focus on a restricted area of physical
education research, such as achievement goal theory. It is evident that time pressures
often do not allow academics to pursue research agendas in equal depth to a doctoral
study and my assertion throughout that achievement goal theory is limited by the
limited focus is negated by my belief that specialising in particular fields is also
beneficial to physical education research provided that sports pedagogy researchers
from psychological and educational disciplines
integrated
in
data
the
an
engage with
way that has not previously been evident in many studies.

Chapter five examines how the social goal orientations adoptedby the young people
impinge on the ecology of the PE class and in particular on the pursuit of social
agendas. The chapter emphasisesthe dynamic interrelationship between motivational
and ecological theories and provides more detailed and specific examplesof how the
young people chose to pursue certain agendasin their physical education class. This
chapter attempts to locate the student agenda within the ecosystemof the physical
education class, exploring how the agendasor goal orientations identified in chapter
four impinge on the identities the young people created for themselves,the roles they
adopted and the way in which the young people engaged in their physical education
lessons,thus locating the issuesraised in chapter four within the
teaching and learning
context. I also argue that if engagementin an activity is unlikely to result in the
accumulation of socially valued resourcesthen adaptive motivational
patternsmay not
be evidencedfor the activity. Chapterfive acknowledgesthat
is
what is socially valued
continually shifting and can, and often should, be contested and
Through
replaced.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
examination of the most commonplace activities of physical education lessons, I

attempt to uncover the ways in which the agendasof some young people were
how
this privileging impacted on the ecosystemof the classroom.
and
privileged

The obvious rationale for doing research on teacher effectiveness in physical education
is to improve the quality of learning and an enduring question has been what approaches
to teaching influence student learning and result in differentially greater learning gains.
Thus my study would be incomplete without a consideration of whether teacher and
pupil experiences of physical education can be improved through the modification of
student agendas.

In the final analysis chapter I explore the effectiveness of

implementing a season of Sport Education during the summer term of 2002 and the
extent to which the implementation of Sport Education resulted in the adoption of
different social goals and hence the pursuit of alternative social agendas in PE lessons.
Chapter six considers the local context in the implementation of change and considers
the impact of the context in this school.

I became particularly interested in the

circumstances where sport education failed to hold the many benefits it purports to and
this is reflected in the chapter. By doing this a number of important and potentially
implications
wide ranging
are suggested and these are elaborated on in the final chapter.
We need to consider how teachers accomplish this locally. There has
lack
been
a
also
of research examining under what cultural conditions these general prescriptions will be
found incomplete.

In the final chapter, chapter seven, I attempt to bring together the important issues
raised by discussionin the main body of the thesis. This involves a discussionof the
substantivefindings and methodological issuesencountered,and speculationas to what
this discussionimplies for future development. This chapter reflects on and speculates
beyond the results. The final chapter affords me the opportunity to
reflect on my
journey and the questionsthat stoppedme enteringthe teaching
profession.
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Chapter 2:
An introduction to the conceptual
framework
theoretical
the
and
of
study
2.1 Introduction
Those who investigate teachers are involved in concerted attempts to understand the
its
improve
in
to
teaching
practice. In a review of research on
phenomena of
order
teaching in 1963, Gage found that the majority of research was defined by a research
approach analysing the correlates of specified criteria by which a teacher performed his
or her tasks, focusing on observable teacher and student behaviours. Although subtle
differences may be added to the variables studied, the characteristic of this type of
research remains unchanged. Shulman (1986) identified that this was by far the most
vigorous programme of research on teaching. Pedagogical researchers in the US have
conducted extensive observational research in school physical education programmes.
Much of that work has been based on a natural science model and has attempted to
identify effective teaching behaviours (Bain, 1990). Some
worked with the assumption
that the task was to relate, whether experimentally or descriptively, variations in teacher
behaviour, teacher or individual pupil
in
data
the measured
to
variations
characteristic
achievement or attitudes of pupils. The unit of analysis for this type of research was
generally the school day, or a proportion of it, and the actions of the teacher and
students were treated in isolation, thus disaggregating the observed classroom
processes. The limitations of this type of research are recognised, particularly when
researchers considered the fact that classrooms are sites where teachers must deal with
more than one pupil at a time and that the single unit of interaction ignores the larger
and more complex exchanges that constitute teaching. These approaches used for the
study of classroom teaching shared a fundamental family membership in the processproduct tradition,

mainly

derived from psychology.

However since the 1970s

ecological research has gained popularity in an attempt to overcome the disaggregated
approach of the process-product research paradigm. The ecological approach is based
on an utterly different set of intellectual traditions (Shulman, 1986), that is drawing on
the parent disciplines of anthropology, sociology and linguistics and often uses more
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The relative
qualitative than quantitative methodologies (Doyle, 1986).
decontextualisationthat dominatedpreviousresearchparadigmsis missing in classroom
ecology research.

This chapter examines classroom ecology research before considering the role of
psychological research into motivation in an attempt to build a theoretical framework
for the study. The major purpose of this review is to achieve a greater understanding of
the ecosystem of the classroom and thus of young people's engagement in physical
education.

2.2 Classroom Ecology Research
In the 1960's and 1970's the teacherwas very much the source or starting point for
teaching researchas the centre of classroom life. In responseto this Doyle (1977)
contended that too much attention was placed on the teacher as a causal effect in
classroomsand that in much existing work young people were constructed as the
passiverecipientsin the classroom,their agencydeniedandno acknowledgementgiven
to how young people actively generate,draw upon or negotiate their own classroom
experiences.He argued that "pedagogical researcherspaid little attention to the
situational factors that might shape teaching" (1992, p492) and recommendedthat to
better understandthis construct,researchers
but
to
teachers
also
needed study not only
students within their ecosystem. In Doyle's view students could affect classroom
actions almost as much as the teacher and he arguedthat an oversimplified picture of
causality in the classroomhad been painted. He conceptualisedlife in classroomsas a
function, not only of the jointly produced local meanings the
of
particular classroom
group, but also as influenced by the larger contexts in which the class is embedded.
Green (1983) shared Doyle's understanding classroomlife
"Classroom
of
that
stating
events are dynamic activities constructed by teachers and students as they process,
build on and work with both their
in
(cited
own and others' messagesand behaviours"
Shulman, 1986p19). It is thus the
ecosystemof the learner, classroom,teacher,school
and community that servesas the theoretical ideal unit of inquiry. The
participants are
seen as jointly constructing the meanings in those situations
and those meanings are
subject to continuous renegotiation and revision (Shulman, 1986). The
classroom
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ecology program examines the reflexive influences of teacher and student actions,
frequently illuminated by aspects of thought (Shulman, 1986).
The emphasis of this conceptualisation turns to how activities are jointly constructed in
(Doyle,
interpretation
through
time and space
processes of action, negotiation and
1986). Teaching is seen as an activity involving both teachers and students working
It examines the proximal issues of how the organisation and programme of
behavioural
An
the
ecological model portrays
action of a class affect student work.
dynamics of classrooms in a way that helps teachers interpret, predict and respond to

jointly.

those dynamics (Siedentop, 1988; Hastie and Siedentop, 1999).

To gain a better understandingof the ecological dynamics of how classroomsoperate,
the task systemsmodel has been usedto analyseand interpret classroomevents. Based
primarily on the work of Doyle (1979) a "set of overlapping task structures, each
behaviour
to
that
consisting of a goal and operations achieve
goal and specifying a
(p176)
forward,
were
put
ecology"
all under the influence of the accountability
form
by
interactions
The
the
between
the
teacher.
task
the
utilized
strategies
systems
ecology of the classroom.The notion of a task involves four components:
(a) the goal or endproduct to be achieved;
(b) a set of operationsor proceduresusedto achievethe goal or end product;
(c) resources or conditions that are available to attain the goal or generatethe
product; and
(d) a means of accountability that indicates the importance or significance of the
task to the overall operationof the class.

(Doyle,1985)
In his research, Doyle (1979,1985,1986)

identified two major task systems in

classrooms. These task systemsprovide an organising reference for interpreting the
various eventsand actions that occur in the classroom. The original systemsidentified
in classroomstudies (Doyle, 1979) were the managerialand instructional task systems.
The model was called the ecological paradigm and the key to the model was that
changesin one task systemare likely to influence behaviour in another.
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Two sorts of agendas, or curricula, are being followed and negotiated by the teacher.
Merritt's (1982) suggested that these agendas could be conceptualised as vectors that,
into,
once entered
pull events and participants along their course. These vectors have
direction, momentum and energy similar to the conceptualisation of a vector in
mathematics. The contents of the two main teacher agendasare at the very heart of the
educational enterprise because they define what schools are for and what purposes they
are designed to accomplish.

The first agenda is concerned with the academic task,

school assignment, classroom content and manifest curriculum.

The second teacher

agenda is the organisational, interactional, social and management aspect of classroom
life, sometimes dubbed the hidden curriculum, though its visibility

has improved

dramatically' (Shulman, 1986).

Broadly speaking the teacher is concernedwith two major task structures organised
around the problems of learning and order (Doyle, 1986). Learning is servedby the
instructional task systemand order by the managerialtask system.
Learning is served by the instructional system
which involves the presentation and
practice of subject matter.

It is concernedwith the tasks set for the pupils by the

1 The term hidden

curriculum has been used extensively in educationliterature since the early 1970sto
refer to `what is taught to students by the institutional regularities, by the routines and rituals of
teacher/studentslives (Weis, 1982 cited in Bain, 1990, p23). Kirk (1992,2003) arguesthat because
teachersand the educationalliterature use the term widely, its meaninghas becomenotoriously flexible
and ambiguousto the point where it risks becomingmeaningless.Dodds (1985) developedthe notion of
the `functional curriculum' to overcomethis ambiguity and provide a more precise senseof the kinds of
powerful but unofficial learning that goes on in schoolsof such things as gender. Dodds suggeststhat
four levels of curriculum operate simultaneously within any physical
Taken
education programme.
together, these four levels of learning constitute what she calls the functional curriculum the full,
dynamic display from which studentslearn. The first level sheidentifies is the
explicit curriculum which
refers to `thosepublicly stated and shareditems that teacherswant studentsto acquire' (Dodds, 1985p
93). This is the level of curriculum that appearsin school programs,
syllabi, and policy documents,and
teachersconsciouslypursueit. On a secondlevel is a covert curriculum which Dodds (1985 p93) claims
refers to teachers' "unspokennon-public agendas". The covert curriculum
that
those
to
qualities
refers
school documentsor lessonplans rarely, if ever, acknowledge(such as "students
respondingquickly and
quietly to instructions" or "studentstrying hard") but that teacherswould readily
they consciously
agree
and intentionally communicateto studentsin implementingthe explicit curriculum. A third level, the null
curriculum, refers to ideas,concepts,and valuesthat could be included in the
levels
of
covert
explicit and
curriculum but are either intentionally or unintentionally and unknowingly left
from
is
What
missing
out.
a curriculum is significant, becauseas Dodds (1985, p93) says,"Ignorance is
in
it
is
a void
not
neutral;
the lives of our children. What is not there in physical educationclassesinteracts
is
with what
somehow
there". Finally, Dodds's schemeusesthe fourth level, the hidden
curriculum, in a more restrictedsense
than the way other studieshave commonly used it. In her scheme
the hidden curriculum refers to the
reflexive aspectsof what teacherssay and do in organising programs,
writing lessonplans and teaching
classes. The way in which the teacher says something or moves
in
while speaking is often crucial
conveyingthe meaningof the spokenwords.
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teacher; the difficulty level, grouping, practice time, evaluation and other factors are
central issues to this system. Observational research in physical education classes also
reveals a lack of emphasis on learning and achievement in instructional and evaluation
practices (Bain, 1976,1978; Tousignant and Siedentop, 1983; Veal, 1988). Bain (1990)
argues that one of the apparent contradictions of physical education programmes is that
despite a subject matter that involves competitive sport, relatively little emphasis is
placed on achievement in lessons or in the instructional planning of physical education
teachers. Teachers do not focus on student learning but direct their planning to provide
for student enjoyment and participation and avoid incidents of misbehaviour (Placek,
1983). Placek (1983) suggeststhat the teachers seem to define the teaching situation in
terms of keeping students `busy, happy and good'. In contrast Hickey (2003) argues
that traditionally teachers have been led to believe that one of the key ingredients in
establishing `effective' pedagogic relationships between themselves and their students
involves them being able to control or dilute the influence
of the peer group.

Order in a classroom simply means that, within acceptablelimits, the students are
following the programme of action necessaryfor
be
to
a particular classroom event
realised (Doyle, 1986). The managerialsystemincludes those tasks that are necessary
to create and facilitate an environment where learning and instruction can take place,
that is by organising groups, establishing rules and procedures, reacting to
misbehaviour,and monitoring and pacing events(Doyle, 1979). Order in classroomsis
achieved with students and dependsupon their willingness to follow along with the
unfolding of the event. It is acknowledgedthat order often rests on passive noninvolvement by at least some students(Doyle, 1986). From the
perspectiveof order,
`cooperation' rather than `engagement' is the minimum
for
student
requirement
behaviour and for an activity to succeedsufficient numbers
be
engaged
of pupils must
in the task (Doyle 1977). Findings from the
earliest studies in physical educationusing
the ecological model confirmed that the compelling agenda for
physical education
teachersis the establishmentand maintenanceof order through
that
a managerialsystem
typically focuseson co-operationrather than compliance (Hastie
1999).
Siedentop,
and
Physical education programmes for the ordinary student
are designed to keep them
`busy, happy and good' (Placek, 1983). The
physical education programmesappeared
to be more recreational than instructional and tend to be
adult controlled and rule-
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governed, lacking the player autonomy and action centred qualities characteristic of
informal play (Coackley, 1980 cited in Bain, 1990). For this reason physical education
programmes seem to regulate and constrain play even in the absence of instructional
goals (Bain, 1990). When the managerial task system is working efficiently the
organisation of the class is going smoothly, but Doyle (1986) noted that students'
responses to work create pressure on the management system of a class. The action
teachers can take to create and sustain order range from planning and organising lessons
to distributing resources, explaining rules and reacting to individual
behaviour.

and group

The managerial task system is commonly viewed as a prerequisite to

instruction, something to get out of the way so that teaching can occur (Doyle, 1986).
At the same time others have cautioned that teachers often appear to subordinate
instruction to management concerns (Doyle, 1986). Obviously these task systems are
closely intertwined and can exist simultaneously and actions towards these ends can
even be complementary (Doyle, 1986). At other times tensions can exist when for
example controlling a group slows down the pace of the class. Many investigators, such
as Hastie and Saunders (1991), have documented that management processes can
interfere with the quality of instruction
pupils receive, especially in low-ability classes
in which management is a prevailing theme. Where these threats
are problematic,
teachers often simplify task demands and lower the risk of mistakes or misbehaviour,
which can effect the management of a class. Hastie and Siedentop argue that "When
activities such as these persist or become too widespread, and become noticed by the
teacher the managerial cohesion of the class becomes threatened, often influencing the
teacher to reduce the instructional demands or change the task" (1999, p17). Where
tasks are relatively simple and routine, classes tend to proceed smoothly with little
hesitation or resistance. To pre-empt this it has been noted that some teachers "gain
and maintain such co-operation in the managerial system by reducing the demands in
the instructional system" (Hastie and Siedentop, 1999, p12). Hastie and Pickwell
(1996) identify that in cases where teachers have traded
for
instructional
vigour
off
compliance in the managerial system, they have allowed the student social system to
flourish in ways where minimising work no longer becomes
a primary goal, since
passing the course is not particularly problematic, thus allowing the student social task
system to thrive.
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Jones (1992) points out that initially
instructional tasks verbally.

teachers usually describe managerial and

However, during the course of a class, the actual

instructional
tasks are often a result of how the teacher responds to
and
managerial
students' efforts.

The actual tasks performed may not match the tasks as they were

originally described because the teacher does not demand strict compliance to the stated
tasks (Siedentop, 1991). In essence, the task model examines a three-stage process
where the teacher presents a task to his or her class, students then respond to the task
demands and finally the teacher responds to students, holding or not holding them
accountable for the task (Jones, 1992). Accountability plays a key role in determining
the value or significance of a task in a classroom: products that are evaluated strictly by
the teacher are more likely to be seen as serious work, that is, work that `counts' (see
Doyle, 1986).

Accountability

for
being
held
to
refers
responsible and answerable

specified results or outcomes of an activity over which one has control (Hastie, 2000
p310) and affects the risk associated with various types of academic tasks. However,
the term accountability is readily equated with `discipline', that is, the treatment of
misbehaviour (Doyle, 1986) and with assessment(Lund, 1992) in much of the literature.
This focus can be problematic since it has directed attention away from work-related
behaviour and the focus needs to be on thinking
increasing
and sustaining
about ways of
engagement in the teacher directed task systems. Accountability surrounds us in our
daily lives and Lund (1992) argues that it is key to keeping
a
students on task and
therefore to augmenting learning. Thus, it is an important aspect of effective teaching.
Teachers can hold students accountable for their actions in the classroom and it is the

consequencesthat a teacher uses that increasethe likelihood of studentscompleting a
given task (Lund, 1992). Furthermore Siedentop(1991) argues that task systemsare
eventually defined by what studentsare held accountablefor by teachersand unlessthe
students are aware of consequences,chancesare that the task will not be done as
intended. If a teacher fails to designateany form of accountability then
completing a
task becomesthe choice of the student. Thus if teachershold studentsaccountablefor
only managerial tasks such as attendanceand appropriate dress, the instructional task
systemis suspended(Lund, 1992).

Tousignant and Siedentop(1983) analysedthe classroom functions
the
teachers
and
of
engagement patterns of students in secondary physical education
They
classes.
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identified that studentsparticipatedin four kinds of activities,dependingon the type of
monitoring and the accountability system the teacher employed. Activities included
engagement in the specified task, engagement in a modified task such as a game
invented from the specified task, a deviant behaviour or participation as a competent
bystander. Students who were graded on attendance and participation rather than on
accountability tended to do the least, unless they already enjoyed the activity. Students
who were rewarded for effort or performance reduced the instances of off task
behaviour.

Unfortunately their evidence also highlighted that students are most

frequently only held accountable for attendance, dress, and minimal participation rather
than for achievement.

Placek (1983) observedthe planning practicesof four public school physical education
teachersfor two weeks and found them to be most concernedaboutstudents' enjoyment
of physical education,their participation in class activities and their misbehaviour. In
other words, the teacherstended to evaluatetheir successand non-successin teaching
based on the studentsbeing "busy, happy and
felt
None
teachers
the
any
good".
of
responsibility for student learning. Non-successeswere defined by student noncompliance (Placek, 1983; Placek and Dodds, 1988) and were generally attributed to
causesover which the teachersfelt they had no control. In a similar study of physical
educationmajors Placek (1983) found that only 14% equatedlack of successwith their
students' lack of learning. Although student learning was important to success,a lack
of learning was not consideredproblematic. This affects the activities they chooseto
teach (Placek, 1983) and class organisation and regulations (Bain, 1976). In instances
where almost all answers are accepted high ability students are less motivated to
engage. In contrast some teachersrun strict classes,in which studentsare not allowed
to do anything outside the boundariesof a stringent managerialsystem. In that way, the
student social system has no potential for generating any problematic management
situations for the teacher(Hastie, 2000).

Through a subsequentprogrammeof research,one additional dimension
been identified, the studentsocial task system (Emmers, 1981;

has
life
of class

Allen, 1986; Siedentop,

1988). Tinning and Siedentop (1985) found a social
agenda exists within physical
educationthat is typically student driven and researchhas shown
that social factors are
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highly influential in determining pupil attitudes toward physical education. As Hastie
and Pickwell point out rarely will academic achievement be more vital to a student than
his social development and it will rarely consume more of his energy than socialising
(1996 p173).

Siedentop (1991) remarked that the student social aspect of physical

education lessons could also be interpreted as a task system. This task system is known
as the student social task system and is directed by the pupils in the class. Siedentop
(1988) describes this task system as "relating to the intentions students seekfor social
interaction within a class ".

The task system is different from the managerial and

instructional task systems in that it is typically student driven, rather than initiated by
the teacher. Allen (1986) presented a model of students' classroom agenda and gave
rich descriptions of the ways students interpreted the managerial and instructional
demands of different teachers. As part of the student social system, two main student
agendas have been identified.

The first agenda is to socialise and have fun and the

second is to achieve a passing grade while performing the minimal amount of work
(Allen, 1986). Allen concluded that students
use six strategies to achieve their two
major goals. The six strategies included figuring out their teachers, giving the teachers
what they want, having fun, minimizing work, reducing boredom and staying out of
trouble. Figure 2.1 below illustrates how these six strategies were used in different
combinations based on different contextual features of each class.

SOCIALIZE

J4

Figuring out
the teacher

c,

Figure 2.1.1

CD

PASS THE COURSE

A model of students' classroomagendas(from Allen,
1986)
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Allen (1986) found that during routine class events,studentstypically would give
teacherswhat they wanted, allowing them to enact strategiesfor having fun and
minimising work. When a teacher's agendaconflicted with these,the strategiesof
reducingboredomand stayingout of trouble wereused. Allen (1986)demonstratedthat
the combination of these strategieswas basedon a number of different contextual
featuresof a classroom. Of particular importancewas the teacher'sexpectationsfor
(2000)
behaviour
Hastie
student
also identified `getting along' as a
and performance.
boys
in
for
their
Pickwell
found
Hastie
that
the
many
vector
and
studentsocial system.
in
involvement
the
limit
to
their
the
primary goal within
student social systemwas
instructional tasksof a danceunit and arguedthat "it wasmorea caseof scoring points
".
bystanders
became
boys
the
in
The
on
this study
social popularity scale.
competent
Tousignantand Siedentop(1983) describedthe competentbystanderas the studentwho
rarely makes contact with the instructional tasks,but is adeptat not attracting attention
to him- or herself. They found that during physical educationclasses,secondaryschool
pupils were often skilled in modifying tasksto fit their skills or in acting as `competent
bystanders'. The pupils would do this by positioning themselvesin games so as to
avoid major player roles or they would fall back in line to avoid turns in individual
performance situations. By staying within the boundaries and requirements of the
managerial task system they succeededin minimising their engagementwith the
primary, teacher led vectors in the class. Son (1989) also showedhow some skilled
students participate in a practice task appropriately and successfully for a few
repetitions, then reduce the task demands subtly and continue participation but also
engagein social conversationwith their partner (cited in Hastie and Siedentop,1999).
Increasing the social elementsin a physical education class is one of the predominant
However,
for
in
negotiation among pupils.
based
reasons
an ecologically
research
has
shown that the student social system actually encouragedand
adventureeducation
instructional
in
full
the
task system (Hastie, 1995).
participation
supported
The classroom ecology model analysesthe way in which the different task systems
interact with one another and how the periodic eruption of secondary,
led
vectors
pupil
in the lessonserveto define the strengthof the primary, teacher led
Examples
of
vector.
include
teacher
the
a spurious question
asking
`off
secondaryvectors
her
him
or
to get
drill
in
lay-up
designated
basketball
a
track' or changing
to a three on three scrimmage.
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in
the
In
to
Student responses expectations obviously vary.
engage
some cases students
learn
is,
to
learn
impression
they
in
that
they
other cases
management;
activity which
in
Other
fake participation and perhaps even effort and enjoyment.
students will engage
include
or
the
teacher
activity
planned
may
modifying
which
non-compliance
strategic
by
be
the
behaviour
Some
behaviour.
in
this
viewed
`off-task'
may
of
off-task
engaging
King
be
instances
Other
be
what
may
teacher as deviant and
negatively sanctioned.
(1983) labels an illicit plan involving unsanctioned interactions that oppose the explicit
include
and
children
other
poking
whispering,
rules and expectation of work; examples
in
tasks
education
(1991)
that
Siedentop
physical
social
out
points
clowning around.
ways.
in
surreptitious
often
and
subtle
are often communicated among students clever,

The way in which the primary and secondaryvectors interact with one another and the
the
that
to
in
task
ensure
the
systems
way which the teacherand pupils modify eachof
class tends to their particular needs and preferencesform the ecology of a physical
educationclass. The modifications madeby pupils to highlight their own preferences
"as
define
any attempt
Siedentop
to
are referred as negotiation. Hastie and
negotiation
by studentsto change task, to changethe conditions under which tasks are performed,
(1999,
by"
judged
p17).
is
or to change the performance standards task completion
Within eachtask system a complex seriesof modifications are made to ensurethat the
is
in
the
progressing.
class
pupils and teacher are satisfied with the way
which
Massengaleand Sage(1995) point out that ultimately negotiation has to do with power,
the use of power and the distribution of power. It is simply a processof arriving at a
It
takes
jointly
to
something.
on
agree
cooperativeagreementor willingly consenting
is
trying
is
interaction
between
someone
there
whenever
people and
place whenever
an
to persuadesomeoneelse. Researchin physical education has identified that treaties
develop betweenthe teacher and studentsso that the classroomis liveable (Hastie and
Siedentop,1999). Rovegno (1994) suggeststhat many teachers retreat to a `curricular
zone of safety', whereby they present subject matter with which studentswill engage.
Hastie and Pickwell (1996) identify that in cases where teachers have traded off
instructional vigour for compliance in the managerial system, they have allowed the
in
flourish.
While
do
to
teachers
student social system
certainly
affect student work
behaviour
has
impact
also
a
significant
student
classrooms,
on teacherdecision making
and action, even to the extent that student behaviours were often a causeof observed
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teacher behaviours (Carlson and Hastie, 1997). Similarly pupils will modify or change
the tasks they are set to ensure that they retain features of the social system. For
level,
inappropriate
task
pupils will
criteria
are
set
performance
at an
example, when
tend to modify the task to include a social element by changing the skill element,
involves
interactions
between
Negotiation
form
the
task.
students and
of
grouping or
teachers whereby students attempt to reduce the demands of a particular task or at least
have the teacher give more information about how to achieve its objectives (Hastie and
Pickwell, 1996).

Hastie and Siedentop point out that "where the teacher has not

specified the conditions or criteria for successful completion, then almost any answer
becomes acceptable and hence students do not need to reduce the task demand" (1999,
do
in
The
focus
has
not
generally
p18).
on tasks
shown that teachers physical education
is
Possibly
1999).
this
Siedentop,
difficult
(Hastie
to
ask students
complete
and
work
due to the many pitfalls that are present at increased levels of difficulty.

2.3

The intensity of student agendas

The "behaviours witnessed when
longer,
children try harder, concentrate more, persist
pay more attention, perform better, choose to practice longer, join or drop out of
sporting activities" (Roberts, 1993, p406) have long sought to be understood with the
in
hope that once understood they
can be changed and thus their study may assist
understanding the ecosystem of the classroom. In effect these behaviour patterns reflect
in
instructional
the
the
task
ecological
engagement with
systems
and managerial
paradigm. In psychological research these behaviours have been referred to as adaptive
motivation patterns and involve "a range of cognitive, metacognitive and affective
processes that facilitate the initiation and maintenance of achievement activity and that
learning
long
in
learning
involvement
investment
in
term
to
contribute
and a personal
activities... These are evidenced by challenge seeking, high levels of cognitive
engagement and task persistence in the face of difficulty"

(Ames, 1992, p161). Roberts

identifies maladaptive behaviours as those "behaviours when an individual chooses
easy or hard tasks in order to avoid challenge, does not exert effort in the achievement
context, has deteriorating performance over time, and lacks persistence" (1993, p412).
These behaviours represent a lack of engagement with the teacher led agenda in the
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classroom.

Section 2.5 outlines in which conditions adaptive and maladaptive

motivational patterns are more likely to evolve.

The study of motivation, or the `why' of behaviour,has received a good deal of
attentionwithin the fields of exerciseand sportpsychology,andeducationalpsychology
20`h
during
has
fields
in
the
been
key
and
a
aspect of research sport and education
Century. Contemporarytheoriesof motivation contrastmarkedlywith the perspectives
have
20th
Century.
Theories
the
of motivation of the earlier part of
of motivation
from
have
during
this time and we
changedsignificantly
seena gradual move away
mechanisticand biological explanationsof motivatedbehaviourtoward social cognitive
approachese.g. self-efficacy theory (Bandura,1986);attributiontheory (Weiner, 1979);
and achievement goal theory (Ames, 1984; Dweck and Elliot, 1983; Maehr and
Nicholls, 1980). However it must be noted that no singleapproachcan hope to explain
motivated behaviour in its entirety, although some theorieshave certainly explained
particular motive states better than others. More recent approachesto motivation in
achievementcontextshave focusedon a social cognitive approachin that cognitions are
crucial, along with the role played by the social environment, in influencing these
cognitions. Competencemotivation theory (Harter, 1980)and self-determinationtheory
(Deci, 1975;Deci and Ryan, 1985) are examples
that
theories
of early social cognitive
have been applied to sport and physical education. During the
in
decades
two
past
developmental
particular, a
and social cognitive approachto achievementmotivation,
referred to as achievement goal theory or goal perspective theory (Nicholls, 1984a,
1984b, 1989),has been popularised in sport psychology research. Achievement goal
theory focusesmost directly on students' perceptionsof the reasons for engagingin a
behaviour
to
through personal disposition, social
task and attempts
explain
developmentally
related parameters. This section briefly traces the
and
environmental
in
developments
cognitive and social-cognitive approachesto motivation over the
major
development
leading
the
to
decades
of achievementgoal theory.
up
past
is
that
one of the central
motivation
Roberts (1993) states
aspects of human affairs.
focuses
the
causes of behaviour,
on
"The study of motivation
factors
those
specifically
initiation,
maintenance and intensity
the
influence
that
(bluest
behaviour"
and
of
(1985,1991)
Ryan
Deci
and
Bucher, 1995, p221).
proposed that intrinsic motivation
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results from three fundamental needs: the needs for competence, autonomy and
relatedness. Vallerand and Losier (1999) have proposed a model whereby factors
impact on children's needs for feelings of competence, autonomy and relatedness
(psychological mediators), which in turn influence different types of intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation,

which then determine cognitive,

affective and behavioural

outcomes. In general, they proposed that engagement in sport and physical activity is
characterised by two forms of motivation.
"behaviour performed for

Intrinsic

motivation

is defined by

itself, in order to experience pleasure and satisfaction

inherent in the activity" (Vallerand and Fortier, 1998 p81), or "motivation for its own
sake in the absence of external rewards or pressures" (Biddle et al., 1999 p12) and is
often seen to be a central determinant of physical activity engagement for children.
This form of motivation is likely to
is
interesting,
the
challenging
activity
occur when
and fun and is associated with psychological well-being, interest, enjoyment, fun and
persistence (Deci and Ryan, 1985).

Extrinsic motivation involves engaging in an

activity in order to derive tangible benefits such as material or social rewards or to avoid
punishment (Vallerand and Losier, 1999). Amotivation refers to behaviours that are
neither intrinsically not extrinsically motivated and reflects the relative absence of
motivation, that is, there is no sense of purpose and no expectation of the possibility of
influencing the environment.

More recent research suggeststhat
motivation can be viewed as a continuum with
different levels (Deci and Ryan, 1985). Intrinsic
form
is
highest
the
of selfmotivation
determination and amotivation the lowest. Figure 2.3.1 illustrates the continuum of
different types of motives representingvarying degreesof self-determination.
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Intrinsic Motivation
know
To
"
To
accomplish things
"

Extrinsic Motivation

Amotivation

" To experience
stimulation
Absence of

External

Introjected

Identified

Regulation for the pleasure

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

Regulation

of the activity

+

++

Low
Figure 2.3.1

Self-determination

high

The self-determination continuum (Brune, 1999, pio I)

Within this continuum Vallerand and Fortier (1998) proposed that three different
dimensions of intrinsic motivation exist; intrinsic motivation to know, towards
be
know'
to
`Intrinsic
can
accomplishmentsand to experiencestimulation.
motivation
defined as engaging in an activity for the pleasure and the satisfaction that one
`Intrinsic
learning,
experienceswhile
exploring or trying to understandsomethingnew.
for
in
the
towards
focuses
activity
motivation
an
accomplishments'
on engaging
pleasureand satisfaction experiencedwhile one is attempting to surpassoneself or to
is
accomplish or create something. `Intrinsic motivation to experience stimulation'
operative when one engagesin an activity in order to experiencepleasant sensations.
These are the highest forms of self-determination and the most positive effects are
associatedwith theseforms of motivation.

Deci and Ryan (1985) identify four dimensions of extrinsic motivation.

What

inherent
is
degree
four
types of extrinsic motivation the
of autonomy
characterisesthe
in the regulation of the behaviour. Integratedregulation is the most autonomousform
of extrinsic motivation. Vallerand and Losier (1999) suggestthat this form of extrinsic
is
it
in
identified
is
thus
than
teenage
not
adults rather
population and
a
motivation only
in
literature
into
the
and
studies
conducted
motivation.
widely reported

Identified

individual
is
choicefully decides to engage in behaviours
regulation present when an
that are not interestingper se, but neverthelessimportant, becausethey help him or her
reach personal valued goals.

Introjected regulation represents an incomplete

internalisationof a regulation that was previously external. Although internal pressures
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form
in
this
at
work
of motivation, "the action is viewed as something that must be
are
done rather than something one wants to do" (Biddle et al., 1999, p13). Due to the fact
that the internalisation is incomplete the activity is done out of pressure rather than as a
choice. External regulation represents the least self-determined form of extrinsic
is
behaving
in
in
the
person
order to receive a reward or to avoid
motivation,
which case
internalised
Fortier
(1998)
Vallerand
have
from
that
and
others.
shown
punishment
extrinsic motivation, in the forms of introjected and identified regulation, lead to time
indicating
higher
during
free-choice
that
these
task
on the
are
spent on
period
a
continuum of self-determination than other forms of extrinsic motivation.

Competence motivation theory (Harter, 1980) and self-efficacy theory (Bandura, 1977)
are examples of motivation theories based on individuals' need to feel they are good at
an activity.

Both of these theories draw on social cognitive approaches to motivation

and analyse the needs of individuals to feel competent as a motivational antecedent.
Harter's (1978,1981) competence
been
theoretical
has
a
popular
theory
motivation
framework from which to understand
children's motivational and affective outcomes
especially in sport. The key concept of competence motivation theory is that
individuals have an inherent desire to
Campbell's
feelings
of competence.
experience
first law of human behaviour (1984)
to
humans,
"as
seek
constantly
that
we
states
maintain or increase our sense of our own excellence" (cited in Fox, 1988, p247). Due
to this simple fact it is proposed that individuals will be attracted to those activities
where competence is perceived. These feeling of competence can be developed through
a range of experiences in achievement situations.

Harter (1980) points out that the

desires to feel competent increase in adolescence as young people develop a concept of
ability.

She highlights that young children tend to give positive images of their own

competence, often stating that they are the best at something without using any
objective means to come to this conclusion. As Whitehead and Corbin stated "perhaps
the most noticeable characteristic is the highly positive slant that children give to the
descriptions of their behaviours, their preferences and their characteristics"

(1997

p279). Most school age children have positive perceptions of their scholastic, athletic
and social competence as well as positive self-esteem. Harter's work has painted a
picture of children showing increasingly

sophisticated abilities

to describe and

understand various components of self-esteem as they move from childhood to youth.
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With development children participating in a sporting context rely more extensively on
the feedback provided by significant adults, including parents and coaches, as well as
the game, in forming perceptions of their competence. Through adolescence greater
in
forming
these
selfis
and
peer
evaluation
comparison
peer
on
placed
reliance
individuals
(aged
16
18
later
during
to
utilise
Finally,
years),
adolescence
evaluations.
information,
forms
of
self-referenced

including

goal achievement, speed of skill

improvement, effort exerted, and level of attraction to the sport or skill, as a means of
formulating beliefs about their capacity in sport (Brustad et al., 2001). As young people
develop a concept of ability the effects of competence based motivation are most
pronounced.

More recently, research into achievement motivation within the domain of educational
importance
the
has
been
have
of
by
psychology
theories which
emphasised
enhanced
1986;
(Dweck,
held
by
in
individuals
multiple achievement goals
achievement contexts
Nicholls, 1984a, 1984b).

The study of goal orientations concerns an understanding of
the causes, the development and the consequences of motivated behaviour, rather than
the amount of motivation. "It is argued that to understand motivation and achievement
behaviour in all of its forms, the function and meaning of behaviour to the individual
(Roberts,
be
be
identified"
into
taken
must
account so that the goals of the action may
1993 p410). Roberts (2001) indicates that variations in achievement behaviour are not
the
of
high
low
they
manifestation
a
are
necessarily a result of
or
motivation; rather
different types of goal adopted by the individual. Achievement goals are defined as the
in
those
for
in
physical
task,
as
such
perceived purposes
engaging
achievement
an
education or education. Urdan and Maehr (1995) suggest that achievement goal
theorists have typically been concerned with pupils' perceptions about why they are
For
in
to
trying
they
achieve.
trying to achieve
are
a task rather than specifically what
is
for
in
doing
believe
a
that
the
school
well
of
students
may
purpose
example some
in
doing
that
school
well
personal sense of achievement, whereas others may perceive
have
Individuals
to
their
teachers.
the
peers, parents or
are seen
will gain
approval of

(1980)
Maehr
Nicholls
definitions
argued
and
achievement.
of
success
and
personal
that successand failure are not objective outcomesbut psychological states,dependent
different
the
of
attainment
qualitatively
of
on perceptions
goals. Furthermore, they
is
that
proposed
goal attainment mediated by causal attributions and that subjective
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is
success dependent on the demonstration of personally desirable qualities. As Maehr
it
'people do not strive for goals because the goals are there, rather a
Nicholls
put
and
goal is only there when reaching it implies something desirable about the person"
(1980, p235). In order to detect the spectrum of conceptions of successes,Maehr and
Nicholls (1980) originally advocated a twofold methodology based on a search for (i)
diversity, or the range of contrasting individual interpretations of success around the

world and (ii) universals,or common classesof goals that may be recognisableworldin
On
different
theoretical groundsthey
cultures.
wide althoughwith varying emphases
proposed three possibly universal views of success:(a) an ability orientation, or the
desire to demonstratehigh ability and avoid demonstratinglow ability in relation to
others;(b) a task-masteryorientation,characterisedby involvement in the task; and (c) a
social approval orientation shown in behaviour designedto please others, albeit in an
achievementcontext. Many forms of achievementgoals, consisting of very similar
propertieshave been identified by the most recent achievementgoal theorists (Dweck,
1986; Nicholls, 1984a). However
built
have
the
to
upon
theories
these
appear
all of
original hypotheses establishedby Maehr and Nicholls (1980) and the majority of
research over the past two decades, in both sport and exercise psychology and
educational psychology, has excluded social approval-oriented motivation, while
dealing extensivelywith taskand ego-orientations.
Ability orientated motivation is seenwhen `the goal of behaviour is to maximise the
subjectiveprobability of attributing high ability to oneself' (Maehr and Nicholls, 1980
p236) and is also known as ego goal orientation. It tends to be associatedwith the
beliefs that ability is the main determinantof successand that ability is relatively stable
(Biddle, 1997). When ego-involved the focus is on normatively referencedcompetence
and successis experiencedthrough beating others or performing equally as well with
less effort. The ego-orientedmotivation goal is about winning positive judgements of
your competenceand avoiding negative ones. In other words, when studentspursue
performance goals "they're concerned with their level of ability: they want to look
smart (to themselves or others) and avoid looking dumb" (Dweck, 1999 p15).
Kavussanu and Roberts (1996) found that the main concern of the person is on
obtaining favourablejudgementsregardinghis or her ability rather than on learning and
improving the present skill level; the intrinsic rewards
associatedwith learning and
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mastery are secondary in this case.

Ego-orientation can thus be associated with

maladaptive behaviour patterns.

The second, a task oriented motivation goal, "reflects a desire to learn new skills,
1999
(Dweck,
desire
things
to
get smarter"
master new tasks, or understand new
-a
individual
the
task-involved
been
the
undifferentiated
has
that
It
uses
suggested
p15).
conception of ability

to judge demonstrated competence, conceives ability

as

improvement, and is concerned with learning or mastery of the task (Kavussanu and
Roberts, 1996 p265). Task oriented individuals believe that improvement through effort
implies ability and when task-involved, the focus is on self-referenced ability, and
task
the
is
improvement,
and
giving
of
mastery
through
success experienced
personal
high effort.

Dweck (1999) has done research in the classroom into concepts of intelligence and
is
fixed
She
found
in
tasks
that
a
ability.
somepeople believe that their ability various
trait. They have a certain amount of it and that's that. This is referred to as an `entity
theory' of intelligencebecause"intelligence is portrayed as an entity that dwells within
us that we can't change" (Dweck, 1999 p2). Those subscribing to the view that a
is
This
is
theory.
fixed
`entity'
particular attribute
view or
and relatively stablehold an
In
from
distinct
differentiated
the
effort.
form
associatedwith
most
of ability as
For
intelligence.
them
definition
have
different
to
this
contrast
of
other people
a very
"intelligence is not a fixed trait that they simply possess, but something they can
theory'
`incremental
is
learning"
This
of
(Dweck,
1999
through
an
cultivate
called
p3).
intelligence because intelligence is portrayed as something that can be increased
through one's efforts. Although these theories remain distinct from dispositional
likely
be
is
it
hypothesised
task
that children preferring a
more
goal would
orientations,
to hold an incrementaltheory of intelligence. The connectionbetween the conception
be
by
dispositional
the
the
they
can
child and
of ability understood
orientation
possess
seenin two distinct ways and much confusion has existed regarding this link. Treasure
and Roberts contendthat "these two goal orientations are related to the conception of
by
an individual, and they act as goals of action, reflecting the
ability adopted
individual's personal theory of achievementwithin a particular context" (1995 p476).
Carpenterand Morgan (1999) maintain that individuals with a task-orientation use an
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undifferentiated conception of ability. This view is also held by Treasure and Roberts
(1995) who contend that an individual who is task oriented utilises an undifferentiated
concept of ability.

"In contrast an individual

who is ego oriented utilises a

differentiated conception of ability " (Treasure and Roberts, 1995 p477). Harwood et al.
(2000) suggests that one cannot have a tendency to differentiate and not differentiate
between effort and ability.

"If goal orientations did equate with tendencies to adopt

differentiated conceptions of ability, and if this differentiation

were a developmental

how
be
but
difficult
it
is
to
children
could
older
ego-oriented"
anything
see
process,
(Harwood et al, 2000 p241). By approximately age 12 children will have developed a
differentiated concept of ability.

However they can still have task- or ego- oriented

goals. Harwood et al (2000) have begun the process of undermining the concept of
ability as a static entity within motivational research. The tendency within motivational
research to characterise `ability' as a one-dimensional, static entity, one among many
fixed or incremental `attributions' has been
Evans
by
as
such
other researchers
criticised
(2004). He argues that while motivational theories
have
in
theory
attribution
rooted
usefully centred attention on the nature of individual decision making, they have little to
say about the nature of `ability'

as a dynamic, sociocultural construct and process.

Furthermore, he states that "the
literature
in
inherent
the
on attribution
reductionism
and ability lends itself perfectly to those willing converts of recent 'human genome'
theory, some of whom may wish to reduce 'ability' to something akin to physical
intelligence" (Evans, 2004, p99). Indeed this direct association has been made within
traditional approaches to achievement goal theory. There is a need to further explore
what `ability' means and how it is configured, performed and displayed in the contexts
of physical education.

Research has established that task and ego orientation are orthogonal constructs, that is,
when task orientation is high, ego orientation can be high, moderate or low and vice
versa (Digelidis and Papaioannou, 1999; Harwood et al., 2000).

Recent research by

Elliot and Harackiewicz (1996) offers an alternative framework by partitioning the
performance goal orientation into independent approach and avoidance motivational
orientations. Using this framework the dispositional orientations are separated into a
learning or task involvement goal, focused on the development
of competence and task
mastery (an approach orientation), a performance or ego involvement goal, directed
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toward attaining favourable judgements of competence (also an approach oriented goal),
judgements
involvement
goal aimed at avoiding unfavourable
and a performance or ego
Harackiewicz,
(Dweck
Leggett,
Elliot
(an
1988;
and
goal)
and
avoidance
of competence
1996; Heyman and Dweck, 1992; Nicholls, 1989). Individuals may aspire to attain
incompetence,
this
to
approach-avoidance
and
although
avoid
strive
or
may
competence
distinction was explicitly incorporated into the earliest achievement motivation
(Elliot
in
literature
it
the
until recently
conceptualisations was subsequently neglected
dimensions
identified
(1994)
two
of
Skaalvik
Harackiewicz,
1996).
similarly
et
al
and
defensive
labelled
ego orientations.
that
and
offensive
ego orientations
were

These

demonstrate
be
best
and
identified
ability,
to
for
superior
to
or
were
as
some students

for other students, not to be poorest, to avoid looking stupid or to avoid negative
reactionsfrom others. A factor analysisindicatesthat task orientation, ego orientation
1992
Nicholls,
(Duda
factors
and
and avoidanceorientation are distinct goal orientation
cited in Skaalvik, 1997 p71). Elliot and McGregor (2001) have further advancedthis
theory suggestingthat task or masteryorientation may also be partitioned into approach
is
dimensions.
In a mastery avoidance goal construct, competence
and avoidance
defined in terms of the absolute requirements of the task or one's own pattern of
attainment,and incompetenceis the focal point of regulatory attention.
It is proposedthat youth sport participants recognisethe social nature of sport and that
the meaning of their behaviours in this context is related to the development and
demonstration of social bonds with significant others. Individuals are likely to feel
good about their involvement in sport if they feel they belong and are accepted,
little
feel
devalued,
included
If
respected,
participants
members of a social group.
they
fringe
from
are
the
the
group
social
of
respect
others, a social outcast or even on
likely to feel that things are not going well, that they do not belong in sport and they are
less likely to feel good about their involvement in sport. There has been a growing call
for social perceptionsand goalsto be consideredin the study of achievementmotivation
in school, however, few empirical studies have examined social and achievement
(Anderman
and Anderman, 1999, p23). For many children and
motives simultaneously
adolescentssport is clearly as much a social activity as it is a physical one. Participants
in
for
engaging
physical activities including affiliation, being part
report social reasons
of a team and social status. Researchershave also indicated that positive and negative
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from
friendship
social
sources
such
comes
as
opportunities, social recognition
affect
and parental pressure.

In response to criticisms that achievement goal theorists do not consider social aspects
(1997)
individual's
Hicks
that
goal of status
suggested
an
of achievement motivation,
be
these
to
suggest a
the
as
ego-involvement
goals
related
may
peer
group
within
heightened focus on the behaviour and judgements of others (cited in Anderman and
Anderman, 1999). Blumenfeld (1992) also noted that gaining approval from teachers or
parents has often been considered as an ability- or ego-goal.

Traditionally

ego-

involvement goals were defined by a focus on normatively referenced competence
(Nicholls, 1984). The role played by others in individuals' conception of competence is
considered in ego-involvement goals. However, that individuals may have concerns
be
to
than
individuals'
or
related
other
always
competence and that
not
motivation may
explained by a desire to demonstrate or develop physical ability is not considered.
Eccles, Wigfield and Schiefele (1998) suggested that categorising children's goals as
task- or ego-involved oversimplifies the complexity of motivation.

Maehr (1984) has arguedwith respect to behaviour in school, that although acquiring
and demonstratingacademicor task competencemay be of concern to all individuals
some of the time, it is not necessarilythe central concern in any given setting or time.
He argued that "other goals, other intentions, other attractions continually intrude"
(p 116). That is, individuals' motivation in physical education may not always be
related to or explained by a desire to demonstrate or develop physical ability.
Whitehead, (1995 p432) proposed that "Because there is cultural variation in
`desirable attributes, existing theories of achievement motivation were considered
invalid outsidenational boundaries evenwithin WesternSocietyand should be replaced
Social
focus
".
with a
approval goals were originally recognisedand
on subjectivegoals
defined by Maehr and Nicholls in 1980 as `conformity to norms or virtuous intent
Social-involvement
talent'.
than
goals are defined by their focus on
rather
superior
desiresto be popular, to be socially acceptedand to have high social status. Thesegoals
beliefs
of
and behaviours,many of which may be relatedto
encompassa wide spectrum
in
motivation and achievement school (Urdan and Maehr, 1995). In contrast to taskand ego-involvedgoals, the overriding concernof social goals is not with successin the
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in
but
domain.
tasks
the
rather
with
success
social
physical

Unlike the dominant

is
it
is
to
that
not only
meaning
proposed
approaches understanding sport motivation,
belonging
but
the
demonstration
to
the
to
within
competence
of
of
one's
sense
related
social context of sport.
Maehr and Nicholls (1980) proposed that, because an individual who has adopted social
'approval
is
focused
the
aroused
of
others,
when
approval
on earning
approval goals
levels
high
lead
to
of effort'
motivation will consistently

(p238).

However this

deleterious
that
the
does
seeking social
effect
consider
conception of motivation
not
have
to
from
efforts
on
may
approval
peers with negative views of achievement
is
the
in
to
The
understanding
essential
achieve.
value
salience of cultural variations
in
Earning
in
influencing
approval
to
role of social goals
school.
achieve
motivation
will affect achievement in different ways depending on the values of those whose
approval is sought (Urdan and Maehr, 1995). In this way the adoption of a social
involvement goal in an achievement
have
maladaptive
or
adaptive
either
setting can
effects on behaviour.

A social-involvementgoal is adaptivewhen an individual perceivesthat engagingin an
achievementtask will increasetheir social status or maintain their position within the
group, and reflects a desire to gain something from trying in an achievementtask.
These individuals are oriented toward the potential social gains that involvement in
in
for
activities,
example sport or education can provide, such as gains social status,
to
This
conformity
peer acceptance,significant other approval, and social recognition.
In
by
demands
is
increase
other.
social
perceived to
social acceptance a significant
that
individual
is
perceives
contrast a social-involvement goal maladaptive when an
being
in
in
decrease
lead
task
ostracisedor
to
engaging an achievement
will
status,
a
the
is
by
Hence,
when
a social-involvement goal maladaptive
rejected
ones' peers.
individual avoids achievementin order to avoid the negative associatedeffects.
The research of Ewing (1981) and Whitehead (1995) investigated the relationship
betweensocial approval goal orientation and sport participation. Allen (2001) claimed
that two general forms of motivation or social motivational orientation can be
identified: affiliation orientation, in which the primary concerns are the development
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and maintenance of mutual interpersonal relationships; and social validation orientation,
desire
to gain something from interpersonal interactions such as status,
which reflects a
approval or recognition.

Social validation oriented individuals define belonging in

terms of status or recognition given by others and as a result have limited control over
whether they have secure, stable, ongoing relationships with significant others.

Although a social view of sport hasbeenrecognised,youth sport motivation researchers
have not examined this aspect of motivation in detail. It is argued that the lack of
dominant
is
due
theories of motivation
to
to
on
attention social motivation
an emphasis
framework
to
lack
theoretical
on physical ability related constructsand a
of a suitable
examinesocial aspectsof motivation.

2.4

Reconceptualising the student agenda: an examination of what attributes are
socially valued by young people in contemporary society

In order to determinethe adaptivenature of social goals it is important to look at what
attributesare socially valued. In this sectionI will briefly highlight a few key featuresof
young people's experiences,recognising that they are eminently diverse and far more
complex than can be covered in this brief section. I will also examine the agendas
currently privileged in physical educationand explore the possible effects of this on the
adaptivenature of the social goals adoptedby young people. Giddens (1977) theory of
human
is
for
He
that
this
agencyand
structuration useful
considering
suggests
process.
social structureare in a relationship with eachother, and it is the repetition of the actsof
individual agents that reproduces the structure. This means that there is a social
but
institutions,
doing
things;
traditions,
structuremoral codesand establishedways of
it also meansthat thesecan be changedwhen people start to ignore them, replacethem
or reproduce them differently.

A structurational model of teaching suggests that
teachingis both a product of human action and a medium for human action. As such it
contains structural properties. It is socially constructedby agents and yet at the same
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is
in
The
institutionalised
is
time
role of agency and structure
education systems.
interwoven and interdependent -a duality2.
is
in
there
by
a
is
In examining what
young people
physical education
socially valued
education.
physical
within
currently
privileged
are
to
agendas
whose
examine
need
that
is
large
body
to
there
suggest
(2003)
that
evidence
Kinchin
a
of
Kirk and
argue
Scratton,
(Flintoff
disadvantage
and
girls
traditional approaches to physical education
Vescio
1996;
(Benn,
et al,
2001; Williams and Bedward, 2001), particular ethnic groups
1991)
Silverman,
1995b,
(Carlson,
and
less
1999) and alienate motorically
gifted
disabled young people (Kosma et al., 2002), while reproducing and celebrating
hegemonic masculinity (Nigles, 1998; Wright, 1997). Fernandez-Balboa (1993) points
become
to
of
limits
it
aware
is
hidden
ability
the
our
that
out that
often
curriculum

hidden
The
are
agendas
to
victimisation and
envision other worlds or possibilities.
(1992)
Kirk
learning.
communicatedthrough everydayphysical educationteachingand
hidden
of
to
the
agendas
that
the
dealing
argues
refer
phenomenawe are
with when we
physical education exist in the realm of communication and meaning making.
Changing the hidden curriculum is a difficult task because it requires changing
behavioursthat are habitual and reflects deeply held beliefs. The task often involves
transforming not merely the programmebut challenging existing social conditions that
that,
(1993)
argues
justice.
Fernandez-Balboa
democracy
contradict principles of
and
becausephysical educationis taught in traditional ways and is acceptedwithout critical
injustice
forms
it
is
difficult
identify
and oppression
to
of
examination,
and eliminate
how
is
it
it.
he
Furthermore
that
physical education
we ask
within
crucial
points out that
helps createand maintain hegemonicideologies3and unjust social conditions.
2Thenotion of duality is central to a structurationalaccount. For Giddens(1984), the term `duality'
Thus
has
dual
the structureof
being
to
nature.
that
a
than
agency,
structure
an
opposite
suggests rather
human
future
human
by
to
then
action.
actions,
and
serve
shape
social systemsare created

3Power is mostly cognitive, and enacted by persuasion, dissimulation or manipulation, among other
be
in
Dominance
interests.
and
the
enacted
to
of
others
may
mind
one's
own
strategic ways
change
`acceptable'
forms
`natural'
by
text
talk
that
everyday
of
and
quite
and
appear
routine,
reproduced
subtle,
(Van Dijk, 1993). If the minds of the dominated can be influenced in such a way that they accept
dominance, and act in the interest of the powerful out of their own free will, we use the term hegemony
(Gramsci, 1971; Hall et al., 1977). One major function of dominant discourse is precisely "to
1988
legitimacy
dominance"
(Herman
Chomsky,
and
acceptance
of
and
manufacture such consensus,
cited by Van Dijk, 1993 p302). The concept of hegemony, and its associated concepts of consensus,
acceptance and the management of the mind, also suggest that a critical analysis of discourse and
dominance is far from straightforward, and does not always imply a clear picture of villains and victims.
Indeed, it has been suggested that many forms of dominance appear to be 'jointly produced' through
intricate forms of social interaction, communication and discourse (Van Dijk, 1993).
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It is at this crucial point where discourse comes in: Van Dijk suggeststhat managing the
is
function
of
others
essentially
a
minds
of text and talk (1993 p302). Furthermore, she
involve
different `modes' of discourse - power
that
processes
reproduction
argues
less
direct
the
or
relations as
more
or overt support, enactment, representation,
legitimation,

denial, mitigation

or concealment of

dominance, among others.

Dominance is defined here as "the exercise of social power by elites, institutions or
groups, that results in social inequality, including political,
racial and gender inequality"

(Van Dijk, 1993, p300).

cultural, class, ethnic,

Social power is based on

privileged access to socially valued resources and involves control.

For adolescents

these resourcesmay be economic, popularity, status, group membership, education
or/and,other types of ability such asphysical competence4.If engagementin an activity
is unlikely to result in the
accumulation of socially valued resources then adaptive
motivational patterns may not be evidenced for the activity. Conceptualising the
constitutive nature of these resources or values as continually becoming, multiple,
shifting and contradictory, increasesour understandingregarding the extent to which
they can be contestedand replaced. In any case, Giddens (1984) claims that it is the
patternsof relationshipsand repeatedforms of interaction that determine the structures
which are createdby human actions and then serveto shapefuture human action.

2.4.1 Gender appropriate student agendas
In the case of gender, social reproduction is particularly clear. Burler (1990; 1993)
notes that genderis strongly performative; we are all, in our daily lives, consciouslyand
unconsciously,performing what it is to be male or female, demonstratingmasculinity
and femininity in and through our actions. The social construction of gender begins in
early childhood, perhapsas early as infancy, as children respond to cues from parents,
teachersand others (Greendorfer, 1983). Children first identify notions of genderby
focusing on a few obvious physical or external cues such as hairstyle, dress and name
(Bailey, 1993). By age two, clear sex differences in interests
appear (Pitcher and
Schultz, 1983). By agethree, children know many of the implicit

social rules that guide
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feminine and masculine behaviour. They may also start to believe that it is wrong for
first
in
One
(Bailey,
1993;
1990).
the
Ignico,
to
of
cross-sex
activities
engage
people
things that contemporary society teaches children about the process of becoming
(Birrell
differences
involves
between
females
it
is
that
and
males
establishing
gendered
differences
distinctions
These
1990).
they
Cole,
1990;
Duncan,
are
merely
not
and
(Kay,
direct
1995).
In
interpreted
opposites
particular, the media,
as
are sometimes
if
boys
in
both
that
tell
are
obvious and subtle ways
children
parents, teachers and peers
1994).
Greendorfer,
1994;
Kane
(Duncan
its
and
et al.,
one thing, girls are
opposite
This approach to `gender' has shifted from `roles' that males and females `learn' to an
diverse;
identities
forming
multiple
and
as relational,
understanding of the
of gender
hence the more recent concepts of masculinities and femininities are often constructed
in opposition to each other (Renold, 2001a p372). This is not, however, to deny the
notion of `hierarchical masculinities'

forces
`hegemonic
(discursive)
of
the
or

masculinity', which legitimate certain ways of `being' male through the subordination
and pathologisation of alternative masculine and feminine subject positions (Renold,
2001, p373). Through their own
in
they
as
perceive
to
what
engage
efforts
active
gender-appropriate behaviours, children take on social roles and characteristics labelled
feminine
for
as
many
Thus,
or masculine.
competence
social
of
component
a crucial
girls may depend on maintaining and defending the opposition they perceive between
these characteristics. Adolescence can exaggerate gender differences. This is because
for young men and women there is some uncertainty about what constitutes correct or
is
femininity,
more
acceptable performance of adult masculinity and
such performance
behaviour,
it
is
for
is
to
than
there
conscious
stereotyped
adults, and
a greater recourse
both for oneself and for one's peers (Paechter, 2001 p3). Cockerill and Hardy (1987)
found that fourth grade secondary school girls differentiated strongly between the
in
`unfeminine'
`feminine'
they
girl,
characteristics which
would associate with a
and
three areas: appearance; specific physical, personality and behavioural attributes; and
interest/involvement in sport and physical activity. Girls may perceive that it is socially
unacceptable to be strong, physical and athletically talented; this is the very definition
of a popular boy. An erroneous but particularly persistent and long-standing belief is

° Such
resources carry a cultural value that have an exchange value in certain fields and, as a
consequence, can function as `capital' (Shilling, 1993). Insofar as they acquire a value within specific
fields, these resources become desireable to social agents.
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that sports are masculinizing and that physically active girls are more likely to become
lesbians, or that all successful female athletes are lesbians (Cahn, 1994; Kane, 1996;
Lenskyj, 1990). Within a female adolescent subculture dominated by traditional notions
heterosexual
femininity
and
partnerships, a perceived association of sport with
of
lesbianism could represent a fundamental contradiction

to the values and role

(Kay,
1995 p60). Some girls may shun sport altogether to
girls
expectations of many
femininity,
their
or they may prefer sports and physical activities
avoid compromising
that appear to be more gender-appropriate. While skill at sport is a significant factor in
determining social status for many boys, physical attractiveness and success with boys
tend to determine social status for girls (Adler et al., 1992; Thorne, 1993).

The emphasison genderopposition often shapesthe ways in which children physically
express themselves (Duncan and Sayaovong, 1990). Gender is a key theme in
physicality because most girls learn to reproduce `appropriate' female styles of
movement (Young, 1990). Girls learn `a specific repertoire of gestures,postures and
movements' (Bartky, 1998 p64) that can be quite different from boys; early on, girls
discover that stereotypic femininity
(e.
delicate,
restrained movements g.
requires
crossing their legs, folding the arms) and limited use of space(Henley, 1977; Young,
1990). The social construction
for
influence
femininity
preferences
girls'
of
can
physical activity and their expressionsof physicality. Most girls are encouragedto
behave like `good' girls, playing
in
from
discouraged
taking
part
quietly, and are
activities which are excessivelyrough, active or noisy. As a result of this `habits and
values towards inactivity become incorporated into the lifestyle of most females'
(Greendorfer, 1983). Boys in contrast, are encouragedby their parents to engagein
physically active play and discouragedfrom more passive,`girlish' behaviour; in fact,
by the age of four, boys are seen to be more strongly sex-typed than girls, partly
becauseof discouragementfrom engagingin sex-inappropriatebehaviour. By the time
they have reachedschool age, children have learnt to distinguish between the type of
behaviour that is expectedand the type that is discouraged(King, 1988). Part of this
distinction is the recognition that physically active play is appropriate for boys, but
not
for girls (Kay, 1995). Activities such as sports that
require more vigorous movement
and greateruse of spaceare often socially coded as masculine. Although children may
engagein activities coded for the other sex, the social norms that have been established
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for each gender, and the sense of identity that these norms may foster, are a powerful
influence. As Hasbrook (1995) noted in her ethnography of grade school children, both
big,
be
believe
`girls
boys
that
to
strong, powerful or
are not supposed
girls and
[seen
to
others,
of
offence
shameful
a
source
are
as]
and
attributes
such
physical;
femininity,
(p17).
boys'
In
their
to
many girls
compromising
avoid
order
particularly
from
sport and physical activity.
withdraw

Physical educationclassesare bound up with the reproduction of social inequality and
henceit is a valuable areaof study. While there seemsto be a practical and theoretical
discourses
identities
the
andpractices
acceptancethat a wider rangeof
are now on offer,
Hastie
is
in
determining
forces
what socially valued.
of sport continue to be powerful
but
do
Pickwell
(1996) argue that as long as teachersand students not challenge,
and
accept, participation patterns as a normal part of the day-to-day physical education
experience,the opportunity to learn activity skills will be limited to studentperceptions
the
takes
`normal'
form
behaviour.
often
The
activity
of
of classroom
predominant
form of routine; both the pupils and teachers, after a while, accept behaviour that
both
and
bizarre.
The
pupils
of
actions
appearsto outsiders as extreme and
everyday
5
teachersreinforce and reproducea set of expectations.
Physical education as an activity in the school curriculum has been genderedsince its
first appearancein the modern era and the practices that make up physical education
have historically been associatedwith girls being feminine and boys being masculine
(Kirk, 2003). Since the 1980s, educationalistshave argued that the importance of
for
implications
beyond
discrimination
the
removing sexist
within sport goes
participation in sport itself, to a much broader relevance to the school education
1984;
(Leaman,
in
in
inhibiting
society
system's role
eroding
gender stereotypes
Scraton, 1987). Evans (1994) cited the national curriculum for physical educationas a
`highly visible offender', an area in which gender stereotypeswere more likely to be
strengthenedthan challenged. Sport is increasingly acknowledged as a powerful
cultural institution (Kinkema and Harris, 1998) which routinely and systematically
$ It is the set of other people's
expectationswhich make up the 'social forces' and 'social structures'that
sociologiststalk about (Giddens,2001). As Giddens and Pierson comment 'Society only has form, and
that form only haseffects on people, in so far as structure is producedand reproducedin what people do'
(1998 p77).
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creates and reinforces the ideology of male superiority and actively resists the inclusion
(Mean,
2001).
Sport
has a major role as a contributor to traditional concepts
of women
(Whitson,
1990; Brown, 1999). Physical education, which plays such a
of masculinity
in
early experiences of sport, `has real potential in the undermining of
prominent role
in
divisions
our society' (Scraton, 1986; Kay, 1995). Furthermore, Kay (1995)
gender
argues that at the moment physical education is far better at realising this role in the
case of boys than girls.

Wright (1996) suggested that in some instances, mixed sex

classes results in a curriculum that has rested upon a normative male orientation and its
assumed social legitimacy.

Similarly Renold (2001a) found that many boys in co-

educational group-work would fail to co-operate or collaborate with the girls, often
dismissed their efforts, ideas and inputs, and ridiculed and belittled their work. Kay
(1995) argued that physical education
practices could often undermine efforts elsewhere
in schooling to encourage
children of both sexes to rethink traditional gender
boundaries. The relationship for
is
femininity
to
physical education complex,
girls and
partly because the agenda is at least partially set by the boys: boys and young men
clearly do not expect girls to have an interest in the subject (Paechter, 2001). Keeping
sport as an important site for male identity construction therefore requires that women
be positioned as the `other' (Mean, 2001)6. In
many situations, and sometimes
paradoxically, research has shown that power and even power abuse may seem `jointly
produced', e.g. when dominated groups are persuaded, by whatever means, that
dominance is `natural' or otherwise legitimate (Van Dijk, 1993). Thus, although an
analysis of strategies of resistance and challenge is crucial for our understanding of
actual power and dominance relations in school, in this study I prefer to focus on the
discursive strategies for the maintenance of inequality both by those in positions of
power and subordination.

Although I have already recognisedthat what is socially valued is continually shifting
and can, and often should, be contested and replaced, I have also argued that if
engagementin an activity is unlikely to result in the accumulation of socially valued
6 Positioning the `other'
serves an important sociocognitive function in the defining of the standard
(Lakoff, 1987), hence a hegemonic need to discriminate between
categories and their membership which
is achieved through the positioning of other social
categories (Tajfel and Turner, 1986). The `others' of
society who can never really belong, are nevertheless essential for its survival because those individuals
who stand at the margins of society clarify its boundaries
by
not belonding, they emphasize the
significance of belonging (Oliver and Lalik, 2003).
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resources then adaptive motivational patterns may not be evidenced for the activity. For
this reason I believe it is important to briefly consider adolescence and what is socially
for
is
It
young
people.
obviously not possible to generalise about what it is that
valued
is socially valued because it is far more complicated than first imagined and I recognise
that young people's experiences are eminently diverse.

However Miles (2000, pl)

contends that "it is possible to identify some key characteristics of young people's
experiences which will have a powerful and widespread influence", particularly given
that each young person occupies several separate but sometimes overlapping social
worlds.

Peerinteraction and friendship are at the heart of most young people's lives (Adler and
Adler, 2001; Harris, 1998). They are concernedwith making and keeping friends, and
place a lot of importanceon belonging,on being included, and on being part of a group.
Cotterell (1996) points out that group affiliation not only supplies emotional security,
but also is a sourceof statusand reputationwith motivational properties. Friendship is
overwhelmingly a group concept in adolescence,and the peer group value system
emphasisesthe desirability of young peoplehaving `lots' of friends and being part of a
fit
into
feel
Adolescents
do
that
they
have
few
friends
crowd.
not
who manifestly
and
the larger crowd see a discrepancybetweentheir experienceand what is promoted as
the norm, namely `lots' of friends, and may feel deprived. They may attribute the
lacking
belief
deficit
friends
in
that
inadequacy,
the
a wide
to
perceived
of
personal
circle of friends meansthat there is somethingwrong with them (Cotterell, 1996p92).
Cotterell (1996) argues that the widening social landscape is distinctive about the
adolescent years, compared with those of childhood, and makes the adolescent's
behaviour system more accessibleto social influence processes.In most parts of the
world, the school and its classroomsare important arenasfor peer group formation and
friendship relations (Adler and Adler, 2001). School is a major location for meeting
and making friends as they contain large numbers of young people who are separated
from wider society for sufficiently long periods of time each day for them to developa
social world of their own within the school (Cotterell, 1996 p104). Coleman and
Hendry (1999) point out that adolescentsface changesin essentially
all aspectsof their
lives concurrently; for instance,going through puberty
while entering a new school and
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losing an established circle of peer relationships
be
than
this
many
and
may
more
handle.
can
adolescents

During the transition from primary to secondary school, students typically move from
relatively small primary schools to larger secondary schools, and their social networks
change as they come into contact with a broader range of possible friends. At the same
time, they change from the. system of staying with the same teachers all day to seeing
several teachers for shorter periods of time. The high schools are a world apart from the
primary school environment which the youngsters have known: "their organisation is
larger and more complex, their curriculum more diverse, their administration
more
distant, and teaching dispersed
different
that
six
may
encounter
or
seven
so
students
teachers within the course of a day" (Cotterell, 1996 p106). These changes make it
more difficult for students and teachers to develop close relationships. Moreover Urdan
and Maehr (1995) contend that the transition to middle school occurs as students reach
early adolescence, a time when peers become more prominent in their lives and this
may lead many students to pursue peer approval goals more vigorously, and teacher
approval goals less vigorously than before. Anderman and Anderman (1999) suggests
that social concerns, generally important in
be
particularly
early adolescence, may
salient during the period as young people negotiate a new school environment.

Being popular is highly valued during
friendship
Whereas
refers to a close
adolescence.
bond betweentwo or more people,
individual
is
the
regarded
way an
popularity reflects
within the wider peer structureand the way she/heis treatedby the crowd. Having high
statusfriendshipscontributes to one's popularity (Perry, 1987).Friendship groupshave
their own boundaries,like surfacetension on a soapbubble, which leave the members
of the clique often quite contentto float along and leave things as they are. The internal
dynamics of well-established groups are strong, often based on living in the same
neighbourhood,years of schooling, and sharing activities and interests (Cotterell, 1996
p54). Many researcherssuch as Cotterell (1996) and Griffiths (1995) have pointed out
that friendship is not all plain sailing, but instead contains tensions
and contradictory
feelings. Friends argue and disagree. Friends can be jealous
of one another, and the
competition betweenfriends can be fierce and anything but friendly.
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The friendship cliques and peer groups to which the adolescent belongs not only
contribute support to the adolescent in coping with the wider world, but also are sources
identity
help
that
to endorse the emerging personal identity (Cotterell, 1996
of group
p2).

The essential dilemma for an individual young person who wishes to be fully

integrated in society is between playing appropriate roles and maintaining a sense of
individuality.

On the one hand it is important to be able to play the right roles in a

follow
On
for
the
to
the
these
and
of
social
settings
prescribed
variety
rules
situations.
other, it is equally important to be able to maintain elements of individuality.

Coleman

and Hendry (1999, p52) comment that adolescence is a time when an individual
struggles to determine the exact nature of his or her self, and to consolidate a series of
choices into a coherent whole which makes up the essence of the person, clearly
separate from parents and other formative influences. In developing a sense of personal
identity, the major psychosocial task for
is
resolving
school
young people at secondary
the crisis of group identity versus alienation. Antaki et al. (1996) comment that we
construct and manage our identities in talk and the reproduction, maintenance and
defence of our identities
(Mean,
talk
in
be
as
such
should
social practices
observable
2001). It is through everyday discursive
practices that young people enact and construct
their identities (Potter, 1996). Non-collaboration in normative discursive practices has
been identified as a
particularly powerful way of undermining membership, no matter
how well one communicates,
be
made salient
alternative category membership can
(Mean, 2001). The discursive practices adopted by an individual may be `correct' (i. e.
homogenous) and appropriate to the
in
the
they
that
accepted practices
reflect
context of the dominant social group in the given context (Gumperz, 1982).

This brief review of the literature on teenagelives highlights a number of factors that
may impact on the goal orientations of young people, particularly in relation to Maehr
and Nicholls (1980) original theory advocating a search for diversity in goal
orientations; that is, a consideration of the social and cultural values specific to the
context that result in particular goal orientations. A consideration of how certain
attributes are privileged in and through physical educationpractices is important given
the acknowledgementof the local context in determining goal orientations. Giddens
(2003) commentsthat the ways in which social and cultural
values are self-reproducing
in nature, that is to say, they are not brought into being by
social actors but continually
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by
in
them
and through their discursive practices, is also an important
recreated
consideration.

Although I recognise the value of a theory of motivation, I also acknowledge that
in
in
this
of
a
consideration
what
means
practice
without
relation to young people's
is
It
it
influence
tasks,
teaching practices.
will not
engagement with physical education
to the implications

of achievement goal theory to young people's achievement

behaviour that the next section now turns.

2.5 Achievement goal theory and implications for teaching
In this section I will briefly overview the researchto date analysingthe effects of young
people's goal orientations since it is the application of achievement goal theory to
teaching situations that is of most interest to this study. A whole industry of research
has developedanalysing motivation in the hope that once the antecedentsof adaptive
Different
be
behaviour
changed.
and maladaptive
were understood they could
behavioural, cognitive and affective outcomes have been noted for task- and egohas
Extensive
individuals
(Ntoumanis
1999,
Biddle,
research
orientated
p644).
and
task,
time
on
the
as
such
these
explored
effects of
motivational constructson variables
effort, persistence at the task, choice of behaviour, problem solving strategies,
performanceand achievement.
Task involvement hasbeen found to be related to adaptivebehaviourpatterns:
"

Biddle (1997) has argued that there is now consistent evidence that task or
mastery goals in physical activity settingscan be motivationally adaptive,as the
belief
is
the
construct consistently associatedwith the application of effort and
that effort is the key determinantof success.

"

Digelidis and Papaioannou(1999) found that task-involved studentstry hard to
learn new skills, they enjoy the learning process, feel satisfaction when they
improve their competenceand perceivetheir mistakesaspart of learning.

"

Duda found that high positive task orientation and high negative ego orientation
were negatively associatedwith pressureand tension (1992, p78).

"

In the face of failure, studentswith learning goals remained focused on the task,
and maintained effective problem solving strategies (Dweck, 1999).
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"

Research in the academic domain has indicated that a high level of task
involvement is associated with greater effort and persistence (Lloyd and Fox,

1992;Duda, 1992).
"

Dweck (1999) noted that task involved individuals thrived on challenge and
used more advanced problem solving strategies to attempt problems which were
level
their
of ability.
expected
above

Nicholls (1989) noted that when task

involved, students are more likely to experience an activity as an end in itself
in
inherent
from
derive
to
the
trying
to
meet
and
objective challenges
enjoyment
the task.

"

When a task orientation prevails the athlete is concernedwith the task and not
with the self. The motivational goal in this case is doing one's best and
fulfilling one's potential. Becausethe level of competence is judged with
respect to self-referenced criteria, cheating and aggressingagainst another to
demonstratecompetencein the normative senseis irrelevant. Therefore task
orientation should not be expectedto have a negative impact on moral decision
making and subsequentbehaviour in the sport realm (Kavussanuand Roberts,
2001).

Ego involvement has been found to be related to a range of maladaptive behaviour
patterns, particularly in the absenceof high perceived competence(Treasure et al.,
2000).
"

Digelidis and Papaioannou (1999) found that ego-involved students try to
outperform others and achievenormative records, feel more satisfied when they
establishsuperiority and interpret mistakesaspersonalfailure.

"

Evidence has shown that ego orientation has a negative effect on motivation,
especiallyif low ability is also perceived(Lloyd and Fox, 1992). Vallerand and
Losier (1999) proposed that perceived competencemediates the relationship
between ego orientation and motivational outcomes. Lintunen et al. (1999)
suggestedthat if ego-oriented persons have low perceived competence,they
expect to have difficulties with the task and this may lead to motivational
impairment. The theory suggeststhat those who are heavily
ego involved are
likely to be motivated as long as they are able to convince themselvesthat they
have high competence(Biddle, 1997,p66).
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"

Dweck, (1999) found that in the face of failure ego involved students displayed
negative affect and responded with less effective problem solving strategies
difficulty.
faced
with
when

When pupils perceive that their response will not

influence the success they experience their actions for dealing with difficulty
become less effective and this concept is termed `learned helplessness'.
Sometimes students do this by playing it safe and completely avoiding mistakes.
Dweck (1986) argued that this represented a belief that what you do will not
affect the course of negative events, that you have no control over negative
events. The ways of dealing with obstacles make the helpless response a clearly
less adaptive one. Furthermore she argued that the helpless response, if habitual
when faced with a challenge, will limit students' achievement. If obstacles are
seen as posing a real threat and if they prompt grave self-doubts and withdrawal,
then pursuit of these goals will be compromised.

"

Dweck (1999) found that those studentsdisplaying the helplesspattern claimed
they were bored, even though they had been happily involved only moments
before when achieving success. Studentsprone to the helplesspattern may react
with self-doubt and disruption, deciding prematurely that they are not any good
at the subject when they face obstacles. A student who relies on a favourable
likely
is
indication
more
normative comparisonas an
of competenceand ability
to show maladaptive responseswhen faced with difficulty. However task
orientedindividuals view mistakesas part of the learningprocess.

"

Elliot and Harackiewicz (1996) argue that while ego-involved studentsperceive
their competence as high, they will not engage in maladaptive behaviours.
However, this is likely to persist only if they continue to win. Given that the
best task for purposesof looking smart are the ones that are hard for others but
do
for
if
harder
but
take
they
they
think
task,
will
not
you, pupils may
on a
only
well at it.

"

Lloyd and Fox found that a high ego involvement is associatedwith a lack of
in
persistence sport, a belief that sport can be boring and that successrequires
high ability (1992).

"

Choice of level of difficulty of task is one variable that is affected by
dispositional orientation (Duda, 1992). Lloyd and Fox (1992) found that even if
an ego orientatedindividual comparesfavourably with his/her peers most of the
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time there is evidence to show that such individuals, while continuing to be
involved in the activity, may sacrifice learning opportunities that involve the risk

of error.
"

Skaalvik (1993,1997) in two case studies found that students who had learning
or reading problems were preoccupied with social comparisons and that they

be
highly
to
concerned
not
perceivedas stupid. The studentsuseda variety
were
from
to
other students.
of self-protectivestrategies avoid negativeperceptions
involvement
high
and an absenceof mastery goal setting
reliance on ego
"A
in
found
Fox
(1994)
be
that
to
young
et al.
seems
motivationally weak.
high
high
task/low ego groups were most
task/high
adolescents,
ego and
low
in
low
task/low ego groups,
task/high
motivated comparisonwith
ego and
when askedabout sport in general.
"

Sportspersonshipis manifested when players try to play well, avoid taking an
defeat
following
or
unfair advantageover their opponent and react graciously
victory. Nicholls (1989) has arguedthat the focus on demonstratingsuperiority
in
lack
of
a
over others, which characterisesego-orientedpeople, may result
concern about justice, fairness and the welfare of opponents in a competitive
is
high
Research
has
situation.
ego orientation associatedwith a
shown that a
tendency to endorse deception and avoidance behaviours (Lyoyd and Fox,
1992), with the belief that deceptionwas key to success(Treasureand Roberts,
1998), with the views that sport should enhancesocial status and self-esteem
(Treasureet al. 2000) with an endorsementof unsportsmanlikeplay (Duda et al.,
1991) and that when winning is at stake,the ego-orientedathletewill be tempted
to choose a behaviour that facilitates accomplishmentof this goal, even if the
behaviour is not congruent with his or her moral ideals (Kavussanuand Roberts,
2001).

"

Midgley et al., (2001) found that an orientation to demonstrating ability is
consistentlyrelated to the use of superficial strategiessuch as memorisation and
rehearsal.

Although much of the research described above indicates that ego involved goals
predict maladaptive behaviour, it must be noted that this orientation has also been
associatedwith adaptiveoutcomessuch as positive self-concept, affect, attitudes, effort
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and the valuing of academic work (Midgley et al., 1996; Nicholls, 1985; Pintrich and
Garcia, 1991; Roeser et al., 1996; Elliot and McGregor, 2001; Skaalvik, 1997). Also
into
the effects of performance-approach and
recent research
-avoidance goals suggests
that, in certain situations, these goals do not always produce negative behaviours.
Using the approach-avoidance concept, achievement goal theory predicts that both
performance-approach and mastery goals are focused on attaining competence, and
these approach orientations facilitate a set of processes for optimal task engagement and
foster intrinsic motivation.

Specifically,

in a performance-approach or mastery

orientation individuals perceive the achievement setting as a challenge and this
construal is likely to generate excitement, encourage affective and cognitive investment,
facilitate concentration and task absorption and orient the individual

toward the

presence of success-relevant and mastery relevant information, processes hypothesised
to facilitate intrinsic motivation (Elliot and Harackiewicz, 1996).

Elliot and McGregor (2001)
conducteda study that has looked at performance-approach
goals and grades. They found that performanceapproachgoals were positively related
to gradeson an exam in introductory psychology. However they also looked at these
relationshipsin terms of `long term retention' that was assessedby looking at gradeson
an unexpectedpop quiz given near the end of the coursethat included material from the
exam given earlier. On the pop quiz, performance approachgoals were unrelated to
gradesand mastery goals, which had been unrelated to gradeson the first exam, were
positively related to grades. Elliot and McGregor concluded that these results clearly
implicate mastery goals, not performance goals as facilitators of retention. Their
findings show that mastery-avoidance goals have a more negative pattern of
consequencesthan mastery-approach goals and a more positive pattern than
performance avoidance goals.

Mastery avoidance goals shared some deleterious

processeswith performance-avoidancegoals but importantly mastery avoidance goals
diverged from performanceavoidancegoals in that they were not negative
predictors of
performanceattainment. Mastery goals in fact evidenced some positive qualities, as
they, unlike performanceavoidance goals, facilitated the subsequent
adoption of both
mastery and performance approach goals. These results clearly indicate that not all
avoidancegoalsshould be consideredequally inimical and that "performance avoidance
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and

goals appear to be the primary regulatory vulnerability in achievement settings" (Elliot
2001,
McGregor,
p516).
and
Elliot and Harackiewicz (1996) found that performance goals focused on avoiding
incompetence undermined intrinsic motivation relative to both a mastery and a
performance goal directed toward the attainment of competence.

This avoidance

is
orientation
viewed as evoking processes that are antithetical to the very nature of the
intrinsic motivation construct. Individuals construe the achievement setting as a threat
and may therefore wish to escape the situation if such an option is readily available
(Elliot and Harackiewicz, 1996).

However research assessing both the approach and

avoidance components of performance goals is consistent in providing evidence of the
maladaptive patterns of learning associated with performance avoidance goals (Elliot
and Harackiewicz, 1996; Skaalvik, 1997).

Although many researchershave acknowledgedthe importance of social factors to
learning few studies have
analysed the effect of pupils adopting a social goal
orientation.
"

Ryan et al. (1998) reported that students' endorsementof social status goals
predicted their self-reported reluctance to seek help with academic work and
their perception that help-seeking was associatedwith a threat to self-worth.
That is, students who were concernedwith their peer popularity were more
likely to be concernedabout classmates'judgementsof their academicability.

"

Anderman and Anderman (1999) reported that studentswho feel acceptedand
"a part of' their new school were more likely to pursue their academicwork for
the purposesof personalunderstandingand increasedcompetence.

9 Roesneret al. (1996) found that 8th gradestudentswho reported high perceived
school belonging, the sense that they were important, they mattered and
belonged in the school, also reported a greater senseof academicself-efficacy
andpositive affect toward school.
Wentzel (1991) suggeststhat students' endorsementof social responsibility goals may
also be related to their achievementmotivation and that social responsibility goals can
be defined as "adherence to social rules and role
expectations" and that students'
pursuit of responsibility goals representstheir desire and perceived ability to meet the
formal social demandsof the classroom context (cited in Anderman
and Anderman,
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1999, p23). Evident in this section is the paucity of research on social goal orientations
impact
different
the
of
cultural emphases and opportunities as originally
or on
advocated by Maehr and Nicholls (1980). There has been a growing call (Anderman
Anderman,
and

1999; Urdan and Maehr,

1995; Blumenfeld,

1992) for social

in
in
behaviours
be
to
the
considered
study of achievement
perceptions and goals
school.

The developmentof these findings into guidelines for practice is of central importance
as it at this stagethat an understandingof achievementgoal theory may help teachers'
improve their practices and thus, improve the experiencesthat young people have in,
andof, physical education.

2.6

Translating theory into practice

The obvious rationale for doing researchon teachereffectivenessin physical education
is to improve the quality of learning. However, an enduring question has been what
approachesto teaching influence student learning and result in differentially greater
learning gains, and this has been a controversial area of researchover the past number
of decades.Until the early 1990smuch of the researchidentifying appropriateteaching
by
induced
facilitate
been
had
learning
behaviours
strategiesto
experimentally
adaptive
creating a situational goal structure and dominated by the process-productresearch
for
teacher
Shulman
(1986)
that
programs
paradigm.
and
argued
as a result, policies
inflexible
have
into
decontextualised
translated
evaluative
education
often
rather
results
standardsand the conception of teaching as a precisely prescribable set of behaviours
for increasing pupils' attainment flourished. The guidelines for creating an adaptive
motivational climate are one such set of theories.
2.6.1 Motivational Climate
Using the psychological researchinto pupils' achievementgoals Ames (1992), Epstein
(1989) and Treasureand Roberts (1995) outlined the implications of achievementgoal
theory research for teaching effectiveness. The situational goal structures that they
describeare known as motivational climates. They
argue that it is extremely important
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to refine our understanding of motivational climate because perceived teachers'
behaviour represents a key `social factor' in schools that results in motivational
consequences.

Pringle (2000) argues that the reductionist and decontextualised

approach of achievement goal theory and motivational climate research is potentially
problematic.

He argues that a decontextualised approach neglects that physical

least
be
delivered
in
that
constructed and
education may
a manner
may oppress or at
disinterest certain youth from active participation and that consequently it "indirectly
maintains the inequitable power relations and discourses that currently exist in school
"a
intervention
"
(2000,
Ames
that
out
comprehensive
physical education
p25).
points
requires attention to salient classroom structures, identification

of principles and

strategies that can be mapped onto these structures, and generation of exemplary
day
be
integrated
into
that
practices
can
all curriculum areas and within all aspects of
to day classroom routine" (1992a p268). Treasure and Roberts (1995) comment that it
is surprising, given the widespread
that
the
students,
of
motivation
concern regarding
there is a paucity of research on motivation enhancement in the classroom.
Recommendations for teaching effectiveness are also dominated by the dualisms
inherent in the research paradigms and, apart from the interventions employed in Girls
in Sport and Physical Education Project (IYS/YST, 1999; IYS, 2000), ecologically valid
curriculum interventions generally have, arguably, lacked a theoretical underpinning
framework utilising the results of the extensive psychological literature.

Schools

included in this project employed various intervention strategies to enhance pupils'
(particularly girls') motivation. Despite the many criticisms of this literature in the
following section I will examine the application of achievement goal theory to teaching
effectiveness research.

Many achievement goal theorists, such as White et al. (1998) and Kavussanu and
Roberts (1996) have outlined that, although individuals approach an achievement
context with the predisposition to certain goal orientations, the structure of the context
will also have a powerful effect on the adopted goal of action, that is individual
dispositionsand situational factors interplay to determinethe adopted goal in any given
situation. By giving certain cues, rewards and making explicit certain expectations,a
significant other structures the motivational climate of a context so that achievement
goal orientationis adopted(Roberts, 1993). Treasureand Roberts (1995) point out that
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it is expected that children and young adolescents, who have yet to firm up their
personal theories of achievement may be more susceptible to the structure of the

motivational climate than older adolescents.
The classroom and other learning environments have an important role in shaping and
socialising students' motivational patterns (Ames, 1992b). Carpenter and Morgan
(1999) have suggested that the perceived classroom climate can predispose individuals
to adopt a particular personal goal perspective and, as a consequence, use adaptive or
maladaptive achievement strategies. The subjective perception of the psychological
climate of the achievement context will engage one goal orientation versus another
(Roberts, 1993). Situational factors can potentially alter the probabilities of individuals
displaying certain goal dispositions. Brunel (1999) found that situational climate was a
better predictor of motivational climate than dispositional goal orientation.
structures of the motivational

Different

development
facilitate
the
of adaptive or
climate

maladaptive motivational processes in physical activity - how these structures operate
and how they can be altered through intervention programmes is important to
understand (Ntoumanis and Biddle, 1999). However the important issue remains of
how to implement
the
of
physical
to
the
climate
structures
motivational
enhance
education class.

An approachto restructuring the environmentrequires identifying those principles and
strategiesthat will make a masteryorientation salient to the individual participants. The
motivation literature is rich with general and specific strategiesthat are conceptually
consistent with a task or ego goal orientation and that can be translated into actual
classroompractices. By bringing togethera wide range of strategiesand mapping these
strategiesonto all aspectsof the learning environment, an attempt has been made to
achieve a comprehensibleplan for impacting children's motivation over a long term
(Ames, 1992b; Treasureand Roberts, 1995). Specifically, basedon previous findings,
Epstein (1989) suggestedthat there are six variables that can help teachersorganise
classroom instruction and interactions. These six achievement structures are: Task
(design of tasks), Authority (location of decision making), Recognition (distribution of
rewards), Grouping (manner and frequency of groupings), Evaluation (standardsfor
performance)and Time (pace of learning). It is theorised that creating a task- or ego52
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involving climate can be accomplished by intervening on these six structures of the
Each
strategy was operationalised in terms of a wide range of specific
climate.
class

instructional practicesto facilitate the teacher'sactual implementation of the strategies
into
in
implemented
be
translated
then
that
motivational
classrooms.
strategies
and
can
Theeboom et al. (1995) suggest that the task, grouping and time dimensions can be

instructional
of
as
elements
organisationwhile the authority, recognition and
regarded
behaviours
dimensions
be
toward
teacher
can
considered
examples
of
evaluations
identifying
initially
involved
(1995)
Treasure
Roberts'
those
study
and
students.
in
task
achievementgoal a
strategiesthat are consistentwith promoting either an ego or
into
TARGET
Epstein's
these
six
strategies
physical education setting and organising
areasas outlined in Figure 2.6.1
Motivational

Mastery

Performance

Challenging and diverse

Absenceof variety and

Climate Structures
Tasks

challenge
Authority

Recognition

Grouping

Evaluation

Time

Studentsare given choicesand

Studentsdo not take part in the

leadershiproles

decision making process

Private andbasedon individual

Public and basedon social

progress

comparison

Promotion of co-operative

Groupsare formed on the basis

learning andpeer interaction

of ability

Basedon masteryof tasksand

Basedon winning or out

on individual improvement

performing others

Time requirementsare adjusted

Time allocated for learning is

to personalcapabilities

uniform to all students

Figure 2.6.1 Descriptions of mastery and performanceclimates in accordancewith the
TARGET structures (adapted from Ames, 1992 cited in Ntoumanis and Biddle, 1999
p644)

From a motivational perspective,Treasure's (1993) study clearly shows not only that it
is possible to create a task-involving climate but also that
in
thrive
such a
children
context (cited in Treasure and Roberts, 1995 p482). Results demonstrated that by
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manipulating Epstein's intervention structures, TARGET, a physical education teacher
can affect the motivational

climate of the achievement context to override the

dispositional goal orientations of students (cited in Treasure and Roberts, 1995).
Treasure and Roberts (1995) argued that by manipulating TARGET structures, it
appears that a teacher can foster a particular achievement goal and in so doing play an
in
active role
constructing a child's physical education experience. The interventions
are directed toward giving the teacher new choices and changing the teacher's decisions

and instructional practices so that a mastery orientation characterisesthe classroom
environment. Emphasis is placed on the choices and decisions that are made by the
adult leadersbecausethese choices convey the goal priority of the adult: the valued
activities, outcomesand individual characteristics(Ames, 1992).
Although I have outlined the way in which achievementgoal theory hasbeen applied to
teachingeffectivenessresearch,I also acknowledgethe failings of this research. Based
on achievement goal theory research, motivational climate literature has failed to
include recommendationsfor how teachers
can influence the adoption of social goal
orientations which will result in adaptive behaviours in the classroom. Although the
TARGET structureswere
for
intervention
holistic
in
limited
the
of
use
planning of a
this study, they were consideredin the Sport Education instructional framework.
2.6.2 Sport Education
Sport Education was not developed based on a theoretical framework such as
achievement goal theory.

Rather it developed from a dissatisfaction with the

decontextualisednature of young people's physical education experiences(Siedentop,
1994). It is one of a range of instructional models that have been developedwith a
holistic approachto instruction and learning. Metzler (2001) statesthat a "model is
designed to be usedfor an entire unit of instruction and includes all the planning,
design, implementation, and assessmentfunctions for that unit" thus ensuring that
instruction is coherent, consistent and logically progressive. This goes beyond the
limitations of methods, strategiesand styles that are frequently used to define teaching
and instruction. The direct instructional model, peer teaching model, Sport Education
model and cooperative learning model are examples of the options available when
planning a comprehensiveunit of instruction. The variation in instructional models
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allows the teacher to select the most appropriate model for a particular unit. However,
have
researchers
argued that teachers' instructional decisions are more often
many
based on the content or subject matter of the unit (Metzler, 2001).

Due to the

dominance of games as subject matter in the physical education curriculum, the
methods, strategies and teaching skills used for instruction have remained relatively

unchanged.
The instructional models are designedas coherent frameworks upon which the teacher
can build and modify plans, based,for example,on the goals for the unit, knowledge of
the students,context and the content. Although it is arguedthat "teachers who wish to
havestudentsbecometruly physically educatedpersons will have to use more than one
model in their programs" (Metzler, 2001 p159), current physical educationinstructional
practicevaries little betweengame activities althoughthe content is different and due to
the central role of sport in physical educationthere is little variation in the instructional
modelsused.
Siedentop (1988) found that the strategies for
in
accomplishing success the student
social system,while still maintaining quality work in the instructional task system,are
for teachersto find ways to
instructional
the
to
the
allow
studentsocial system enhance
task system. Siedentop (1988) suggestedtwo curriculum models where the student
social systemmight enhanceand motivate the instructional task system. These are the
co-operativelearning and Sport Education models. There would seemto be significant
differences between the ecologies of physical education classes following the Sport
Educationmodel and those seenin more traditional, teacherdirected instruction. As a
studentcentredprogram, Sport Education,while still under the overall leadershipof the
teacher, allows students to complete much of the micro-management within the
sessions,thus ensuring that the social, instructional and managementsystemswork in
harmony. In a study by Carlson and Hastie (1997) it was found that while in regular
physical educationcontexts,the studentssocial systemoften conflicts with the teacher's
agenda,in the Sport Education program, data suggestedthat because students were
placed in both instructional and managerial leadership roles, these typically teacher
driven task systemsbecamean integral part of the student
social system.
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Sport Education has been developed from the work of physical education researcher
Daryl Siedentop (1994,1998) in the USA. Most of his work has been with primary
school age children, although recently this has extended to adolescents and college
(1994)
Siedentop
has
Sport
Education
that
traditionally
argued
students.
replaced what
been referred to as the multiactivity sport curriculum model. Through the development
of a season-long program of team selection, preseason training, competitions, record
keeping and formal officiating, Sport Education has been designed to help students
better appreciate sport, as well as to enable them to experience the highs and lows of
competition.

Currently these features are rarely reproduced in physical education

classes, leading to inauthentic sport experiences for pupils.

The Sport Education model provides the physical educator with a more authentic
approachto teachingsport and aspiresto provide opportunitiesfor all young peopleto:
(a) Be initiated into a rangeof culturally valued sporting practices
(b) Becomecompetent,literate and enthusiasticsportspersons
(c) Explore and critically examine the activities that contribute to leading full and
informed
how
to
lives,
how
make
valuable
where and
sport can contribute and

decisionsaboutwhatto do in one'slife.
Sport education has as its main goal, "to educatestudents to be players in thefullest
sense,and to help them develop as competent,literate and enthusiasticsportspeople"
(Siedentop,1994, p 4). It aims to do this by promoting a positive sport experiencefor
1994)
(Siedentop,
key
features
all studentsthrough several
of authentic sport
contextual
which include:
(a) Sport Education operatesin seasonsof length considerably longer than most
physical educationunits
(b) Playersare on teamsand stay on that sameteam for the entire seasonto promote
affiliation and membership
(c) Seasonsare boundedby formal competition, which is interspersedwith directed
practice sessions

(d) There is a culminating event to mark the conclusion of eachseason
(e) There is extensiverecord keeping and collection of statistics
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(f) There is a festive atmosphere in which the season (and particularly

the

culminating event) takes place, which is promoted through the use of team

logos
and the performanceof specific sport rituals and traditions.
names,
Taggart (1988) has commented that sport is one of the historic cornerstones of physical

education,and cannot exist without it. Furthermore,the DES (1992) state in its aims
that:
1.1

In physical educationthe emphasisis on learning in a mainly physical context.
The purpose of the learning is to develop specific knowledge, skills and
understandingattitudes and to promote physical developmentand competence.
The learning promotesparticipation in sport.

1.2

Sport is the term applied to a range of physical activities where emphasisis on
participation and competition. Different sporting activities can and do
contribute to learning.

Although sport is recognised as a primary element in pupils' experience of physical
educationthere are many who would argue that pupils are not having a true sporting
experience. Thorpe and Bunker (1986) observedthat much teaching and coaching of
gamesis dominatedby the developmentof techniqueswithin highly structuredlessons.
They also observedthat in school
development
techniques
the
of
physical education,
took up the majority of lesson time with little time left over to actually play the game.
Even when game play was included in lessons, teachers and coaches rarely made
connectionsbetweenthe techniquepracticesand how and when thesetechniquesshould
be applied in gameplay. Siedentop(1988) also statedthat the most striking criticism of
traditional teachingof sports is that it hasbecomedecontextualised.
Three major elementsleading to the decontextualisationof sport are identified as:
"

skills are taught in isolation rather than as part of the natural context of
executingstrategyin game-like situation;

"

the rituals, values and traditions of a sport that give it meaning are seldom even
mentioned,let along taught in ways that studentscan experiencethem; and

"

the affiliation with a team or group that provides the context for personalgrowth
and responsibility in sport is noticeably absentin physical education.
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Siedentop (1994) argued that the ebb and flow of a sport season is seldom captured in a
instruction
sport
short-term
unit where physical education teaches only isolated sport
less
than meaningful games. This decontextualisation of learning is made
skills and
possible by what Ennis (1999) calls the multi-activity

is
that
a
curriculum model

dominant and widespread approach to organising school PE. She characterises this
model as follows:

short units of activity;

minimal

opportunities

for sustained

instruction; little accountability for learning; weak or nonexistent transfer of learning
across lessons, unit and year levels; few policies to equalise participation between boys
and girls (in co-education classes) and high- and low-skilled players; and a student
social system that undermines teacher authority.

Teaching Games for Understanding

and the Sport Education model were both designed to redress the inadequacies of the
way sport has traditionally been incorporated into physical education.

Kirk (1996)

stated of Sport Education that this is "an exciting possibility [that questions] the
...
relevance of teaching these [sporting] skills in a decontextualised way which bores
children to tears" (cited in Alexander et al., 1998 p21). Hastie and Siedentop, (1999)
point out that curricula that present authentic activities with real outcomes tend to
motivate students and sustain them in participation without high levels of teacher
supervision. Sport Education can provide a more meaningful experience of physical
education for young people than the traditional multi-activity model. In a study by
Carlson (1995) into student alienation in
the
that
reported
students
physical education,
main factor causing their alienation was that physical education had little or no personal
meaning. The autonomy pupils are given within Sport Education for their own learning
can enhance their feeling of ownership of the curriculum. In a study of college students
by Bennett and Hastie (1997) it was found that class attendance improved from 78-89%
attendance during the previous course to 95% perfect attendance during this class.

Although sports are only one component of the NCPE, current literature in both
physical educationand sport typically goesto great lengths to conceptually differentiate
the two (Armour and Jones, 1998). However controversial sport remains as an element
of physical education, it is recognised that currently much of the curriculum is
dominatedby gamesor sport in schools. The physical educationteacher
visibly spends
much time teachingpupils within the framework of specific sports and for both teachers
and studentssport and gamesare an important part of the physical educationprogram
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(Hastie, 1996). In a study of middle and high school students' attitudes toward physical
Tannehill
Zakrajsek
(1993) reported that game play was regarded as the
and
education,
important
component of physical education.
most

Competition is a necessary condition for sport and it seemsthat the relationship between
competition and sport is a defining factor for many in the profession when considering
the appropriateness of associating sport with physical education. As Armour and Jones
stated "sport has been shunned as -probably -just too visibly practical, and too closely
linked to the highly competitive, slightly disdainful world of professional sport" (1998
p91). Sociologically based research strongly suggeststhat the peer group is a prominent
influence upon children's

participatory

involvement in sport, particularly

during

adolescence (Lewko and Greendorfer, 1988; Brustad, 1992). "Essentially peers are

portrayed as competitors and sources of comparative information about individual
ability in situations perceived as stressingperformance goals; situations that promote
mastery goals minimise the potential negative impact of others" (Blumenfeld, 1992
p277). This is especially true in sport as opposedto play. "The concern of children
within sport is the performance and the outcome rather than the design and
maintenance of the activity which is more characteristic of recreational games"
(Roberts, 1993p411). Thus the affects of the adult imposedsuperstructureof sport may
influence the goals adoptedby children by
their
among
climate
an
ego-involved
creating
peers.

The nature and significanceof competition in education,despitesignificant researchand
discussion on the matter, remains a controversial one with a dubious reputation.
Competition is seen by some as inherently working against others in a spirit of
selfishness(Fielding, 1976). Roberts (1993) indicated that the achievementcontext of
sport is very likely to engagethe ego-involved conceptionof ability, which may direct
the child to develop a competitive achievementgoal within sports contexts. Research
also indicates that studentsreport the competitive nature of their class as a negative
factor in their attitudes to physical education, particularly for teenage girls. Browne
(1992) hasnoted that one reasongirls electednot to selectphysical educationwas that it
was too competitive. Also studiesreporting the voices of studentswho feel alienatedin
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(Carlson,
1995) have noted that excess competition is one negative factor for
class
gym
these students.

However advocates of Sport Education argue that competition is not by itself the
problem. It can be, if taught with understanding and skill, a form of education which
pupils inherently enjoy, a form of education that demands high skill levels and social
engagement. Pruvulovich (1982) states: "competition can and does bring out new
talents, often undreamt of, and in various forms caters for different abilities, talents and
skills.

Moreover it encourages new ventures, and whets the appetite for

knowledge and deeper self-fulfilment"

more

(p77). Kirk and Kinchin (2003) point out that

there are various ways of practising sport, some of which may be more or less socially
and educationally desirable than others. This issue is of major significance when we
come to consider sport education since we need to be clear about which aspects we wish
to reproduce in schools. Originally, com-petitio meant `to question, to strive together'.
It was more closely tied to friendship than to rivalry.

Competition in the context of

sport was, and for many still is, seen "as a struggle for excellence, a form of excellence
that would not be possible were it not for the type of situation that sport provides"
(Arnold, 1989
have
Education
Sport
The
features
the
model
p18).
student centred
of
allowed it to lay strong claim to contemporary educational relevance (Alexander et al.,
1998). Small-sided games are preferred because they increase opportunities to respond.
While playing hard and fairly to win is
is
take
dominating
to
the
part
ethic
stressed,
fairly and to improve individual and team
has
been
Extensive
research
performance.
done into the many benefits Sport Education is purported to bring about. Research and
development projects have reported findings in relation to student learning outcomes
and teacher professional development. These studies have shown findings related to
social aspects (team elements, sense of inclusion, support), psychological aspects
(motivation, investment, sense of responsibility) and technical aspects (game skill,
tactical understanding).

Sport Education continues to be promoted "because of its

educative potential in a number of areas of learning" (Alexander et al., 1998 p21).
Students certainly describe their experiences in Sport Education
as preferable to other
sport formats within physical education (Carlson and Hastie, 1997; Grant, 1992; Hastie,
2000).
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It seems self evident that there is a relationship of sorts between the sport-based multiform
of physical education and the community of practice of sport more
activity
broadly. But as Siedentop (1994) and others have argued, this relationship could not be
described, in terms of the early social reproduction theorists (Whitty, 1985), as a one-toone mirroring of the community of practice of sport and sport-based PE. The abstracted
form in which sport is taught in school physical education suggests there are refractions
2003).
discourses
Kinchin,
(Kirk
than
and
straightforward reproductions of sport
rather

The Sport Education model relies heavily on cooperativelearning strategiesin which
teams (coaches and players together) are given much of the responsibility to get
have
involved
they
for
Ideally
roles
all
equally and
prepared the season.
all studentsare
learn
to
In
they
also
the
team
within
and overall structure of the season. each season,
play, referee, score, and keep performancestatistics. Once in teamsthe studentswork
co-operativelyto determinetheir needsfor the season,their practice schedules,position
assignments,substitution plans and game strategy. Each team will appoint the players
to a range of roles, taking responsibility for their own learning experienceand learning
is
Even
though
one student
about the commitment required to organisea sport season.
designatedcoach, his role is to co-ordinate the team's efforts not to run the team.
Across severalseasons,they will get to be coaches,managers,team publicity directors,
team trainers, and other such roles dependingon the various needsof each team. The
leaguecouncil, an elected group of pupils, are given autonomy in deciding things like
thus
resolution,
team
rule modifications,
selection procedures,scheduling and conflict
taking the responsibility for a wide range of events in the class. This "wide range of
further
enhances
possible roles young people can play within sport education
Schools
1999
Almond,
for
(Kirk
them
to
p6).
opportunities
and
practice citizenship"
can provide the means by which young people have the opportunity to experience
different roles in order to recognise their significance, but also to learn the different
satisfactionsthat can be gained from participation as an official or a coach. Research
has shown that studentsdo take their non-playing roles seriously or enthusiastically
(Hastie, 2000). Since all studentstake on a non-playing role as well as their role on the
team eachcan make a valuable contribution to the operation of the season.
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In a study by Hastie (1996) it was found that during a unit of Sport Education all the
for
involvement
had
that
they
and actual
received more opportunities
pupils considered
Education
Sport
in
in
lessons
than
their
previous
physical education.
participation
high
both
for
learning
and
those
with
all categories of pupils,
experience
enhances the
low ability level. While Kinchin (2001) reported the positive impact of a Sport
Education program on a high-ability pupil, Carlson (1995a) also reported that lower
in
particular perceive they are useful and can make a serious
skilled students
improved
has
Education
Sport
Australian
reported
research
contribution to their teams.
for
findings
for
lower-skilled
many students'
students and positive
outcomes
many
Education
the
for
Sport
over
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Students
social skills.
reported a strong preference
in
1995,
(Medland
delivery
cited
et al.,
traditional teacher-directed mode of program

Alexanderet al., 1998p22).
The benefits of Sport Education extend further than psychological and social elements.
While Sport Education may not be the most efficient mechanism through which to
develop skills, research has indicated that improvements do occur in both the
developmentof techniquesand in tactical decisionsand it is important to recognisethat
during
are
improvement
unit
a
such
their
students'perceptionsof
skill performanceand
due
the
to
Education
Sport
was
development
important
(Hastie,
1998). The
of
equally
is
decontextualisationof sport in physical education. Within this program an attempt
that
experience
an
with
made to redress this situation and pupils are provided
Specifically
work
look
students
them
to
encourages
at a wider rangeof gameelements.
individual
The
for
the whole season.
as a member of a team and are part of this
in
and
improve
has
been
small,
groups
are
to
where
cases
proficiency of players
shown
2000
(Hastie,
in
the players continue to engage match play over an extended period
p357). Sport Education assistsin improving young people's understandingof games
through their participation in a range of roles such as umpire, manager, scorekeeper
is
increased
For
understanding of rules
example through training as a referee an
etc...

gained.

Coaches and teams analysing game plans attain greater awareness of

positioning and movement. Also the increased level of investment and motivation
in
reported physical education increasethe likelihood that technical advancesin skill
will be made. Although personal developmentis a key feature of physical education,
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Sport Education also places emphasis on personal development as part of team
development.

Sport Education provides young people with opportunities to belong to a team and to
work on behalf of the team throughout a season. "Within the traditional, selective and
elitist approach to sport, many young people have been disqualified from

this

experience of identification and belonging because they have beenjudged by others to
lack performance skills" (Kirk and Almond, 1999 p6).

Sport Education within the

being
for
to
the
physical education curriculum gives
experience
all pupils
opportunity
on a team for the duration of a season. This opportunity to be part of a team group
throughout the season is a key element of Sport Education. As Siedentop stated "it is

clear that the persisting group - the team - is a necessarycondition for personal
growth" (1995 p22). This extended affiliation promotes many of the affective and
social development objectives within the model by allowing team members the
Opportunityto work toward common goals, make group decisions,experiencesuccess
and failure as a group and fashion a group identity for itself. The group identity is given
time to develop throughout the seasonthus ensuring that pupils sharethe experiences
and satisfactionof sport. That is the "bringing together of competitorsto share in the
satisfactions aroused by participating in that sport, or to provide the opportunity for
people to challengeworthy opponents" as part of a team (Almond, 1997p38).
A recent study by Carlson and Hastie (1997) has provided a description of how the
student-drivennature of Sport Education promotes inclusion. Much of the teaching on
the team comes in the form of peer teaching, as teammateshelp each other learn the
skills and strategies needed for the team's success. The amount of co-operative
learning, responsibility and peer teaching given to the studentsincreasesthe need for
peer supportwithin the class. In a study by Carlson (1995a) studentsreported that they
believed that greater peer support occurred during the Sport Education seasonthan
during their traditional physical education classes and that they were experiencing
greatersuccessnot only in skill developmentbut also in the areaof social development,
responsibility and decision making.

It is reported that Sport Education provides

opportunities to develop the student social system in classesand this leads to higher
levels of peer support throughout the season. In
a study by Kinchin (2001) of the
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experiences of a highly skilled pupil partaking in Sport Education, he reported that this
trust and support developed gradually as the season progressed. They all get the same
opportunity to participate and learn position play. Their performances all contribute to

teamsuccess.Finally, studentslearn more than the performer role.
As can be seen above the benefits of Sport Education are widely reported. However,
the Sport Education model doeshave someinherent weaknesses.A key concernrelates
to the expertiseof the studentleadership. Somecaptainsmay be quality playersbut are
not able to provide quality practices for their students(particularly the lower skilled)
(Hastie, 2000). However the class still remains under the overall leadership of the
teacher and if appropriate guidance is given these problems may be overcome.
Modifications to the sports to make them appropriate to the skill levels and tactical
competenceof the students are one example of how the teacher can intervene. Also
additional training for coachescan be given to deal specifically with situations that
arise. The leadership given by the teacher is as essential in Sport Education as
elsewherealthoughnot as visible as in other instructional models.
Although the many benefits of Sport Education have been outlined, it is widely
acknowledgedthat sport as subject matter and Sport Education as an instructional
model should not usurp physical education. `If we place undue emphasison the fact
that it is sport as subject matter which is a keyfactor in the successof Sport Education
then we run the risk of distilling all physical education to sport, arranged and taught in
the model Sport Education" (Tinning, 1995 p20). Siedentop (1995) points out that
`Sport Education' is not meant to replace physical education but intentions and
actualitiesare often different. The Sport Education model has been used extensively in
intervention studies and as part of curricular innovation. However the description and
analysisof the program cannot tell us what happenswithin the class situation. Physical
education can be described as an ecology with many differing interactions between
teacherandpupils leading to a complex model of classroomlife.
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2.7

Summary

The danger for any field lies in its potential corruption (or worse, trivialisation) by a
single paradigmatic view (Shulman, 1986). Although substantial work has been done in
the field of sport pedagogy it is limited by the partitions that dominate sport pedagogy
research. The extensive knowledge that has been developed is framed by boundaries
between disciplines rather than by an integrated research agenda. Although the field of
research on physical

education teaching has produced substantial literature

I

acknowledge the difficulties in bringing this review together in a way that crosses
between educational and psychological approaches. This review has attempted to trace
the developments of the research that will inform the methodologies and intervention
studies used in this thesis. Allen (1986) identified six behaviours in the classroom that

she called studentagendas. This chapterhas highlighted how achievementgoal theory
can help explain what drives compliance with the student social task system and
underpins the student agendain physical education. Thus emphasisingthe dynamic
interrelationshipbetween
discrete
I
that
the
theories.
argue
motivational and ecological
study of each theory has failed to acknowledge how achievement goal theory can
further understandingabout the
studentsocial task system.
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Chapter 3:
Methodological issues and considerations
3.1

Introduction

The previous chapteroutlined the theoretical framework of this study and in doing so it
has highlighted the complex process of positioning a study that draws on parent
disciplineswith allegedly opposing methodologicalapproaches.This chapteraddresses
the methodological concerns of the study, but it is first necessaryto consider the
complexity of the researchposition before moving on to examine the researchdesign,
data collection techniques,analysisand introducing the readerto the school context and
researchparticipants. Daryl Siedentopcompleted a broad ranging review of physical
educationteaching effectivenessresearchfrom an ecological perspective in 2002 and
outlined the history of advanceswithin the field. He argued that the realignment of
sport pedagogyresearchwith the discipline of educationrather than motor learning and
psychology in the mid-1960s led researchersto also realign their researchmodels and
methods. Given that I have chosen to draw on both the disciplines of educationand
psychology to position my research, considering the particular paradigms and social
perspectivesthat underpin my research has proved to be a complex and difficult
challenge. Shulman (1986) arguesthat, unlike the natural scienceswhose maturity is
indicated through a dominant paradigm, for the social sciences and education the
coexistenceof competing schools of thought is probably a more mature state. Teaching
effectivenessresearchhas been characterisedby a single dominant paradigm since the
1960s. I arguethat a healthy trend is the emergenceof more complex researchdesigns
and research programs that include concern for a wide range of determinants
influencing teachingpractice and its consequences.
Siedentop(2002) arguedthat educationalresearchwas influenced more by models and
methods that were closer to the traditions of anthropology than to the traditions of
psychology. The traditional approach used in psychology, where context was less
important and where methodologies typically attempted to
reduce the influence of
variables other than the independent variable was argued to be inappropriate for
physical education research. He also argued that the dramatic separation of sport
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pedagogy research and the parent discipline of psychology, which had previously been
tightly coupled, allowed more productive teaching effectiveness research to be
in
physical education. Traditionally the classroom ecology research has
undertaken
been linked with the interpretative paradigm and psychology with quantitative methods
but reproducing this dualism is not helpful and I want to begin this chapter by
undermining the divisions that have been produced between sport pedagogy, education
and psychology research. While I acknowledge that there is an inevitable historical and
highlight
like
I
that
dimension
I
to
the
to
sociocultural
choice of methods make, would

this was influenced by my position vis-ä-vis methodology and epistemologyrather than
by the alignment of my researchwith either side of an imposed binary. The position I
have adoptedis that classrooms,teachersand young people are placed at the centre of
the research,in an attempt to gain a more complex but balancedinterpretation of their
experiences. There have been repeated calls for a reduction in concern over
methodological orthodoxies and an urging that the most important criterion for good
in
it
illuminates
be
social research the clarity with which
specific problems particular
contexts (O'Sullivan et al., 1992). This chapter is not about critiquing the different
methodologies used by various disciplines, but rather about considering the
appropriatenessof each orientation and focusing on the nature of knowledge produced
by this type of research.
While eachorientation can reveal important information, for this study ethnographywas
chosenas a lens that provides a rich description of organisationsand groups to give an
insight into the impact of the student agenda on the ecology of secondary school
blending
`curious
Ethnography
has
been
to
of
physical education.
as a
referred
(1969)
Simmons
McCall
(Denzin,
1970).
According
to
techniques'
methodological
and
it includes someamount of "genuinely social interaction in thefield with the subjectsof
the study, some direct observation of relevant events,someformal and a great deal of
informal interviewing, some systematic counting, some collection of documents and
in the direction the study takes" (cited in Fielding, 1993
artefacts, and open-endedness
p157). In some sensesall data are qualitative; they refer to essencesof people, objects
and situations(Miles and Huberman, 1994) and the strengthof this approachis its focus
on revealing deeper understanding of and explanations about teachers' and young
people's experiencesof physical education. Although I believe an ethnographiccase
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study approach provides many tools through which to explore and understand
adolescent's experiences in physical education, I do not believe that this defines the
only approach to this kind of work. I see no place for advocating particular methods or
not, and to reduce the research to one side of an imposed binary, into a qualitative or
in
approach
absolute terms, would have foreclosed the possibility of using a
quantitative
immersion
in the research field and disabled an
of
research methods upon
variety
approach which was suitably flexible.

However I consider that the potential for this

type of research to become utter chaos is high if not informed by an understanding of
the types of knowledge produced by the different approaches.

Shulman (1986) argues that the most frequent misunderstanding of a research
programmeoccurs when it is characterisedas qualitative or quantitative. This view
assumesthat the different research programs are essentially looking at the same
phenomenonfor similar purposes. He continues this argument by asserting that the
most important differences between research programs are substantive rather than
methodological. While process-productresearchersare concerned with the discrete
eventsof classroom life which can be noted, counted and aggregatedfor purposesof

generalisation,
the highly situatedethnographicapproachis focusedon attentionto
`context' which meansdeveloping an understandingof the demographicsocial context
in which researchparticipants are embeddedand explicit considerationsof the effect of
thesecontextualvariables on their attitudesandbehaviours.
Endogenicepistemologiesare those that emphasizethe role of the individual mind in
the construction of meaning, while exogenic epistemologies emphasize the role of
local,
knowledge
is
The
the
by
this
external reality.
generated
study concernedwith
situatedand specific occurrences,not with the searchfor context-free generallaws. The
very notion of context-free general laws is meaninglessin postmodern epistemology
(Fernandez-Balboa,1997). 1 begin with the assumption that there are many `real'
worlds of the classroom,of learning and of teaching, some perhaps nested within one
another, perhapsoccupying parallel universes which frequently, albeit unpredictably,
intrude on one another. The awarenessof multiplicity
and of the impossibility of
having direct accessto reality constitute the core notions
if
Even
of constructivism.
there is an ontological reality, we can only know it by
assessing how well our
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knowledge fits with it. Objectively produced knowledge is not viewed by constructivist
theory as a privileged and exclusive means to accessreality. The use of the quantitative
techniques as a higher place, as a guarantor of objectivity, has been undermined by
(Walkerdine,
1997). Detachment, inter-coded reliability,
to
approaches
research
recent
triangulation, for example, all imply some agreement, some place that transcends the
subjectivity, traditionally viewed as the irrationality, of the researcher. No matter how
many methodological guarantees we attempt to provide to produce objectivity, the
1997
(Walkerdine,
intrudes,
in
the
subjective
most so-called rigorous research
even

in
it
is
impossible
the
the
to
task
research.
subjective
place
of
p63) and as such
avoid
an
I want to continue the process,begun by many others, of undermining the notion that
the intervention of the subjective is somethingwhich interfereswith, biasesand distorts
the truthful view of the object of study. A move towardsthe subjectivein psychological
(see
irrational
has
been
the
research traditionally
non-rational or
seenas a move towards
Walkerdine, 1997). However, recentapproachesto psychological analysishave shifted
from the modernist quest for abstractand context-free theoretical knowledge to local
and relevant knowledge. In this study I aim to describe the individual case of one
physical educationclass and am concernedwith interpreting the subjectivemeaningsof
the pupils and teachers in this class so as to make sense of their world. The
interpretative researchparadigm (Macdonald, 2002) has the strength of capturing the
uniquenessand individuality of particular individuals, circumstancesand contexts. The
in
is
decontextualisation
dominated
relative
that
previous researchparadigms missing
the classroom ecology paradigm. The actions of the teacher and pupils cannot be
treatedin isolation or disaggregatedfrom the observedclassroomprocesses.
The most frequently cited objection to the use of casestudies in social scienceresearch
is the issue of representativeness,which raises the question of the extent to which the
researchfindings can be generalisedto a wider population beyond the case. Unlike
claims of the positivist

tradition, an interpretive perspective neither predicts nor

behaviour,
generalizes
events, or actions. Thus the findings from one case are difficult
to compare with the findings of another. Time, place and participants all differ and,
therefore, so will the findings of a case study. Those looking to generalize a set of
behaviours from which effective teaching or
efficient student learning can be
established will find little satisfaction in this approach. Given that I support the notion
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of multiple truths, as discussed earlier, this is not problematic. If the participants, time,
location
is
and/or
changed, `truth' is likely to change as well. The demanding nature of

a casestudy meansthat a depth of understandingof that one setting is gained over the
course of the fieldwork and analysis. Collier and O'Sullivan (1997) outline the
importance of case study in the education of physical educators. Cases have been
touted to promote reflective practice (Shulman, 1986) and case method has the potential
to facilitate the preparation of reflective practitioners (Merseth, 1991). Collier and
O'Sullivan

help
"cases
instruments
that
that
can
argue
are complex educational

students: explore the realities of practice; foster self-reflection; and practice skills of
(1997,
low-risk
decision-making
analysis, problem-solving, and
environment"
within a
for
Cases
p200).
represent teachers' work and, as objects of study, can act as a vehicle
moving ourselves and our students toward reflective practice by giving us something
upon which to reflect (Macdonald et al., 2002). Anderson and Herr (1999) discuss the
importance of getting our hands dirty through forming alliances with practitioners in the
process of conducting inquiry.

They argue this is necessary if we are to find more

effective and equitable ways to educate children (Anderson and Herr, 1999).

For the ethnographerthe most important reality may be that of the group or setting
within which the individual and his colleaguesfunction. They will have established
rules by which the group members interact, rules that define the legitimate and
illegitimate, allowable and forbidden activities of group members. These certainly
function within limits set by a larger cultural and social groupsof which membersare a
part. Hamilton (1983) arguesthat there are four criteria for ecological research. These
characteristics are (a) attention to the interaction between persons and their
environments,especially in reciprocal terms rather than in terms of simple directional
causality from teachersto students; (b) treating teaching and learning as continuously
interactiveprocessesrather than isolating a few factors in the systemand labelling them
as `cause'and `effect'; (c) seeing the classroomcontext as nestedwithin other contexts
the
family,
the
the
school,
the culture - all of which influence what can
community,
be observedin the classroom itself; and (d) treating unobservableprocesses,such as
thoughts, attitudes,feelings, or perceptions of the participants as important sourcesof
data (cited in Shulman, 1986).
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In subsequent sections of this chapter I will examine the research design, data collection
techniques, and analysis, and introduce the reader to the school context and research
participants. I will consider some of the complexities of entering a field as a participant
observer and of conducting research with young people who are required to attend a
class.

3.2

Subjects

Fieldwork is a form of inquiry in which one is immersed personally in the ongoing
Fieldwork
for
individual
the
purposesof research.
social activities of some
or group
involves the actual research tasks carried out in a chosen setting or location. For
location
field
be
or
ethnographers,the
can
any naturalistic geographic/socialsetting
defined
boundaries
is
be
the
are
of
which
where a selectedresearchproblem to
studied,
by the researcher in terms of institutions and people of interest, as well as their
associated activities in geographic space (Schensul et al., 1999).

Following

negotiationswith a number of local schools,in which the purpose and structure of the
All
the
for
schools
the
researchwas clearly outlined, one school was selected
research.
were selected primarily on the basis of established and continuing professional
One
University.
between
the
Department
Physical
Education
relationships
the
and
teacherin eachschool was a memberof the Physical Education Teachers'Mentor group
Through
University.
PGCE
PE
Partnership
Loughborough
Advisory
Group
the
and
at
direct contactwith the head of physical educationin eachschool by letter and telephone
The
for
interest
both
the
research.
one school showed
and cooperationand was selected
7
to
teacher
to
which
then
class
with
physical education
year
one
select
was
requested
carry out the researchand intervention study, althoughover the courseof the study three
classeswere involved in total.
According to the last OFSTED report (1997) Hilltop School' is an 11-18, mixed,
comprehensiveschool, based in a suburban community of a semi industrial Midlands
1 In order to
protect the professional interests and identities of individuals, the name of the school,
teachersand pupils have been replaced with pseudonyms within this thesis. Despite this, detailed
description may mean that the school and individuals
are identifiable to some readers as it is
acknowledgedthat the use of pseudonymscan never guaranteethat individuals will not be recognisedby
themselvesor by others (Burgess, 1984). Indeed, detailed descriptions
in
those
such as
obtained case
study work obviously increasesthe likelihood of recognition. Anonymity may help to widen the
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town. It has almost 1000 pupils on roll, 100 of whom are in the sixth form. The school
was originally formed from the merger of two single-sex endowed grammar schools and
is now a co-educational comprehensive school.

The school occupies two sites,

by
about 800 metres on its large, hillside, landscaped campus. Pupils come
separated
from
the residential areas surrounding the school. This catchment encompasses
mainly
a wide range of social and economic conditions. About 19% of pupils are entitled to
free school meals, a level similar to the national average. About 13% of pupils are
identified as having ethnic minority status, mainly of Pakistani origin.

This is a high

figure for this LEA. The school includes about 10% of pupils on its roll having special
first
language
includes
their
28
This
support as
educational needs.
pupils receiving
language is not English. The number of pupils having a formal statement of educational
need is 28, at 3% it is a high figure for a school in this LEA. These demographics were
reflected in the class who participated in this research. When we say that ethnographic
researchers go to the field, we mean that they leave their own communities, institutional
settings, and familiar behavioural and cognitive patterns to enter another social world the world in which the research is to be conducted.

The headof physical educationwas enthusiasticabout the departmentbeing involved in
this researchand introducing Sport Education becauseof the attentionbeing receivedby
the model recently within the UK.

However this enthusiasmwas not shared by all

members of the department. Indeed on entry to the field it became apparent that a
number of tensionsexisted between the head of PE, who explained to me that she was
trying to turn around a failing physical education department following their 1997
Ofsted report, andmembersof staff who had been contentin their roles. This madethe

respective audience for the work in that, whilst the findings are not generalisable in a complete form,
many of the issues raised are pertinent and applicable to experiences of schools and teachers in other parts
of the country. With the school remaining anonymous, more readers may be encouraged to relate the
findings of their own experiences.
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introduction of the research and the Sport Education model somewhat problematic.

I

believe that many researchers are at the mercy of the manner in which serendipitous
opportunities direct or determine the research. The school was chosen for a wide
variety of reasons and yet it often was not these factors that led to the most interesting
findings. Three of the five physical education teachers were involved in this study, two
female and one male, none of whom were the head of department. Mr. K had almost
ten years of teaching experience and had been in the school for four of these. He was
the main teacher I worked with in the co-educational classes during the spring term and
was one of the teachers who implemented the Sport Education model in the summer
term. He rarely found time to discuss aspects of the research outside of class time but
was content, if not committed, to try Sport Education. Mrs. A had substantial teaching
experience and had been working in the school for over twenty years. She was the main
teacher I worked with in the spring and summer terms with the girls' only physical
in
Education
involved
Sport
in
implementing
education classes and was also
the
model
the summer term. Mrs A was very willing to discuss aspects of the research but was
less enthusiastic about the implementation of a new teaching model. Finally Miss S was
an NQT and only remained in the school for a single year. She was one of the three
teachers who implemented the Sport Education model in the summer term.

I only

worked with Miss S when the teachers were team teaching but she was very enthusiastic
both about the implementation of Sport Education
She
the
regularly
research.
and about
discussed aspects of Sport Education
PE
PGCE
Two
in
term.
the
summer
with me
students occasionally observed the class. During the spring term they were involved in
teaching some of the swimming lessons as were specialist coaches. In negotiating
access to each of the sites, and particularly in setting up and conducting the focus
groups and interviews, I was engaging with both teachers and students, and this meant
that I was required to position myself differently in each of these contexts (Punch,
2001). For the teachers I explained that I am a qualified
physical education teacher and
interacted socially with the teachers in the department
office before and after lessons.
The groups that were selected for this research were
a year 7 co-educational and girls'
only class. Three co-educational classes ran parallel on Tuesday afternoons on the main
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site2. Each class had between 23 and 24 pupils. During the spring term I worked with
Mr. K with 24 pupils.

During the summer term more team teaching occurred and

therefore I observed a higher number of pupils.

On Wednesday mornings one boys'

only and one girls' only class ran in parallel on different sites, except for swimming
where the groups were mixed. I attended the girls' only lessons which had 18 pupils.

Twelve of the girls were also in Mr. K's Tuesday afternoon group and all of the girls
were in one of the classeswho tried Sport Education in the summerterm. Although the
school physical educationtimetable and class group were carefully defined boundaries
for this study, the edges of the field were blurred through pupils' talk of wider
experiences,about home life, friendships and other school issues. Given my research
interest in the young people's social agendain physical education it was important to
considerthe `groundwork' for their classroominteraction which was mainly laid outside
the classroom,and in some instancesalso outside the school. The pupils involved in
this study were aged between eleven and thirteen. During my time with the group I
developed a good rapport with many of the young people and below is a brief
introduction to eachof the young peoplewho took part in the study.

Alan

M

Alan was describedas a brainbox, the brainiest guy in the class
his
hampered
This
by
his
and a nerd
peers and teachers.
popularity. Although the boys were friendly with him the girls
explainedthat they only usedhim to get his homework. Alan was
very good at sport and engagedenthusiasticallyin all P.E. tasks.

Alison

F

Alison was alienated from many of her classmates. She

sometimes sat with Lorraine, although she did not seem to be
friendly with her. Other pupils frequently whispered or talked
about her. When she engagedwith P.E. tasks she demonstrated
high ability levels however it was difficult to predict whether she
would engageor not.

Amy

F

Amy was quiet, giggly and describedby her friends as one of the
biggest flirts. She always participated in physical educationbut
regularly proclaimed that shewas really bad at it.

Asiya

F

Asiya was a very small, quiet, Muslim girl who always
participated in physical education lessons fully and seemedto
enjoy the classes. She did not interact with many people during
the lesson but when she did she was usually very cheerful. She
was teasedand bullied by some of the Muslim boys in the class,

2Please
seeappendix 1 for a tabularrepresentationof this information.
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often in a middle eastern language.

Becky

F

Becky was describedby friends as bubbly and friendly. Shewas a
in
dominant
the
person
member of
most popular group and a

interactions. Becky was a talented sportspersonand involved in
many school teams. However her engagement in P.E. varied from

complete commitment to someone who socialised with friends
while not engaging.
Beth

F

Beth was quiet and did not enter into the grooming behavioursto
the sameextent as Kate. Shetried not to draw attention to herself
and told me that she didn't really seeherself as a member of any
one group in particular but rather like a floater between groups.
She did not pose a threat to the leadershipof a group and because
she was pretty and friendly she could fit in easily with most
groups. Beth regularly excusedherself from physical education
lessonsalthough shewas a very competentsportsperson.

Carol

F

Carol was a friendly and outgoing girl who usually took part in
physical education lessons. She was very overweight and
frequently complained to the teachersthat she would be sick if
they made her run.

Colin

M

Colin was a popular boy who was generally well liked. He was
quite overweight and only participated in certain activities in P.E.

Colin was particularly good at the shot putt and represented
the
in
school athletics. However he rarely completeda run which was
unusual for the boys.

David

M

David was very interested in sport and always participated in
lessons. However he was also disruptive in class and frequently
annoyedthe teachers. He maintained a position at the margins of
one of the popular groups.

Drew

M

Drew was very intelligent and this alienatedhim from many of his
peers who found him annoying. In comparison to Alan, who
never mentionedhis intelligence, Drew regularly told other pupils
he was `smarter'. Drew was not particularly good at activities in
P.E. but always engagedwith the tasks.

Hailey

F

Hailey was one of the most popular girls in the year, although
also disliked by many. She invested heavily in grooming
behaviours and always wore a lot of makeup. The P.E. teacher
describedher as able but lazy. Hailey usually participated in P.E.
but rarely engagedwith the instructional or managerial tasks set
by the teacher.

Hamim

M

Hamim was a friendly boy of Indian origin. He was the only boy
of ethnic minority in the class and although he got on well with
the other boys he was never involved in the subordination of other
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pupils except Asiya who was also of Indian origin who he teased
in Urdu. Hamim was good at sport and seemed to enjoy PE

classes.
Jane

F

Jane was a self confessedgirly girl who was always perfectly

groomed with long nails, subtle make up and blond hair.
Although she usually participated in physical education she tended

to blend into the background and skilfully negotiated her nonengagementwith tasks.
Jenny

F

Jenny was popular and pretty. She frequently referred to her
boyfriends or ex boyfriends in conversation and made her
popularity known. Jenny rarely participated in PE lessons. She
usually brought a note excusing her but on the few occasions
broken
A
did
did
when she
not exert much effort.
participate she
arm preventedher participation in the SE seasonafter half term.

Jess

F

Jesswas a new girl in the school and did not seemvery sureof her
place in the group. She was particularly tall and seemed selfconscious of this. She described feeling unsure of her status as
she explained that when a new girl joined a classeveryonealways
wanted to get to know her.

Judith

F

Judith was friendly with Becky and very popular. Both her
parents were PE teachersand she was involved in a wide variety
in
involvement
Although
her
of sports.
own
shewas vocal about
sport she never openly stated that she enjoyed sport or
participation and tended to complain about participation while at
the sametime engagingcompletely with all aspectsof PE

Kate

F

Kate was friends with Beth and Sophie. Although not a member
of the most popular group of girls, Kate displayed many of the

characteristicsindicating that she was a junior member. For
example,while shewore make up, it was generallyvery subtle.
With Beth, she regularly excusedherself from physical education
lessons with notes for a sprained ankle or other popular
complaints.

Lisa

F

Lisa was friendly with Ruth and Sarah. She was quiet and
hardworking during written tasks but seemed self conscious in
physical activities, particularly in the co-educationclasses.

Lorraine

F

Lorraine was alienatedfrom the other pupils in this class. Shewas
regularly teased for a wide variety of reasons. Lorraine did not
appearenthusiasticabout any elementsof physical education.

Luke

M

Luke was popular, friendly and very good at sport. He always
participated in PE with enthusiasmbut rarely interacted with the
teacher. Luke regularly wore branded clothes to PE rather than
the official uniform but was rarely disciplined for this. He was
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considered to be the most attractive boy in the class by the girls.
Mark

M

Mark was good at sport and engaged in most of the content of
physical education lessons. He was a friend of Luke's and quite
popular. He rarely attracted any attention in physical education
lessons.

Paul

M

Paul was a diligent pupil who did not attract much attention but
engagedin all activities to a high degree. He was not particularly
popular but never excluded from a group of boys.

Rory

M

Rory was a small boy who was frequently ill and often absent.
He was often disruptive during PE and rarely engaged in
appropriate tasks.

Ruth

F

Ruth was friendly and helpful but considereda `swot' by many of
her peers. She engagedfully with all tasks in PE and displayed
significant effort. However she was not always successfulin her
sporting endeavours. She was a member of the school netball
team and enjoyed sport.

Sam

M

Samwas an outsider to most groupsin the class. He was regularly
teasedfor a lisp and he regularly complainedto the teachersabout
bullying. He was quite loud and often interrupted the teacherin
class. Adam's participation varied significantly and he didn't take
part if he didn't feel like it.

Samera

F

Samera was a Muslim girl who wore a habib and regularly
excusedherself from physical education classes,particularly the
co-educationclasses. She rarely interacted with members of the
classother than Asiya who was also Muslim.

Sarah

F

Sarahwas a quiet but `giggly' girl who was a goodswimmerand

tried hard in this lesson. However during other classesSarahwas
very self-consciousof her ability and generally stood at the back
or near the margin unwilling to put herself into the spotlight.
Sev

F

Sev was very interested in sport and a member of a number of
after school clubs. She did not enter into the grooming behaviours
to the sameextent as some of the other girls.

Shane

M

Shane was friendly, funny and intensely concerned about who
liked him. Although marginalized from friendship groups when
girls were presentShaneinteractedwell with the boys in the class.

Sophie

F

Sophie was a small, quiet girl who was a member of a popular
group but often overshadowed by her friends. She tended to
engagewith tasks quietly but with enthusiasm and rarely drew
attentionto herself.
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Stephanie

F

Steph was very overweight and rarely participated in physical
high.
from
Her
school was
absenteeism rate
education classes.
She was sometimes teased by the boys in her class because of this.
She participated in the girls' only lessons more frequently than in
co-educational lessons.

Tanya

F

Tanya was a popular girl who was friendly with Hailey.

She

investedheavily in grooming behaviours and always wore a lot of
in
from
herself
frequently
She
participating
excused
makeup.
the
lessons
with
engaged
and
rarely
physical education
instructional or managerialtasksset by the teacher.

Tariq

M

Tariq was marginalized by many of his peers in this class. He
Even
interacted
teacher.
when
the
or
with other pupils
rarely
Tariq's
failed
frequently
to
he
by
teacher
respond.
questioned the
in
the
in
term
in
E.
P.
the
and
spring
participation
was sporadic
summerterm he gradually stoppedparticipating completely.

Throughout this thesis all the young people and teachersare referred to by pseudonyms
beginning
the
study.
the
this
of
to
the
teachers
at
and
was explained
young people and
It was not practical to give the young people the choice of opting out of the researchand
hence the lessons I observed, although I am sure this would have proved popular.
NeverthelessI felt it was important to give the pupils who were to have me imposedon
The
1995).
(Griffiths,
full
doing
them as
an explanation as possible of what I was
that
information
`informed
on
which
the
concept of
consent' and especially
notion of
been
has
It
2001).
be
based
has
been
interrogated
(David
consentmay
et al.,
rarely
its
`facts'
the
about
assumedthat presenting the objectives of the research and all
kinds
is
the
form
`information'
that
will yield
methods relatively unproblematic as a
of
Many
for
both
to
`rational'
that
of consent
make
a
and an ethical approach research.
for
fact
that pupils are not usually asked
school-basedethnographerscomment on the
their consentin taking part in a researchproject; a researcherusually just appearsin the
classroom(Griffiths, 1995). 1 explained to the young people that I was recording what
happenedin their classroom becauseI was interested in physical education and what
they did in their physical educationclasses. I stressedthat I was not looking at good or
bad behaviour,a concern for some of the pupils at first. My main rationale for this was
that, in order for young people to give their informed consent to participation in these
data-gatheringmethods,I had to allow them to becomeinformed about the research its
topic, the method, my discursive rather than evaluative approach and what I could say
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I
be.
In
through
the
schools,
approaching young people
about what
outcomes might
decision
to
far
their
to
and
own
self-selection
privilege
wanted, as
as possible,
I
by
in
teachers
their
than
that
their
and
given
parents and/or
participate
research, rather
did this, not through optional participation in lessons, but through participation in focus
groups and individual interviews. I endeavoured to avoid any pressures to participate or
penalties for not doing so, and explicitly emphasised that I was recruiting participants
for this study; that is children were being asked to opt in and not to opt out. This also
gave the young people an understanding of my role in their class.

Although the collaborative approachto the researchassistedin the establishmentof a
more comfortable relationship with the young people, this is not to say that there were
A
difficulties
in
be
the
tensions
to
research.
no
or
engagedwith
recruiting young people
number of authors have suggestedthat the personal characteristicsof researchers,and
their genderin particular, can representa significant factor in determining the nature of
their relationship with their particular research participants (Griffiths, 1995; Punch
2002). In this study, it was certainly the case that I found engaging the girls in the
in
the
boys.
It
became
that
girls
researchprocessmuch easierthan the
apparent
quickly
this study were more comfortable with my role in the classthan the boys and seemedto
be less wary of me. In fact many girls approachedme and asked if they could be
interviewed, even those who were not in the classesinvolved in the study. While some
of the boys were happy to discussaspectsof the researchwith me in informal interviews
they were cautious of engaging in formal individual or focus group interviews. This
may have been due to the increasedamount of time I spentwith the girls in their single
sex lessonand the fact that I am female.
It is the process of developing presenceand relationships in the designatedresearch
setting that makes it possible for the researcherto collect data (Schensul et al., 1999
p69). Given the significant length of time I would spendin the school during this study
I was careful not to rush the time it took for the teachersand young people to become
familiar with my role. Wolcott (1995) warned that the first casualtyof fieldwork can be
the field itself if the processof familiarisation is too short. It has been suggestedthat
the researcherswho interview young people within the school setting are often
perceived as teachers, and that their ingrained responseto this type of situation can
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impact the nature and validity of the data generated (Christensen and James, 2000;
Punch, 2002). Understanding my role in the research process, and establishing my
position within the classroom was a major consideration in setting up the research. I
wanted to develop a friendly relationship with the young people, which would enable
me to understand their friendships from their point of view rather than by imposing my
own version of events from outside. I had to forge a role that somehow bypassed the
friend.
the
the
the
authority of
adult as stranger and constructed
adult as
accessibility of
As Simons (1984) has suggested, `a stranger coming in for a few odd days may have
difficulty getting beyond institutional habits' (p. 243). Although I attempted to distance
myself from this teacher identity, many of the boys continued to call me `Miss' while
the girls happily called me Toni and adopted me into their groups. Griffiths (1995) also
found that the girls in her study of adolescent friendships adopted her into their
friendship group between classes and her interest in their friendship groups was seen as
into
for
The
brought
I
the
status enhancing
girls.
my own experience
extent to which
the research assisted in this process of distancing myself from a `teacher' label.
Researchersundertaking ethnographic studies have attempted to bridge the gap between
children and themselves by assuming roles in their settings that were compatible with
participation in young people's worlds (Adler and Adler, 2001). I elected to present
myself to the young people involved in the study as a `student', in order to distance
myself from the somewhat authoritative label of `teacher' and highlight the degree of
connection between us. This attempt to neutralise the power relations between adults
and young people was something that I considered significant.

However this was to

enter a setting and establish an identity that does not naturally exist.

I was careful

throughout to avoid positioning myself next to the teacher during class time and avoided
situations where pupils were disciplined.

The adoption of a relaxed approach to time-

keeping and disruptive behaviour (Christensen and James, 2000; Roberts, 2000),
wearing of casual clothes (Fontana and Frey, 2000), and a consideration of appropriate
language and terminology use (Oppenheim, 1992; Punch, 2002)
were all consciously
employed to help reinforce this non-threatening image. My ability to select the sports
clothes I would wear to class and my deliberate selection of branded clothing was
something that the girls frequently commented on.
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The following section is intended to highlight an example of those significant occasions
when I was required to question, consider, or re-address my approach to the research,
handled
indicate
by
the
or
and
means
which problematic or contentious situations were
overcome. While a relaxed approach facilitated, to a degree, the development of a
comfortable and trusting relationship, there were also some problematic implications
associated with this. For example, some of the young people took the opportunity to
test the boundaries of acceptable behaviour or language (Hill, 1977). As I worked with
the young people I began to experience a sense of connection which fuelled concerns
feelings
I
had
Although
I
the
the
times
about
ethics of
experienced
work
at
undertaken.
of guilt about not disciplining pupils when the interactions were personal and hurting
be
felt
I
if
became
involved
I
that
then
would
students,
other
my role as researcher
compromised.

It is questionable that as an adult who observed incidents I was

in
incident
by
two
One
intervening
incident.
in
them
condoning
which
the
not actually
pupils were being particularly hurtful to each other while the teacher was out of the
classroom highlighted the tensions I felt in this situation. On his return to the classroom
I asked the teacher if I could talk to him for a moment and informed him that their had
been a very aggressive incident about which it might be appropriate to speak with two
groups of boys to ascertain what had happened.

This is neither a simple nor

straightforward decision to make, for as several authors have noted there are a number
of significant methodological and ethical issues facing those who wish to actively
engage young people in research (Christensen and James, 2000; Lewis and Lindsay,
2000; Oliver and Lalik, 2000). Edwards (2002) points out that being an educational
researcher is not an easy option and demands that they have responsibility to the field of
study, to the research partners and the research community.

Reconciling my

responsibilities to the school and the pupils raised complex issues. I ensured that I was
not present when the teacher met with the pupils to discuss what had happened but the
next time I met with Sam he began the conversation with `you're a liar - you told Mr.
K'. This may have further compromised my relationship with the boys in this study but
the question of who the research actually serves was a major consideration for me. As a
field researcher I had become involved in the lives
of young people from groups to
which I did not belong. As an adult I felt it necessary to respond on this occasion. It is
probably true that, fundamentally, field research is an act of betrayal, no matter how
well intentioned or well integrated the researcher (Wolcott, 1995). My responsibility to
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the school for the pupils' well-being meant that I could not take the stance that what
goes in the balance against potential harms is the value to social scientific knowledge of
the study (Fielding, 1993).

Although I attempted to identify and account for such

problematic issues before the study began as advocated by researchers such as
Woodhead and Faulkner (2000), schools are unpredictable places and I could not have
been prepared for the instant decisions which I was required to take.

3.3

Methods of Data Collection

A considerationof the theoretical and ethical issuesalready discussed,in addition to the
specific researchquestionsunderpinning this study, necessarilyinfluenced the methods
that were selected in order to generatethe data for analysis. A number of different
approacheswere chosen for this study in order to provide diversity within the data
collection process,and to allow for the generationof a broad spectrum of data. It has
already been established that there is no single accepted approach or method for
generatingor analysing data, and many authors now point to the value of utilising
multiple researchtechniquesin order to gatherricher information (Coffey and Atkinson,
1996; O'Kane, 2000; Punch, 2002). To elicit information five main data collection
techniqueswere used employing both quantitative and qualitative methods. These
comprisedof participant observation,questionnaireadministration, formal and informal
individual and friendship focus group interviews with pupils, journal and poster writing
tasks, and teacher interviews. Firstly the questionnairewas administered by another
researcherat the end of the autumn term prior to the beginning of the researchto assess
pupils' level of enjoyment of physical education, their task and ego goal orientations
and asking them to identify a number of their best friends. The interviews followed a
structuredand then a less structured format to allow pupils to becomecomfortable with
the situation and increasefamiliarity to decreaseunease. The teacherinterview gave a
different perspectiveon what was happeningin the class for triangulation purposes.
In addition the research design was emergent, allowing for
a refining of the approach,
subsequent data collection and analysis upon immersion within the research field. My
decision to transcribe interviews and write observations
as soon as possible after each
class was deliberate; this was an ongoing process, a purposeful strategy so that I
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remained reflexive about the interview process and the research field.

This research

design provided suitable flexibility to respond to day to day classroom life and explore
aspects of this with the pupils and the teachers. The study was an `evolving process'
(Peshkin, 2000) that was adapted and developed throughout the period of research. It
was certainly found to be a learning process in which the preconceptions I had
developed as a student teacher about teaching and learning were challenged. I regularly
went back to the literature during these months to examine my research questions and
the direction of the research, which often moved in quite unexpected directions.

As

such, this research represented an interesting methodological challenge and called for a
reflexive, innovative and eclectic research design, an approach which proved to be both
enabling and effective.

3.3.1

Questionnaire

Although the majority of the data generatedwas via qualitative means,the quantitative
aspectof the methodology played a fundamentalrole in my initial understandingof the
young people involved in the study. There is a vast body of psychological literature to
indicate that motivational determinantssuch as physical self-perception,perceivedselfcompetence and goal orientations are key factors in relation to young people's
behaviour in and engagementwith the physical education class (e.g. Duda, 1989; Fox
and Corbin, 1989; Biddle, 1997; Fox, 1997). Marshall and Rossman(1991) have noted
that researchersoften `administer questionnaires to some sample of a population to
learn about the distribution of a characteristic
or set of characteristics or a set of
attitudes and beliefs' (p.83). A baseline questionnaire was used to assessthe young
people's contextual motivation in physical education. This helped familiarise me with
the pupils and to understand their attitudes towards both physical education and
physical activity. Goal involvement states, psychological mediators, motivation, and
pupils' positive and negative affect were included in the questionnaire. This allowed an
insight into personal characteristicsand although this
was helpful to some extent, a
number of the results seemedto contradict what the young people told me in interviews.
The questionnaires were selected following an extensive
review of literature and
included the interest/enjoyment,effort/importance
and pressure/tensionscales of the
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI), the Task
and Ego Orientation in Sport
Questionnaire(TEOSQ) and the Physical Self Perception Profile (PSPP). The
pupils

1,,
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were also asked to identify a number of their key friends in the physical education class.
The questionnaire was administered to the young people by another researcher at the
beginning of a physical education lesson towards the end of the autumn term before my
into
the school. Although the young people were asked to write their names on
entry
the questionnaires, they were assured that their responses were completely confidential.
They were asked to be as honest as possible in their answers. General instructions were
for
itself
the
provided on
questionnaire
and assistancewas also offered when necessary,
The
if
be
found
the
to
example
any of
questions were
unclear or caused confusion.
questionnaire took only ten minutes to complete and the pupils were invited to ask
questions if necessary.

3.3.2 Participant observation
In searching for an appropriate research method, I felt it imperative to employ an
approachthat would be sufficiently sensitive to the complexities of individual lives and
social context. Denzin notes that `participant observationis a commitment to adopt the
perspectiveof those studied by sharing in their day to day experiences(cited in Pope
and O'Sullivan, 1998 p208). Reactivity, the reaction on the part of those being
investigatedto the investigator and his or her researchinstruments,can be a problem for
quantitative and qualitative methods of inquiry. The awarenessthat they are being
investigatedmay prompt subjects to act in ways that is not indicative of their normal
behaviour or views. To eradicate this element proponents of participant observation
suggesta gradual absorption of the researcherinto the environment in which they are
researching, making them unobtrusive (Schensul et al., 1999). I hoped that the
significant amount of time I spent in the school observing classroom life would mean
that I becameless of a novelty as the weeks passedand that I would be able to observe
`normal' classroom life as time passed. Throughout the six months of field work I
attendedand observed the young people before, during and after their two physical
educationclasseseachweek. I chosenot to take noteswhile observing as I felt that this
would draw attention to a researchpresencein the class but I switched my minidisc
recorderon as soon as I arrived at the school and made extensive notes in my research
diary afterwards. I was cautious of seeking information in the first few
weeks and
passively acceptedwhat came along. Moreover, as a participant observer I was also
careful to afford individuals an opportunity to speakwithout unnecessaryinterruptions
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to their dialogue (Christensen and James, 2000). In this way I had to learn to tolerate
ambiguity and not seek to clarify things as that would set me up as a researcher.
Although frustrating in many ways, it was certainly the case that some of the aspects of
the participant observation provided rich data relating to contextual influences on group
dynamics and peer interactions. Both `reality' and `mind' are constructed by people
conceptually in language, in the course of their performance of practical tasks
(Edwards, 1997; Potter, 1996a; Potter et al., 1993) and given that many aspects of
dominance are enacted and reproduced by subtle, routine, everyday forms of talk and
behaviour that appear `natural' and quite `acceptable' (Van Dijk, 1993) the observation
Because
data
data
important
of
the
collection.
of naturally occurring
was an
element of
this emphasis, on the situated, action-perfomative nature of talk, I favoured analysis of
recordings of natural interaction, rather than relying entirely on interviews to generate
research data (Edwards and Potter, 2001).

Gradually my role changed from simply

being an external observer to one where I also asked questions of the young people and
teachers to assist in my understanding of what I was observing, thus combining
find
data
to
to
try
a
It
naturally occurring
with generative techniques.
was necessary
balance between participating and observing during class time, and to try to find a way
to prevent one from interfering with the other as both aspects were vital to gaining an
understanding of the ecological dynamics of the class.

Inevitably this level of involvement meant that I began to reflect on my own
As
in
both
teacher.
experiences of physical education
school and as a student
Denscombe (2002) has noted, `researchershave a personal history and a personal
identity' (p.34) that cannot be separatedfrom the researchprocess,and as I was asking
the young people to share their understanding of what was happening I too found
myself reflecting on my personal history. Furthermore, I was often struck by how
similar some of their experienceswere to my own and yet there were significant
differences between this site and my experiences of physical education in an Irish
convent single sex school. Similar to researcherssuch as Oliver and Lalik (2001,2004)
the differencesand similarities enhancedmy interest in, and commitment to, the study.
During interview and focus group time, it was possible to
direct
or
employ more
informed questioning, using information generated during
observations to highlight
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specific subject matter for discussion or clarification

(Oliver

and Lalik,

2000).

Moreover, I was able to identify individuals whose voices were somewhat absent during
individual
time,
then
class
and
use

interviews as a means of drawing them into

conversations. I found that the multi-method emergent research design was particularly
effective, because it allowed me to target individuals who would not otherwise have had
the opportunity to have their voices heard. The varied design of the research was
instrumental here in ensuring that a wealth of contextual information were collected
through observation and more in depth data was generated through interviews (Watts
issues
Ebbutt,
1987).
Purposive
to
and
selection was used
gain participants' views as
emerged within the field.

The interactive process of observation and interviews

followed a naturalistic inquiry similar to that discussed by Erlandson et al. (1993),
where data analysis was closely tied with data collection and generation.

3.3.3 Interviewing
As this study focused on the young people's experiences of and in PE, it was essential
that they were given the chance to `tell their story' through the medium of interviews
and focus groups. The form of interviewing varied throughout the research period and I
utilised individual formal and informal, semi structured and unstructured interviews and
also a combination of semi structured and structured friendship focus groups during the
young people's form period. At the beginning of the study I also conducted a whole
class interview/forum at the request of the teacher allowing the pupils to ask me
questions and affording me the opportunity to ask questions of them in a setting which
offered the advantage of bringing together children from a variety of social groups. The
latter part of this session was used to debate different
aspects of their physical education
experience and it gave me a valuable insight into the way in which the young people
interacted with each other and who was
given the opportunity to express their opinion.
As indicated already I did not begin focus
groups or individual interviews for a number
of weeks and when this did begin it was a gradual process. Initially I asked the pupils
reasonably closed questions or made simple factual statements about which some pupils
opted to elaborate. For example a simple comment like `There are more people sitting
out today than last week' led Ruth to respond that `a lot of people skive off when it is
swimming'
participating.

and then proceed to describe the ways in which they `got out' of
This technique gave the young people full control over
what was
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discussed. As the young people became more familiar with my role in the class I asked
if they would be willing to meet with me during their form period to discuss aspects of
drifted
inevitably
to a wide
the
their physical education class, although
conversation
four
in
I
the school conducted six group and
variety of topics. Throughout my time
individual formal interviews. In addition to this I informally discussed the research

(2001)
Renold
individuals
before
and after class.
countless times with groups and
how
interviews
friendship
to
children's
the
offer
possibility explore
group
suggeststhat
through
social
changed
and
shared
accounts are constructed, expressed,opposed,
interaction. Indeed the exploratory nature of the group interviews often took
unexpecteddirections, including discussionsand discourseson more sensitive areasof
the preadolescents'experiences. However the limitations of group interviewing are
feeling
documented
include
comfortable sharing
the
well
and
possibility of studentsnot
information in front of their peers,especially about the nature and vulnerability of their
friendships. The use of focus groups is now a popular and widely used method of
interpretive
the
to
data,
is
generating qualitative
and as one that
particularly suited
in
this
(Morgan,
to
it
1997)
deemed
technique
employ
perspective
was
an appropriate
in
the
1984)
Focus
interpersonal
(Simons,
`dynamic,
which
study.
groupsare a
process'
`explicit use of group interaction (can) produce data and insights that would be less
In
2).
this
1997
interaction
found
in
way,
(Morgan,
the
p.
accessiblewithout
a group'
they allow for generatingricher and potentially more comprehensibledata becausethe
individuals involved can challengeone another's views, reaffirm or contradict their own
1984;
Huberman,
discuss
(Miles
discord
comments,and
and
any areasof agreementor
Watts and Ebbutt, 1987; Lewis, 1992; Morgan, 1997). It has also been suggestedthat
the use of focus groupswith young people in a researchsituation can help to addressthe
problematic power dynamic, becausewhen the focus is brought to bear upon the young
people themselvesdirecting conversationand generatingdiscussion it can decreasethe
perceptionthat authority resideswith the interviewer (Cohen et al, 2000).
Group interviews have many advantagesthat lie in their potential to allow discussions
to develop so that a wide range of responsescan be collected (Watts and Ebbut, 1987).
It is the interaction betweenthe participants that is important, certainly as important as
the interaction between the interviewer and interviewee. However the limitations of
group interviewing include the possibility of students not feeling comfortable sharing
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information in front of their peers. To reduce this problem, I selected pupils who
seemed comfortable together and who were friends to talk to in pairs or small groups.
Some of the advantages of a group interview when organised by friendship groups
include: the interaction between students, which would have been absent in a one-onone situation; the social support peers could provide; the development of a positive
attitude toward interviews because the students were accompanied by their friends; and
a conversation rather than an interview format could develop, where the interviewer
often took the role of facilitator or moderator shaping the dialogue and then allowing
Walker
debate
2001b).
felt
did
(Renold,
2001a,
to
they
they
students
argue or
why
as
(1985) suggests that a group interviewer's

task is to facilitate a "comprehensive

exchange of views in which all participants are able to `speak their minds' and respond
to the ideas of others" (cited in Watts and Ebbut, 1987 p25). In some instances one
dominant person in the group can be an asset in that he or she can forward opinions and
begin to shape and sharpen ideas so that the discussion begins to take off. On the other
hand a dominating and opinionated person can inhibit others in the group, whether by
simple volubility or by force of an argument (Watts and Ebbut, 1987).

Coleman and Hendry (1999) once again associatethis issue with a notion of control,
and suggestthat unless power is equal in a conversational situation individuals can
doubt their ability to be heard. Research that looks at young people's views on
communicationwith adults makes it clear that, by and large, they have little confidence
they will be listenedto or their opinions respected. One of the most common findings is
that adolescentsdo not feel adults take their views seriously (Coleman and Hendry,
1999). It has been suggestedthat significant knowledge gains can result when young
people's active involvement in researchis deliberately solicited, and when their views
and perspectivesare both acknowledgedand accepted(Alderson, 1995; Woodhead and
Faulkner, 2000).

Enabling the pupils to control the focus of the interview by

encouragingthem to raise their own issuesand experienceshelped destabilisethe adultcentracismembeddedin many researchprojects conductedwith young people (Renold,
2001a,2001b), and went some way to promote participation and empowermentduring
the researchprocess. Furthermore, it was important that the pupils were in control of
the schedulebecause,when researchersask for entry or inquire about specific topics,
their requestscarry a certain weight merely by having been made (David
2000;
et al.,
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Kvale, 1996). Also given that the young people did not have the option to opt out of
the research study completely I felt that it was important that they did not feel pressured
to divulge information.

O'Kane (2000) identifies the underlying notion of power as

providing the `ultimate challenge' for adults working with young people. However,
once the pupils became more familiar with me there were few awkward silences noticed
and the pupils often directed the discussions with ease. The group interviews often took
unexpected directions, including discussions on more sensitive areas such as bullying,
friendship difficulties,

families, and relationships as well as the pressures of school

work and the young people's relationships with their teachers. The amount of control
that the young people held over the schedule was possible because of the amount of
time I had in the school and I did not feel under pressure to `get through' interview
topics. At the same time when writing my field notes at the end of each session I
generated a list of issues that I wanted to discuss with some of the young people. These
were often dealt with before the teacher completed registration at the beginning of the
class or when walking back to the school after class. Inevitably, with each answer came
a range of new questions.

The individual interviews with a small number of selectedpupils (n=4) gave me the
opportunity to explore some elements in more depth. The emergent researchdesign
(Maxwell, 1996) provided the flexibility to refine the research design following
immersion in the researchfield and in later interviews I attemptedmore fully, to draw
out some of the implications and meaningsof statements,by prompting the pupils for
further clarification.
The complexity of the process, and the tensions inherent within it, are widely
recognised (Griffiths, 1995). I was challenged by the dynamic nature of the focus
groups that called for a flexible and adaptableapproach. It was evident that not only
were the characteristicsof each group distinct and unique, but also that each individual
had different needs and competencies(James et
al., 1998). In order to effectively
engage each individual in the research process, and hence to generate more
comprehensivedata, there was a need to develop and adopt appropriate interviewing
strategies. In addition to affording the young people a degree of mutual support and
rendering the interviews less intimidating (Renold, 2001; Punch, 2002), 1 tried to
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that I was drawn further into the analytical processesof the study.

3

3.3.4 Researchtasks-posters and portfolios
The decision to include carefully selected research activities within this ethnography
to
intended
meant
to encouragethe pupils to reflect on what physical education
was
(1989)
Cooper
them and on the meaningbehind their behaviour in physical education.
in
to
arguedthat this type of researchtool can afford participants the opportunity engage
teachers
During
the
education
the spring term
physical
self-reflection and analysis.
askedthe pupils to complete a poster describing their experiencesof physical education
informed
The
teachers
2020.
like
between
to seechange
then and
and what they would
help
it
to
the young people that they would not be marked on their postersand that was
This
like.
become
familiar
did
they
was set as
they
would
me
more
with what
and what
homework for the pupils but they were given time during their form period to begin the
task and I was presentto discussthe activity with them. During this period I had time to
Sport
During
felt.
the
they
they
ask questions about what
were writing and what
Education seasoneach team was asked to keep a portfolio of their experiences. Each
is
According
Melograno
to
week the teamswere given a new portfolio task.
a portfolio
3 As it

was evidentthat I was inherently involved in the researchprocessand that it was both appropriate
and necessaryto acknowledgethis in the analysis of the data (Watts and Ebbutt, 1987), I was careful to
record my thoughts and feelings about each lesson and interview in my researchdiary. In addition to
writing an accountof my perceptionsof eachlesson,I also found the diary a useful place in which to note
any information that would help to addressthe loss of important contextual information that is associated
with the transcriptionprocess(Cohen,Manion and Morrison, 2000).
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a "purposeful, integrated collection of actual exhibits and work samples showing effort,
progress or achievement in one or more areas" (1998 p14) and contains numerous
artefacts and examples of a child's work and represent a collection of their abilities,
strengths and areas of needed improvement (Kinchin, 2001). In the early weeks of the
seasonthe portfolio tasks were based around selecting a team name and team colours,
and assigning roles and responsibilities. Towards the middle and end of the season
tasks involved writing profiles of each team member, identifying the strengths and
weaknessesof the team and individual members, and writing news updates on team
progress for the notice board. The pupils were also invited to write any thoughts on the
seasonin the portfolio. The teachersused the portfolios for worksheets, coaching notes
and tracking progress. Journals, exhibitions and portfolios which attempt to reflect
learning outcomes in more authentic situations have caught the attention of physical
educators (Oliver and Lalik, 2000; Punch, 2002). Through the use of portfolios Kirk
(1997) has argued that learning becomes more active as a greater proportion of the
responsibility and ownership for learning is transferred to the students. Kirk (1997)
summarized their characteristics and potential benefits:
I. Fosters individualised learning
2. Documents student outcomes
3. Promotes student responsibility and active learning
4. Offers feedback and on-going evaluation of progress
5. Encouragesself-reflection
6. Promotes the physical education programme
Portfolios have been employed by
impact
the
many other researcherswhen examining
of the Sport Education model (Kinchin, 2001; MacPhail et al., 2004). These techniques
were designed to encourage the pupils to reflect on particular aspects of their physical
education experience, something that did not always come naturally to the young
people, but also allowed me to employ `analytical diversity' which many researchers
such as Coffey and Atkinson (1996) have advocated.
The successof these research activities
was varied. The poster raised some interesting
issues for me to follow
up in interviews and the form period in which they worked on
these posters was useful to begin talking with some of the boys in
in
an
particular
informal way outside of their
physical education lesson. However the portfolios tended
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to be dominated by one member of each team and really did not provide an opportunity
for each individual team member to record their thoughts and opinions. In this way the
portfolios did not encourage reflection to the extent that it was hoped, although the
teachers did find the portfolios a useful teaching device.

Although the data gatheredfrom theseresearchmethods was limited, these techniques
proved very useful prompts for informal discussions,particularly with the boys in the
classwho were sometimesreluctant to talk with me.
3.3.5 TeacherInterview
Each teacher involved in the research study and Sport Education intervention was
interviewed for approximately 30 to 40 minutes at least once during the study in
addition to numerousinformal discussionsindividually and as a group in the staff room.
The structuredinterviews had six main strands,although the sequencingof thesestrands
and the order of the questionswithin eachstrandwas not rigid:
> the students'attitudesto and motivation in
physical education;
> studentbehaviour and misbehaviour ;
¢ the studentagendain PE;
> adolescenceand the social pressureson young

people;

> Sport Educationand the pupils; and
> Sport Education and the teachers.
Each teacherwas asked to select a convenient day and time towards the end of the
summerterm. The teacherinterview was fundamentally different from the other forms
as a power hierarchy was not evident. As identified earlier, two of the three teachers
were very willing to engagein researchdiscussionson a regular basis. However Mr. K.
was less enthusiastic and the formal interview I conducted with him seemed more
rushed, although the time and location were self selectedin an attempt to ensurethat
time pressurewould not be an issue. With the teachers' consent I recorded both the
informal discussions in the department office and the formal interviews. After
transcribingtheseinterviews I askedthe teachersto clarify some
points. An interesting
aspectof these interviews and discussionswas the extent to which the teachersasked
questions of me and in this way the research became a reciprocal process. These
interviews gave an insight into the teachers' actions
and the process of implementing
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change which added an interesting dimension to the research study which had not
initially been planned. Collectively these interviews provided the richness of data to
in
assist my understanding of the physical education teachers' view of the process of
negotiation in the classroom and the process of implementing change to disrupt the
dominant student agenda.

3.4

Analysis

It is commonly recognisedthat the analysisof ethnographicdata is demanding,not least
becauseethnography produces a mass of data. This study produced almost 50,000
words of transcripts, many pages of field notes, thirty questionnaires, twenty two
postersand twelve portfolios. It must be noted that I was not prepared for the volume
of data that the qualitative methodsgenerated. The sheermass of data and information
with which I was confronted causedsome concern when I consideredthe problem of
analysis. Unfortunately the answersto the best questionsdo not lie in the accumulation
of data.

As I have already indicated it is important to
note that there was no point where
research finished and analysis began. From the moment this study began, I was
immersed in the data and analysis had thus begun. Patton (1987) suggeststhat it is
immersion in the field of inquiry that informs
data
Thus
drives
the
research.
and
analysis began informally as I interacted with the young people, listening to,
transcribing and coding the recordings. The data generatedwas initially analysedusing
the processof grounded theory, which is basedon the `systematicgenerating of theory
from data, that is itself obtained from social
research' (Glaser, 1978). In this way the
theory that emerged from the data helped to direct subsequentdata collection and
through immersion within the processmy understandingof the data grew in maturity.
In this researchprocess theory can transcend from
one sector to another, helping to
generatea greatergraspof theory and allowing for the coverageof many researchareas.
Thus data collection and data analysis became overlapping,
not discrete stages of
research.This provided the flexibility to adaptthe researchdesign.
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So that I remained reflexive about the interview process and the research field I tried as
far as possible to listen to and transcribe the audio recording made as soon as possible
after the lesson. My decision to transcribe interviews and write observations as soon as
possible after each class was deliberate; this was an ongoing process, a purposeful
strategy. However this was not always possible and I found that the holiday periods,
both at mid-term and between terms, were often useful to try to catch up with the
transcribing process. Listening to the audio recording and referring back to my field
notes assisted in this process. Transcripts aim to provide a detailed but accessible
rendering of those features that prove to be the most relevant for analysing how
participants concertedly accomplish orderly and intelligible social interaction (Hutchby
and Drew, 1995). Often the degree of distance a speaker puts between a reported view
and her own view is displayed by subtle markers, such as intonation and emphasis,
which are hard to preserve in conventional transcripts (Wilkinson, 2000 p436). Given
my belief that structures are reproduced through talk I felt that the talk was fundamental
to the analysis and hence I considered the attention to the precise detail of what the
young people said an important aspect of the transcription process. The transcription
system used in the interview extracts presented here is a simplified version of the
Jefferson system (see Wetherll and Potter, 1992).

This version foregrounds the

semantic content and the broad structural characteristics of participants' talk.

The

smaller details of intonation were originally transcribed but have not been included in
the thesis so as not to interfere with the readability of the dialogue (see Potter and
Wetherell, 1987).

"A

dot in brackets indicates a pause (). A long pauseis indicated by two dots
(..).

"t

indicatesloud talking. vindicateswhispering.
Whereparticipantsdid not complete a sentencea hyphenwas used.

"

In the extractsthat appear,proper namesare used rather than codesor abbreviationse.g.
Toni for the researcher,Jess for the participant, Mrs. A for the teacher. Where
participants are directly quoted in the text their words are enclosedin double quotation
marks. In contrast,single quotation marks do not signify verbatim quotes of speechbut
are used to isolate, highlight and sometimes ironize particular notions. To assist with
the organisationof the large quantity of data I enteredall of the qualitative data into the
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such,
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et al,
with
interaction,
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the grouping arrangements, movement patterns
class, patterns of
interruptions, and information relating to school or cultural events (e.g. Simons, 1984;
data
diary
field
This
Lewis, 1992; Coleman and Hendry, 1999; Cohen et al, 2000).
this
by
hoped
helped
in
personal
data
I
that
weaving
the
segments
and
often
memoing of
its'
into
it
illuminate
`conditions
own production'
the research
the
of
account
may
(Stanley, 1990). The use of memos was valuable in relation to this particular aspect of
the analytic process as it allowed me the opportunity to note down thoughts concerning
into
data
incorporate
new
specific elements of the data, highlight particular themes and
the analysis as it emerged (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Charmaz, 1998).

In the initial months following the field work I began a more in-depth analysis of the
data and beganthe processof analysis by reading through the transcripts and referring
to the memos attachedto segments. Analysing qualitative data is a lengthy processof
`living with' one's data, reading, re-reading and following up hunchesuntil a patternof
languageuse emerges. This involved trying to get a feeling for what the data were
aboutand to begin thinking about broad categoriesin which they would fall. Wetherell
and Potter (1992) suggest that speakersuse discursive consistency and variability to
carry out such interactional projects as explaining, justifying, warranting and managing
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identify
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I
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for
me when
nature of this approach threw up many problems
I
At
this
in
employed
stage
contradictory messages what the young people were saying.
conversation analysis to look at the way the pupils cut sentencesshort and made repairs
in
individual
to their descriptions. I also analysed the data with each
as a case study
themselves using the biographical method to trace what individuals were saying over
the course of the study rather than treating interactions as disaggregated events.
Wilkinson (2000) argues that biographical analysis renders much more comprehensible
the production of multiple versions by the same participant: stories change over the
lifespan as new experiences are taken into account or new information is made
by
them
be
seeing
available; and conflicting or competing explanations may
reconciled
as evidence of tensions in the strain to connect.

It was possible to trace a single

person's way of thinking back and forwards through the study in an attempt to achieve
that
(2000
individual
Wilkinson
their
argues
an understanding of
p439)
experience.
"biographical analysis explains how multiple, even apparently contradictory, ideas of
cause can coexist in one person's story" and this process assisted in making sense of

some contradictory elements of what was observed and heard. This use of memos
provided a spacein which I could record connectionsand contradictions in the data and
make links with the theoretical framework of the study. As I moved forward and back
through the data I was able to expand upon initial memos with more detail that later
simplified the processof writing up my analysischapters.
4An

exampleof a codedand memoedsectionis provided in appendix2.
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With a grounded theory approach one continually checks data against interpretation
until satisfied one has grasped meaning (Glaser, 1978). The analysis of ethnographic
data is carried out sequentially in the sense that analysis begins while one is still
data,
from
back'
between
`step
the
data.
In
the
gathering
observations one may
periods
directed
is
to
data
Further
then
to
their
gathering
so as
reflect on
possible meaning.
by
has
become
the
to
provisional analysis.
sensitive
particular matters
which
observer
While immersed in this data I considered areas that provided promising theoretical ideas
based on emerging themes.

Given the inductive nature of the research through

`progressive focussing' the ideas became clearer and consequently so did the focal point
field
Glaser
to
As
(1978
the
the
"How
collect
the
of
research.
enters
analyst
p2) stated
the data, his method of collection and codification of the data, his integrating of the
both
the
full
the
theory
of
categories, generating memos, and constructing
continuum
by
integrated
processes of generating theory and of social research - are all guided and
the emerging theory". By its very nature grounded theory produced ever opening and
evolving theory on the subject as more data were obtained. Since categories emerged so
fast, it was important to constantly refit them to the data.

Patterns, themes, and

categories of analysis came from the data; they emerged out of the data rather than
being decided prior to the data collection and analysis in an attempt to remain open to
the pupils' opinions. Many existing categories from the literature also fit the data. Not
in
have
the
be
ignore
discovered
it
is
important
to
all categories
to
categories
not
and
literature that might apply in order to generate a grounded theory (Glaser, 1978).

The eclectic mix of methods used, all under the groundedtheory approach,allowed me
to reachthe depth required to make senseof the data I had collected. Malinowski stated
that "I have a general idea about their life and someacquaintance with their language,
and if I can somehow 'document' all this, I'll have valuable material" (cited in Wolcott,
1995 p63). During the initial stagesof analysis this comment frequently came to the
forefront of my mind.

3.5

The existing curriculum

This section outlines the broad content of the observed classes. In the first table an
outline of the existing curriculum at the school and in the second table an outline of the
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Sport Education intervention is provided.

An exploration of the lesson content,

teaching and learning will be discussed in chapters 4,5

and 6. The table over also

outlines the additional research activities that took place each week.
Week

1

2

3

4

Additional
activity

research

Day

Date

Main activity

Tuesday

22/1

Dance

Wednesday

23/1

Swimming

Tuesday

29/1

A whole class forum was
Dance cancelled due to held during class time incident elsewhere in the this had been planned for
but
form
the
the
was
to
period
which
school
teacherwas called away.
moved forward to class
time.

Wednesday

30/1

Swimming
Focus group with Becky,
Beth and Jenny
Informal discussionswith
non-participantssitting at
the side of the pool

Tuesday

5/2

Dance

Wednesday

6/3

Swimming

Tuesday

19/2

Dance

Interview with Sev

Swimming

Informal interviews with
non-participantssitting at
the side of the pool

Wednesday

20/2

Mid term
5

6

7

Tuesday

5/3

Dance

Focus group with Ruth,
Sarah,Amy and Mark

Wednesday

6/3

Hockey

Interview with Mrs A

Tuesday

12/3

Dance

Interview with Jess

Wednesday

13/3

Hockey

Interview with Miss S
Informal discussionswith
various pupils about their
posters.
Individual interview with
Shane.

Tuesday

19/3

Poster class

Wednesday

20/3

Hockey
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8

Tuesday

27/3

Games class

Focus group with Kate,
Jane, Sophie and Luke

Easter
9

Wednesday

17/4

Orienteering

10

Wednesday

24/4

Orienteering

11

Wednesday

1/5

Orienteering

12

Wednesday

8/5

Swimming

13

Wednesday

15/5

Swimming

14

Wednesday

22/5

Swimming

Informal discussionswith
non-participantssitting at
the side of the pool
Informal discussionswith
non-participantssitting at
the side of the pool
Informal discussionswith
non-participantssitting at

the sideof thepool
15

Wednesday

29/5

Swimming

Informal discussionswith
non-participantssitting at
the side of the pool

Mid term
17

Wednesday

12/6

Football World Cup Match
- classcancelled

18

Wednesday

19/6

Rounders

19

Wednesday

25/6

Rounders

A
Mrs.
Interview
with
20
Wednesday
3/7
Rounders
(about Sport Education)
Informal discussionswith
Year
did
trip
theme
to
on
go
group
who
not
a
pupils
21
Wednesday
10/7
the year group trip.
park
Interview with Miss S
Table3.5.1 Outline of the lessonand researchstructures
3.6

The Intervention

Sport Education has been developed from the work of
physical education researcher
Daryl Siedentop(1994,1998) in the USA and is discussedin
more detail in chapter2.
5 See

page 101 for Sport Education lesson structure.
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Siedentop (1994) pointed out that rarely are features from sporting cultures reproduced
in physical education classes. Observations in this school indicate that the traditional
multiactivity

model outlined by Ennis (1999) had been adopted by the physical

education department.

The teacherswere trained in Sport Education by an academic who has considerable
in
experience the areaover the course of a4 hour interactive session. This took place
only one week before the seasonbegan. The teachersdecided to select the teams and
announcethem on the day of the inservice. The team selection was made by the
teachersand then each team selectedtheir own captain, coach and a variety of other
roles. Although ongoing CPD support was offered, the teachersdid not avail of this
opportunity. I return to a considerationof how Sport Education was implementedand
of the difficulties of introducing an instructional model like this in a single day CPD
programmein chapterseven.
As identified in chapter two, Sport Education operatesin seasons,considerably longer
than most physical educationunits. Athletics was selected as the unit in which Sport
Educationwould be tried. The seasonlasted for twelve lessonswhich was considerably
longer than the other units of instruction run in the school but shorter than is typically
advised. Although a longer season is preferable the school were eager that the
intervention did not interfere with other units of instruction. Athletics was chosenfor
Sport Education becausethis activity traditionally lasts for the entire summer term and
thereforethe departmentdid not needto lengthen the unit for the purposesof this study.
The seasonwas bound by competition at the end of the first half term and of the
summerterm. A festive atmospherewas encouragedthrough the use of team namesand
logos. A competition noticeboard was set up outside the changing rooms with the
leaguetable, team photos and news articles. Points were awarded in class with the use
of coloured stickers that the team stuck to the league table as they left the changing
rooms at the end of class. This was monitored by the three teachersto ensurethat they
were distributing points evenly and that a high level of competitivenesswas maintained.
Unfortunately the teachers did not embrace the wide variety
of roles to the extent
anticipated. The team coach organisedthe warm up and was involved in team teaching
in the shot put, long jump and relay classes. Little
autonomy was given to the coach for
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planning these teaching sessions. The collection of statistics was minimal with teams
only collecting data in relation to the distance for shot putt and long jump. I recognise
that the initial attempt at Sport Education was more teacher- defined than would have
been ideal and that these actions may have undermined the integrity of the Sport
Education model in relation to some of its goals. However, in acknowledging these

issuesI also recognisethat these factors could not have been avoided as it is inevitable
that outside laboratory situations it is impossible to maintain exact researchprotocols
andthis may be a positive elementof the study rather than a limitation.
The table below outlines the structure of the sport education season from a lesson and
researchperspective.

Week Day
9

Tuesday 16/4

10

Tuesday 23/4

11

Tuesday 30/4

12

Tuesday 5/5

13

Tuesday 14/5

14

Tuesday 21/5

15

Tuesday 28/5

Additional research
Main activity
activity
Introduction to Sport Education - Teacher Inservice in the
team
announcements, role morning
Planning discussion
selection
Informal discussions in
Athletics
team groups during lesson
Informal discussionsin
Athletics
team groups during lesson
Informal discussionsin
Athletics
team groups during lesson
Informal discussionsin
Athletics
team groups during lesson
Informal discussionsin
Athletics
team groups during lesson
Mid season competition. The
pupils were told that before major
the
competitions such as
Commonwealth Games, teams
compete in smaller competitions
to assess their form, try team
formations and they would also
have the opportunity to do a mid
seasoncompetition, with a relay,
individual race and a jump
included. This competition also
contributed to their points.
Mid term
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16

Tuesday

11/6

Athletics

17

Tuesday

18/6

Athletics

18

Tuesday 24/6

19

Tuesday 2/7

Informal discussions in
team groups during lesson
Informal discussions in
team groups during lesson
Jenny.
Interview
with

from
Natasha
Jane
Athletics
and
Purple Panthers
Interview with Sev, Lisa
Choice of shot put, relay or long
Knockout
from
Carol
and
jump

6

20

Tuesday 9/7

21

Tuesday 16/7

Final Competition - due to bad
K
Mr.
Interview
for
with
an
weather this was modified
indoor competition.
Prize Giving - only some pupils
full
last
the
this
was on
presentas
day of the school year.

Table 3.6.1 Outline of the lesson and research structure dunng the impiementauon ui

Sport Education.

3.7

Conclusion

This chaptermakes referenceto the problematic nature of a study that attemptsto draw
disciplines
that have traditionally been methodologically and epistemologically
on
in
this
beginning
chapter
of
opposed. The debatesurroundingthis issue continued at the
before
divide
moving on
to
an attempt circumvent the traditional objectivist-subjectivist
to indicate how this underpinnedmy choice of researchtechniques. In addition to an
outline of the methods used this chapter has also provided a personal account of my

fieldwork
the
experiences
of
phaseof the study.
Having introduced the researchtechniquesI now move my attention to an exploration
in
5
data
Chapters
4
from
the
that
these
techniques.
of
and are organised an
emanated
outward spiral looking first at what drives the student social task system and then at
how this impinges on the ecology of the physical educationclass. Chapter6 then looks
at how the Sport Education intervention impacted on the student social task systemand
the young people's behaviour in physical education lessons.
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Chapter 4:
What motivates young people in
school physical education
4.1

Introduction

This is the first of three chapterswherein I presentthe data gathered from the selected
cohort of adolescentsin their first year of secondaryschool. Before moving on to an
analysisof the data generatedin relation to the pupils' motivation, it may be useful to
first briefly re-iterate the theoretical framework of this study. As outlined in chapter
two, teachingand learning in physical educationis a dynamic processin which teachers
and students have complex agendas for what happens during lessons. To better
understandthe ecological dynamics of classroom life Doyle (1977) described a set of
overlappingtasks structures,two of which are teacherdirected and one which is student
led. Merritt (1982) proposed that these tasks systems could be conceptualised as
vectors with direction, momentum and energy. Doyle (1977) argued that the
instructional and managerial task systems, the teacher directed task systems, were
driven by the accountability strategies in place. In the absence of accountability
strategiesengagementwith these tasks systems is choiceful. In this chapter I will
explorethe factors that drive the studentsocial task systemand examinewhat is socially
valued in an attempt to understandthe antecedentsof young people's choice to engage
in physical educationtasks. I aim to
explore what motivates studentsto adopt certain
agendasin physical education and both those agendaswhich support and opposethe
teacher led task systems. As outlined in chapter two an achievement goal theory
approachwill be utilised in this analysis.
The discussionthat follows identifies some of the key issues
within the data that relate
to the young people's varied understandingsof successand achievementin this
physical
educationclass. It is suggestedthat the determinantsof goal orientations adoptedby
young peoplein physical educationneed further considerationin a contextually relevant
way to more fully explain what motivates young people's behaviour in physical
education. More specifically the various goal orientations made salient through the
young people's interactions with each other and with me are examined. A goal
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identified, that is, task-, ego- and social-goalorientations.
A guiding premise of the literature on motivational climate is that classroomstructures
Because
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hence
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adoption.
the salience of a particular goal and
can
influences
the
behaviours
occur within a context, the structure and climate
achievement
has
(1992)
Ames
in
outlined
the class.
salience of the goal orientations adopted
modifiable situational goal structures that, when implemented correctly, support and
facilitate the adoption of adaptive goal orientations. However, Doyle (1977) contended
In
in
is
classrooms.
that too much attention placed on the teacher as a causal effect
Doyle's view studentscould affect classroomactions almost as much as the teacherand
by
been
had
in
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painted
an oversimplified picture of causality the classroom
how
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I
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in
So,
consider
teaching
this
chapter will also
research
effectiveness.
I
in
to
peer group operates make certain goal orientations salient physical education.
This chaptermakes few attempts to examine how the young people's goal orientation
impacted on the class. Instead this chapter focuses almost exclusively on why they
1The representation
of all the young people's experiencesis not practicablehere. Instead,key moments
andpositions from the data are selectedas indicative of their experiencesin physical education. I do not
want to treat this classas a homogeneousgroup and, like Maehr and Nicholls (1980), I recognisethat the
young people's concernsare eminently diverse and as a result of this, and becauseI afforded the young
peopleconsiderablecontrol over the interview schedule,the resulting analysis focuseson the experiences
of different groupswhen discussingthe different factors that impinged upon their goal orientations. Thus
certainfactors, suchas physical ability or friendship only enteredinto the dialogue of someyoung people
and this meansthat at times I focus on the opinions of a small group of the young people in this class.
This is not to suggestthat thesefactors did not impinge on other young people but neither is it to suggest
that it was applicablefor all of the young people all of the time.
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This was a purposeful decision that acknowledges the

value of research that focuses exclusively on a question of why and highlights the
potential to integrate results from such a study into broader ecological frameworks.

4.2

`If you're not very good then it doesn't really matter'

Referencesto `being good' or `not so good' are prevalent throughout the young
people's descriptions of physical education.

Their comments often highlight

contradictory experiences, emphasising discrepanciesbetween their experiences of
physical educationand `normal' lessons.
Ruth
Sarah

it [PE] is kind of good becauseit doesn't seem like a lesson. If you are
not very good then it doesn't really matter
like if in Science you were asked a question and you couldn't answerit
then everyone would be like `oh you can't answer it you are so thick'.
But in PE it is like if you can't do that then [shoulder shrug]... you don't
have to be good and stuff
(Focus group, week 5)

The lack of importanceattachedto displaying competencein physical educationappears
to be a key distinguishing feature betweenphysical educationand other lessons. Harter
(1980) suggests that motivation may be mediated by the importance attached to
demonstratingability in an achievement context. Although the language used by the
young people illustrates that it is not important for them to demonstrateability (`if you
are not very good then it doesn't matter', `you don't have to be good') it is clear that
they were concernedabout displaying a lack of ability and `looking like a fool'.
Ruth
Sarah
Ruth
Sarah

like in athletics if you make a fool of yourselflike I did last week?
yeah that was funny but you were laughing as well so it is not as serious
I thought everyonewas laughing at me and not with me. Like when I fell
and everyonewas laughing at me I felt like a right fool.

(Focusgroup,week5)
Although Sarahhad previously highlighted that displaying

physical competencewas not

important,the effects of displaying a lack of competence her
on
perceptions of self were
evident. The importance attachedto displaying ability or a lack of ability appearsto be
mediatedby the social context of the display. In particular the young people referred to
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the increased stress associated with public displays of achievement tasks and expressed
their concern about tasks where they had previously displayed, or where there was a
potential to display, a lack of competence.
Toni
Sarah

What don't you like about PE?
having to do like demonstrations

Ruth
Sarah

demonstrations
Causeyou have to do stuff in front of everyone and like if you can't do
that causepeople are watching you
doesthat help when it is a smaller group?
yeah causenot that many people are looking at you
yeah they are looking at their own group
like
if
yeah
you are in groups of 2 there aren't people looking at you and
staring at you
(Focus group, week 5)

Toni
Sarah
Ruth
Sarah

Although the young people describeda situation where `being good' was not important,
a minimum level of ability was valued to avoid standing out from their peers. It was
apparentthat certain tasks, such as demonstrationsor tasks with turn taking, emphasised
the importanceof ability more than others. Ames (1992) highlighted that tasks should
avoid situations where evaluation is public and should ensure the situational goal
structure supports and facilitates goal orientations that in turn led to a focus on
improving the types of competencevalued in physical education, and this finding is
supportedby this study.
The young people were aware that some of their peers were particularly susceptibleto
the prevalenceof public evaluation goal structuresdue to their lack of ability and the
possibility that this would be highlighted by certain tasks.
Amy
Toni
Mark
Toni
Mark
Toni
Mark

emmm yeah causeyou would be dreading doing it in casepeople laughed
at you
do you think there is anyonein your classwho dreadsdoing PE?
like there are three girls who are bad in our form and I don't think they
like PE at all
Do they do PE?
yeah but they don't try as hard
why not?
causethey think that everyonewill just laugh at them
(Focus group, week 5)
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Given their concerns about displaying a lack of competence and `looking like a fool' it
is not surprising that maladaptive behaviour such as not trying hard was noted
particularly when the young people were confronted with structures that may make
Dweck
feature
in
Researchers,
the
as
ability a salient
such
physical education class.
(1999) and Elliot and Harackiewicz, (1996) have shown that maladaptive behaviours,
such as not trying or avoiding a challenging task, if habitual, will limit young people's
opportunities to benefit from their experiences and are associated with avoidance goal
orientations. Dweck (1999) also theorised that to avoid displaying a lack of competence
young people will select tasks that can be completed with little difficulty.

The extract

below focuses on Mark and Jane's assertion that tasks that are challenging but not too
hard are best.

Mark
Jane

I wouldn't like it if what we do in PE was too hard but hard enoughthat
we can do it
I like things that are challenging... not easy to do but that they are not
impossible to do
(Focus group, week 8)

In identifying that, although they liked activities to be challenging, they did not like
engagingin tasks when there was a possibility that they could fail, these young people
imply an expectationthat failure indicates something undesirable rather than the mere
failure to complete a task (Duda, 1992). Achievement goal theorists, such as Nicholls
(1984), claimed that failure at a task indicated a lack of competenceor ability and that
ego involved young people were concernedabout displaying a normative lack of ability.
While I agree that an underlying focus on gaining the social approval of peers was
evident from the explanation that some people don't try hard `cause they think that
everyonewill just laugh at them', I also argue that young people may not have a static
and unidimensionalview of achievementwhereby if displaying a lack of competenceis
undesirablethen demonstratingcompetenceis inevitably desirable.

4.3

'People are watching you.... looking at you and staring at you' : the
preoccupation with social approval in PE

The peer group emergedas an important factor in the young
people's adoption of a goal
orientation. In explanationsof task behaviour in physical education the young people
repeatedly referred to the influence of their peers on their behaviour in physical
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education. Ames (1992) suggests that tasks involving a public evaluation led some
young people to adopt maladaptive behaviour strategies to avoid engaging in the task.
It is not surprising that some young people in this class were concerned about
displaying a lack of ability given the public nature of peer evaluation in this physical
education class. Social comparison, when imposed by peers, appears to be an especially
salient factor affecting young people's judgements about themselves, others and tasks.
However Ames (1992) argues that it is not the mere availability of social comparison
information that is problematic, it is when this information becomes emphasised that
maladaptive goal orientations are adopted. It was apparent that physical education was
a lesson where some young people felt that the public evaluation of their peers was
acceptable. Many young people spoke of their concern about others `watching' and
`staring' at them.

Comments by the popular, dominant young people deliberately

undermining the behaviour of their peers and focusing on the demonstration of ability,
or more importantly a lack of ability in physical education, were prevalent throughout
many of the physical education lessons. While the young people waited in the corridor
and changing rooms for physical education lessons to begin dominant individuals put
evaluation structures in place that highlighted the very public nature of evaluation that
was about to take place.

Jane
Kate
Jane
Kate
Jane
Kate

she said she is going to watch us [during PE] but I'm going to make sure
shedoesn't cause
Who me?
Yeah
yeah I'm watchin' ya
watch Sophie causeSophie can't swim
I'm watching you causeyou say you are good at swimming and I can't
seeyou from where I am
(Naturally occurring talk, week 3)

The presenceof `watchers' in physical education was difficult to overcome as those
who withdrew from participation were actively involved in highlighting the
incompetenceof their peers from the sideline. Hastie and Pickwell (1996)
claimed that
they did not believe the comments called from the sideline were a serious attempt to
belittle a classmatebut they were more a caseof scoring
points on the social popularity
scale. For this class the mere expressionof these comments focused young people's
attention on the public evaluation of physical ability.

Those young people who
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occupied a low place on the social hierarchy were more likely to become the objects of
this type of evaluation.
Judith
Becky
Toni
Judith

Miss we are commenting on all the people
Yeah
You are commenting on them? What are you commenting on?
Their faults

Becky
Ruth

Watch this end lane, Sam I think it is. It's a bit funny
I wonder how many times they will have to do this before they get it
right (.) he's just slappinghis handsdown
(Naturally occurring talk, week 2)

Interestingly since Kate and Jamie were not taking part in the swimming lesson they
had the opportunity to construct their own version of personal ability. Typically Kate
and Jamieboth participated in swimming in the `little pool' with other beginners. In the
example below they justify their grouping in the little pool as a result of something
other than a lack of ability, although my observationsdid not support their comments.
Their attemptto construct an alternative version of their ability highlights their concerns
about looking incompetent.
Kate

I am in the little group causeI told them that I can't swim on my back but
I can
Jamie
We could swim
Kate
Us two were really good at swimming and we should have been in the
big pool but becausethere was too many in the big pool we got put in the
little pool
Jamie
We are good at swimming
(Informal discussion,week 3)
Their concernsabout being evaluatedby others are ironic given their assertionthat they
were going to watch Sophie. However in conversationswith many of the girls in this
class it emergedthat these young people were not only conscious of being `watched',
they were also concernedabout what others were thinking of them. The extracts below
highlight the impact of the wider peer culture of adolescence the
on
goal structures
operatingin this physical educationclass.
Becky

Toni
Becky

I mean my best mates, they wasn't mates, (.)I have found a new mate
now, Jessand sheis one of my true friends becausethey don't use me and
they don't leave me out, they include me but they didn't, they only
wantedme when one of the otherswas away so
And what was it like when you weren't included?
You just feel rejected and you don't feel
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Beth
Becky
Beth
Jenny

Becky

wanted

Yeah. You just don't feel right
You feel funny though don't you?
Cause now Becky has made me friends I don't think Jamie likes me
because of Ian Scott and- I just feel weird around her and it is the way
they look at you and think at you- you can hear what they are thinking
almost, it is just like

You think that they are thinking but like sometimesyou don't know what
you are thinking and you shouldn't well think like that
(Focus group,week 3)

In the focus group discussionsthe young people highlighted the ways in which concerns
from outside of the physical educationclassintrude on the lessons,their anxietiesabout
what others are thinking of them and what the effect of their behaviour is on their
position within the social hierarchy. It was apparentthat the young people saw physical
education as a subject where goal orientation structures were mediated by the wider
social structuresoperating in adolescentpeer cultures rather than by those directly under
the control of the physical educationteacher.

4.4

`I mean like doing PE at school it's like... it is like fun it's not for real'

The young people identified physical education as an unusual lesson for a number of
reasons. Firstly, as highlighted earlier, improving ability was not necessarily of key
importancefor many of the young people
increased
because
there
was
an
and secondly,
opportunity for socializing during their physical educationclass.
Ruth
Sarah
Amy
Sarah
Mark

it's not like a normal lesson,
yeah it is different to normal classes
you get to be with your friends
becauseyou like know them and it is friendly
I think it is a lot more exciting than the other lessons. Most of the other
lessonsyou just sit aroundwriting the whole time
(Focus group, week 5)

Previous researchby Allen (1986) and Hastie and Siedentop (1996)
suggeststhat the
student agendain physical education is to socialise with friends, have fun and then to
achievea passing gradewith the minimal amount of work. The comparison of physical
education with other subjects, where interaction with peers was substantially more
limited, made the social aspect of the physical
education lessons even more salient.
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Mark's comment `most of the other lessons you just sit around writing the whole time'
highlighted the increased opportunity for socialising in physical education lessons
where the young people are not confined to ordered seating arrangements and tasks that
are easily controlled by the teacher.

However, given the fluidity

of adolescent

friendships and the associated uncertainty of adolescence, the opportunities

for

interaction during a physical education lesson were not appreciated by all members of
the class.

Sophie

Kate
Sophie
Kate
Sophie

if you competeyou have got fifty percent chancethat they [your friends]
will fall out with you if you win or if you lose then they'll be like horrible
to you...
if
like
it
is
friends
hard
be
to
you
sometimes
cause
against your
really
beat them then you fall out with them andhave little argumentsabout it
[imitating a voice] `we beat you'
I meanwe do do it sometimesbut we have learnednot to much because
Becauseit just gets you in you just get sick of arguing and falling out
...
with your friends
(Focus group, week 8)

It appearsthat there is something unusual about the physical education context where
social interactionbetweenthe young people frequently resultedin the public evaluation
of ability. The combination of opportunities for social interaction with the very public
natureof evaluationresulted in a motivational climate that was frequently dominatedby
situational structuresthat were under the control of the pupils rather than teacher,and
that focusedon public peer evaluations,not only of physical ability but of other factors
suchaspopularity or appearancewhich will be discussedlater.

4.5

'You just lowered my place' : Friendships, popularity and the young

people's recognition of a social hierarchy
Friendshipwas overwhelmingly a group concept for the young people in this class,and
the peer group value system in the school emphasisedthe desirability for young people
to have `lots' of friends and be part of a crowd, consistent with much research
conductedwith adolescents(Adler and Adler, 2001; Harris, 1998). Cotterell (1996)
claims that adolescentswho manifestly have few friends and do not feel that they fit
into the larger crowd see a discrepancybetween their
experienceand what is promoted
as the norm, namely `lots' of friends, and feel deprived. Echoing Kate and Jamie's
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earlier attempts to construct a particular view of their ability, other young people tried to
reinforce and display their position as friend through their talk.

The extract below

highlights the ways in which some young people demonstrated their position as friend
through their talk with peers. Kate identified the self as someone who not only has a
`best mate' but also has a `best best mate'.

Jenny

She's my best mate causewe usedto look alike andjust be alike
(Focusgroup, week 3)

Kate

This is my best mate but this is my best best mate!
(Naturally occurring talk, week 6)

For the young people in this school concernsabout popularity and the social hierarchy
operatingin school were part of their everyday lives and theseconcernsmotivated their
behaviour in a variety of settings.

The description of the new and different

surroundingsof secondary school provided by Becky and Jenny below indicate that
their peer groupshad undergonedramatic changeover the previous year.
Toni
Becky
Toni
Becky
Jenny

So is it very different in this school than in your primary school?
Yes becausein junior school nearly everybody knows you but because
this is such a big school then not everybodyknows you
So is it, I don't know, Is there pressurehere to be kind of- to get to know
the popular people and
I don't think there is pressurelike that no.
You want to though. But it is not pressure. You don't have to if you
don't want to, you can just stick to your own groups and if you are not
popular then that is just what comes (.) The thing is in Junior School you
have no idea what it is going to be like here. If I could go back to Junior
school now I could changean awful lot and I could be, I could be nothing
compared to the person I am now. If I went back I could change
everything, I could make friends with certain people I knew was going to
be popular up there. But if they are not popular at Junior school then you
don't want to know em, but they get popular up there and you want to
know em and they arejust going to reject you causeyou didn't want em
in junior school and it is really hard to do.
(Focus group, week 3)

The transition to secondaryschool was evidently a time when Jenny
her
reflected on
popularity and how this had developed(seeHunter, 2002). Her assertionthat shecould
have `changedan awful lot' is indicative of the perception that friendship is
something
that needsto be constructedand to be worked at. While Jenny acknowledgedthat `it's
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Toni
Jess
Toni

friend
have
is
important
it
or a
to
Do you think
one really good
more
group of friends?
A group
Why is a group more important?

Jess

if
then
like
Causeif you have one friend and
you are really unpopular
likefriends
have
all
at
any
they turn againstyou and then you won't
(Individual interview, week 6)

Sev

day
then
friend
you
if
friends
one
away
was
one
cause your
a group of
would be on your own
4)
interview,
(Individual
week

is
being
Theseyoung people have constructed a reality where
on your own a position
from
that
(2001)
suggest
that the young people did not want to occupy. Adler and Adler
being
between
difference
in
develop
fine
early
childhood we
a
appreciation of the
included in a group and being left out, and understandthe feelings of loneliness which
arise from peer rejection. Concerns and beliefs about friendships repeatedly emerged
from the data. The young people talked openly about their difficulties and anxieties
For
key
theme.
hierarchy
was a
regardingpopularity and the importance of the social
thesepupils being popular was highly valued and the pupils were particularly aware of
the factors which could affect their popularity status. As a result of this their concerns
daily
in
factor
their
being
about
marginalized or rejected were a significant motivating
life at school.
The young people recognised multiple identities with which they could be associated.
Throughout the data reference was made to different types of individuals namely the
`populars', `sporty', `geeks', `jokers', `loners', `girly', and `indians'. These identities
(Adler
found
by
and
those
were not exclusive and are reflective of
other researchers
Adler, 2001). Much researchhas suggestedthat identification with a group, even an
oppositionalone, is central to the lives of adolescents(Hodgekinson, 2001). However,
there was little evidence in this class that an associationwith some of these identities
held anything but negative connotations. Eager to gain membership of the `right
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identified
being
talked
their
as
anxieties about
openly about
group', some young people
the `wrong type' of person. Adopting a valued identity type was important to gaining
in
high
The
group
with
social
status.
young people were conscious that
membership
a
they could not risk ostracising themselves from their more popular peers as this would
in turn effect their position in the social hierarchy.

Certain dominant pupils held

influence
to
significant power
what was culturally

behaviour
as they
acceptable

controlled accessto valued groups.

Jane
Kate

In certain groups- well like there is a bad ass chick in every group, who
thinks I am the most popular in this group
This girl Catherine P. and she was really- she was popular and she was
really pretty. But she used to use all her mates causeshe used say one
thing to one person and anotherthing to the other (.) but no one dared to
fall
didn't
her
to
to
they
want
stand up
causeshe was really popular and
fall
her.
it
but
I
to
And
to
out with
was not going
used really annoy me
keep
just
have
best
knowto
then
out with my
so you
mate cause
you
do
if
they
her
then
cause
people
quiet, cause you go against
many
not as
don't want to get in her bad books cause-(.)then one person stand up
from the other group and no one would back `em up causethey were too
scaredof her
(Focus group, week 8)

Although it is apparentthat Kate experiencedfeelings of confusion and anxiety about
her position in this friendship, she chosenot to act and instead acceptedthe reality of a
friendshipbasedon these insecurities. There was a pressureto comply with the popular
girl even if this contradicted her own standards,beliefs and ideals about friendship.
Failing to comply would mean risking her relationshipswith peers,andjeopardising her
position in the social hierarchy. This was a concern many adolescentsvocalised and as
such this concern governed much of their compliance with the dominant cultural
messagesof the peer group, frequently determined by the leader of the group. The
young people's discussionshighlighted that peerswho held higher `places' in the social
hierarchycould have a significant impact on the `place' of their peerswith lower status.
Toni

Beth
Becky
Beth
Toni

Is it possible for you to come into school some day and feel really good
about yourself and then ten minutes later after seeing somebody then
think uuugghh I'm just notYeah definitely
Yeah, it is and it's not
Especially for me, yeah
How come?
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Beth
Becky

Beth

Becky

I don't know- I can get up in the morning and feel really good but I can
get to school if I see like something like I can't- it just drops
It is something that can just kick off at school like that. It is just- you can
feel really really good about yourself and be getting along with everyone
and everyone be thinking that you are like really good and then like (.)
someone else comes along and ohand then the next day it is just gone

And the thing is, when you think you are good, you are shouting at
everyone and you are having a go at everyone, you are calling people
names and you think it is ok and then someonecomes up and you call
them a nameand they call you back and you are like why did you do that,
just
lowered my place.
you
(Focus group, week 3)

Managing their place in the social hierarchy was of central importanceto girls like Beth
and Becky. By determining the peer value systemthat pervadedschool life, those with
the highest statushad the greatestinfluence on their peers and, thus, determinedwhich
goal structuresoperatedin the physical education class and other school contexts. It
was apparentthat `populars' could make certain attributes salient in each context as the
currency by which their peers gained or lost social status. The effect of highlighting
values other than physical ability impacted negatively on the salience of task and ego
goal orientationsin this physical educationclass.
The rejection of peerswho held lower places on the social hierarchy was ever presentin
the young people's discourse. However in conversationsthe young people were careful
not to construct undesirablepositions for themselves. The long pause (..) and cut off
points(-) in Jenny's explanation highlighted her eagernessto construct an identity for
herself in which shewas not viewed negatively by
by
the other girls present.
or
me
Toni
Jenny
Becky
Jenny

And what if your friends aren't very popular?
Well Vicky isn't that popular is she?
Well I supposethat doesn't really matter
I am sort of going off Vicky now because-it is not that she is not popular
it is just that (..) she's not- she doesn't hang around with me, and she is
in
not
samethings as me anymore. I've just changed and so has she I
suppose
(Focus group, week 3)

Although Jenny attemptedto repair the conversation to
prevent positioning herself in a
negativelight, the underlying rejection of the `other' remainedevident. Due to the high
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level of interaction in physical education classes, the `other' has contact with peers from
a wide range of positions in the social hierarchy. This interaction provided numerous
opportunities for those with higher status to highlight

their status by singling out,

be
lower
lessons
Physical
to
teasing
those
appear
rejecting, and
with
status.
education
one of the few places in this school in which peers from various levels of the social
hierarchy are required to interact with each other. While this gave popular pupils the
being
display
dominance,
it
in
less
to
their
those
opportunity
power
also resulted
with
subjected to public evaluation.

The young people on the edges of popularity

in
know
that
they
to
acknowledged
were wary of getting
peers who were positioned
lower places on the social hierarchy, while those at the bottom of the social hierarchy
made significant efforts to avoid entering into public discourses where dominant peers
controlled their categorisation.

4.6

Reproducing social hierarchies

These young people placed significant importance on maintaining or improving their
in
place the social hierarchy since the statusafforded them the opportunity to determine
what structuresand values dominated in a range of settings. In order to maintain their
place young people employed strategies to lower the place of other peers as this
reconfirmed their own senseof place in the social hierarchy. In publicly identifying
others as having a lower position they establishedtheir own position relative to this.
Multiple ways of depicting others negatively were used to maintain a higher position on
the social hierarchy. What follows are examplesof the variety of ways young people
negotiatedtheir own positions relative to thoseof others in their class.
By categorisingpeersas an outsider or `other' the young people felt more securein their
own membershipof a group. The young people used a number of physical movements
such as turning their backs to unpopular young people when talking, leaning closer to
friends to whisper commentsto highlight an individual's
from
distance
to
proximity
or
involvementin the group activity. Public discoursesabout
a peer, in which the peer was
not included but could hear, appearedto be a favoured strategy for highlighting relative
positions on the social hierarchy. The extract below illustrates this type of public
display. Through their talk Jamie and Kate identify that Alison does
not belong and
henceposition themselves,relative to this, asbelonging.
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Jamie
Kate

Alison fell out of bed this morning
She has got a big bruise

Jamie

No, no I'm not on about the bruise I am on about her mood
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Their conversation about Alison evoked a position as an `other' of the class. Alison is
marginalized by more popular peers and in constructing this position for her as an
`other', they reaffirm their own identity as a member of a particular identity group.
Later Kate and Jamie evoked a position of `babyish' and immaturity for Alison in
another attempt to identify her position as lower in the social hierarchy.
Lisa

I'm taller

Alison
Kate
Jamie

Well I'm the tallest now [standing on the wall]
And Alison gets on and now tI'm the tallest now
They [Lisa and Alison] just act like babiesthey do
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

In their premature desire for maturity interpreting other girls' behaviours as `silly',
`babyish', `weird' and immature was a strategy used to display their own importance.
Renold (2001) highlighted young people's desire for maturity in primary school and the
relationship betweenmaturity and popularity. The young people reactedbadly to being
describedas `babies' or being told by peers to `grow up'. Constructing a position of
immaturity for Lisa and Alison ensuresthey
This
by
the
group.
were marginalized
undesirableposition createdfor others reinforces Kate and Jamie'sposition as `mature'.
In the extract below some girls teased Sam about his speech problem. On other
occasionsthey also commented on his clothes and his intelligence to emphasisehis
position as an `other' in the class.
Jane
Sarah
Jane
Kate
()
"
Amy
Kate
Jane

His nameis Sham. He is Sham
Sam, Sham
His nameis Sham
It's Sham. In my languageit is Sam
He is being mardy. He is telling us to go away and he's telling miss.
He going to tell the head teacherbecauseshewent Sham
Shedid it
(Naturally occurring talk, week 3)
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Managing a relationship with Sam, as an `other' of the class, was a difficult negotiation
for some young people, particularly for those who, like Sophie, appeared to actually like
Sam. However it was important that she was not associated with him as this would
have damaged her own position and hence she had to engage in discourses which
actively rejected him and disassociated her from him.

Jess

and then like today in PE and like Sam, well Sophie is like always
teasing him. They are always like against each other all the time cause
like you know he actually gets on with her and she is like oh I don't like
him, not necessarilybecauseshe doesn't like him but becausehe tries to
get on with her.
(Individual Interview, week 6)

Jess identifies that Sophie does actually get on with Sam but knows that this is a
position that is negatively experienced,and potentially harmful in terms of her position
within the social hierarchy active in this class. Sophie, like many other girls, fearedan
associationwith someone of lower status and in the example below she forcefully
assertsthat she is not going out with Sam. This interaction took place in a physical
educationclass when they were asked to find partners and she was standing next to
Sam.
Shane
Kate
Jane
Sophie

Shane
Sophie
Shane
Sam
Shane
()
"
Sam
Toni
Sam

Are you going out with Sam?[to Sophie]
Uuugggghhhh
Miss sheis going out with Sam
No I'm not

Godhelpher
I don't think so, I don't think so
Sam fancies Sophie
No I don't, get off me [wrestling with Shane]
Yeah you do
Tell them to shut up
What are they saying?
They are telling Sophie that I like her and I don't
(Naturally occurring talk, week 6)

As the more popular of the pair, Sophie held control over the
acceptanceor rejection of
this associationand partnered another pupil in the class. As discussed earlier, young
people with low positions on the social hierarchy tried to avoid situations where their
more popular peers could publicly categorisethem or draw attention to their position.
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Sam actively tried to end this interaction by first fighting with Shane and then by calling
he
`fancies
Sam
dismiss
Although
the
tried
to
the
that
as
on me
adult present.
allegation
Sophie' she had already publicly rejected the association with him.

Sam created an

been
have
identity
himself
in
for
unusual
physical education classes which may not
identity
improving
hierarchy.
it
his
However,
to
the
an
conducive
was
place on
social
he constructed himself and it seemed that this was preferable to the lack of control he
experienced in situations such as the one illustrated above.

It was evident that, although many young people regularly avoided associationwith less
popular peers, they did not want to discuss this with me as an adult who may not
approveof such behaviour which may have been classified as bullying by school staff.
When talking with me the young people paid more attention to their language and
depicteda scenariowhere they were also victims who did not what want to act like this,
struggling with the role and carefully constructing an identity that was not negative.
Jenny
Becky
Jenny
()
"
Jenny

It is not that they are not popular with other people it is just that they are
not popular with us and they don't hang aroundwith us
So you don't know them
I mean it is such a big school that you have your own groups

Toni

but now in this school causeit is just such a big school you don't hang
aroundwith the samepeople as when you are in Junior School. In Junior
School me and Vicky R could not be split up and now we are not in the
sameset and not in the same form or nothing and we don't hang around
with her.
Right (..) But you said if somebody is not very popular then you don't

Becky

really want to makebestfriendswith themNo

Jenny
Becky
Jenny
Toni
Becky
Toni
Jenny
Becky

You are sort of worried about what people think of you
But you shouldn't becauseit is not what other people think it is what you
think
Yeah but it
It's kind of difficult though isn't it
Yeah when you have got other people saying oh you shouldn't be doing
this and you're thinking well maybe I shouldn't, maybe I should
Have you ever been put in a situation where there is somebodythat you
actually quite like but they are not popular and- well kind of..
Emm I don't really know becauseI hang around with the popular people
so I don't think I really get to know
There was in my old school causethere used to be this girl called Stacey
and everybodyusedto pick on her and like- well you know you never got
to know her and it would be really nice to know her and what she was
like inside causeeveryoneused to just take the mick out of her
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Jenny

She invited me to her birthday party cause I was never nasty to her and I
hang
know
but
I
her
I
to
to
went and when got
was scared
she was alright

because
friends
her
because
lose
I
then
around with
all my other
would
they wouldn't want to hang aroundwith her

Toni

so do you think people are teasedjust for hanging around with somebody
who is not-

Jenny

and people are teasedfor what they look like as well and what abilities
they have got
Yeah
It is really difficult
(Focusgroup, week 3)

Becky
Jenny

In physical education lessonsthe young people were constantly negotiating pathways
where they were being associated and associating themselves with other peers.
Although it was not uncommon for them to identify many conflicting issueswith their
adolescentfriendships and social interactions,they justified their decisions and actions
by drawing on the necessityof complying with the social hierarchiesacting in the class.
What was socially valued by dominant, popular peerswithin the classwas subsequently
adoptedby othersin an attempt to fit in.
For the boys in this class it was apparentthat to gain social approval, thus improving
your social position, being good at something `like football or being tough', or `things
like throwing people over their shoulderwhen fighting' were important.
Becky
Jenny
Toni
Jenny
Beth
Jenny
Becky
Jenny
Beth
Toni
Becky
Toni
Becky
Jenny
Becky
Beth
Becky

As long as they are good at something,they have got skills, they know
And they look alright
when you said boys have to be good at something,what sorts of things?
It is either football or being tough
Or somekind of sport really
It is just stupid things sometimeslike throwing people over their shoulder
when they are fighting
Yeah
Boys always try and make themselveslook tough
It is what the boys think makesthem look good
Does it count if they are good at somethinglike in school?
Like brainy and stuff
Yeah
Sometimes,
I don't think it does
It doessometimes
It doessometimes
Why do you fancy Alan J?
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Jenny
Beth
Jenny

Well I am coming on to that. Well like if they are too brainy they are not
for you
Cause if you say something and if you get it wrong they keep correcting
you and it is really annoying a lot
Alan Jones has started- cause the popular boys want the answers to the
questions and they want to get their marks in the SATs and things so they
ask him for the questions so they are making mates with him so they will
get the answers

(Focus group, week 3)
Outside of the physical structures of the school environment, the hierarchical
arrangementof forms within the year groups was perhaps the primary way in which
theseyoung people were organised. The various distinctions betweenforms determined
the positions that the young people were able to occupy in other classes(Davies and
Harre, 2000). By virtue of being in a `higher' form certain pupils possessedthe
authority to determine legitimacy in the majority of subject classes(Bourdieu, 1986).
However in physical educationclass the privilege that being in a `higher' form usually
afforded them was not available. A number of young people drew on the privileged
positions they held in other classesand tried to make these salient in their physical
education class. Alan, and other students from the `top' form repeatedly tried to
highlight their intelligence and draw on this place in the `top' form to gain a privileged
position of power in physical education. The tension between pupils in higher and
lower form groups was highlighted in the interactions two pupils in particular, Alan
of
and Sam. While Alan tried to privilege his abilities and make his intelligence a feature
of power in this class, Sam attemptedto devalue this ability and focus on the place of
alternative abilities. This resulted in tense interactions between those who tried to
privilege or to undermine the power associated with being in a higher form for
academicclasses.
Luke
Alan
Kate
Sam
Alan
Teacher

Sam
Teacher

He knows everything miss
Within 6 months they are going to complete the human genomeproject
Do you think he swallows a dictionary before he talks
Bla Bla Bla
What way do you turn the key Sam? [sneering at Sam in
relation to an
earlier mistakehe had made]
Well one thing is that we are better off now and one of the
for
reasons
that is becausewe had a war [discussion about how physical education
has developedover the last century in the poster
class]
1914to 1918
I was thinking of the secondWorld War
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Sam

1939 to 1945 (. ) see I do know something [turned to Alan and gestured
offensively]
(Naturally occurring talk, week 2)

Young people in the class referred to being `brainy' frequently and managing their

for
important,
intelligent
the
girls.
particularly
was
as
position

Jenny

brainy
too
if
do
they
think
were
Do you think girls who are popularyou
that they would- well not let it show as much?
Oh they wouldn't let it show causethey wouldn't want to lose their place

Becky

I mean-

Toni

Toni
Becky
Jenny
Becky
Jenny
Becky
Jenny

be
to
if
very
lose
And would you
you were considered
your place
intelligent?
There is a difference in being very intelligent becausethey can say they
it
don't
it
they
boast
intelligent
long
don't
show
they
and
about
as
are
as
Like Christy. I mean sheis quite intelligent
Sheisn't intelligent, what are you on about
Sheis not the most brainiest girl in the class
She's not that brainy
But I don't think there is a most brainy girl in the class
(Focus group, week 3)

The girls discussedthe cultural norms that dominated their social value system, and
in
The
this.
active
ideals
femininity
formed
element
compliance to the
of
a central
in
the
class
femininity
inextricably
their
linked
place
to
constructionof
managing
was
and thus was of central concern to these girls. Factors such as physical appearance,
TV
fashionable
following
or
wearing
clothing and
particular popular musical styles
did
intelligent
Being
identity.
influential
in
feminine
programmeswere
establishinga
Being
feature
in
for
these
that
the
physically
girls.
not
attributes
were culturally valued
be
been
important
to
has
for
a
shown
attractive was
consistently
popularity and this
(Coleman
determinant
in
location
and
the
powerful
of girls'
stratification system
Hendry, 1999; Oliver and Lalik, 2000).

Others have noted that appearanceand

grooming behaviour are not only a major topic of girls' conversation but also a source
in
Adler,
2001).
for
(Adler
Although
this
true
the
girls
of popularity
was
and
some of
this class,a minority of girls resistedthe pressureto conform to the dominant gendered
cultural messages. They managedto offset their identities from a sporty label, whilst
also maintaining engagement:one girl in particular managed her identity through the
`sporty' discourse. Sev was particularly vocal about her love of, and achievementin,
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decisions
influence
her
friendship
her
to
tried
on
However,
group repeatedly
sport.
femininity
ideals
the
to
of
and
group
norms
physical appearance, so as comply with
Kate
Sev
Kate
Tanya

I want to take your hair down so I can have a look
You don't want to see it
It looks nice when you see it
Let me show you

(Naturally occurring talk, week 8)

In her rejection of these feminine grooming behaviours and clothing she created an
oppositionalidentity for herself.
Amy
Sev
Amy
Sev

I'm frozen to death.
I walked. You didn't.
Look all the wind goesup my trousersand makesme really really cold
That is your fault wearing those ridiculous monster shoes
(Naturally occurring talk, week 3)

Her routine resistanceto the hegemonicgenderedidentities and non-collaboration in the
in
discursive
the
her
a
group
of
normative
practices undermined
membership
the
individuality,
freedom
The
and
choice,
and
particularly powerful way.
notion of
herself.
descriptions
her
in
individual
of
principle of upholding
rights, were prominent
As Sev herself put it `I just love sport'. Being positioned as `sporty' was particularly
important for her identity, and she was generally quite keen to reveal exactly just how
in
line
in
this
Although
that
was not
much sport sheengaged eachweek.
sherecognised
with the values of her peers,her senseof agency was underpinnedby her resistanceto
theseidentities.
In physical education classesconflicts frequently arose between the dominant cultural
messagesof femininity and the sport related tasks the girls were asked to complete.
Physical educationis a highly potent site for the construction of identity in adolescence
and is thus a site where the girls perceived their femininity was under threat and where
the dominant forms of masculinity were celebrated. Rejecting popular peer culture and
putting effort into achievementin sport marked the `sporty' girls as different and often
resulted in teasing and exclusion. In identifying herself as sporty, Sev had her
credibility as a `teenagegirl', in a highly genderedand sexualisedculture, questionedby
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those around her. Other participants raised ambiguities about the femininity of her
in
feared
by
this class.
appearance,a position
and negatively experienced
some girls
Becky
Sev
Becky

I thought you were Cian [laughter]
Who?
You

Kate
Becky

You don't want to be him, trust me
From really far away you really looked like him and I thought why is
Cian here
It must have been the way shewas sitting
That's freaky
(Naturally occurring talk, week 5)

Jane
Becky

The majority of young people in this class closely adheredto the imposed boundaries
betweenfeminine and masculine behaviour and were particularly aware of the subtleties
of positioning and posture. The comment `it must have been the way she was sitting'
constructsa position for Sev that is counter to feminine norms. Given the importance
attachedduring adolescenceto fitting in with one's peer group the comment `That's
freaky' is particularly important in positioning Sev as different from her peers.
In discussingthe relationship between sport and femininity with the girls in this class
frequentreferenceswere made to the inappropriatenessof involvement for girls and the
fact that many girls would `try to change'. Once again this echoesthe earlier references
to how young people can change things about themselves,whether it is the number of
friends they have in the earlier example or how interested they are in sport in the
examplebelow. A number of the girls describedexperiencesof constructing identities
more harmonious with the hegemonic femininities of the peer group. This culture
resultedin many girls not valuing competencein sport and deliberately choosing not to
display physical competence.
Toni
Jess
Toni

Jess
Toni
Jess
Toni

Do you think a girl can be both girly and sporty? Can you be both?
I don't know. I used to be agesago but the boys used knock me and say
oh you can't play football (.) but now I have changed
So you are more girly now?

Yeah
Do you think some girls try to changeso that the boys won't think they
arejust sporty?
Yeah most girls do.
Do you think a boy likes a girl who is sporty more or would they prefer
someone who is girly?
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Jess

Girly

Toni
Jess

they definitely go for girly?
Yeah
(Individual interview, week 6)

It could be suggested that Jess's withdrawal from engagement in sport has become such
an ingrained response for adolescent girls that she no longer questions why she opted to
`change'.

Jess has accepted that her engagement in sport was not helping create a

her
identity
highlights
for
her.
fact
does
The
that
this
valued
she
not challenge
position
complicit reproduction of the gendered culture of this physical education class. Her
unchallenging acceptance of this culture directly contrasted with that of Sev who
engaged in debates with other girls about their participation and vocalised that sport was
in
important
identity,
her
the
an
part of
creating a number of struggles with other girls
class who rejected sport in the construction of their identities. The extract below from
naturally occurring talk is taken from the class where pupils were working on a poster
describing their ideal physical education class. Kate and Sev enter into a conversation
about how many people there should be in the class. Kate comments on the fact that
she would only like her friends in the class, thus highlighting that she values the social
opportunities physical education presents. However Sev's responses illustrate her nonconformity with the feminine approaches of the dominant `girly' group in this class.

Sev
Kate
Sev
Kate
Sev
Kate
Sev

You can't play football like that [with so few people]
Yes you can
You can't play rugby, you can't play netball, you can't play cricket
I hate cricket anyway (.) I don't play rugby, I don't play football and I
don't play cricket anyway
You can play netball but you need to take out the wings (.) and the
goalkeepershave to play like the
Oy shutup
No you have got to have loads of people and get in there
(Naturally occurring talk, week 7)

The self-representationsof herself as a `rebel' and someone who `gets in there',
although compelling, seem to mask the conflicts unavoidable for Sev as she struggles
againstthe genderednorms. Whilst masking these conflicts to her peersmay make her
feel empoweredand might be interpreted as resistance
and agency, she is inherently
Sev's language in the extract below highlights the
struggle she has had reconciling her love of sport and the general antipathy shown by
struggling with this position.
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many girls.

Her pauses and hesitations indicated her struggles with verbalising the

difference between her understanding and that of others.
Sev

)
(.
The
be
or
em,
it
is
fashionable
to
I think
majority, well
good at sports.
it
is.
think
most girls
(Individual interview, week 4)

fashionable
and
think
Whilst on the one hand Sev stated that most girls
of sport as
herself
with them, she also statesthat:
positioned
Sev

Girly girls wouldn't want anyone to know that they were good at sport
and they would hide it.
(Individual interview, week 4)

identity
in
an
Through Sev's dialogue we can seethe struggle she experienced creating
her
peer
in
of
her
but
the
norms
to engage sport
that allows
gendered
also comply with
fact
that
the
fashionable
others
The
and
groups.
contradictory messagesof sport as
to
actively
that
hide
the
occurred
to
their
struggles
would want
competenceunveiled
in
involvement
her
sport.
construct a gendered subjectivity and yet maintain
Underneaththis conflict was Sev's understandingof how she will, when she is older,
also conform to the hegemonicideologies of her peer group.

Sev

I
isn't
it
much
Whenyou areolder you haveotherprioritiesand
sport so
guess

(Individual interview, week 4)

In comparisonto Sev some of the other girls who were `into sport' manage to offset
their identities from a `sporty' label, whilst maintaining their task engagement. These
discourse
identities
their
and
through
their
girls reflexively managed
own gender
engagementin grooming behaviours, thus offsetting their sporting interest against the
femininity displays valued by their peers. As such they identified the boundaries of
tolerablebehaviour, and marginalized those who moved beyond those limits. Although
these girls did not see themselves as the victims of discrimination, a number of them
recognisedthat they had `changed' becauseof the negative connotations associatedwith
full engagementin sport. While they did not challenge this culture, they did identify
that many of the boys in the class contributed to the negative image of girls'
participation in sport. Many of the `girly' girls constructed a version of reality where
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the boys, through their dominance of activities, suppressed the girls' involvement and

engagement.In this way thesegirls distancedthemselvesfrom the root of the problem.
Kate
Jane

It's just different when we are with the boys

yeah like the boys are like `yeah I am going to do this, haha, I'm going to
it'
do
show off and

(Focus group,week 8)
In comparisonSev tended to blame the `girly girls' for assisting in the reproduction of
this culture. Sev actively resistedthe position of disadvantageconstructedby other girls
in this classandpreferred to blame the problem on the girls.
Part of the fear of being too different revolved around how they looked to others,
particularly to others of the opposite sex. The girls had internalised a hierarchy in
which a premium was placed on male judgements. They expressedthe desire to be
attractive and popular with boys becausethis also influenced their position within the
overall social hierarchy. Oliver and Lalik (2000) also noted in their study the male
dominanceof adolescentgirls' identity construction.
Toni
Becky
Beth
Becky
Toni
Beth
Becky

what is it like if you look good but don't have a good personality?
Well that is it, you are popular then
Yeah, you are popular becauseof they way you look
Causethe boys like you
Ok, and do you think girls would make friends with you like this?
Yeah
Yeah- they would causeif you are popular with the boys they want to be

Beth
Toni

popularwith theboysthey willIt doesn'tmatterwhat you arelike, they will makefriendswith you
So do you think that is one of the very big decidingfactorsin whether

Becky

you are popular or not- how you look
Usually it is

(Focus group, week 3)
The central position the boys' judgement played in the girls'
identity
construction of
ensuredthat the culture in the co-educationand single sex classesdiffered. Due to their
concernsabout their appearance,co-educationalphysical educationbecameproblematic
asthe girls placed value on boys' judgements. Kate's concern with her appearancewas
obvious in physical educationwhen a boy she fancied was present.
Kate

How do I look??
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Jane
Kate

Just chill (.) chill (.) Achill
But he is in there
(Naturally occurring talk, week 7)

How the girls look to the boys is obviously of central importance as it is a big part of
how they see their popularity and it helps create their identities.

Hailey
Sophie

Sophie,Sophie....... Do you fancy Mark?
Mi:: ss Why are the year 8s here?

Toni

They are supposed to be preparing the desks for the parent teacher
meeting

Sophie

Ooohh

Ruth

She fancies one of them

Toni

Why, don't you like them here when you are em (.) all dressedup like
this is it?
Yeah pretty much [Sophie tries to hide behind her friends so that shewill
not be seen]
(Informal discussion,week7)

Sophie

In later interviewsthe girls identified that they becamemore self consciousof their
bodies and of their clothes when in co-educationalclasses.
Sarah
Ruth

I supposeif you have got a boyfriend in `em you just don't concentrate
on the game
When you like- cause you get to wear trousers and you've got really
feel
like
but
know
I
have
in
trousers
holes
that
you
them...
scruffy
got
embarrassedyou're really scruffy...

(Focusgroup,week5)

Jenny

Becky
Jenny

But the thing is that when you have people from the opposite sex to you
then you want to chat but if they are not very popular and things like that
you sort of don't want to turn into best mates with them. Like David
Harris, is like em well is- I don't want to be nasty but he is not (..)Yeah
but he is sort of disabled, isn't he
(Focus group, week 3)

It is important to note that, although the boys did not recognisethese issuesin the same
way as the girls, it was evident that they also conformed to the hegemonic masculinities
in an attemptto impressthe girls.
Toni
Becky
Jenny
Becky

Do you think it matters to boys whether they are popular with girls?
yeah it does
yeah
It bugs them
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Toni
Becky
Beth
Jenny

So do you think it happens with boys a bit as well, then if someone is
becomes
friends
boys
then
the
with them?
other
popular with girls
Yeah it does
So they could be popular with the girls as well
It also happens when- but when I went out with this boy, no one else
liked him, I went out with him and I'm quite popular and he wasn't

Jenny
Becky

popular, he was just one of the shyist boys in the like school and yeah I
is
him
I
him
know
to
and when got
went out with
all my mates,now she
going out with him andnow shehas got to know him
So has it sort of changedhis social world, just going out with someone
popular
Yeah, well everything has changed
Yeah

Jenny

He wasn't one of the most popular people but now he is

Toni

(Focus group, week 3)
It has already been illustrated how the majority of girls in this class increasingly
conformed to the dominant values fixed in this peer culture. However, it is also
important to note that the boys in this class also increasingly identified with the
dominant forms of masculinity that were embeddedin the normalisation and regulation
of `normal' boys in this class (Renold, 2001a; Adler and Adler, 2001). As discussed
earlier the boys were expectedto focus on being `macho', fighting, playing football and
`throwing people over their shoulder'. It was apparentthat fighting and being injured
were socially valued by the young people in this class. As identified earlier a numberof
the girls managedtheir identities through their talk, describing themselvesas having a
`bestbest mate' or as a `good swimmer'. In a similar way a number of boys constructed
identities for themselves through their talk. In the example below Jason portrays
himself as `macho': he loves skateboardingbecause`you get hurt'.
Jason
Toni
Jason

It [skateboarding]is the best sport ever
really
It is 'cos you get hurt I fell over there and there and look at that
[indicating to a bruise]
(Informal discussion,week 8)

Similarly Sam and Shanetry to identify themselvesin this way through their description
of other pupils as `wimps'.
Sam
Shane

Hey you know thosetwo (.) they're wimps.
He's being a girl. You're like a load of wimps
(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)
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Although conformity to hegemonic masculinities was evident in the everyday actions of
the majority of boys in this class, they were less open in their discussions with me about
these issues. It is interesting that my field notes of the boys' interactions tie closely
in
Sev
descriptions
boys
do.
Although
the
the
with
girls'
of what
a number of girls, and
particular, maintained identities in direct opposition to those valued for girls, this was
not the case with the boys.

While not all engaging in displays of hegemonic

masculinities to the same extent, no boy maintained an identity that directly opposed the
gendered norms. The extract from naturally occurring talk above where Shane and Sam
call other boys wimps is an interesting example of two boys who do not possess much
social capital, engaging in vocal displays of their masculinity.

On another occasion

Shane commented:

Shane

ah ah ah a::::h OWW (.) he just squeezedthere - that hurt - look - I'm
very sensitive- honestly I am. I have really sensitive skin. Can't you see
the colour of my hair?

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week6)

It is interesting to see the discrepancy between Shane's assertion that he is `very
sensitive' and his comment `he's a girl'. In many ways Shane's failure to construct a
stable identity for himself impacted on his position in the social hierarchy. Shane's
changesbetween a disregard for and a conformity to what is socially valued for boys
leave him marginalized by peers in this class. His attempts to create an oppositional
role for himself as the class joker, as a `messer' in physical education, impact on his
behaviour in physical education and this
will be dealt with further in the next chapter.
Shane,who was one of the few boys to discussthe issuesof conformity to peer values
with me, highlighted the vulnerability he felt, the effects of bullying, the lack of
friendship and the falsenessof the image he tried to project.
Toni
Shane
Toni
Shane
Toni

Shane
Toni
Shane
Toni

Think of all the friends you have in your class
None (.) Like who? (.)I have no friends
I seeyou every weekjoking with them and themjoking with you
Yeah but that is just (.) me pretending (.) so it looks good in front of the
teachers
Why do you carewhat the teachersthink?

is
it
cause importantain't it?

tfor the teacherto think you have friends?
yeah
and why do you both- I mean why do they pretend to be your friends?
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Shane
Toni

Half of them don't like me and I don't like them
How come?

Shane

I just don't get on with them

(Individual interview, week 7)

This was a particularly emotional, if short, interview where Shane discussed how he
was bullied and how none of the teachers did anything about it although he had told
them about it. He expressed his vulnerabilities about the falseness of his identity in the
class and yet in the next chapter I examine how he continued to create this identity even
after this discussion with me where he identifies that he is unhappy with the pretence.

4.7

Conclusion

This chapterhighlights the variability and diversity in the goal orientations held by the
young people in this class. The minimal discussion of physical ability, demonstrating
competenceand being good at sport is noticeable, while the importance of social
hierarchies,popularity and friendship are evident throughout the data. Although this
finding may not be surprising to many working in sport pedagogy researchit further
highlights inadequaciesin achievementgoal theory. Undoubtedly the methodologiesI
choseto explore this issue are not conventional and this had a significant impact on the
findings. The conventional, and reductionist, approachtypically taken in achievement
goal theory researchmay have limited the development of this theory and this issue
needsto be considered.
This accountremains incomplete without a consideration of how these factors impinge
on the ecology of the physical educationclass. Building on the findings of this chapter,
in the next chapterI move on to an exploration of how student agendasimpact on their
engagementwith physical education tasks and on their negotiation with the teacher.
The intensity with which the young people pursue these agendas and the resultant
impact on their behaviour during physical education lessonswill be
explored. Such an
analysis also necessitatesa consideration of how teacher agendas and classroom
structures impinge on the young people and, in particular I will consider how this
impactson their constructionof an embodiedidentity in later
chaptersof this thesis.
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Chapter 5:

An ecological analysis of physical education

5.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter I examined what motivated the young people in their physical
in
issues
the
the
is
Building
that
the
of
on some
educationclass
why of engagement.
previous chapter, this chapter now turns to how the young people's goal orientations
draw
the
during
do
I
lessons.
To
ecological
themselves
this
on
extensively
manifested
framework to conceptualisemy analysis. I examinethe relationship betweenthe young
How
teachers
in
the
they
education.
people's motivation and
agendas
adopt physical
issues.
key
behaviour
patterns are
and studentagendasare negotiated and the resultant
Thus throughout this chapter I foreground the teacher and pupil perspectives to
I
to
the
analysis
completethe analysis of the classroomecosystem. Before moving on
feel that it would be useful to reiterate the conceptual framework used. I will explore
how the pupils attemptedto modify tasks or engaged in tasks in a way that allowed
them to pursuetheir own agendasand yet also complied with the teachers' programmes
the
is
interspersed
how
The
teachers
the
understood
of action.
chapter
with analysis of
held
the
behaviour
inevitably
in
teachers
pupils
the
the
young people's
and
way which
accountablefor their behaviour is presentthroughout.
Throughout this chapter I use Merritt's (1982) conception of task systems as vectors
in
direction,
The
with
momentum and energy.
energy with which young people engage
tasks is determined by the additive force of the vectors working during the lesson.
While Doyle (1985) argues that accountability drives the task and managerial task
systems,this analysisexploresthe way in which achievementgoal orientations drive the
student social task system. I examine how those factors identified in chapter four
contributeto the intensity and direction of the student social task system.
A key aspectof this chapter is my identification of the strategiesused by these young
people in pursuing their agendas. Allen (1986), in analysing young people's behaviour
in school, identified two main student agendas,to socialise and to achieve a passing
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grade. She claimed that students use six strategies to achieve their two major goals,
including figuring out their teachers, giving the teachers what they want, having fun,
minimizing work, reducing boredom, and staying out of trouble.

Although Allen's

(1986) model was a useful framework for exploring the strategies used by the young
people, reference to this model serves to emphasise the distinct differences between the
agendas of the young people in her study and those attending the physical education
lessons I observed. Throughout this chapter I will make reference to those agendas
identified in chapter four and attempt to relate them to the strategies the young people
adopted during their physical education lessons.

5.2

Managerial episodesand student negotiation
5.2.1 "We're onto a loser in so much as we are on at them as soon as they comein"
The beginning of each lesson during the spring term took a familiar organisational
structure. The teacheropenedthe doors to the changing room as soon as the bell rang
and the pupils came in to change. Any pupils who were not participating in the lesson
came forward in turn to presenttheir notes and excusesto the teacher. The number of
`non-doers' in the physical educationclasswas reasonably consistentduring the spring
and summer terms ranging between 5% and 10% for girls and 0% and 5% for boys,
except in swimming lessons where the numbers of non-participants increased. The
young people adopted strategies such as presenting notes excusing them from
participation or feigning injuries and illness. The extract below from a discussion
between the three teachers about the excuses given by the non-participants in
swimming highlights their frustration about, and possibly also their resignation to, this
behaviour.
Mr. K
Miss S
Mr. KA
Miss S
Mrs. AI

there are quite a lot of them [excusenotes] today
yes one or two
headache,a veruchaand 3 periods
About 5 periods, one headache,one cold and you had one for a verucha
didn't you? It's ridiculous
didn't evenread mine
(Naturally occurring talk, week 3)

It is ironic that the teachersdiscussthis as if it was a competition to
see who received
the most notesfrom their pupils - today Miss S won with 5 periods. However, for her it
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is a hollow victory: her frustration is evident in the comment `it's ridiculous'.

Her

resignation to and acceptance of the problem of non-participants was further evidenced
in her comment at the beginning of another lesson `Was there only one note today? '
(Naturally occurring talk, week 6). It was evident that some young people lived up to
their teachers' expectations and participated in few if any lessons.

Sophie
Jane
Kate

One of our friends hasn't done the lesson at all this year, well all of the
six weeks
I don't think shehas done any lesson
shedoesit indoors but shehas doneno outdoor
(Focus group, week 8)

While undoubtedly some pupils were genuinely unable to take part in some physical
educationlessons,which was recognisedby the teachers,many pupils used injury or
illness as an excuse and presentednotes, even though they were perfectly well. The
interactionbelow betweenHailey and Tanya illustrates the pride pupils took in `getting
out' of school activities.
Hailey
Tanya
Hailey

I was supposedto have the lower cap thing tommorow () I got out of it
though, I told Mrs. A yesterday
What, what did you tell her?
I told her I hurt my hand
(Naturally occurring talk, week)

The girls told me that it was really easyto make excusesand that if they didn't want to
do physical education they could tell Mr. K that they had `female problems' that had
just come on and he wouldn't question them further. Furthermore, it quickly became
apparentthat some pupils treated the experienceof giving the teachersexcuseslike a
gameto seewhat they could get away with. In the interaction below Becky, who was a
sporty girl and who, I believe, had every intention of participating in the lesson,entered
the changingrooms and immediately approachedme with an excuse.
Becky
Toni
Carol
Becky
Miss S

I can't do PE, I cut my leg look
you'll have to tell the teacherthen
those look like old scarsI bet they're there for years and years
only 4 years
[laugh]
4
that was a very good try. Go and get changed
only years
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)
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Hastie and Pickwell (1996) found that in a dance unit boys found inventing ways to
avoid participation was a source of amusement or fun. Although some girls in this class
higher
in
`game'
the
this
a
engaged
of making excuses, others pursued
agenda with
intensity. On presentation of a note the young people were automatically excused from
the lesson. However all three teachers employed the strategy whereby they questioned
the pupils about the notes, particularly if they were persistent non-participants.

The

example below illustrates the way in which Mrs. A queried the notes with which she
was presented.
Mrs. A
Carol
Mrs. A

how come you aren't doing PE today?
because I've got eczema, here's my note
Oh and it's sore at the moment?

Carol

I've got a sore throat and I've got a bad leg as well miss
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Analysis of this, and other, extracts from naturally occurring talk, revealed how the
young people relied on multiple excusesalongside their parental notes to justify their
non-participation to the teacher. Those who were committed to non-participation
ensuredthat their excuseswere `beyond question'. The young people demonstratea
concern that the teacher will not perceive their non participation in a negative way
through their presentationof multiple excuses. The unnecessaryadditional explanation
for non participation with reference to multiple illnesses and injuries signals Carol's
concern about the teacher's opinion of her behaviour. Allen (1986) identified keeping
the teacherhappy as one of six agendaspursued by the young people in her study and,
although it was apparent that the young people did adopt this agenda, for many the
intensity was much lower than for their agendaof minimizing engagement. Perhapsit
is unsurprisingthat the teacherschoseto question notes when we examine the repetitive
nature of the pupils' excuses. The example below highlights an interaction where not
only doesKate have a cold and earache,she also fell down the stairs.
Kate
Miss S
Kate
Jane
Kate

I'm not doing swimming
Why not?
CauseI've got a cold and an earache
She fell down the stairs
I fell down the stairs as well
(Naturally occurring talk, week 6)
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Interestingly the following week Kate and Jane sprained their ankles again and once
to
this
in
lesson.
Unsurprisingly
teachers
the
response
the
more could not participate
had
sarcastic undertones.
excuse
Kate

I can't do PE cause Ian tripped me and I sprained my ankle

Jane
Miss S
Jane

I sprainedmy ankle too
Were you tripped up by Ian aswell then?
No I fell down the stairs
(Naturally occurring talk, week 7)

A sprainedankle was the most common excuse for non participation and the teacher
identified that if she had a £1 for every time someonefell down the stairs then she
Interactions, like those shown here, followed a similar pattern each
interactions
are
(1996)
that
Research
by
Wetherall
most
claims
week.
and Potter
The
by
by
rules
to
that
participants.
governed conversation rules
are strictly adhered
be
would
rich.

in
from
interaction
participation
governing the type of
where teachersexcusedpupils
physical education lessons tended to follow the format of presentation of note and
excuse,question and a secondaryexcuse. Occasionally a young person worked outside
K's
Mr.
highlights
below
boundaries
interaction
the
of these
rules and the example
honesty.
is,
interaction
that
with
surprisewhen confronted with an alternative
pattern,
Mr. K
Sam
Mr. K
Sam

Are you doing PE today Sam?
I don't want to
You don't want to?
ok () I feel ill.

(Naturally occurring talk, week 5)

Sam'sinitial response`I don't want to' was perhapsslightly too honest for Mr. K. The
teacherswere prepared for an interaction pattern where the pupils attempted to stay
for
hence
K
boundaries
Mr.
the
the
an
within
was not prepared
school rules and
of
K
Mr.
honesty
By
Sam's
to
alternativeresponse.
responding
with questioning surprise
By
interaction
Sam
the
restored
pattern where
respondedwith an excuse.
acceptable
doing this Mr. K helped maintain and reproducethe culture where young people were
expectedto feign injury or illness when they did not want to participate in a lesson.
Thesedataraise a number of issuesin relation to the ways in which teachershold pupils
in
for
their
accountable
participation
class. Hastie and Siedentop (1999) found that
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a
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for
identify
does
behaviour
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not
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evidently concerned about the
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Mrs. A

look if I had a pound for every time some child has fallen down the stairs
I would be a millionaire (.) I don't believe it- I mean we believe someof
them that's not true but what worries me is that some of the mothers
becauseof some of the reasons I've said- becausethese kids are so
the
or
life,
for
note
the
write
will
mother
an easy
manipulative anything
it
So
they
with
get away
the father or whoever writes the note.
once
The
later
child
two
again
weeks
once the mother will say write the note
injured
have
I
feel
Oh
like
if
becomes
like
hypochondriac
they
then
a
you
my back

Mrs. AI

in
look
if
but
mark
have
my
you
notes
understandsome children who
book, as you may, the notes you spot them a mile away the onesthat are
head
it
to
take
genuineand the ones- yes persistent and that's when you
of year and hopefully go through that route.

(Individualinterview,week5)

This extract highlights an important issue in relation to pupils absenting themselves
from physical education lessons. Mrs. A perceived that the accountability for nonby
but
department,
the
held,
pupils'
the
participation was
not within
physical education
head of year. The extract emphasisesMrs. A's concern about participation levels but
head
illustrates
`taking
lack
the
to
The
this
also
a perceived
significance of
of control.
of year' is that the physical educationteachershave no systemof accountability internal
to their class for dealing with non-participation. The implications and consequencesof
The
during
discussed
this
the
non-participationwere not
with
study.
pupils at any point
teachershad no immediate,within class strategiesto reward or punish the young people
for their participation that I observed. As I have already noted, engagementwith task
systemsis mediated by the accountability system in place. The engagementwith the
studentsocial task systemrather than the teacher led task systemssuggestthat they are
possibly held more accountableby their peers than by their teachers. That said, only a
small percentage of the young people excused themselves regularly from physical
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in
lessons.
for
Thus,
I
this class
that
the
the
education
argue
majority of
young people

the force of the vector directed to minimising participation did not have sufficient
intensity to cause them to withdraw from lessons.

5.2.2

'Do I look ok? ': student concerns about their appearance and the impact on the

changingroom climate
In the previous chapterI identified that many of the young people were concernedwith
their appearance.This was apparentfor girls and boys, albeit with a higher intensity for
in
`fighting
identified
The
that
they
a
teachers
and
were
girls
co-educationalclasses.
losing battle' from the start of physical education lessons because the school rules
dictated that pupils must wear the correct physical education uniform, that no pupils
long
back
jewellery
tie
to
to
that
were allowed wear make up or
girls were required
and
hair. As explored in the previous chapter clothes, make up, jewellery and grooming
behaviours were central elements in the girls' discourse and fundamental to their
by
femininity.
These
perceptionsof appropriate expression of
were socially valued
many in the year and eachlessonbeganwith attemptsto bypassthe rules.
Frequentattemptsto wear make-up,jewellery, leave their hair down, and wear labelled
clothing met with conflict, setting a resistant culture from the beginning of each class.
The girls' attempts to disobey their teacherwere motivated by their desire to express
their femininity through their appearancewhich is consistent with researchby Oliver
and Lalik (2000) and Kay (1995). In a focus group discussionabout what pupils would
changeaboutphysical educationthe uniform was a key factor for many girls.
Kate
Sophie
Kate
Jane
Kate
Sophie

what I would changeas well is the uniform. Why can't we wear what we
for
PE unlesswe are playing matchesand stuff?
want
when you have to take your jewellery off and tape up your earrings
we have to wear black shortsor a skirt
yeah a PE skirt
like there is no style to it really
you should be able to wear what you want
(Focus group, week 8)

Although it wasn't a universal trend that the girls were bothered
about the physical
educationuniform, there were a significant number who raised this as an issue. This
finding supports the view expressed by many authors that
many girls dislike the
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(Kay,
having
for
dress
to
their
requirement of
alter
and appearance
physical education
1995; IYS, 2000). The main complaint about the uniform from the pupils above was
`there is no style to it really'. A growing body of evidence suggests that adolescents in
western cultures spend much of their time worrying about what their bodies look like to
themselves and to others (Oliver and Lalik, 2000). Looking pretty and having the right
important
for
topic
the
clothes was a central
of conversation
many of
girls and an
determinant of their perceptions of femininity.

For some girls in this class rings,

earrings and makeup were a part of the identity they had created for themselves as
`girly' and their appearance reaffirmed their membership of this identity group.

Jess

Emm Hailey and Tanya and all her mates are such girly girls. Like in
like
had
their
woo
rehearsalswe
eyeshadowwas
all makeup on and
[gesturesignalling blinding or startling]
(Individual interview, week 6)

Furthermore,it was apparentthat the girls saw jewellery as a signifier of maturity. In
particular many girls associatedbody piercing with age and as the extract below
highlights Tanya plannedto get multiple piercings done when shebecamesixteen.
Hailey
Tanya
Jenny

I've got one higher up
Miss I'm having it done when I'm 16 that one, that one, that one.
is
my sister having it on her lip, her eyebrow,her tongue

(Informaldiscussion,week 13)

For the boys in this class hair, make up and jewellery were a less contentious issue,
which is perhaps unsurprising given the way in which most boys conformed to
hegemonicmasculinities. However many boys also tried to `bend' the uniform rule by
wearing branded clothing. In a discussion with Luke at the beginning of a lesson he
describedto me how the teacherstried to prevent him wearing a Nike t-shirt to class.
Luke

they were really strict when I first came like, and I had this t-shirt and it
got a little logo just up there and then she gave me another t-shirt and it
had like- I had Nike just acrossthere.
(Informal discussion,week 9)

It is apparentthat Luke failed to understandwhy the teachers
attemptedto reinforce this
rule. Indeed it is interesting to note that the teachers' and pupils' understandingof why
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this struggle took place were very different.

Kate explained how there is `no style' to
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a uniform
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you
school
you
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its back to the school rules. They're only supposedto wear one ring and
issue.
is
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issue
hair
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the
a watch...
a safety
This is basic PE things that everybody knows and if you start off- you
it
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it
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I
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everything but to me they should know, you
forever till the school sayswe have no school uniform

(Individualinterview,week6)

There are various underlying issuesevident in this extract, none more so than Miss S's
She
being
by
the
uniform and make up.
perceptionof
constrained the rules concerning
jewellery
in
and
that
to
the
recognised
attempting enforce
rules relation of make up,
it
issue
in
do
'I
justify
felt
to
the
clothes was an
so: will
compelled
class and yet she
forever till the school says we have no uniform'. This comment illustrates an issue
similar to that raised by Mrs. A earlier that a higher authority in the school had control
over their physical education lessons. Not only does this extract highlight the fact that
Miss S felt bound by the school rules, but it also illustrates that she was awarethat this
causedher to be `on at them' from the beginning of the class. The examplesbelow
show how Miss S and Mrs. A `go on' at the pupils attempting to reinforce the make up
anduniform rules with girls in the changing rooms.
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Miss S

Ladies there are too many of you with make up on. If you have it on
tomorrow I will make you take it off

(Naturally occurring talk, week 5)
Mrs. A

you've got very poor listening skills. . .you have got confused about what
you were to wear... for rounders you need skirts.

(Naturally occurring talk, week 18)
Although highlighting a commitment to enforcing the school rules, examplessuch as
thesetendedto be rare. Given Luke's comment about his Nike t-shirt it is apparentthat
intensity
interactions
in
boys'
the
took
the
of
similar
place
changing rooms, although
the negotiationsbetweenthe boys and Mr. K is unclear. It is also pertinent to note that
both commentsabove are aimed at a large group rather than specific incidents where a
is
did
held
data
for
Analysis
breach
the
their
not
pupil
accountable
of
of the rules.
it
Miss
S's
the
that
`hammer'
that
the
reflect
appeared
conviction
and
rules
staff would
be
`on
breaking
these
that
the
teachers
consequence
at them' or
only
would
of
rules was
at worst make them take their jewellery off, remove their make up or changetheir tshirt.

It is perhapsunderstandablethat the pupils tried to navigate their way aroundtheserules
and this resulted in a struggle between the teachers and pupils, where the teachers
attemptedto ensure pupils complied with one of the few formal rules for this class.
Incidenceswhere the teachersdid try to enforce the rules with individual pupils were
generally unsuccessful. The pupils' motivation to pursue this agendaappearedto have
a high intensity level and the opposing forces and directions of the teacher and pupil
vectors led to lengthy interactions. The four examplesbelow, all taken from naturally
occurring talk in the girls' changingrooms, highlight ways in which the girls negotiated
with the teacherin an attempt to comply with the teachers' rules and yet also maintain
their senseof feminine identity.
Mrs. A
Becky

You have to take out your earrings
Miss, mine close up if I take them out so can I just put some tape over
them becausethey get really sore.
(Naturally occurring talk, week 8)

Mrs. A
Amy

where are you going?
to get someplastersfor my earringsbecauseI can't take them out
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Mrs. A
Amy
Mrs. A
Amy
Mrs. A
Amy
Mrs. A
Amy

You have to take them out
I can't take the studs out because it really really hurts
well you shouldn't get it done then should you
they should be ok now but I can't take them out because it hurts
which ones can you take out
1st and 2nd
take them out then
ok

(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)
Jenny
Miss S
Jenny

I can't take my earringsout becauseI can't hold it with my nails because
it hurts
you always have an excusefor not taking your earringsout
But it does
(Naturally occurring talk, week 18)

Miss S
Tanya

Tanya, is that lipstick
No miss, it's lipsolve becausemy lips are chapped
(Naturally occurring talk, week6)

Each of these examples illustrates the process of negotiation between the teacher and
into
by
The
teachers
entering
pupils.
used a substantialamount of classtime eachweek
dialogue with the pupils about issues such as those highlighted here. However they
ultimately reachedcompromiseswhere the pupils broke the rules and the teacherswent
`on at' them. The negotiation that took place' in the secondexample above highlights
how Mrs. A and Amy reach a point where they were both (un)happy. By removing a
few, but not all, of her earrings Amy partially complied with the rule and the teacher,
althoughnot happy, was content that she had at least tried to enforce the rule. Miss S's
comment`you always have an excuse' highlights the persistentnature of this behaviour
'
with certain girls.
Prior to the beginning of the class each teacher enteredinto a number of interactions
using a significant amount of time, a valuable asset in teaching. Unfortunately the
examples above highlight the teachers were not using this time effectively.

Their

attemptsto reinforce these rules were mainly unsuccessful,although as a department
they identified that it was important for maintaining standardsthat they not let the rules
slip. It is perhaps an unsurprising finding, also documented by researcherssuch as

1 It is also worth noting that this is quite an explicit form of surveillance
and regulation of pupils' bodies
by the teachers(following Focault). I discussthis issue further in
chapterseven.
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Adler and Adler (2001), that the pupils attempted to negotiate with teachers to reach a
compromise in relation to this rule given the extensive research highlighting

the

importance of feminising effects in the lives of teenage girls. The pupils informed me
that in other lessons they faced similar confrontation with teachers in relation to their
mobile phones, which they switched to silent and `text messaged' each other under the
table. Miss S commented that she `felt onto a loser' from the beginning of the class; she
If
death
issue
felt
to
the
the
that
she
was sick
pupils.
and
of
she was constantly on at
argued the point too forcefully, she used a significant amount of class time to do this
in
the process risked alienating pupils and provoking their subsequent withdrawal
and
from the lesson. Balancing compliance with the class rules and pupil participation in
the lesson was a difficult task for these teachers.

5.2.3

'We waste 15 to 20 minutes by the time we get there'

The managementof the beginning of the lesson tended to take a significant amount of
time. Each negotiation ate into instructional time and becauseof this it is perhaps
unsurprising that the teacher did not deal with each rule violation thoroughly at the
beginning of the lesson,possibly due to the already heavy managerialfocus.
Mr. K.
Alan
Mr. K
Drew
Mr. K

have we only got three of you in today?
no no they'll all be anotherhalf hour coming out
hurry
just
boys'
to
can you
go up and seearound the
changing rooms say
up and get outside?
I think they're coming out now, are they?
Just knock on the door and shout at them to all come out

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week9)

Once again this example illustrates the lack of accountability or incentive to encourage
pupils to come to class quickly.

The pupils utilised the time between lessons to

socialisewith friends and pursue their own agendaswithout teacher interference. They
openly acknowledgedto me that they waste time and `delay getting changed'.
Luke

Toni
Luke
Toni

we waste about 15 to 20 minutes by the time we get there and warm up
it
is
like half the lesson gone already and then there isn't much time
and
for playing and then it is almost the end
and whose fault is it that there is such a delay?
sometimesit is ours. There are people in here and they like delay getting
changedand then there is the register
How come?
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Luke

don't know [shrugging shoulders]

(Informal discussion,week 7)
Although Luke identified that the pupils were responsible for the delays, he could not
elaborate on why they do this but merely commented that they do.

Without an

accountability system in place to drive compliance with the managerial task system, the
pupils filled the available time.

Given that a significant amount of class time was

regularly spent dealing with the managerial issues of getting the pupils to class, the
teacher did not make more than a short comment about the time delay once they arrived
in class in order to start the next phase of the lesson as quickly as possible.

Although

this ensured that no additional time was lost at the beginning of the lesson, the teachers'
inaction did nothing to curb this practice.

5.2.4 Summary
The period at the beginning of a lesson has been identified as an important managerial
episodeof classroomlife. The opening interactions not only defined the stability and
predictability of the managerialtask system,this information was also usedby pupils to
lesson.
body
the
in
the
the
of
estimate
stringency of
accountability system the main
Although I have identified that a number of pupils did not stay within the basic
boundariesof the managerial system which involved bringing correct kit, wearing no
make up, tieing hair back and attending the class on time the majority of pupils stayed
By
boundaries
did
limited
the
that
well within
exist.
of the
accountability system
bringing their correct uniform to the lesson the pupils were not liable to be referred to
their head of year and hence worked within one of the few accountability structuresin
place. Navigating the managerial tasks inherent in the process of getting the pupils to
the main body of the physical education class was fraught with difficulties for the
teachers and yet this was merely the preparatory step in influencing performance
outcomes. In the following sections the discussion moves on to addressthe ways in
which teachersand pupils negotiated engagementin the task systems of the teaching
and learningpart of the lesson.
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5.3

The main body of the class

The young people who brought their physical education kit to school took an important first
step in engaging with the instructional content of the lesson. Tousignant and Siedentop
(1983) claimed that pupils in physical education classes are often only accountable for
her
instructional
in
A
discusses
In
below
Mrs.
tasks.
the
minimal participation
extract
concerns about the way in which the pupils engaged in instructional tasks and explains that
believes
that they 'don't perceive it as cool'.
she

Mrs. A

like today little Sophie said to me I'm no good at this rounders. So they
come in with a lot of them, especially the girls- I don't know so much
do
don't
in
`we
boys
(..
dance
the
)
boys
the
the
the
about
with
came
with
dance' but I'm going back on my past- they come in with preconceived
idea of what the activity is going to be and to begin with they think they
its
be
be
it
to
to
they're
and
good
are either going
not going
good at or
the oneswho're not- it's a confidencething again isn't it? Thosethat are
it
hardest
be
to
to
ones get out of
not going
good struggle and they are the
know
if
don't
(..
I
)
keep
telling
that
they
them
even you
and
are good
how you get around it becausegirls- it soundsawful this but they are not
as able. Obviously there is a top end and a bottom end there's more
towards the bottom end with girls with just the hand eye co-ordination
throwing and catching running skills there are more at that end with girls
than there are with boys- boys seemto have innate, more natural ability.
It soundsawful but it is- I think its true in my experience(..) I think they
do less now in the junior schools than they used to, even less yes, and I
don't think they perceive it- even at that age and I don't seehow you get
around this and this has come over the years-perceive it as being cool to
be brilliant to play in teams and things like this whereas 10 years ago
they did (..) I don't know how you get around that. It's difficult isn't it?
It's self perpetuating. You need good and you need prestige and you
need winning to get them so everybody wants to do it but until you
actually get that- it's egg and the chicken (..) its difficult
(Individual interview, week 5)

The many breaks, cut-offs and pausesin Mrs. A's reply illustrates the difficulty she has in
formulating and expressingher opinions about the pupil's engagementin classtasks. The
comment `it soundsawful but' that she repeatsboth before and after expressingher belief
that `boys seem to be innate, more natural ability' illustrates how uncomfortable she feels
with her belief that girls are less able than boys. Mrs. A's conclusion that she strugglesto
overcomethe girls' preconceivedideas about their ability, and hence their resulting lack of
confidence, highlights her concerns about her own ability to deal with maintaining task
engagementin this physical educationclass. This is consistent with researchconductedby
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Griffin (1985) where teachers expressed reservations about whether or not student sex
typical behaviour could be changed. Summarizing research on children's conception of
domain-specific knowledge in science education, Dodds et al. (2001) argue that prior
learning
in
learners
individuals
knowledge varies among
approaching new
and results
is
inevitable
It
that
approach
people
topic.
young
of
a
conceptions
episodes with alternative
knowledge
including
knowledge,
of
learning
experiences with some established
most new
the
and
the
the
environment
social
their own capabilities, their perceptions of
activity,
Walkerdine
in
learning
`ability'
demonstrating
the
activity.
social value associated with
is
in
(1997) claimed that children's prior knowledge of topics
mathematics and science
Mrs.
intend
to
diverse and sometimes in contrast to conceptions teachers
communicate.
beliefs
her
that
is
indicative
of
A's comment, `those that are not going to be good struggle',
Evans
because
their
ability2.
of
some pupils are easier to engage than others, primarily
It
`ability'.
was
(2004) argues that schools build on and reproduce, rather than produce
and
`able'
those
not,
interaction
were
between
who
that
and
apparent
an
pupils who were
the activity content was a factor in determining the teachers' attitude towards certain
teaching episodes. The teachers highlighted that engaging pupils was more of a problem

with certain units of work such as dance for boys.
Toni
Mrs. A
Mr. K

Mrs. A

it
like
that when you say
is it very gender stereotypedwith the activities
was dancehefind
I
I
is
don't
It
boys
meanthe
that
no- well yes.
particularlyIts dance that is the biggest problem. In year 7 we don't introduce
football but when we do in year 8 the girls like it. It's difficult to do the
dancewith them- to find material that is suitable for both, becauseboysfighting
directya
mmm like to do things that are more strong
confrontational those type of motives whereas the girls will go along
different
in
but
do
think
they
a
could
with those
could
something, that
finding
that
for
becausehave
that
to
think
something
so
way and you
difficult,
it
find
difficultI
that
challenging
well not
encompassesall
the boys are not motivated at all comparedto having them for gamesor
it
different,
them
when
some of
whatever- even gym they are completely
is gym or sports

2 Evans (2004) commentsthat the nature of 'ability' in physical education has received little critical
attention and he raises a number of issues about the ways in which `ability' is constructed by
in
interested
he
if
in
improving
lot
Furthermore,
that
the
professionals.
suggests
we are
of more children
schoolsin the interestof social democraticideas,then we needto be concernedwith the issuesof `abiltiy'
how
it
is
in
configured,
conceptualised,
nurtured
and
recognised,
embodied
and through the practicesof
physical education(p95). "In the Uk researchershave recently documentedthat `ability is increasingly
understood by policy-makers, politicians and teachers as" `proxy for common sense notions of
intelligence" (Demaine,2001 cited in Evans,2004 p99).
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Miss S
Mr. K
Mrs. A

when they do dance they goits kind of ingrained into them I thinkbe
has
It
it
know
how
to
be
don't
I
that.
you get over
and will always
changed in the culture I think
(Informal discussion, week 8)

Although Mr. K comments that `it is ingrained into them' through his own talk in class
it appeared that these same stereotypes were also ingrained in his language. In the
`not
below
direct
his
language
the
as
example
contrasts
strong
movement of running
this dancing nice stuff.

Mr. K

like
do
that
to
that
to
me
running past
your going exaggerate
your going
you've just done right are you ready come on nice and straight go nice
dancing
this
nice stuff
and straight go nice and straight straight not
not
[waving his handsaround] and straight go go go go
(Naturally occurring talk, week 11)

The stereotypeMr. K expressedcontrastinga straight, direct, masculinemovementwith
a soft, waving, feminine one is later echoed in the class by Luke who commented,of
Shane,`Oh what a girly runner' (Naturally occurring talk, week 11). As identified in
section 4.5, the student social agenda was, for the majority of the young people,
motivatedby desiresto be acceptedby and belong to a group. To pursuethesegoalsthe
pupils felt pressureto conform to the hegemonic forms of masculinity and femininity
and to create an identity in physical education that was compatible with the group
identity they sought to retain. It was apparentthat pupils were being held accountable
by their peers for behaviour in class. The peer accountability system, thus added
intensity to the pursuit of student agendas. As a result of the gendereddiscoursein
which the teachersand pupils engagedduring the lesson, it seemedinevitable that the
young people used a variety of tasks to maintain their compliance with the hegemonic
ideologies of the lesson. I argue that the demonstration of an appropriate gendered
identity is anothersocial agendathat was pursuedby young people in this class.
In the following sections I will explore identities adopted by some young
in
people
physical education lessons. Four main types of identity were visible which I have
labelled the complainers,the competentbystanders,who were identified by Tousignant
and Siedentopin 1983, the disruptors and the participants. Firstly, a number of pupils
cameto the lessonbut only took part in a limited way becausethey declaredthemselves
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been
had
immediately
instruction
to
take
task
the
unable or unfit
part almost
once
described. Their complaints and injuries were a regular part of every class. This
identity, although predominantly used by girls, was also employed by a number of boys.
Secondly some pupils minimised engagement in instructional tasks while skilfully not
drawing attention to themselves.

Tousignant and Siedentop (1983) describe these

pupils as competent bystanders and pupils of both sexes adopted this role skilfully.
Thirdly a number of pupils worked right on the boundaries of the managerial system
and tried to disrupt the teachers' programmes of action by creating diversions. Only a
small number pupils adopted this role and all were male.

Many of these boys

These
identity
the
maintained
oppositional or counter
outside of physical education.
three identities allowed pupils to pursue the agendas of minimising participation. These
groups will be the focus of the next section because of their opposing force to the
teacher led vectors. Finally there were students who engaged in the tasks set by the
teacher and, although they may have occasionally drawn on one of the other three
identities, they generally participated in the teacher led task systems.

5.3.1

The complainers

Researchers,such as Siedentopand Hastie (1999), have arguedthat the most immediate
task of teachingis establishingand maintaining order, which requires that teachersgain
and maintain the cooperation of pupils in their programmeof action. The introduction
to the lesson content, whether this took place before or at the beginning of the lesson,
was frequently met with complaints, groans and sighs from the pupils. This
immediately set a negative motivational climate for the lesson.
Jane
Miss S
Jane
Miss SI

what are we doing tomorrow?
You're in Linel for rounders
Ahh
don't know if there an answer to what are you doing that gets a cheer
insteadof a groan.
(Naturally occurring talk, week 18)

The groan immediately signalled to Miss S that the pupils were not motivated to engage
with the programmeof action and preparedher for the processof negotiation that would
ensue. All threeteachersrecognisedthat the pupils developedpreconceived ideas about
certain units and felt that there was little content matter that was welcomed by some
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instead
if
S's
`I
know
Miss
don't
there
that
of a
an answer
pupils.
comment
gets a cheer
groan' illustrates the helplessness she felt.

It was difficult

to ascertain the pupils'

reasons for these groans and interview data evidenced that many pupils did actually
enjoy these activities.

Some pupils seemed to be ingrained in a culture where

because
like
this
they
that
they
complaining was expected and
acknowledged
responded
4we just do'.

Before instruction even began some complainers declared themselves unable to take
part.

What is particularly pertinent about the examples shown here is that the pupils

declared themselves as unfit to take part before they tried to engage with the
instructional task, even before they had full knowledge of the instructional task, in this
case a warm up for orienteering.

Mr. K
Amy
Sarah
Mr. K
Sarah
Mr. K

Becky
Amy
Alison
Mrs. A
Alison
Mrs. A
Carol
Kate
Alison

right semi circle aroundme. we're going to do some stretching
I need a rest to do a warm up
can we stretchback to the changing rooms
pardon
lets stretchback to the changingrooms
you're going to do lots of running in a minute

Ah no

I think we should skip PE and go inside

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week8)

do we have to go the whole way around?
the whole lap
Ahhhhh
but you're good at the longer distances
I'm going to die
Miss I can't do it
my ankle it's sore
I hate it hate running
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

This interaction highlighted some pupils' belief that running, and other forms of
physical exertion, were an innate ability that possibly they could not do emphasisedin
the comments`I'm going to die' and `I can't do it'. This was not an isolated exampleof
this belief but one that was expressedby many pupils in the class, particularly, but not
exclusively by the girls. Evident throughout these extracts is the lack of importance
attachedto physical exertion or the demonstration of physical competence. Because
physical exertion and physical ability were not socially valued, without an
accountability system clearly outlined the students did not engagewith the teacherled
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tasks. Given that the pupils did not consider a lap of the field as `fun' the direction of
the activity set by the teacher has little associated force motivating pupils to engage. I
proposed that some activities had low intensity or force to the vectors because they
lacked an accountability system or positive force such as fun, while other activities had
a low associated intensity because of competing student social system vectors.
Interestingly, although many complained about running a lap of the field and reduced
their effort level, only a few withdrew completely.
competing vectors varies by individual3.

This suggests that the intensity of

For the teachers this caused frustration but

consequently they often reduced the demands of the managerial and instructional tasks
to maintain pupils' cooperation with the programme of action.

Mrs A's frustration

about her inability to engage the complainers in her programme of action was reflected
in her interactions with pupils when they withdraw from activity.

In the negotiation

below between Amy and Mrs. A it is apparent that Amy tried to reconcile her
motivation to please the teacher with that of minimising
activity.

in
strenuous
engagement

Amy's compromise that she will do the activity, an orienteering course, but

is'
it
followed
how
by
Mrs.
A's
`to
and
not run,
try another one and see
suggestions
then `don't bother then' indicating that for Amy the secondary vector had a higher
intensity.

Amy
Mrs. A
Amy
Mrs. A
Amy
Mrs. A
Amy
Mrs. A

hurts
it
I
do
it
down
but
if
I
because
I
there
really
well can
go
can't run
my ankle
what did you do to it
I don't know I reckon I twisted it
Will you manageto do anotherone and seehow it is
Maybe. Can't I just walk? I don't want to do it
just tryjogging then
Ahhh
don't bother then anything to cut back
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Throughout the data it was evident that the pupils had their own cultural values which
reward behaviour such as complaining about getting hurt, being pushed too hard by the
teacherand being expectedto try tasks that were `too difficult'. Within the peer group
it was socially acceptable,possibly even desirable, for pupils, and in particular girls, to
3 Similarly

achievement goal theorists argue that individuals have a disposition to certain goal
orientations and this interplays with the situational structures to determine the individual's goal
orientation for that context (Ames, 1992).
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in
ingrained
The
complain and not make an effort.
complainers were
a culture where
objecting to physical exertion was an acceptable practice.
Jane
Sarah

she pushes you a bit too hard
she makes you do loads and loads of running and like you get really out
of breath

(Informal discussion,week 4)
The girls' description that they are expectedto try hard, run and get out of breath is
tinged with surprise that a teacherwould try to make them engagein such an activity.
Similarly Kate expressedfrustration that Mrs. A would tell them to `carry on' when
they got a stitch in PE.
Kate

it is like once you've done something you just want to sit down because
just
is
it
have
just
you
got a stitch or somethingand she
goescarry on and
like [hand gestureindicating exasperation]
(Focus group, week 8)

In my field notes I frequently commentedon pupils looking at their teacherin surprise
or shock when they were askedto do certain tasks. When Sam was late for class one
afternoon, Mr. K asked him to jog to the goal post and back to warm up. Sam's
responsebelow illustrates the way in which the young people indicated to the teacher
how unacceptableit was to expectthem to engagein physically active tasks.
Mr. K

Sam
Mr. K

go on Sam jog to the goal post and back. (..) Out to the goal post and
back
to warm up
you're kidding me
I'm not kidding you. Go on off you go
(Naturally occurring talk, week 8)

Mr. K's attemptsto get the young people to engagein physically active tasks resultedin
some pupils describing him like a drill sergeantrather than like a physical education
teacher.
Ruth

Sarah
Ruth

Mr. K is like ahhhg and he made you not want to do it that much. He
it
made harder. Like if you can't do it he is not like `try again'. He made
you try harder, `you have got to try harder' and he pushesyou into it
yeah I didn't like PE much
our other teacheris nicer... shedoesn't push us so hard
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(Focus group, week 5)
Ruth commented that she didn't want to do physical education because she was pushed
little
had
K
Mr.
in
choice
However
hard.
the absence of other accountability strategies
being
S's
Miss
This
on
but to verbally push the young people.
comment about
echoes

at the pupils.
The negotiation, evidenced by prolonged interaction sequences,gradually wore the
teachersdown. Some pupils set conditions under which they would and would not
For
we
have
as
to
to
example
the
teachers
accept.
grown
seemed
participate, which
it,
jog
but
to
others
Amy
not
to
course
orienteering
was
willing
walk
an
noted earlier,
to
Interestingly
the
in
if
but
hockey
extent
to
they
were goal.
only
were willing
play
factors,
as
dependent
such
they
tasks
outside
on
would engagewith
which
also seemed
the weatheror the location as discussedin the examplesbelow.
Jess

I
in
like
if
I
in
improve.
hot
like
But
If I am
cold weather..
am
weather I
don't know somepeople don't like the subjectand they won't try in it
(Individual interview, week 6)

Ruth
Sarah
Amy
Ruth

I don't like going outside - getting cold
It's so cold outside
It's freezing
I don't think it is fair to be going outside becauseyesterdaythe outdoor
to
they
it
last
it
come
lesson
got
and
outside
people, was
and was warm
indoor whereasit is cold
(Focus group, week 5)

Kate

We have to do outdoor and we have to do indoor whatever the weather...
whether it is chucking it down
I don't, I mean I don't really enjoy PE
I don't like outdoor but I don't mind it indoor, I don't look forward to it
but it is alright when I go.
I do like it inside.. at least sometimesI do
(Focus group, week 8)

Jane
Sophie
Kate

Physical exertion was another aspect of the physical education experiencethat did not
seemto be socially valued. Somepupils regularly declareda lack of `ability' openly to
their teacher and other pupils. Researcherssuch as Yelling and Penney (2003) have
arguedthat many young people are not accustomedto physical exertion and similarly I
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found that many pupils described the feeling of physical exertion as comparable to
feeling sick. Repeatedly pupils reported that they felt sick, were going to get sick or felt
that they had to stop because they would be sick. It was apparent that the pupils were
feeling.
the
to
unusual
not used physical exertion and complained about
Amy

I can't do that it makes me feel sick

(Naturally occurring talk, week 7)

Kate

I needto stop half way and go hhhhhhhhhh oh hhhhhhhh [mimicking out
of breath] Yeah and then I feel sick
(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)

Carol
Mr. K

I'm going to be sick
Running is good for you but I'm sure I saw you walking a minute ago.
You should be running in both directions
if
what you can't run
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Carol

The teachersrecognisedthe complainers as a visible identity group within the physical
becoming
A
Mrs.
were
the
educationclass.
expressed concernthat some young people
`like hypochondriacs. They feel Oh I have injured my back'. The visibility of this
identity group and of the disruptors allowed a skilled non-participation strategy to go
relatively unnoticedduring the lesson i. e. the competentbystander.
5.3.2 The competentbystanders
Identified by Tousignant and Siedentop(1983) as the competentbystander, this type of
pupil participatesin a practice task appropriately and successfully for a few repetitions
then reduces the task demands subtly and uses the time to engage socially while
appearingto be fully task-involved. Although many studies have identified students
taking this role in physical educationMrs. A comments that, while it might happenin
otherclasses,shedoesn't think it is possible in physical education.
Mrs. A

In a classroom lesson they can have a doze while the teacher is talking
its
[yawn]
but
I
teacher
the
think
you can go ah
and
might pick on you
easier. It doesn't stick out as much as it does in PE becauseit sticks out
like mad if you're doing nothing in PE, doesn't it? I don't know any
classroomthat it doesstick out as much you understandwhat I'm saying
(Individual interview, week 5)
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In complete contrast with Mrs. A's claims that this role is not possible Sev describes
how two pupils in dance get away with adopting this role.
Sev

PE is different, they don't take it seriously, like in Maths you have to
work but like today there were two girls who were just chatting and Mr.
K looked at them but he just assumed they were talking about dance and
just ignored them.

(Individual interview, week 4)
Interestingly Sev constructedan understandingof Mr. Ks actions that contrastedwith
field
my
notes from the class where I commented "Mr. K ignored Hailey and Tanya
chatting at the back of the classwhile the music was playing" (Fieldnotes,week 4). Sev
and I constructeddifferent understandingsof Mr. K's actions as a failure to recognise
the problem versusa failure to act on it.
In the following task Mr. K instructed pupils in the warm up game `stuck in the mud'.
During this game the girls repeatedly moved to the edges of the area while the boys
participatedunimpededin the main area. Mr. K both recognisedand respondedto their
attemptsto avoid engagingin the task. However his attemptsto resolve this negotiation
areprolonged and in many ways ineffective:
Mr. K

we'll warm up with a game of stuck in the mud. If you get tagged you
have to stand still like this someoneelse will go under your arm and your
free again OK we're going to work if you look at these lines here
there's a line along here down the side and this line here and if you go up
to level in line with that just in front of that goal post sticking up here I'll
go and stand down the end where you can't run OK. Who wants to be
on?
[gamecommencesand girls move right to the edgesof the zone described]
Mr. K
stay in the area
("")
Mr. K
OK stop there a minute we'll have to- do you know how to play? You
have to stay in this area and if you get tagged stand like that to free
someonethey've got to go under your arm
(..) [game restartsand again somegirls move to the edge the
of
area]
Mr. K
girls ... in the areacome back
Hailey
but what's the area?
Mr. K
you're just about at the limit of it there
("")
Mr. K
where are you going stay inside the area
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("")
Mr. K
("")

Stop there. Come back in closer. Who'd like to be it now?

Mr. K

Stop. Hands up if you're in the area?
(Naturally occurring talk, week 10)

In this game it was evident that the girls attempted to limit their participation in a
`boisterous' game by moving to the edges, and outside the edges of the area. Mr. K's
repeated attempts to engage the girls with this warm up task were fruitless.

Again, I

description
issue
it,
in
K's
lack
Mr.
the
to
of
the
raise
of accountability or
of reference
the task. Siedentop et al. (1994) found that tasks were most often explained in partially
be
to
terms,
the
that
the
skill
specific
explicit
which means
conditions of practice and
it
how
judge
but
lacked
to
was
the
task
well
practised were explained
criteria
performed.

In the absence of accountability,

in
this activity was
engagement

determined by the strength of the student vectors to minimise participation, to maintain

for
Hailey,
identity,
desired
have
fun,
I
happy.
keep
that
to
the teacher
a
propose
and to
maintaining her identity as a `girly girl' drove her pursuit of the opposing rather than
in
is
`think
Mrs.
didn't
A
below,
that she
supporting vectors.
running
recognised,
Hailey... shedoesn't want to use energy'.
Mrs. A

Toni
Mrs. A

Toni
Mrs. A

what I do notice yes is underachievementnow I don't know girls who
inclined
have
think
you would
would
natural ability who would seemnot
I
back
disinclined
to
it
because
full
to
or
we're going
use to the
potential
don't know why becauseI'm not in their head but I think they perceiveit
as not being cool somebody for example like Hailey's got very good
hand eye co-ordination skill but I would classher as lazy
well she doesn't seemto want to participate
no she doesn't and I would think she she could be quite I don't think
that she is deliberately being lazy but I don't think I don't think running
is in her you know
value system almost
you don't do running as if to say- I can throw and catch and I can play
without- I don't know if it is that she doesn't want to use energyI don't
know becauseI don't know- and you can pick her out as having ability
and you can also pick her out as not using it for whatever reason. But
you do often have girls like that
(Individual interview, week 5)

Mrs. A confirms my belief that physical exertion was not socially
valued by many of
theseyoung people; `it is not cool'. The issue of `coolness' was also raised in relation
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to boys' participation in dance. Hastie and Pickwell (1996) found that for many boys
their primary goal within the student social system was to limit their involvement in the
instructional tasks of a dance unit. Mr. K. recognised that dance was also an activity in
below
highlights
did
he
In
that at the
boys
the
comments
not engage.
which many
beginning of the dance unit he discussed what were `going to be the problems'.

Mr. K

Right at the start of the term we said what were going to be the problems
in dance and we said that the things are the embarrassmentand you just
have to let yourself go. You've just got to give it a go and you will all
come up with somethinggood
(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)

By doing this he legitimised the behaviour of the competentbystandersin dance. Mr.
K's personalexperiencesof this activity may have coloured the actions of pupils within
the dance unit. Possibly as a result of this more boys adopted roles that were not
supportive of the teacher directed vectors, in particular the number of competent
bystandersand disruptors increasedin dance. The two examplesfrom the samedance
In
in
dance.
below
highlight
different
the
class
strategiesused to minimise engagement
the first Sam `charges' about the room with no attention to the task and in the second
the boys all moved to the back of the room to avoid any interaction with Mr. K.
Mr. K

Sam there is no point in just charging around the room. You aren't
thinking about what you are doing
(Naturally occurring talk, week 3)

Mr. K
Sarah
Mr. K

in pairs, right who can tell me- girls and boys quiet
all the boys are hiding at the back
boys come and line up along here
(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)

While some young people choseto adopt the role of competentbystanderin an attempt
to comply with hegemonicmasculinities and femininities, others only adoptedthis role
occasionally when concernedabout the difficulty of the task and the risk of `looking
like a fool'. In the examplebelow the girls explained that they moved to the back of the
queue and only took a turn when they felt confident that the task was not too hard.
Tousignant and Siedentop (1983) found that during physical education classes
secondaryschool pupils were often skilled in modifying tasks to fit their skills or in
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in
is,
so
as
bystanders',
themselves
games
`competent
they
that
position
would
acting as
individual
in
in
line
fall
back
turns
to
avoid
to avoid major player roles or they would
performance situations.
Ruth

Amy
Sarah
Amy

like when before and we were doing that big rolly polly on the mat and
then on the wall bars

but
they
ducked
like
when
out
really scaredand some
yeah everyonewas
try
they
then
hard
it
could
thought
then
they
that
that
and
was not
saw
...
the good thing was that we went with the boys and they are really
competitive and they just go first
yeah all the boys went first and then all the girls
(Focus group, week 5)

in
bystander
coThe girls describedthat it was easier to adopt the role of competent
dominating
the
because
boys
the
educationalclasses
adoptedmore visible roles, often
teachers'attention.

5.3.3 Thedisruptors
While some students were skilled at staying well within the boundaries of the
instructional
in
but
full
the
system,
to
managerialsystem
managed avoid
engagement
introducing
boundaries,
secondaryvectors
the
these
othersworked at
margins or outside
in a way that seemingly threatenedthe managerial cohesion of the class. While not
I
Although
disrupted
the teachers' programmes of action.
actually misbehaving, they
have used the label disruptors here, this is drawing on the teachers' terminology and
looking at this role from the perspective of its effects on the managerial and
instructional task systems. Equally I could have adoptedthe terminology of the pupils
be
to
`just
described
`jokers',
trying
`messers'
these pupils as
who
and those who are
naughty'. In the analysis of this position I will try to examine the purpose of this role
and the effects on the teacherled programmeof action. Only three pupils, all of whom
were male, employed this technique on a regular basis. Cotterell argued that some
young people may "deliberately resist the teacher,perform poorly at school, and view
non-cooperationand work avoidanceas `cool'... they may seek to prolong their senseof
marginalisation as a means of claiming a group identity, albeit a negative and
oppositional one" thus hampering their ability to benefit from some educational
experiences(1996 p13). Other pupils were sometimes frustrated by the disruptive
behaviourasthey identified here:
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Mark
Ruth
Mark
Ruth

because
they
bad
thrown
her
they
keep
out
get
side until
they
getting on
want to get thrown out
detention,
that's
why
to
they
told
to
get
want
they
off
and
get
want
yeah
they do it. They do it for attention
I think it is to try and make them look cool or something like that
being
I
look
`oh
naughty'
me
am
at
yeah

(Focusgroup, week 5)

disruptors
for
the
the
the
way
There was typically a range of tolerance within
class
in
by
the class.
fact
behaved. In
others
these pupils were regularly encouraged
found
he
frustrating
how
described
issue
Luke
However when discussingthe
with me,
the regular interruptions to the class. Possibly it was due to his enjoyment of physical
frustrating
disruptions
found
he
his
level
the
more
of competencethat
education and
than others.
Luke

like
just
he
just
We should get rid of all the naughty people causethey
...
from
it
him
interrupting
us
has to keep stopping causethey are
and stops
learning it takes about five minutes for him to get going again causethey
keep arguing with him and back chatting him
(Focus group, week 8)

from
disruptor,
The extract below shows how Hamim tries to prevent Shane,a regular
interactingwith the teacher.
Shane
Hamim
Shane
Hamim
Shane
Hamim
Shane
Shane
Hamim
Shane
Hamim

Sir, Sir, Sir listen. Listen
Sir, don't listen. Trust me
Can I just sayDon't listen
Can I just sayRa ra ra
Ahh () just let me speaka minute
Em ()
Bla bla bla bla () what? I'm singing
Em
Bla bla bla bla bla
(Naturally occurring talk, week 6)

It was evident that Shanehad little to say but just wanted to interact with the teacher
before the lessonbegan. Hamim's attemptsto prevent him talking or by telling Mr. K
`don't listen' highlights his frustration with Shane's persistent attempts to get attention
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by engaging with the teacher. Indeed the following example indicates how Mr. K. also

finds the interruptionsannoying
Mr. K

Shut up

Shane
Kate

Sir you're not cool
Neither are you but hey

Mr. K
Shane
Mr. K
Shane
Alan
Mr. K
Sam
Sev

Standup
I can't run, don't make me run
is
Shane
thinks
cool
who
No No
Everyonehandsup- lets disgraceMr. K
What do you recon Scott? Ok sit down
Who thinks Mr. K is cool?
I would shut up now

Sam

I think-

Sophie
Mr. K

Ok shut up and get on with it
Well said

(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)

Mr. K's interactions with Shane, and indeed with other students, slowed the pace of
instruction and distracted him from his programme of action. Although frustratedby
Shane'sbehaviour Mr. K generally respondedto comments initiated by these pupils,
thus allowing the behaviour to continue.
Sam
Mr. K
Sam
Mr. K
Miss S
Mr. K

Can I ask a question about tomorrow?
No
Are we going swimming tomorrow?
Are we?
Yes
Yes you are going swimming tomorrow.
(Naturally occurring talk, week 12)

The teachertried to keep control and stop off point commentsbut did not stick to a strict
managementsystem. Eder (1982) noted that the first grade teacher in her study often
acceptedstudent-initiatedinterruptions during reading turns for the low-ability groups
but reprimandedsuch attemptsin the higher ability groups (cited in Doyle, 1986). The
lack of consistencyin Mr. K's discussion with Sam possibly led to Sam's persistent
attemptsto disrupt the teachers'programmeof action.
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Although this identity may not have been one that was socially valued by others, it was
identity
an
over which the disruptors had control. It was apparent that the pupils who
in
Possibly
by
this
those
their
an
adopted
role were also
who were marginalized
peers.
attempt to distance themselves from the label of `loners' or from being categorised as
having no friends, these pupils attempted to create their own role in physical education
classes. Sam adopted the role of a disruptor from the moment he entered the class. He
usually entered the class once other pupils had already assembled and immediately tried
to attract their attention.

Sam
Paul
Toni
Sam

Hello gentlemenand ladies,hello my friends with a bow]
Hello Sam
Are you doing dancetoday then?
I'm thinking about it
(Naturally occurring talk, week 2)

His entry to the class was frequently accompaniedby a flourish referring to the teacher
as your majesty, my lord and other similar titles on various occasions.The pupils'
responseto Sam's entrancesvaried from laughter to throwing their eyesupwards. The
counter identity that Sam createdfor himself was reassertedat various transition points
during the lesson,such as in the examplehere where groups arebeing formed.
Mr. K
Paul
Sam
Colin

into
fours
right go
we needone more person
Colin darling come here
I'll be with you then darling

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week6)
These dialogues usually added an element of humour to the lesson and the teacher
frequently engagedin the laughter. However when the disruptive behaviour persisted
during instructional tasks Mr. K quickly lost his patience. In this example the teacher
plays music and attemptsto inspire the children on themesfor the danceclass.
Mr. K.
What doesit remind you of?
Sam
Elton John
Mr. K
Elton John?
[Laughing]
Sam
It reminds me of eh- I don't know
[lots of laughing]
Mr. K
What doesit remind you of?
Sam
It reminds me of- ()
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Mr. K
(")
Sam

Anyone else
It reminds me of () learning to play the piano
(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)

At this point Mr. K. ignores Sam and instructs the students that he will play the music

imagine
that
they
try
to
again and
should
where they might hear this type of music.
The discussion turns to a jungle theme when the teacher tries to get the discussion
startedagain
Mr. K
[pupils]
Mr. K
Sam
Mr. K

You are walking through the jungle and what do you see?
trees,lions, a river, a waterfall
There might be a raft on the waterfall
There might be a piano
Don't try and be stupid
(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)

Mr. K's comment `Don't try and be stupid' is ironic as this is exactly the identity that
Samhas tried to construct for himself. In playing at being stupid he is not vulnerableto
the commentsof other more intelligent pupils. Given Sam's move from a lower to
upper set in the school during this study it is apparent that this is an element of his
identity that is undergoing change and hence one that he does not wish to be open for
public evaluation. Cotterell (1996) points out that an adolescentwho may be marginal
to the group may gain acceptanceby acting as a fool and being the butt of jokes; if the
jokes againsther/him are tossed off in a light heartedmanner, the adolescentcomesto
be regardedas a bit mad but generally a good sport, whereasaggressiveand defensive
reactionsto the jokes will alienate her/him from the group. However this is difficult
behaviour for a teacher to deal with, particularly for Mr. K, who has a friendly
relationshipwith the pupils and his frustration about managing this type of behavioural
disruption was evident in discussionsafter class
Mr. K

He's not as stupid as he makes out, he just plays to the crowd. What a
prat.
(Informal discussion,week 4)

Although I have illustrated the oppositional role of two pupils in this
class, thesewere
not isolatedcases. Other pupils adoptedthis role on occasionto divert the teacherfrom
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in
lessons
identified
behaviour
It
this
type
tasks.
that
of
was more prevalent
certain
was
that were not liked as much.
Luke

If they do sports they like they start to learn and like doing that but with
just
like
don't
they
they
sports
mess about
(Focus group, week 8)

Mrs. A

We have in my group a little boy who was awful for dance. We did gym
first and he was brilliant for gym but awful for dance,a pain in the bum
fine
did
know
he
the athletics
then
we
you
and
was
when
(Individual interview, week 5)

In most instances,disruptions were causedby only a few unruly studentswhile the rest
in
the
of
class served as members of the audience and as potential participants the
incident if it spread. Griffin (1985) found that teacherstended to responddifferently to
the different groups of students. Even if there were only a few studentswho adoptedan
because
in
they
teacher's
they
the
oppositional role a class,
attention
received most of
were involved in more class disruption.

The existence of these identities in the

physical education class allowed the other pupils to skilfully maintain the role of
competentbystander as the teacherpaid little attention to pupils whose agendaswere
boys
by
dominated
directly
Given
disruptor
their
that the role of
not
was
opposing
own.
this meant that the culture of the co-educational and single sex lessonswere distinctly
different, an issueto which I will return later.
5.3.4 Theparticipants
There is little to say about the participants: a stable group of young people who engaged
in all the tasksof the physical educationlessonwith enthusiasmand energy, and tended
to enjoy the lessons. They took very little of the teacher's time or energy and rarely
interactedwith the teacher. This role was mainly dominated by the boys in the class
and was a position feared and negatively experienced by some girls.

Given the

ambiguity experiencedon achieving successin sport, many girls did not seemto desire
or position themselvesas physically able, interested and motivated. The withdrawal of
some girls further differentiated those who participated in PE. When discussingwith
Sev the various changesshe would like to see in PE, girls' participation was a salient
feature.
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Sev

Yeah and then I put that I hope it will be different because I hope it will
be more getting involved and not be excuses from the female side

Toni
Sev

What do you meantaking excusesfrom the female side?
That is how it is going to be different

Toni
Sev

Are there usually people who don't want to do it?
Yeah but I love it
(Individual interview, week 4)

The gendered nature of their physical education lessons was something that the
participant girls were obviously aware of but did not seem perturbed by. Some girls
held on to certain aspectsor `signifiers' of their femininity, concernedwith constructing
the appropriate surface presentation of the self and yet also wanting to participate.
Becky experimentedwith a number of identities in physical education maintaining her
interest and involvement in sport as a participant but also engaging in complaining or
competentbystanderroles.
In each class there were a number of pupils who consistently adopted the participant
in
These
in
dwindled
they
role.
numbers
as
adopted alternative roles activities such as
dance,where a number of the boys who would usually be categorisedas participants
choseto adopt a competent bystander or disruptor role. A significant difference was
also noted between the number of girls who adopted this role in single sex and coeducationalclasses. Possibly this was due to the increasedlevel of self-consciousness
some girls experiencedin co-education lessons. Alternatively it may be due to the
increased difficulties of adopting a competent bystander role in the absence of
`disruptors'who dominated teacherattention. However, as Mrs. A identified, whatever
the conditions somepupils always `got stuck in'.
Mrs. A

It could be boy, girl, any sex. It wouldn't matter to her, she (Sev) would
just get stuck in she has got the confidence and she will just do it. She
might have the confidence becauseshe is good or she might have the
confidence becauseit is just her nature which I think it is I think its a
combination of them both and I think she would interact and hold her
in
own with any of them (.) boys, girls, or whatever
(Individual interview, week 5)
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5.4

'It's different with the boys, they just laugh at us'

As I have already mentioned the culture of the single sex and co-educational lessons
were distinctly different during the spring term. Some of the girls seemed acutely aware
of the fact that the boys were more derisive when pupils made mistakes and went so far
as to question `why would you want boys in your class?' (Amy, week 7). The most
frequent boy to girl interaction in physical education was verbal or physical `hassling'.
Griffin (1985) identified that many of the girls did not enjoy co-educational classes
because the boys `tried to be macho' (Becky, week 3). The derogatory treatment of the
girls by the boys was highlighted by many as the key reason they did not enjoy coeducational lessons.

Becky
Beth
Becky
Beth

Ruth

Sarah

Ruth

Amy

sometimeswe do it [PE] with boys
I prefer it with girls
it's different with the boys
They just laugh at us if we miss

(Focus group,week 3)

yeah like the boys are like `yeah I am going to do this, haha,I'm going to
I
Like
it'
do
bit
like
they?
the
show off and
shyer aren't
and
girls are a
don't want to do this in front of all these people but I am going to do it
becauseboys are more like.. want to show off
it looks like they are really great but they are not
but if you like make a mistake they are watching and stuff
like if you are with girls you don't mind so much causethey are a lot like
you
(Focus group, week 5)

It is interesting that the girls identified inherent differences between boys and girls.
Ruth's comment `the boys are like
I'm going to show off and like the girls are shyer'
...
illustrates the way in which these girls have constructed a clear distinction between
masculineand feminine behaviour. Amy's comment `if you're with the girls you don't
mind causethey are a lot like you' illustrated the reducedpressureshe felt in single sex
activities.
I have focused predominantly up to this point on the way in
which girls conform to
culturally acceptableforms of femininity, particularly since the girls were more willing
to enter into discussion about this. However in class it was apparentthat the boys also
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conformed to the socially valued types of behaviours. For the boys there are an equal
number of masculine activities with which they have to conform.

The boys were less

in
issues
in
focus
discussions
these
their
about
open
groups but in the classroom the
display of masculine hegemonic ideologies were numerous.

In particular the boys

perceived a pressure to be macho and the boys highlighted the macho aspects of their
participation in sport. Skateboarding is the best sport because `you get hurt' (Jason,
week 1).

Being hard and not complaining about injuries was a key feature of

masculinity for the boys in this class.

Drew
Mr.. K
Toni
Drew
Toni
Drew
Mr. K
Drew
Mr. K
Drew

Sir why do we warm up, it is a waste of time
Becauseit warms up the muscles
What happensif you don't warm up?
You hurt your muscles
And you sprint down the length of the track?
You could break your leg which is good
If you had a broken leg for a week you would soon changeyour mindNo I wouldn't
I think you would
Sir what happensif you break both your arms, do you have to come to
school?
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Drew's belief that it's a waste of time warming up because`you could break your leg if
you didn't and that would be great' highlights the value some boys place on injuring
themselves. The subordination of alternative masculinities is evident in the boys'
`macho' attitude to injuries and fights. The extract from a danceclassreproducedhere,
highlighted how someboys demonstratedmasculinity in class.
Drew
Sam
Drew
Sam
Sam
Toni
Sam
Other
Sam
other
Sam
Shane
Nakkib

I've hurt my ankle
It's fine, there's nothing wrong with it. I'll kick it
You're a poufe, you're a puff becauseonly puffs want to fight a disabled
person
I could do with a fight [smacksone fist into hand]
Hey you know those two (.) they're wimps.
Why?
they donehit me.
Comeon then and say it to them and seewhat they'll do
They are wimps
Go on then
They are wimps.. here (.) here
He's being a girl. You're like a load of wimps
Oh shut the fuck.
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Sam
Sam
Judith
Sam
Judith
Sam

Wo Ho Hooo Big men!
Everyone, Nakkib is a wimp.
Listen right. If you wind him up then he'll hit you
That's fine. Go on I'm ready for him (. )I ain't had a fight in years
You need to chill
I need a fight
(Naturally occurring talk, week 4)

Although it is argued that hegemony is never total or absolute, the contestation of
hegemonicideologies was not evident in this physical educationclass. It is not possible
to comment on whether the boys acted in a comparable way during their single sex
lessonsas I was not present at theseas I attendedthe girls' only lessonwhich was held
simultaneously. The teachersrecognisedsometensionsin co-educationlessonsand the
lack of easethat was sometimesapparentbetween the boys and girls. Mr. K outlined
his understandingof this issue:
Mr. K

right physical educationis different from a lot of classesfirstly with the
changing so they separateto begin with don't they so maybe not in year 7
but as they are getting towards the end of year 7 they tend to interact
more girls with girls and boys with boys. I know we have the policy
situation in year 7 to sit them boy girl boy girl for working to try to raise
the standardsand people say that that is better for discipline and better
for keeping them on task if you like In physical education its difficult
to do that Its simple if you have all girls or all boys but its not when
your doing mixed activities they still tend to go all girls or all boys

(Informaldiscussion,week7)
5.5

Accountability

As outlined earlier accountability drives,
instructional
force
to,
the
and
or gives
managerialtask systems. Siedentopet al. (1994) found that monitoring plus interaction
was by far the most common form of accountability used in their analysis of a physical
education class using the ecological model. When discussing their experiences of
physical educationa number of pupils commented on the fact that the teachers`force
them' to engagein activities.
Ruth
Toni
Ruth
Sarah

someteachersforce you and someteachersdon't
what do you mean force?
well like if it is a nice teacherthen they wouldn't force you to go in front
of everyoneand make yourself embarrassed
yeah, they try to get you to do it
(Focus group, week 5)
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When asked to elaborate on what they meant by `force' the girls did not give any
concrete examples of strategies used by the teachers. Although teachers in this study
frequently threatened the use of exercise as a form of punishment, it was never used to
discipline a student. Shane's response `your not going to make me run' when asked to
stand up following a disruptive interaction highlights that the students believed Mr. K.
may use this as a form of punishment.

It is recognised that many teachers use exercise

in a punitive manner (Pagnano and Langley, 2001) but this is not to condone the
in
Another
is
identified
Mrs.
A
them
that
the
that
mixed
practice.
strategy
puts
pupils
pairs if they are being disruptive.

Jenny

in the gym when we had to work with our friends at the first physical
educationlessonthen we were all chatting so Mrs. A put us boy/girl and
if
now we talk we know that we will have to go boy/girl
(Focus group, week 3)

This accountability strategy was not observed during the study. I only heard teachers
discussing accountability strategies once during the six months. Interestingly the
strategysuggestedbelow limits the reward to one pupil per lesson.
Mrs. A
Miss S
Mrs. A

I've come up with a new reward system I don't know how correct it is
but it works for the girls
whats that
who works the best gets a lift back to the other site
(Naturally occurring talk, week 10)

Similar to the findings of Siedentop et al. (1994) my observations indicated that
teachers relied heavily on verbal interactions to hold pupils accountable for their
behaviour. When pupils performed well they were praised and when they misbehaved
the teacherseither expresseddisappointmentor angerat their behaviour.
Mrs. A

(")
Mrs. A

settle down quickly. . .now sit down. What we're going to do- Michael.
We're obviously going to warm up before we do any lesson- James
listen. We're going to warm up so we will do one slow lap jog around
the track go aroundthat way
go in get changed(..) listen to me you go in you get changed and you
wait outside the physical education office and you explain yourself to
your head of year becauseI'm not having it James?sad isn't it he had to
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(..
to
brilliant
)
I
the
it
work
chance
you
gave
everybody else was
ruin
it
Ok
do
I
I
tell
can we go on
again.
won't
you
with people
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

These extracts highlight the lack of moderate accountability; when James first displayed
behaviour that was not supportive of the teacher's agenda he was told to listen, when he
increased
Possibly
his
head
he
to
an
with
of year.
was sent
repeatedly misbehaved
It
improved.
been
have
behaviour
James's
could
variety of accountability strategies
keep
in
to
boundaries
order
was evident that the teachers maintained strict power
had
the
lessons.
A
Mrs.
pupils
the
the
with
that
she
relationship
control of
recognised
did
talk
interacted
because
the
not
she
pupils
was problematic
when she
routinely with

to them, she `yakked' on.
Mrs. A

5.6

but to be truthful I don't actually talk to them I yak on
(Individual interview, week 5)

Conclusion

This chapter has explored how the young people's goal orientations operatedin their
that
lessons.
in
The
agendas
selected
the
physical education
ways which
young people
term
during
the
led
were
spring
the
teacher
competed with or supported
vectors
Education
Sport
for
which
this
the
of
examinedand
provides a starting point
exploration
five
I
implemented
the
during
that
the
Throughout
term.
recognise
was
summer
chapter
strength of the teacher led vectors lacked intensity due to the limited accountability
structuresin place. Although, for someyoung people their studentagendagavestrength
to the teacherled task systems,in the majority of casesthe teacherand studentagendas
opposedeach other. The lengthy negotiations that took place used valuable time and
were frequently ineffective. This account remains incomplete without a consideration
of whetherthe practice of physical educationcan be changedto improve young people's
engagementwith physical education tasks and it is to this issue that chapter six now
turns.

Building on the findings of this chapter,in the next chapter I move on to an exploration
of the effectivenessof the Sport Education model in changing the behaviour of pupils in
this class. The extent to which the agendasyoung people adopted during physical
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education lessons will be explored to determine what impact the implementation of
Sport Education had on the classroom ecology.

Whether the teachers' and young

people experiences of and in physical education was improved through the use of Sport
Education is a key issue. The effects of the structured accountability system will be
examined in addition to an examination of the effects of a persistent team.
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Chapter 6:
Sport Education and the changing face
of student agendas
6.1

Introduction

This chapteranalysesthe effects of a Sport Education intervention on students'agendas
and their engagementin the managerial and instructional tasks of an athletics unit.
Although the details of how this seasonwas implementedwill be examined during this
chapter I think it is necessaryat this point to reiterate the key features of the Sport
Educationinstructional model.
Sport Education has been developed from the work of physical education researcher
Daryl Siedentop (1994,1998) in the USA and`is discussedin more detail in chapters
two and three. Through the developmentof a season-longprogram of team selection,
preseason training, competitions, record keeping and formal officiating, Sport
Education has been designed to help students better appreciate sport, as well as to
enablethem to experiencethe highs and lows of competition. Siedentop(1994) pointed
out that rarely are thesefeaturesreproducedin physical educationclasses.
Sport Education has as its main goal, `to educate studentsto be players in the fullest
sense,and to help them develop as competent, literate and enthusiastic sportspeople'
(Siedentop,1994, p 4). It aims to do this by promoting a positive sport experiencefor
all studentsthrough severalkey contextual featuresof authentic sport (Siedentop,1994),
which include:
(a) Sport Education operates in seasonsof length considerably longer than most
physical educationunits,
(b) Players are on teamsand stay on that sameteam for the entire seasonto promote
affiliation and membership,
(c) Seasonsare boundedby formal competition, which is interspersed
with directed
practice sessions,
(d) There is a culminating event to mark the conclusion
(e) There is extensiverecord keeping and collection

of eachseason,

of statistics,
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(fj There is a festive atmosphere in which the season (and particularly

the

culminating event) takes place, which is promoted through the use of team

names,logos and the performanceof specific sport rituals and traditions.
As identified, Sport Education operatesin seasonsof length considerably longer than
most physical education units. Athletics was selected as the unit in which Sport
Educationwould be usedin this school. Siedentop(1994) arguedthat the ebb and flow
of a sport seasonis seldomcapturedin a short-term sport instruction unit. In this school
the seasonlasted for 12 lessonsand was bounded by competition at the end of the first
half term and end of summer term. A festive atmospherewas encouragedthrough the
use of team names and logos. A competition noticeboard was set up outside the
changing rooms with the league table, team photos and news articles. Points were
awardedin classwith the use of coloured stickers that the team stuck to the leaguetable
as they left the changing rooms at the end of class. The Sport Education model relies
heavily on cooperativelearning strategiesin which teams(coachesand players together)
are given much of the responsibility for getting prepared for the season. Each team
appointedits membersto a range of roles.
The previous chaptershave highlighted that many of the young people were motivated
by desiresfor popularity and statuswhich in turn impactedon the agendasthey adopted
during their physical education classes. The environment was one of conflict with a
negative, if minimal, accountability system. Pupils were rarely rewarded or punished
for their participation and the teachersrelied on verbal reinforcement in the place of
accountability structures. The teacherswere frustrated by the constant negotiation and
the feeling that they had to `yak' or `go on at' the pupils constantly. It is from this
beginning that I examine the effects of the Sport Education season
on these young
peopleand teachers.

6.2

The Introductory

Lesson

The introductory lesson was filled with uncertainty for the teachers
who had never
implemented Sports Education before. Two
elements of the introductory lesson will
form the focus of this section, the establishment
of teams and the assigning of roles and
responsibilities.
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6.2.1

The Teams

Sport Education has recently been examined from the theoretical perspective of situated
learning (Lave and Wenger, 1991). Kirk and Kinchin (2003 p223) note that a key part
of a community of practice is "a person's identity in relation to other members of a
community and the emotional investments individuals make in relation to their sense of
who they are and where theyfit in as a member of a group ". A team is the fundamental
grouping of individuals within sporting communities and, as a central feature of the
Sport Education model, was a significant element of the introduction to this unit of
work.

The teachers found selecting the teams difficult

from
below
the
a
and
extract

planning discussion highlights their concerns about implementing Sport Education with
this particular class.

so are you saying that we have got to think about the group dynamics for
eachteam?
Toni
Yeah so we will have to make out the teamswith that in mind
Miss S
Mine is awful
Mrs. A
Mine is a strangegroup
Head of dept This might be an opportunity to pull them around
Miss S
I havejust got problems like I have people like Jenny and Ian who tend
to dominate and put other people down and get other people in trouble
and then I have Naqeeb and Ikram and then I have others that are no
trouble whatsoeverand then I have Lorraine
Mr. K
Like Caitriona
Mrs. A
Well shewould just be like a deadperson in a group.
Head of dept Well I don't know shemight not be but a very strangechild
Miss S
Well it is worth trying anyway.
Toni
I think you are not only trying to split up the ability but also to split up
the personalities so you don't have all the leadersin one group. Possibly
try to changesomeof the dynamicsof the group
Mrs. A
Will the kids enjoy these lessons then? If you split them from
everybody? Or in a few weeks will they be thinking oh I can't be doing
with this, I don't like this and how do you get over that? When does it
suddenly tweak that oh maybeit is and I can get along with other people?
(Planning discussion,week 9)
Mrs. A

The head of department had previously expresseda concern to me that the teaching
within the departmentwas very traditional and that they had been describedas a failing
departmentat their last Ofsted evaluation. As a new head departmentMiss J was
of
trying to `turn the department' around andwas facing opposition from other membersof
staff. She identified that in particular, Mrs. A was resisting change. It is from this
background that these planning discussions took
place with a mixed culture of
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enthusiasm and scepticism.

The head of department's comments `this might be an

opportunity to turn them round' and Miss S's enthusiasm as a newly qualified teacher
contrasted with Mrs. A's pessimism and Mr. K's lack of interest. The teachers returned
to the issues of team selection repeatedly during the first planning session.
Mrs. A

How do we get around things like, well you say you have that Billings
lad in yours, well I have got Wishart in mine who is always doing wrong
and I have got 2 other special needs as well. What do I do with a child
like that, do I just allocate him to a group

Miss S
There are certain individuals who are going to be troubled
Mrs. A
There will always be the one
Headof dept Can't we just emphasizethe whole team thing though
Mrs. AI
think we can and that soundslovely but realistically how will it work.?
That is the theory behind it but realistically you have seenhow some of
these kids talk to each other, haven't you. I mean I know you can just
keep plugging on and on and on but
(Planning discussion,week 9)
Given that this was also my first involvement in a Sport Education unit it was also a
learning experiencefor me and although I had read the positive reports, I was deeply
sceptical of the far reaching claims.

However despite the concerns of individual

teacherswithin the planning sessionMiss S and Mrs. A agreedto try this intervention
with Mr. K who taught the class originally selected for the research project. The
teachersdecidedto team teach part of the unit as they had no prior experienceof Sport
Education. Mr. K. agreed to lead the introductory class with the announcementof
teamsand role decisions.

Ratherthan allow the pupils to createtheir own teams,as other SportsEducation studies
have done, the teams had been selectedby the teachersto give variety in gender, race
and ability, including social, intellectual and physical ability. They aimed to disrupt the
culture that had previously been dominant in the class. Team selection had previously
been dominated by the popular studentswho ensured that they would be
on a `good
team' from a social and physical ability perspective. The following extract is taken
from Mr. K's introductory speechexplaining Sport Education to the
pupils As soon as
Mr. K informed the pupils about the team based format
of Sports Education the
questionsfocused on who should make up the teams, how they would be selectedand
inevitably, on who would be captain.
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Mr. K

Right can you stop talking now. Right what this is, We are going to be
talking about a few things this afternoon about something that is
completely different to what you have done before. And we are hoping
that it is something that you will enjoy, in fact I know you will enjoy

it..... Each team will selectteam colours. Each person on eachteamwill

have a job or a role that is important in athletics. Everyone on the team

Hailey
Mr. K
Carol
Kevin
Sam
James
Mr. K

will have a job. So if your captain has got everybody organised and
togetheras they should be then there is a good chancethat your team will
be
bonus
be
these
receive
points and all of
points will
collected and will
put on the notice boards weekly and you will go up each week to say
which team is in the lead and whatever. Em today, in today's lessonwe
are going to organise you into teams, we have done that, they will be
teamsactually within your group, in 6's and you can only be with people
whose group you are in and then we will give you a chanceto come up
with some decisions for your group. We are going to put you into teams
of 6 and then you as a group are going to have to be sensible,which we
know that you can be, and I know that you all can be, and you will have
to come up with all the jobs on your team, you will have to discussit and
make some decisions. Yes?
Will it be mixed betweenthesethree groups?
It will be mixed sex, so the boys and girls will be in a group but you can
only be in your group,
Are we going to be put in our teamstoday?
Yes we are going to do that now, yes you are going to know who is in
your group
About the em organising the captain and whatever, are you doing that?
Who will decidewho is captain?
You will decide in your group, everyonewill have an opinion, so we will
have time for discussion and then you have to come up with a decision.
Are you going to accept it, are you going to take a vote, how are you
going to do it, well that will be down to you
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

The concernsabout whether the teams would be mixed between gender and group and
who would select the teams echoed the issues raised by the young people in the
previous chaptersthat, for example, they did not want to work with certain people or
with boys who `laughed at them'.

Difficulties began, as the teachershad anticipated,

with the next phaseof the lessonassigningteams.
Toni
Shane

Amy
Shane

Shaneyou are in this group
Can I move to that group
I don't like this group. I can't be in this one. Sev is alright but the rest of
them are.. Please,that group likes me
Yeah we do, and Stephnever turns up for PE.
I am going to change
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)
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By expressingthese opinions immediately an uncertainty was createdwithin the teams
that focusedattentionon social arrangement,expressionsof friendship or dislike.
Shane

Can I move group?

Toni
Shane
Toni

Try to makethis group work. You can make it work.
But I could work with them
Come on Tariq, you can come up with ideas as well. For examplewho
is going to take care of your noticeboard? Is there anyone here who is
good at art?
Him, no he is rubbish
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Shane

Eachtime the teacherreturnedto the group and tried to focus on the key elementsof the
Sport Educationmodel such as the team roles, above,or the points systembelow, Shane
returned to the issue of not being happy with his team. Shane's description of Tariq
`Him, no he is rubbish' reproduced a hierarchy where individuals were acceptedor
rejectedfrom team involvement.
Shane
Toni
Shane
Toni
Shane
Toni
Shane
Toni
Shane
Alan
Toni
Shane

Miss I am moving to that group, sorry but I am
Shane,you have your team, you have to make your team work.
But they don't want to cooperatewith me so I am going
They will cooperatewith you
Miss can I move
Your team gets points for how well you work together and how well you
make it work together
I will work well with them
It doesn't matter, you must try to make this team work and if you make it
work you get bonus points
But you ask Alan don't you want me in your group?
I don't care
One minute. The sorts of things that you get as bonusesare
But they won't get any. They will get much more becausethey have got
Alan. I am uselessat things
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

In Shane'sinteraction with the teacherhe commentedthat `they don't
want to cooperate
with me'. The insecurity he expresseshere contrasts with his attitude to Tariq in the
previous extract. In examining the changein his conversationit is worth reflecting back
on his previous conversationwhere he identified how insecure he felt within the class
andperceivedthat othersonly pretendedto be his friend and also displays of hegemonic
masculinities `he's being a girl. You're like a load of wimps'.

While identifying here
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that he wants to be on a team who gets lots of points he also comments `I am useless at
things'.

The conflicts in Shane's conversations highlights the uncertainty he feels in

this situation with an assigned team, one with which he is expected to develop a
friendship over the Sport Education season.

Although many pupils expresseddissatisfactionwith their teams throughout this unit it
was only in the first lesson that anyoneaskedto changeteams. The teachers'repeated
enforcementof the fixed nature of the teams and assertionthat you had to make them
work was gradually accepted and teams settled into a new routine and power
relationships. Throughout the seasonissuesof power and inclusion or exclusion were
for
salient
some teams and for pupils, such as Tariq, who remained silent throughout
Shane'scomplaints about the team to which he had been assigned.

6.2.2 The Assignment of Roles
The position of captain was one that was coveted by individuals in almost all teams.
Although the teachers emphasised the importance of all roles the young people
identified the position of captain as the statusposition of the team. Kinchin et al. (2004)
found that two-thirds of boys would elect to be captain or vice-captain if they had the
choice. Hastie (1998) found that within a co-educational Sport Education study, the
role of captainwas consideredas one of the power positions and was typically taken by
boys as opposedto girls. Interestingly the results from this study did not reflect this
genderedposition. Of the 12 teamstaking part in the season,6 were captainedby a boy
and 6 by a girl, 7 teams were coachedby a boy and 5 by a girl. However all captains
held privileged positions near the top of the social hierarchy. The extracts from the
introductory lesson reproducedhere illustrate the importance that some
pupils attached
to the role of captain. Once the teams were formed attention moved to the roles and
automaticallyfocusedon the strugglesfor the positions of power.
Sam
Asiya
Paul
Alan

Who gets to decidewho is captain?
Can I be captain?
Can you like decide or like do you have to have a captain, or could you
be like, insteadof like having a captain
A democracy, no, democracieswithout a leader never work, you just
have chaos
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Sam

OK, OK Alan

(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

in
the social and
importance
the
I was aware that the place and
of
role of captain
hegemonic
further
the
to
of
maintenance
contributed
cultural values of young people,
The
learning
limiting
forms of dominance, thus
the
opportunities of some pupils.
team
is
by
Paul's
balanced
a
focus
maybe
suggestion
on the role of captain
exclusive
in
language
idea
that
dismissed
immediately
clearly
Alan
this
have
a captain.
would not
highlights his intelligence.

It is unclear whether Alan did this in an attempt to make

intelligence a valued attribute in the selection of a captain.

It was noted that other

by
to
as
such
did
attributes
their
try
to
referring
captain
as
selection
privilege
pupils

being `the smartest'.
Sam
Hamim
Sam
Sam
Hamim

Miss, Can I just say to you that Drew Low has made everything revolve
he
he
he
aroundwhat wants and what wants will get.
Miss he wants to be captain and we say no so.
I want to be captain but he is saying that it has got to be the smartestwho
is captain.
I am better at football than you
We should vote
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Sam's counter argument `I'm better at football than you' highlights the way in which
the young people drew on abilities from areasoutside the lessonand tried to make these
in
is
the
it
below
that
in
Sport
Education.
From
the
evident
valued attributes
example
been
had
hierarchies
such an
that
this
the
previously
uncertainty of
new situation
power
important part of the pupils' physical education experiences were in a state of
including
dominant,
Where
this
team
confusion.
as with
one pupil was not clearly
Sam, Drew and Nadim, the power struggles within the group led to significant
disfunction. This team remainedwithout a name for the first three lessonsbecauseof
the disagreement,which seemedin part to be basedon disagreementfor its own sake `Is
there anything you disagreewith?. Yeah I do
Hamim
Toni
Sam
Toni

...

Just causehe made them'.

Miss, Miss Drew is being, Drew thinks it is his team
What are you having trouble organising? Lets talk about it. What is it
do?
to
want
you
It is all what Drew wants, it is all what he wants to have
Ok we will have to work this through right? Sam are there any ideas
there that you disagreewith?
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Sam
Hamim
Toni

Yeah Ido
Ido
Is there anything you disagree with?

Sam

Just causehe made them

Hamim
Toni
Sam
Drew

Sam
Drew
Hamim
Sam
Hamin
Drew

I do, I do, Miss I do. I don't like that
You don't like the things around the logo
I don't either
I was going to design them on my computer and see how they look

You seeI can't eventell what that is?
Exactly
I don't evenknow what it is
What is that
I won't work as a team- not as long as he is here
I will do it on my computer
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Drew's attempts to gain a privileged position because of his intelligence was a
contentiousissue becausehis team mates obviously did not see intelligence as a valid
form of currency within the social hierarchy. However, other members of this team
held similar, or lower, levels of symbolic capital and hence their selection as captain
would havebeen equally problematic. However, in teamswhere a dominant individual
was easily identifiable these power struggles did not exist. For example Colin, a
popular student in social groups, easily dominated interactions within the Beyne
Basher's team. He used this position to privilege his selection as team captain and
coach and controlled team activities wherever possible. Paulson and Hastie (1997)
identified some abuse of privileges in their data
in
where some students positions of
responsibility made decisions that others believed did not benefit the team or class as a
whole. At the mid seasonand end of seasoncompetition Colin used his position as
captain to decide which events he would take part in. Hastie (2000) commentedthat,
althoughearly evidence did not indicate that studentcaptains alienate and oppresstheir
team-mates,this aspectof Sport Education neededto be explored further. The extract
below highlights the difficulty this team had with Colin's dominance.
Kate
Jane
Sophie
Jane
Kate

Miss, Colin said to me yesterdaythat I am the captain and the coach and
you can't be both can you?
yeah
yeah you can
No you can't
No causeyesterdaythe coach had to go down and do one thing and the
captain had to do something else. So he couldn't do both so the captain
went down
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Toni
Kate

Well you should kind of split things up between different people anyway
Yeah but he got first to do his own t-shirt, and then after he was coach
and judge

Toni

Not the way it shouldbe

Kate

And he is always writing and everything. He is doing everything first
(Naturally occurring talk, week 12)

The situation where an individual pupil was as dominant as Colin resulted in other
pupils on the team committing less to the experience. This concurs with the work of
Brunton (2003) who found that the majority of pupils did not commit themselvesto
carry out the roles and hence the roles were seen as something that didn't work
effectively. This was reflected in this study where the pupils did not seemto value roles
other than those of captain or coach as thesewere associatedwith power. Ultimately a
number of pupils and teams lacked motivation in this seasonas they becamefrustrated
with the power dynamics of their teams.
Hamim

Sam
Toni

Hamim
Toni

Sam
Jane

I'm getting sick of that boy he wont let me do anything I'm supposedto
be the reporter? and he wont let me and he's put me down for
............
and I don't want to do it let somebodyelse do it
he put me down for the 400 and I'm not doing it
OK right

I'm not either miss
lets see.. considerwhat we have to do- you must eachthink about your
strengths and your weaknesses if Hamim and Jane are only going to
walk it then its not going to get many points for you
Sherefusedto do anything
no I said I'd try
(Naturally occurring talk, week 19)

Interestingly the teachers identified in planning discussions that in some teams
individuals would forego the position of leaderfor the greatergain.
Toni
Mrs. A
Miss SI

Mr. K

Mrs. A
Miss S

How did you think that went?
All right
was pleasedwith the way they all worked together becauseI thought
there were going to be lots of tantrums and there was a little bit to start
with but
There were a few tantrums. At the beginning Tariq definitely wasn't
working with his group and Shane wanted to move. But I think they
sortedthat out by the end
Tariq will alwaysbe like that with any group
Towards the end I think they got a bit better
(Informal discussion,week 9)
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During the first lesson it was perhaps difficult for students to see the bigger picture and
forego the struggles for power that had become an important part of their physical
education experience.

Miss S

Toni

Mr. K

The team that is very able is probably the team that is least likely to get
for
these
working together
points
any of

Sev
Luke,
if
I
together,
the
Not necessarily. mean we put
able people
hard
at
and those together, they are also the oneswho would work really
things I think and eh
Becausethey are competitive they will try hard. There may be some
forego
that
leader
but
be
is
they
the
to
will
argumentsabout who going
becausethe greater gain is to get the points so they win, they are going to
be so competitive that whereassome children just aren't competitive are
they
(Informal discussion,week 9)

After the introductory lessonI spokebriefly with the teachersabout their impressionsof
how the lessonwent. It was obvious that the teachersselectedsome of the problems as
I did. However Mr. K's comment `I think they worked it out' and Miss S `I was
pleased'probably reflected their desiresfor pupils to be well behavedrather than setting
higher goal expectationsfor the lesson.

6.3

The Points System

The points system was the second key feature of Sport Education introduced to the
in
in
is
first
day.
It
the
studentson
claimed that the accountability system place a class
drives the instructional and managerial task systems. Putting points on the season
noticeboardbecame embedded in the Sport Education season. From the outset the
teachersinformed the pupils that a significant number of the points were focused on
managerialrather than instructional accountability. This reflected the early stageof the
seasonwhere the teachersmainly focused on establishing new routines for the lesson
management.
Mr. K

When we're awarding points we're looking more particularly as to how
in
your groups rather than in the actual performance or
well you work
how well you're running. We're looking at how well you work as a
group and help eachother
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)
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The teachers began this unit by focusing the accountability structures mainly on the
managerial aspects of classroom life. During the early part of the season the teachers
made extensive use of the points system and outlined new protocols for many of the
Sport
in
(2000)
his
Hastie
teachers
that
tasks.
of
managerial
noted
ecological study
Education had a strong commitment to minimising organisational time.

In the early

lessons of the season the new routines for class organisation, focused particularly on
became
lesson
Quite
to
the
the
embedded
entry
and on warm up.
new protocols
quickly
in the lesson. One of the notable changes to the extra procedure was that the teachers
in
longer
A
team
the
place
no
supervised
changing rooms.
clear
reward system was put
giving point to teams that arrived in class complying with uniform rules within eight
minutes of the bell.

Mr. K

Carol
Mr. K

When the bell goes at the break, you will come in and get changedand
in
be
your
the
the
sat
you will meet us at
steps and you will
pavilion on
8
If
there
to
team
the
within
group next
you are not
your
steps.
on
from
is
the
bonus
That
minutes
eight
minutes you will not get
points.
bell. We will not remind you. We will just walk down to the pavilion
break
after
and you will be down there. If you are there within the eight
minutes from my watch you will get bonus points.
Can we get changedbefore the bell?
no eight minutes is long enough.

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week9)

The effect of this system was immediately apparent as pupils began running from the
changingroom to the pavilion for the start of the lesson. Brunton (2003) also found that
there was a marked changein the enthusiasmfrom girls in her study who arrived early
for lessons. The question from Carol `Can we get changed before the bell?' is
indicative of the enthusiasmshown by pupils and in stark contrast with her numerous
complaints during the previous term. While the pupils in this class also arrived much
more promptly for lessonsit is not clear whether this was basedon enthusiasmor purely
becauseof the new accountability system. Although SE went some way to addressing
the difficulties that the teacher's faced on a daily basis in PE, no noticeable changein
the number of non-participants was noted, with some pupils rarely taking part.
Instancesof withdrawal during the course of a lesson dropped significantly towards the
end of the term, with fewer complaints of chestpains and sprained ankles from the girls
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in
be
It
to
that
this
when asked exert effort.
must
noted
success and change culture was
a gradual process throughout the course of the SE season.
Mr. K

5.... 4.... 3.... 2.... l. 8 minutes up. Everyone who is not in their team sit
be
back.
Stand
back
late.
All
the
too
the
off
at
at
you're
watches should
)
here?
(..
black
Is
there
team
that
all
chains
off
and
socks.
are
all
any
Are all your team here and wearing the correct kit? -2 points there you
Is
done.
Right
team
socks
white
socks,
white
socks,
next
go well
- white
here?
do
Luke
the
there
two
colour
notice
everyone
you
go
you
points.
know
don't
of your socks you
your not allowed those colour socks
don't you. Black socks, black socks. The dreaded socks? And the
dreaded chain around your neck no points. This team- is one of your
team members back there are they? Right.

Mr. K

Ok the only complete teams today were Knockout 6, Saphire blades,
Silvers As and AJ. All got 2 points
(Naturally occurring talk, week 13)

The teachersall tried to make the points an important focus at the beginning of the
lessonand again at the end of the lesson.
Mrs. A2

for you, 2 for you, you let your team down, 2 to you and Jason tried
had
hard
do
1
because
to
this
to
a watch
especially
you said you
and
you
on

(Naturally occurring talk, week 14)
Miss S

deux points

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week16)
Metzler (2001) claimed that the most valuable resources teachers have is time and
during the Sport Education seasonthe teacherreducedthe transition time significantly.
All three teachersacknowledged that they had significant successensuring that pupils
arrived on time and in uniform, however, they recognisedthat there were a number of
trade-offs for this success. Firstly Mrs. A commented that although they had fewer
argumentsabout the clothing, she felt that the young people looked much `scruffier' in
the t-shirts they had designedfor their teams. SecondlyMiss S identified that she didn't
particularly like the time spent with the three groups together as they gathered for the
beginning of the lesson. The impact of Sport Education on these managerial aspectsof
the lesson often preoccupied the teachers, particularly Mrs. A, and this may have
hindered her commitment to the implementation of the model. As
in
the
evident
quotation below Mrs. A does recognise the positive aspects of Sport Education but
qualifies her positives with referenceto the problems.
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Miss S

the negative things that is the organisation and the three groups together.
On Tuesday I find it so fraught with all the bits of paper and I like the
idea of it the idea is very good but you couldn't do it every lesson you
couldn't because of the getting the books out and the organisation and
well you could but- Mr. K and I said these last two lessons have been
awful because of the weather and because of staff being off and stuff like
that because of the sheer number of the kids. I say I think its good for
targeting one group and to use it as a study but- I don't know we have
three groups, so in a way we have more competition but massing them all
together I don't really like that

(Individual interview, week 21)
The secondpart of the entry routine involved moving from the whole group situation to
the teaching groups. After points were distributed to the teams who were all present
in
and their team uniform, the studentswere given 8 minutes to warm up and were
instructedto finish their warms ups in different areasof the field.
Mr. K

Right you have 8 minutes to do warm up, once you are finished my
group go to the long jump pit, Mrs. A's group go to the track and Miss
S's group meet back here.
(Naturally occurring talk, week 12)

During the warm up the teachersgave bonus points for their work. The examplebelow
highlights the level of engagementof the young people in this warm up activity. The
enthusiasmwas notably different from that of the spring term where pupils tried to
disrupt or modify down the demandsof the activity.
Miss S
Sarah
Miss S
Sarah
Kate
Miss S
Kate
Sarah
Toni

What is the purposeof doing that?
To warm the muscles
What musclesdoesit get?
It warms your legs up
theseoneshere
What ones most- if you do that for a minute what muscles would get
tired?
The quads
yes we got a point
Well done
(Naturally occurring talk, week 13)

The teacherswere consciousof the difficulties of engaging
young people with physical
education tasks and focused on Sport Education reward structures to highlight team
successin areassuch as design of team kit, team work in warming up and peer teaching.
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The teachers worked hard at implementing the new routines in the early phase of the
season and these routines were gradually embedded into the entry protocol for the
lesson.

Implementing accountability

always adhere to the points system.

did
in
interactions
not
strategies
unplanned

The interactions below taken from a long jump

lesson illustrate how the teacher slipped into the `on at them' accountability strategy.
Mr. K's comment `If I see you smile again I'm going to send you for a run' identifies
exercise as a punishment.

Mr. K

what you have got to decide is which foot. Hoi shut up. What you've
got to decide- Rory if I see you smile again I'm going to send you for a
run
(Naturally occurring talk, week 12)

The use of exerciseas a punitive technique is consistentlyrejected by researcherssuch
as Hellison (1995) and Pagnanoand Langley (2001), although it is sometimesfound to
be effective in the short term as in this instance. Mr. K again faced managementissues
when practice began. In this instancehe began by threateningdetention but when the
behaviour continued he then utilised the points system to hold pupils accountablefor
their behaviour.
Mr. K

everyone sit on the grass away from the run up anyone who touchesor
kicks has detention after school tomorrow
I'm fed up with you not
listening

(... )
Mr. K
(... )

OK Scotif I seeyou do that againeveryotherteamwill get a point

Ian

Stephfeet off the runway

Ya you run from where you are
(Naturally occurring talk, week 14)

6.4

Instructional accountability
The issues evident in the implementation of the accountability strategies for the
managerialtask system were also present in the instructional task system. Where the
teachersplanned for accountability they had some success. However much of their
planning was focused on items that they would not typically have included in an
athletics unit. For example, the teachers planned for the written tasks in the team

portfolio and rewardedteamswho completedthe tasks. However the extract below
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illustrates that the teachers were content with completion of the task rather than setting
done
have
judged
the
task
by
to
well or not.
the
were
pupils
criteria
which
any
Mr. K.

OK will everybody listen to me for one second. Right inside there were
themselves,
bit
they
the
about
teams
wrote
where
who completed
eight
I
teams
Each
in
those
team
their
of
photo.
put on their team names put
have given you one point for it and it's in the front of your folder

(Naturally occurring talk, week 17)

`working
between
distinguish
failed
illustrates
how
to
The examplebelow
the teachers
have
teachers
a
(2004)
Evans
that
task
many
the
claimed
well.
well' and completing
in
`commonsense'view of attribution theory where they equate effort and ability
by
their
was
Because
work
the
which
criteria
any
given
not
studentswere
classrooms.
had
if
not
looking
busy
the
you
to
even
to be assessedmerely
points
get
was sufficient
completedthe task but were working on it.
Mr. K

Miss S
Mr. K
Miss S

On the whole, I know it's a difficult task, but on the whole most of you
have
think
Every
actually
that
we
group
were working well together.
tried to talk about this and are beginning to write it down, some of the
is
do
The
yet
thing you can't
scribes are brilliant they just get going.
those
because
be
get
you'll
the
write your namewhere
photograph should
doing
this
half
So
well and
term.
the
think
that
are
after
groups
we
The
didn't have people throwing each other around will get stickers.
groupswho were throwing eachother around, or were wandering around
aimlessly not even sitting with their group will not get stickers
OK this group worked brilliant
They get a sticker
This group were brilliant, this group were brilliant. This group was fine,
this group was fine, not that lot and not them becausethey were messing
and throwing eachother around

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week 14)

While it was easyto `fake' engagementwith a written task like that above, this was not
for
in
during
distance
example.
as easy
running
some activities athletics, such as middle
In the following section I outline how Mrs. A held pupils accountablefor their work in a
running class. Although the pupils were working in teams during the skill section of
this lesson,Mrs. A was leading the activity. The pupils were required to complete the
plyometric drills one team directly after anotheron the track.
Mrs. A

No 1 go kick kick well not bad[children laugh] number 2 () kick your
bottom. Number 3 go kick kick good. Now the next ones go kick.
This time we are going to pick out who we think are the best you lot
...
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you are the best group the whole way through everybody did it well in
did you spot the good one?
that group
next group go kick kick
to do the same steps again but we're going to get the
we're
going
...
knees up high high high. This will sort out the energetic from the lazy
we'll start here so it is a bit shorter but quality then we'll make it longer
and we're going up this way. Ready off we go high high high get those
knees up keep going Jason Where are the super group? super group
...
this is the only group who seems to be able to do it right

(Naturally occurring talk, week 10)
Although Mrs. A selectedthat certain pupils were performing better than others she
only reinforced this performanceverbally and not with points. The inconsistencyof the
teachers'points distribution which ranged from giving points for looking like you are
working to not giving any points at all undermined the effectiveness of this system.
Sarason(1996) argued that many attempts to bring about change in schools have met
failure
becausethe change agent did not possessthe necessary knowledge to
with
transform the culture. Although the teachers did not express concern about their
implementation of Sport Education it was apparent that they were not succeedingin
using appropriatestrategiesat times. The frustration that was a familiar aspectof my
interaction with the teachersin the first term was also apparentduring early parts of the
Sport Education season. The discussion with Mrs. A during an 800m race highlights
the difficulties shehad in motivating the pupils to engagewith the task.
Mrs. A
Toni
Mrs. A
Mrs. A
Hailey
Mrs. A
Mrs. A
Toni
Mrs. A

Mrs. A
Mrs. A
Mrs. A

OK take your marks, go
somebodyis just stoppedand walking
Oh surprisesurprise they do
whose walking I'm asking you to run for goodness sake [shouting].
What's the matter?
I've got rasheson my legs
that doesn't stop you from walking. Why didn't you bring some cream
then or why didn't you bring a note?
What's her name?
Hailey
She's a right madam isn't she I've never had her before but you can tell
by the body language
Over off the track right over there A stop over
I'm not having them all together. They all drag eachother down
keep going
they've just done 400 m and they're complaining that they are in agony.
Sorry I'm moving on to something else I'm sick of them

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week 10)
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As the season progressed and the teachers spent less time planning the managerial tasks
for entry to the class, distributing equipment and so on, they turned their focus to the
instructional task system. The following conversation was recorded in the staff room
prior to a lesson. It is apparent here that the teachers were beginning to consider what
standards they expected from the pupils during the lesson.

Miss S

4
do
For
800,
think
them
two
you
attempts.
what
well we should give
minutes?

Mrs. A
Miss S
Mrs. A
Miss S

Mrs. A
Miss S
Mrs. A
Miss S
Mrs. A
Mr. K
Mrs. A

for theseneedsto be more
if they do it in lessthan 4.30 doesthat make sense?
ya. year 9 girls they were dreadful
Maybe we should have 4 minutes for 5 points and 5 minutes for 3 points
6 minutes for 1 point and so if they get less than 4 minutes they get 5
1
6
between
between
5
4
5
3
they
they
point
get
points
and
and
get points
in
5
have
6
in
So
the
they
team
they
the
anything over
maybe
get none
team so they all get points and we add the points up
How about the shot put?
Mine have done it.
How far do you think they could throw? I had it easy, I had 6 meters
Very few of ours got over 6 meters
6m for 5 points doesthat make sense5m4 points and 4m?
Very few of ours got over 4 either
4,5 and 3 say. We needthem a bit competitive
(Planning discussion,week 15)

Once the teachersbegan specifying the criteria for performance their experiencesof
motivating the pupils began to change quite significantly. The extract below is from
Miss S's experienceof 800m. Unfortunately it was raining the day she choseto do this
event and the pupils completedthis exercisein the hall around eight 100m laps with two
people from each team competing at a time. This extract sharply contrastswith Miss
S's experienceswith middle distancerunning which took place later in the season. At
this stagethe teacherswere beginning to use more specific criteria for judging success
within the instructional tasks. The first interactions below highlight the specific criteria
given by Miss S to the pupils in advanceof the task.
Miss S

listen to me you are all going to run the 800. As you come through you
be
told how many points you get if you do it in under 4 minutes you
will
get 5 points if you do it in under 5 minutes you get 3 points andif you do
it in under 6 minutes you get 1 point you do it as an individual if you
do it in more that 6 minutes you get no points
(Naturally occurring talk, week 17)
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During the task a marked difference was noted in the pupils' behaviour towards each
other. Their enthusiasm in cheering led them to spill onto the track where Miss S's
be
difficulty
them
to
the
track
they
out of
would
main managerial
get off
so
was asking
their teammates way.
[shouting]

[various
Jason
Andy,
Paul,
Jason,
come on
come on
come on
come on
students]

Miss S
Off the track inside the cones
[more shouting]
Shane
All the way to the end Well done Carol right to the line Carol
Sev
well donemate
Miss S
Carol come here
Carol
my chestis so tight after that
Miss S
This extra point is as much for them cheering you on as for you
respondingto it
(Naturally occurring talk, week 17)
In this activity it was also obvious that the gender segregationthat previously dominated
co-educationclasseswas gradually being disrupted. The girls and boys becamepart of
the sameteam and were no longer positioned as the `other'. Although commentslike
`shewill be useless- she is such a girl' were recorded when teamswere being formed,
the girls were valued to a greater extent as the boys beganto realise the necessityof all
playersto team success.During the race above the young people stood at the finish line
shouting for their teammates rather than just watching them and commenting or
laughing as was evident in the previous term. The changein the boys' attitude towards
the girls as participants in the class was one of the most significant factors of Sport
Education.

The extent to which male judgements are a salient feature in girls'

experiencesof and in physical education is a concerning issue that needs further
examination. Another notable feature of this competition was the way in which Miss
S's attitude and enthusiasmcontrastedwith Mrs. A's frustration.
Miss SI

can hear a lot of people out of breath. I have to say that the effort that
was top. The effort that was put into it by everyonewas fantastic you've
all worked your socks off you really did. I think they deservethe points
for that I was absolutely amazedthere were a few of you going around
therejust the way they were running you can hear it in the way they are
all out of breath. And you can actually see the concentration on your
facesthinking about the speedyou should go becauseyou knew that you
couldn't go blazing off at the start becauseyou'd get tired by the time the
4th lap came around. You all thought about the pacing
as well and the
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line
from
the
side
was great you weren't telling
encouragement
keep
if
to
them
they
on
you
were overtaken
were cheering
somebody off
going. I am awarding each team an additional point for the effort you all
in.
put
(Naturally occurring talk, week 17)
The initial object of change according to Sarason (as cited in Connell, 1993) `is not
students, the classroom or the system; it is the attitudes and conceptions of educators
themselves'. Fullan (1993) also believes `educational change depends on what teachers
do and think - it's as simple as that'. One strategy for change posited by Fullan is the
process of reculturation which requires `developing new values, beliefs and norms' with
teachers in schools. He argued that reculturation seeks change at an individual level
based on a teacher's values and assumptions.

Although this would seem to be a

mammoth task, Hargreaves (1997) suggests that this is perhaps the only way effective
change can occur. Similar to the findings of Pope and O'Sullivan (1998) the teachers in
this school planned and adopted new strategies to improve the learning that occurred.
The following example highlights how Mr. K explained the criteria at the beginning of
the lesson and used the accountability strategy to not only effect their effort in the
competition but to also effect their practice of the skill.

Mr. K

Right listen whats going to happen by the end of the lesson you'll all
have in your team. you'll all have a distanceof shot. You will then add
all your shot distancestogether and which ever teamshave the most will
get two markers....They'll get two points for that and there are also
points going if they get beyond a certain distance that we'll set just
before the start of the competition. So that if in total you get beyond X
meters every team that gets beyond that will get a point as well. When
you come throw we'll give you a number it will either be 5 or 3 or 1
point or no point. During this lesson what you want to do is - you see
this sheetin your folder- you have one for shot. What you must work out
is whether the people on your team are doing these things. You must
work out can you help them with things like that can they improve, and
you must work out what they can improve things like clean palm for the.
I'm going to look - I'm going to say has she got a clean palm Do you
rememberwhat a clean palm is? (..) Clean palm, dirty neck [pointing to
his palm and neck] Clean palm, dirty neck and tick both of those off.
The next one we have is high elbow. See his elbow is high Next is
kneesbent and facing backwards. Right he has facing backwards. The
next one is chin knee toe. () OK Your job today is to help the rest of
your teamsOK go to the areawhere your teams are in.

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week16)
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The clarity of these instructions are notably different from those of earlier tasks.
Another very marked difference is the lack of interruption during this instruction. Mr.
K then uses the practice time to move around to each group individually checking to see
how they are getting on and pointing them to extra skill details.
Mr. K

His chin, his knee, and his toe you can tick that off. Now when he goes
to release he is going to push hard from the chin at the last moment. So
he keeps his to his chin and pushes at the last moment. Do you think he
he
has
No.
his
No.
that?
x
and
made any effort with
effort gets an
well
made an improvement from last week Ya. Well there we go so you have
to mark that off as your going along OK lets watch his effort this time.
Chin knee toe there now thats effort and thats what we want.

(Naturally occurring talk, week 16)
In studiesby researcherssuch as Brunton (2003) and Kinchin (2001) it was found that
the teachersinvolved expressedconcern about their abilities to teach Sport Education
and how to react to changes. Theseteachersdid not expressconcern at any point about
their ability to introduce this new programme. It may have been this complacency
about the implementation that led to a lack of thought and planning for instructional
accountability in the initial stages of implementation. Fullan (1993) argues that
complacencyis a seriousproblem in the implementation of changeat school level. One
teachersuggestedthat there was little difference betweenholding pupils responsiblefor
their work in Sport Education and the way in which she usually gave pupils
responsibility for their work by asking them to carry equipmentout.
Mrs. A

Theseare the things that we usually do but we usually don't do it in such
a formal way. It is just like doing the samething isn't it? Just like giving
the responsibility to just one of them to bring the equipment out or
somethinglike that
(Individual interview, week20)

6.5

The impact of Sport Education on the adoption of student agendas
Siedentop(1988) consideredthat some teachersmight be able to
establish a strong on-

task environment, and with such a strong accountability system in place, that students
would suspend their socialising goals to operate within the boundaries of the
instructional task system. Hastie (1997) testedthis assumptionin
a military school and
found that, although students initially resisted the
strict accountability system, the
student social task system gradually changed to the point where it worked with the
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teacher led task systems. Hastie (2000) argued that a supportive student social system
was easily developed in Sport Education in adventure education because the goals of the
programme were in line with those of the students. In this system the goals of the unit
were not in line with what the pupils had decribed as their agendas in physical
education.

However it is apparent that the structures in place within

the Sport

Education season led to the displacement, if only temporarily, of the student agendas
that opposed the instructional and managerial task systems. As the tasks became more
competitive, this distracted some pupils from the social hierarchies that had previously
dominated the class. The points distributed by the teachers were a tangible way in
which all members contributed to the league. Directly

after class the pupils went

straight to the notice board to stick points awarded during class to the team total. Within
the team there was generally an argument about who got to stick the points on the
board. The pupils generally left class discussing how many points they had received as a
team and what they got them for.

The examples below are a few of many that were

recorded around the league noticeboard at the end of a lesson.

Becky
Judith
Toni
Judith
Toni
Judith
Toni
Judith
Toni
Judith

Miss we are second
The Beyne Bashershave 6, or I think it is the Beyne Bashersor someone
There is a team with 8 isn't there?
The Fast and Furious
No they have 10, don't they?
no 9
Well there is anotherteam with 8
The Tigers
Yeah
Yeah us, I thought we had 7 but I'm not sure

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week10)
Sarah
Luke
Carol
Shane
Miss S
Mark
Ian
Shane
Carol

Mark
Miss S

Miss we're doing patethic. 1.2.3.5 we've got 10
we've got 15
18 that one. Oh one behind. There are five teams on 12 that's getting
close
789 10 11 12. whose catchingup with us?
what team are you on?
Fast and Furious
16,15, there are loads on 12,5 teamson 12 points. We're doing good
your drawing with them them them and them that's close isnt it ?
last week we got 5 and this week we got 5
(Naturally occurring talk, week 11)
we're winning
Fast and Furious. Are you sure?
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Sev
Mark
Miss S
Mark
Miss S
Toni
Luke
Mark
Miss S
Sev
Miss S

how did the Naughty Monkeys do today?
idea
no
well so maybe your not winning. Naughty Monkeys are close
Ya but that is very good?
Ya that is very good
how many points have you left to stick up?
24
25
how much has Fast & Furious got?
25 they're joint with the Naughty Monkeys
are we still on the fifth place?
AJ's where are they now they have 16 The Devils are still in 3rd place
(Naturally occurring talk, week 14)

The teachers worked at creating a festive atmosphere for the pupils and talked up the
placings at the beginning of lessons to maintain a focus on the competition. The extract
below illustrates how Mr. K tried to motivate the pupils by the closeness of the
competition at the beginning of a class shortly after the half term.
Mr. K

the ones with 51 points are Fast and Furious who get mega tokens, 2nd
and very close on 48 so we're only talking 3 pts difference are Knock
Out 6 and then joint third on 46 and again we're only talking one are
Naughty Monkeys and the Devils.
(Naturally occurring talk, week 16)

All three teachers commented that they felt that the
`did
the
unit
of
competitive nature
get them going'.
Miss SI

think the kids got stuck into it I think the kids quite enjoyed it I mean
you've spoken to them and I think it did get them going
(Individual interview, week 20)

The extract above highlights the contrast with the teacher's frustration about the girls'
laziness and apathy during the previous term. The teacher did
not need to `yak' at the
pupils as they had during the spring term. As the weeks progressed it was apparent that
team members rather than the teacher were beginning to `go on' at their team mates to
ensure they obtained these points. Metzler (2001) discusses Slavin's (1977) work on
the student team learning approach, which emphaises the importance of team rewards,
individual accountability and equal
opportunities for success. Of Slavin's three
concepts it was apparent that the teachers were not planning for individual
accountability. The competitive element of Sport Education helped focus the teachers
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initially
however
Sport
did
Education
team
the
the
on
rewards,
not
structure of
model
assist the teachers in developing a system for individual accountability.
chapter highlighted how problematic this issue was within

The previous

this class.

That said,

although the teachers did not plan for individual accountability within Sport Education,
it was evident that pupils became more accountable to their peers for their individual
actions. Over the past two decades resarchers such as Bain (1976,1978), Tousignant
and Siedentop (1983) and Veal (1988) have consistently emphasised the significant
proportion of teachers' time and energy that is spent achieving managerial cooperation.
In the previous chapter I identified that the teachers felt that they were always `on at'
the pupils or that they `yak at them'.

In Sport Education it became apparent that the

other pupils tended to do a substantial amount of the encouraging and shouting rather
than the teacher who could take a back seat in this process.

Sarah

Hamim, sit down, shut up and grow up
(Naturally occurring talk, week 14)

Ruth

Sam sit up before someelse gives out bonus points
(Naturally occurring talk, week 12)

Interestingly Brunton (2003) also found that the pupils felt that they could participatein
lessonswithout feeling they would be shoutedat by the teacher. It is acceptedthat the
teacheris likely to always be the authority figure but Sport Education helped achieve
benefits from changesin power that are not made to the same extent, if at all, with
traditional physical education methods, strategiesand styles. Becausethe managerial
workload was supportedby the studentsin Sport Education less time was spentreacting
to what was happening in the class and more time was spent actually completing what
was planned. In developing student support as a strong vector, the teacher neededto
spendless time `on at' the pupils. However as the extracts below show the assignment
of blame within teams was also a feature of the pupil led accountability system in this
class.
Jane

Ian Marks lost us a point yesterdaybecausehe swore. TIan you have got
to pay for that point

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week17)
Sev

it's your fault [that we didn't get the points for having the shots out]
(Naturally occurring talk, week 19)
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Although the competitiveness of the season contributed to many positive instances of
support, many would argue that the negative aspects of team rivalry outweigh the
positive ones. In the next section I will return to the issue of negative interactions
within teams that were due in part to the competitiveness of the season. While the
teachers worked hard to ensure that the season remained competitive with close scoring
to ensure that the pupils maintained interest in the accountability system, they did
acknowledge that there may be difficulties

for teams that were not doing as well as

others.

Mrs. AI

like it becauseits something different, a novelty and I think its good for
the groups that are doing well I don't know what's happeningto the ones
that are way behind. I'd say you'd have to fix it that they're not because
they would be really demoralising. That's right I think that you'd have to
to keep the element of competition in it and I think a lot dependson how
you and I choosethe groups
(Informal discussion,week 16)

In particular Miss S worked to ensureconsistencybetween the three teachersand made
attemptsto regulate the points by asking what other teachersgave points for and how
their teamswere doing relative to teams in the other two classes. She was often seen
around the noticeboard with the pupils after class checking on how `her' teams had
done. Keeping the competitivenessand the impartiality was an important issue for the
teachers.
Mrs. A

we wouldn't have been able to do it without the big chart and with all the
classes. They would only have been competing against two or three
other teams. Competing within other groups did give it an edge and you
do need to have them all together to make it fair. I mean if you just had
your one group on your own it would be fair becauseyou'd have your
own things but with three groups doing it all at the same time and being
on the samemaster scoreboard you neededsomebodythat was impartial
if you like or kept to the same rules- not that we didn't keep to the same
rules but who gave out what was an issue. Miss S was out there one day
saying Oh I've given out a few too many this week next week I'll have to
it
even up a bit so shewas kind of conscious of comparing it to the rest of
us
(Individual Interview, week 20)
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6.6

Team Friction

As already discussed, the implementation of Sport Education was a time of uncertainty
for both the teacher and the students. As the teachers tried to introduce change, the
pupils who had previously been dominant in physical education lessons resisted the
change and reproduced previous inequalities. The history that the young people had in
physical education coloured their attitude to the introduction

of Sport Education.

Although the majority of the pupils reported that they enjoyed the experience this was,
without doubt, mediated by the team dynamics.

Toni
Jane
Toni
Natasha
Toni
Jenny
Toni
Jenny

Mrs. A

How did you enjoy the sport ed thing that we did
The athletic thing
.
with all the teams
I thought it was good
what were your teamslike, were they any good
us? there was only three people in our team
Oh you were how did that happen
obviously I can't do physical education becauseof this [indicating to a
broken arm]
ya
Nigel was away so there wasjust Steve and Lorraine and David is very
shy and (.) he's not- well particularly fantastic at sport I mean noneof
us are actually Jennywould be the best of us but I think Lorraine can be a
bit bossy and shedidn't let David do anything she did them all
(Focus group, week 18)
if the group gels its made if it works more my groups seem to get on
gutsy the oneswho aren't there the oneswho are never there like Robert
and the other who didn't have Jamesand even little Jack.
(Individual Interview, week 20)

With its emphasis upon pupils supporting and encouraging others, Sport Education
made some advances in achieving its objective of including a reasonably high
percentageof the pupils. Of some concern in this study is the small percentageof
pupils who claimed to have felt left out by their team on a consistentbasis. Worryingly
this is consistentwith the findings of Kinchin et al. (2004) where 5% of boys
claimed to
have felt left out by their team on a consistentbasis
and 33% of boys occasionally felt
left out.
Toni
Jane
Toni

do you think its better to have a team for like
for
in
team
that
you were
quite a long time would you like to have different teams eachweek
better to be in the team that you were because
you get used to it
ya
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Jane
Toni
Jane
Toni
Jane
Toni

Jane
Toni
Jane
Natash

down
just
kept
his
head
Stephen
knowwhereas
to
well
you get
Lorrainedo you think you got to know her any better?
ya
but that's not necessarily a good thing?
definitely not
did you make any friends out of the group or was it that you just got to
know them a bit better?

just peopleyou got to know a bit better
just
in
being
liked
in
they
groups you were
or were
were you groups you
in
have
picked yourself?
you
wouldn't
put
I wouldn't have picked Nigel or Stephen Jenny ya becauseI get on with
Jenny
I wouldn't have picked Mark becausehe's annoying
(Focus group, week 18)

Kinchin et al. (2004) found that the boys in their study supported the inclusion of
found
(1996)
Hastie
that pupils
Other
teams.
also
researcherssuch as
sustained
Although
the
for
desire
the
team
the
to
season.
entire
same
expresseda
remain with
it
that
being
in
team
this
the
was
evident
one
on
study expressed enjoyment of
pupils
most teams would like to have had one or more members not on their team, and
although they enjoyed sustained contact with the majority of the team there always
The
did
be
they
that
to
not enjoy socialising with repeatedly.
seemed
one member
disparity in pupils' popularity, goal orientation and skill level createddivision in some
teams. The powerful individuals made it very clear that they wanted to separate
did
Some
from
less
team
team.
themselves
the
members
socially adept members of the
their own thing without considerationfor others on their team and their treatment of the
`others' was quite dismissive, a scenario that was not new for some students in this
class.
Sarah
Miss S
Sarah
Miss S
Sarah
Shane
Miss S

Sev
Miss S

Miss miss look at our team
How is your team getting on?
Really well thank you
So how come one of your team is sitting somewhereelse then?
He isn't doing anything
But he don't want to be in our group
Well you just have to make it good enough to get everyone involved.
That is going to be one of the jobs. Come on Tariq, I am sure you have
jobs
in
here,
doing
the team? [Tariq was sitting
what are you
some
outsidethe circle]
he is in chargeof the kit
You are in charge of the kit checking, surely we can find something else
that is more interesting as well for Tariq.
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Carol

That is all he wants to do
(Naturally occurring talk, week 9)

Shane's dismissal of Tariq `He don't want to be in our group' echoes Shane's assertion
earlier in the lesson that he wanted to move groups because he didn't get on with the
team. It is interesting that by the end of the lesson he is then excluding Tariq from
having a role on the team. Although previous studies of Sport Education suggest that
the level of disparity in sport acitivities is addressed in Sport Education with the
assumption of roles which promote peer teaching or coaching, the assignment of roles
in this team was submerged in the drama of power hierarchies.

It was evident in this

class that the powerful individual held the roles of captain or coach and the `others'
were assigned less meaningful roles such as `kit checker'. The emergence of a pupil led

accountability system allowed the enactment of power and control by dominant
individuals within the team. The division in this team, who had a few very competitive
individuals, inevitably led to the loss of points on numerous occasions. On a regular
basis the team lost the points for arriving at the lesson on time becauseTariq was
missing. Even when present he often refused to sit with his team without being
pressuredby Mr. K and other team mates.
Mr. K
Shane
Mr. K
Miss S

Tariq you should be sitting with your teams
Ya in your team sit in your team
you must sit with your team
30 seconds,sit in your teams,20 seconds....
(Naturally occurring talk, week 13)

Perhapsit was inevitable that the team would at some stagetry to get these points even
though Tariq was not present. Although other research has indicated that Sport
Education promotes fair play and sportsmanship(Kinchin, 2000) it
was evident that
Shane'sfrustration about losing points regularly led him to try deceiving the teacherto
get the points by telling Mr. K that `Tariq's not in today'.
Mr. K
Shane
Mr. K
Shane
Ruth
Shane
Sev

One missing?
Tariq's not in today
I've seenTariq at lunch time. Right the rest of you,
sit with your groups
But Tariq isn't here
Sir Tariq is here
He wasn't here last week either
Tariq is always late, he is never on time. he is
never even in the
changing rooms.
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Mr. KI

will make sure you get extra bonus points if you can get him here on
time not just the normal ones.
(Naturally occurring talk, week 16)

Once Shane and Sev realised that Mr. K knew Tariq was at school they appealed that he
was always late indicating the unfairness of the situation. Mr. K recognised this

Mr. K

They've got Tariq and Tariq is like a nightmare. Everyone else has done
it haven't they?
(Informal discussion,week 14)

Mr. K tried to engageTariq with the team by giving him points for work he did, even
when not engagingwith his team. In the example usedhere Mr. K gave Tariq points for
raking the sand pit during the long jump class even though this was not a team role.
However this did little to forge a relationship with his team as their reaction to this was
lessthan positive.
Mr. K
Shane
Mr. K
Shane
Mr. K
Sev
Mr. K
Shane
Mr. K
Sev
Mr. K

Tariq everything you do evenwhat you did today is a big thing
Oi what did you do that for?
Is that how teamsshould act?
no but he's nasty. how did he [Tariq] get them? [points]
He got them becausehe worked really hard in the class for me raking the
sandpit
We never got them
What should you say?
Hello sir
what should you say to Tariq?
well done
Well done that's the important thing that's what you should be saying to
him
(Naturally occurring talk, week 19)

The fact that Mr. K had to repeatedly prompt the students to
give Tariq positive
feedback undermined his effort to include Tariq in the
competition. Indeed this
conversationwas yet another public display of exclusion that further alienated Tariq
from his team. He did not take part in any of the lessonsafter the half term. That
said,
Mr. K recognisedthat this was not reflective of the experiences
of most teams.
Mr. K.

ya but having said that though you know when we put them in the teams
we worked out the teamsand the majority of those teamsthat were mixed
worked. The only ones that didn't particularly work were the ones that
had pupils with problems in and things like that Everybody
else tried to
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something
next
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working with
if
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I
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think
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So
I
that
think
same group
staying
group again.
but
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is
hard
haven't
most of
work
got a particularly good group
you
didn't
they? there were no
did
that
those groups yesterday
work around
did
because
that
on purpose
we
that
there
groups
no
super
were
groups
didn't we? we had mixed ability but I don't think that they all had
like
ignore
just
kids
in
that
but
the
ya
the
child
end
emotional problems
in
Yes
his
I
think
Tariq was one the other one mmm can't
and
name.
of
don't
I
few
lessons
think
kids
because
to
the
miss quite a
seem
a way
they benefited

Toni
Mr. KI

lesson
do
didn't
Tariq
a
single
ya
bad
is
Tariq
have
a
very
think they would
made excuses anyway ya
case
(Individual Interview, week 20)

it
bad
Tariq's
Although the teachersrecognised that
case,
situation was a particularly
in
his
Sam,
for
life
teammates,
K
Similarly
Mr.
and
recognised that
was not unique.
Sport Educationcould be difficult.
Mr. KI

if
frustrated
they
I
back
to this think some of them were
think getting
had people like Sam in their team but that's life isn't it you're always
in
form?
if
he's
it's
just
luck
like
Sam
yes
the
to
your
going get people
but again its weighing that against- but all the other groups I think life
for Sam must be horrible anyway but Sam doesn't help himself Sam is
an extremecase
(Individual Interview, week 20)

During the previous term I had observed Sam being teased for his speech impairment
and during the Sport Education seasonI saw this continue. Members of his own team
joined in with others who were teasing him about a variety of issues. In the example
below Samwore the wrong Tshirt to class and the studentsbegan teasing him about it,
it
him.
trying
to
the
of
annoy
pulling
side
Sam
Kate
Carol

Stop touching it, would you mind, this cost £80
Right yeah,more like 80 pencefrom the charity shop
Don't you mean 80p not 80 pounds?

(Naturally occurringtalk, week13)
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Privileges that other team mates were given, such as the opportunity to stick points on
the noticeboard were denied to Sam. His position on the social hierarchy denied him
the chances that other students had in Sport Education. Some pupils in the class aimed
to reproduce the hierarchies of power that gave them privileges like the example below.

Mr. K
Drew
Mr. KI
Drew

Samwell done three points for coming first
Give them to me I will stick them up
gave them to Sam
He'll probably lose them
(Naturally occurring talk, week)

During the first lesson of the Sport Education season both Sam and Hamim argued
about Drew's self-selection as captain of the team. Over the course of the season
Hamim had dealt with this issue and worked with Drew for the team's benefit.
However Sam,possibly becausehe had not developed positive relationships with other
teammembers,continued to resist any leadershipfrom other pupils in the team.
Sam
Hamim

OK I'm doing everything
not any more

Sam

OK whathaveyou crossedme out of?

Mr. K
Drew
Sam
Nadeem
Mr. K
Sam
Mr. K
Sam

Everybody has to be doing an even number of events(.) Hamim
back
come
over
which one would you like to come out of?
I want to do this this and this
I want relay
Sam
so
what are you doing?
what?
what are you doing next week?
I don't know (..) anything

Sam

(Naturallyoccurringtalk, week 19)
Although Sam began this interaction expressing a desire to be involved in all of the
events in the final competition, he ended the interaction stating that he would do
`anything'. He was clearly disillusioned by the season and his opportunities for
decision making on the team. It was hoped that the Sport Education
seasonwould
tackle the ways in which some students exerted dominance over others in the class,
howeverit was apparentthat this did not happen for those who
were most disaffectedin
the class.
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6.7

Conclusion

The data presented in this study lends support to the values claimed for the Sport
Education experience and endorses, to some extent, what is known about some pupils
and Sport Education. However, it does highlight complexities and raises concerns over
issues of equity and the exclusion of already marginalized students. The discussion
here has also allowed some of the issues raised in chapter four to be considered. In
particular this analysis raised issues about the dynamic nature of social goal orientations
and

what motivates young people to adopt certain agendas in physical education

classes.

It is apparent that teachers had some success in modifying the environment in the
physical education class, particularly

in the latter stages of the season when they

approached the management and instruction of the lesson with careful planning'.
had, in turn, an impact on the agendas pursued by the young people.

This

Although I

recognise that some of the difficulties with the Sport Education season may have arisen
through poor planning for instructional accountability in the early phases of the season,
this is no doubt a feature of implementing change in schools where teachers gradually
modify aspects of their teaching to maximise the benefits that accrue from the
intervention programmes.

Siedentop (1994) pointed out that Sport Education is not

meant to replace physical education.

However there are many strategies that the

teachers implemented during this intervention that may have positive effects on their
every day teaching of physical education. For example the effects of implementing
reward strategies as a motivational tool are well documented. Similarly many studies
have highlighted the importance of clear and precise instructions in optimising pupil
learning. However the teachers in this study did not utilise many of these
strategies on a
daily basis in their lessons. Pope and O'Sullivan (1998) point
out that change within a
culture must begin at an individual level through recognition of the multiple factors that
promote or inhibit

progress.

Although

outside factors can contribute

towards

possibilities for change, specific changes to sport or physical education are determined
largely by individuals within the school culture. It is
necessary to further explore what

1It mustbe
thatthis wasthe teachers'first attemptat SportEducation.I returnto theissueof
recognised
how SportEducationwas implementedin chaptersevenand
considerthe implications of this on the
study.
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that while the competitivenessof the environment worked
of
instances,
this was not a universal effect.
most
This chapterhas identified that, whether their experiencewas positive or negative, the
enduring aspectof the team had a significant effect on theseyoung people's experiences
of physical education.

Disrupting the dominant culture pervading the physical

in
the
to
key
this
student
modify
order
education class was a
aim of
programme
in
hierarchical
the
Education
Sport
The
the
groups
social
agendas.
seasonchallenged
However
the
by
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new
classroom
structures.
many
of
existing
reconfiguring
dominant
for
in
that
pupils to
structures
were put
place provided many opportunities
Sport
in
hierarchy
their
their
the
to
of
experiences
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social
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privilege
Education. It was quickly apparentthat the dominant pupils managedto reaffirm their
for
in
found
hierarchy
the
the
new avenues
social
many cases
positions on
and
in
Clarke
dominance
lesson.
Kinchin,
(2001) argued
Penney
the
their
expressionof
and
that "there is a need to recognise that there may be dangers of marginalisation and
Sport
Education as there are in more
in
contexts of
exclusion of some pupils
traditionally structured curricula and lessons. Increasing the extent to which children
their learning does not always mean these learning
experienceswill be more equitable" (p 43). This holds important implications for

take more ownership for

physical educators. If Sport Education is to addressissues of equity and inclusion at
school this aspectneeds further research. The uncertainty of the early lessonsof the
season,both for the teachersand the pupils, led to the further alienation of some already
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disaffected young people. It is worth considering whether the use of Sport Education
The
intensify
have
to
the
and make more explicit
may
served
exclusion of some pupils.
instructional
introducing
Sport
Education with pupils who
an
model
such
effects of
as
have social and behavioural problems is something that needs further examination.

Although Sport Education helped modify the culture dominating the physical education
class, a critical assessmentneeds to be made of the school systems in which the
dominant peer culture based on social hierarchies flourishes, creating an environment
instructional
is
in
for
learning
While
the
where
compromised.
engagement
potential
tasks is unquestionable,Sport Education is undoubtedly a site where inequalities are
reproduced. It is an examination of these issues, in addition to other central themes
identified within the thesis, that the concluding chapterfocuseson.
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Chapter 7:
In-conclusion...
7.1

Introduction

The previous three chaptershave built up a picture of the experiencesof one group of
teachersand pupils revealing a multifaceted, dynamic and complex classroomecology
jointly constructedby studentsand teacherswith numerous, and often diverse, agendas.
Moreover, they have attemptedto trace how these young people engagedwith physical
these
particular
the
to
agendas
of
and
tasks
chart
motivations
and aimed
education
individual
teacher
interplay
between
the
to
goal
orientations,
young people, and explain
led task systemsand engagementin physical education.
The final chapter is presentedin ten sections. Following the introduction I attempt to
draw together the findings of the three analysis chapters. I aim to look reflectively at
level.
been
ideas
have
highlight
that
the main
the study and
generatedat a substantive
This discussionis organisedaroundthe young people and teachers' agendasdeveloping
in
illustrate
life.
I
the
to
classroom ecology a
aim
a collective analysis of classroom
interrelated
(1982)
form
Merritt's
tasks
as a set of
conception of
graphical
utilising
discussion
turns
to
framework,
the
Having
the
ecology
classroom
vectors.
re-examined
doing
In
from
key
issues
the
so
that
analysischapters.
a considerationof some
emerged
I consider the implications for those involved in research, practice or policy
developmentwith and for young people. In addition I want to examine some of the key
issues that have been identified through the analysis of the data, and discuss their
implications for future research. With particular reference to issues associatedwith
Sport Education and changing teachers'practice I explore the possibilities of increasing
levels of engagementin physical education tasks. Finally this chapter reflects on and
speculatesbeyond the results and considersmy developmentthrough the PhD process.
Before moving on, however, it may be useful to provide a brief reminder of the aim of
this research. This study has been concernedprimarily to describe and explain a caseof
in
pupil engagement physical education and to generate at a substantive level (Glaser
and Strauss,1978) theory which can make senseof the events at Hilltop school. The
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is
insights
into
It
happened
did.
to
things
the
they
some
attempts
aim
provide
why
way
to discover what happened in this case and to explain these happenings.
essentially, an exploratory study.

It is,

This chapter is intended to present an interpretation

in
issues
discussions
that
the
of young
of events
and extend
will engage
surrounding
people's engagement in physical education and how this can be improved.

Overcoming the problem of stopping short at the point of description and explanation
and failing to draw conclusionsfrom this thesis was somethingwith which I struggled.
What follows in this chapter is an attempt to draw together the analysis integrating the
theoretical frameworks used to guide my thinking over the course of the study.
Through the next section I try to emphasise the dynamic relationship between
motivational and ecological theories thus outlining a framework to explain what was
happeningin the class. By grounding the theory in this instanceI hope to have gained
the subtlety, ambiguity and complexity of what was happening in this school,
integrating my analysis with a variety of theoretical perspectiveswhich have helped me
constructa meaningof the classroomecology in this school.
Although this study is rich in detail, its findings are not easily cumulated for the
purposes of developing a theory of how and why young people engage in physical
education tasks. I struggled with the problem that to summarise the findings would
somehow oversimplify the study, to ignore the context and to fail to capture the
uniquenessof eachsituation, and yet it was not feasible to presentthe analysiswithout a
conclusion as this would not move the study beyond that of a descriptive study. The
main purposebehind the use of the interpretive approachin this study was to discover a
great deal about an aspect of behaviour that has been neglected over the past few
decadesand to explore how this is influenced by the wider socio-cultural values of
young people in contemporarysociety.
The conclusions are often fragmentedin nature but this symbolises the experiencesof
the young people and teachersin this context. Of course this raises a key question in
how to reach some form of conclusion without over-simplifying the
varied and
changing experiences of the young people and teachers. Although I outline the
implications of the issuesemergingfrom this study for future
practice which, at the very
least, we need to consider, this study has made
particularly clear the complexities of
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introducing change in schools. To provide some final interpretation and focus on a
but
issues
is
limited
the
to
the
merely
study
undermine
complexity of
not
rather
range of
to give me the opportunity to extend the discussion into areas that I believe are of
importance to those aiming to improve practice in schools.

7.2

Conceptualising the classroom ecology as a set of interrelated vectors

In this section I will look, in turn, at the teacherand student agendas,utilising Merritt's
(1982) conception of classroom actions as a set of related vectors with direction,
is
framework
One
this
theoretical
so
momentumand energy.
of the many reasonswhy
how
for
it
tasks
in
is
because
are
to
this
of
a
consideration
allows
useful relation
study
jointly constructed by teachers and young people in the classroom. The social
construction of knowledge necessarily incorporates a consideration of socio-cultural
factorswhich emergedas key issuesin relation to the negotiatedclassroomecology.
Central to the conceptualisationis a considerationof how teachersconvey the direction,
in
in
issues
deal
turn
I
these
their
tasks
relation
momentumand energy of
and will
with
to both teacher and student agendas. Utilising Merritt's (1982) conception of the
teachers' programmes of action as vectors I have created a graphical form of the
learning
illustrate
Diagrams
7.1
7.2
the
components
order and
classroomecology.
and
Researchers
be
teachers'
task
tasks
such as
plotted.
of
as axes on which
vectors can
Doyle (1985) and Tousignant and Siedentop(1983) have commentedthat these are the
key factorswith which teachersare concerned.
Diagram 7.1 illustrates a programme of action with learning and order elements with
equal weight. Diagram 7.2 illustrates a programme of action with stronger order than
learning components, emphasising the finding that many teachers do not focus on
student learning but direct their planning to provide for student enjoyment and
participation and avoid incidents of misbehaviour (Placek, 1983,1984). The evidence
presentedin chaptersfive and six clearly indicated that the teachers' programmes of
action in this school were traditionally dominated by managerial concerns. These
diagrams illustrate in a rather simplistic way the relative strength of the order and
learning componentsof the teacher's agendas.
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Order

Order

A

Learning

Learning
Diagram 7.1 A teacher task vector with order
and learning components plotted onto the
classroom ecology graph.

Diagram 7.2

A teacher task vector, with a

stronger order than learning component, plotted
onto the classroom ecology graph.

As discussedin some detail in previous chaptersof the thesis Doyle (1977) contended
that tasks are driven by the accountability strategiesin place and thus the force of the
vector is determinedby the accountability associatedwith each task. Siedentop(1988)
maintained that some teachers might be able to establish such a strong on-task
environment,and with such a strong accountability systemin place, that studentswould
instructional
task
boundaries
the
their
to
the
suspend
of
socialising goals operatewithin
it
is
in
From
five
the
clear that tasks were
system.
analysis presented chapters
and six
most often explained in partially explicit terms without specific conditions of practice
and lacking criteria to judge how well it was performed.
Diagrams 7.1 and 7.2 identify a single quadrant within which task vectors operate.
Throughout chapter five the analysisof the data indicated that the tasks designedby the
teacherslie exclusively in this quadrantreflecting that the teachers,unsurprisingly, did
not assign tasks with the purpose of negative learning or order components. In the
absenceof the competing agendas,engagementin tasks would be determined by these
teacher led vectors. However, it is acknowledged that despite the teachers' efforts
teacher task vectors were not often representative of student action. As a result the
graphical representationof vectors illustrated above gives an incomplete analysisof the
classroomecosystemat the school. In coming to understandthe way in which tasks arc
jointly constructedI agreewith Doyle (1977) who contendedthat too
is
much attention
placed on the teacher as a causal factor in the classroom. The analysis emphasised,
particularly in chaptersfour and five, that student action frequently lay outside quadrant
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one, and it is to the issue of how student agendas influence action that the discussion
now turns.

7.3

Student agendas in physical education

This sectionoutlines someof the most noticeable patterns and configurations of student
agendasthat were presented in the main analysis chapters. In respect to student
agendas,Allen's (1986) analysis of young people's behaviour in school was a useful
framework from which to work. Allen (1986) identified two main student agendas,to
socialiseand to achieve a passing grade. She claimed that studentsuse six strategiesto
achievetheir two major goals, including figuring out their teachers,giving the teachers
what they want, having fun, minimizing work, reducing boredom, and staying out of
trouble (see figure 2.2.1). Although Allen (1986) identified two primary and six
secondaryagendasthese did not all appearin this context. Indeed the primary agenda
of `passingthe course' identified by Allen was particularly notable by its absenceas no
formal assessmentwas made. The evidence presentedin chapter four highlighted the
disparate agendasadopted by the young people in this study and of those in Allen's
(1986) study. The diagram overleaf summarisesthe key student agendasidentified in
chaptersfour and five.
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1 Maintain or
improve social
8 Socialise

position

2 Create a

identity
valued

3 Emphasise

7 Have fun
1

resources of

Ire]I

value

Lle

6 Keep the
teacher
ion side'

S Avoid the
display of a lack

of resources

Diagram 7.3 Agendasheld by the young people in their physical educationclass'

Before I attempt to representthese student agendason the classroom ecology graph,
during
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physical
illustrating
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they
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to
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lessons
the
of
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student action vectors,
education
I
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Firstly
three
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and
further
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consideration
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four which all entail a recognition of the socio-cultural context that impinges on the
lessons.
during
their
that
education
physical
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1 The
be
identified
in
diagram
easily
this
are not exhaustive and many subthemes could
agendas
identified. The dynamic and fluid nature of the student agenda meant that different agendastook
precedenceat various times during the lessonand for this reasonI have chosen to representonly those
key agendasthat emergedrepeatedlyin the analysis. Numerous examplescan be seenin chapterfour of
how young peopledrew on these,and other, agendas.
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A number of specific examples were presented in earlier chapters of the ways in which
the young people emphasised resources or abilities that they felt would be valued by
their peers and of how they tried to make these resources salient in their physical
education class. For example an issue I considered in earlier chapters was the active
construction of femininity: this was of central concern to many of the girls and the
majority of young people in this class closely adhered to the imposed boundaries
between feminine and masculine behaviour.

A number of the girls described

experiences of constructing identities more harmonious with the hegemonic femininities
of the peer group and reflexively managed their identities through their engagement in
grooming behaviours. However, this analysis does not deconstruct how young people
construct such values in physical education classes.

A recognition within recent studies that social fields2 do not stand independently ringfenced has led some physical education researchersto look more closely at the links
betweenschooling and culture, and to suggestthat it is a mistake to assumethat young
people are free from socio-cultural values when learning (e.g. Kirk, 1993a; Chen, 1999;
Azzarito & Ennis, 2003). It becameclear in my interviews with the young people that,
although I was asking specifically about physical education lessons, they remained
under the influence of the discourses,norms, and regulatory controls of other fields such
as the media, peers, and physical culture. Moreover, when the young people entered
their lessons,they brought with them learning that had been acquired and accumulated
from other social sites. Holroyd (2003) emphasisedthat the field of school does not
stand alone within society but is embeddedwithin a larger system of social relations.
Furthermore,Kirk (1999b) highlighted that in a society in which schooling can be seen
to representmuch of young people's social and cultural experiences,it is important not
to discount the complex social, cultural, political and environmental contexts in which
schoolsoperate. Given the presenceof the concept of socio-cultural value in the student

2 Bourdieu introducedthe

concept of `field' into his work partly as a meansto look more closely at the
relationshipbetweenagentsand structures(Robbins, 1991). Using this concept it is possible to look at a
societyas a multi-dimensionalspacecomprising a number of fields, eachwith their own specific rules but
part of the societyas a whole (Bourdieu, 1985).
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agendas I have identified, there is a need to consider the overlaps between physical
education, physical culture3 and popular culture.

Rich and Sandford (in press) argue that young people now command considerable
weight as consumers,and companiesand organisationshave respondedto this situation
by using the media field to brand and target elementsof popular culture specifically for
and at the youth market. Physical activity and leisure are no exception to an increased
socio-cultural influence, particularly in the media, and given that the pervasive and
powerful influence of the media field is well-established(Giddens, 1991; Kellner, 1992;
Ralph et al, 1999), it is perhapsnot surprising that recent researchshows young people
to be clearly influenced by the discoursesof popular physical culture (e.g. Miles et al,
1998; Chen, 1999; Flintoff & Scraton,2001; Wright & Macdonald, in press). There is a
need to acknowledge the increasingly persuasivesocial influence on young people in
contemporary society and the role this may play in influencing student agendasin
physical education. In relation to the example provided from chapter four of the
construction of particular forms of femininity for girls in physical education Cockburn
(1999) completed a study of magazinesmarketed at teenagegirls. She found that the
magazines provided clear reinforcement of established notions of what it is to be
feminine and teenaged. Cockburn argued that teenage girls are presentedwith two
options: on the one hand a girl can be a non-sport young woman who is safe in the sense
belonging
to her collectively identified group; on the other hand she can be an
of
assertive and active individual who risks alienation from those around her. These
polarised and conflicting images were also evident in the analysis presentedin chapter
four. It is argued that an acceptanceof the discoursesof physical culture, some of
which are powerful yet potentially harmful, should be challengedby physical educators
as, although thesediscoursesare transmitted through social sites outside of the school, it
has been suggestedthat physical educationas a discipline at worst embracesand at best
does little to challenge them (Rich and Sandford, in press). Bearing in mind the
powerful and critical role of the media in consumer culture it should be remembered
that young people's engagementwith physical education tasks represent more than a
simple choice; they are, in effect, an affiliation to a particular identity group. Whether
3 The term
physical culture is a valuable one to employ here, as it encompassesthose practices and
discoursesassociatednot only with physical
education, but also with the broader contexts of sport,
physical activity, recreationand leisure (Rich and Sandford,in press).
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implementation
issues
in
these
their
of
physical educators recognise
planning and
physical education programmes is a key issue that future research should address.

7.4

Agendas of value

In relation to the issue of socio-cultural value I would like to return to the agenda of
displaying valued resources and, in particular, to the display of physical ability.

My

preoccupation with achievement goal theory unsurprisingly emerges again at this stage.
In chapter two I outlined achievement goal theory and the almost exclusive focus over
the past two decades on task and ego goals orientations as key determinants of task
engagement. As I outlined in chapter four references to `being good' or `not so good'
were prevalent throughout the young people's descriptions of physical education,
however, displaying physical competence was not identified as a key agenda in the
analysis, although it did emerge at times.

In contrast to consistent findings by sport

psychology researchers, such as Ames (1992), Nicholls (1984), and Roberts (2001),
who demonstrated the pervasiveness of ability in goal orientation research, my analysis
revealed the inapplicability of this simplified theory for many of the young people who
took part in this study.

Nothwithstanding this finding, the recent work of Elliot and Harackewicz (1996), who
developed a 4*4 matrix of achievement goal orientations proposing the existence of
approachand avoidancegoals, appearsto be useful in the analysisof the young people's
discussionof ability, including physical, academic and social ability. This framework
accommodatedand helped explain the young people's concernsabout not `looking like
a fool'. Avoiding the portrayal of incompetencewas of significant value to many of the
young people and is representedby the fifth key agenda in diagram 7.3. I find it
difficult to reconcile the lack of importance attached to the display of physical
competence,with little emphasis placed on achievement, and the subject matter of
physical educationwhere the content often involves competitive sport.
Although I have indicated here that physical ability did not emerge
as a valued attribute
for many of the young people in this class, this appearedto be
mediated by the social
context of the display. It was apparent that some dominant pupils in the class could
control, to some extent, what was socially valued and the value of physical ability in
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this class was in a state of constant change. There seems to be something unique about
the physical education context where social interaction between the young people
frequently resulted in ability being publicly evaluated and it was apparent that some
felt
that the public evaluation of their peers was an acceptable practice
young people
even under the gaze of their teachers.

Undoubtedly achievementgoal theory as it was originally conceived of by Maehr and
Nicholls (1980) with a range of culturally diverse goals is recognisablein the complex,
diverse and fluid agendasidentified in diagram 7.3. However, since it was originally
proposedby Maehr and Nicholls (1980) social elements such as social approval goals
have
but
been
have
not received comparable
and social validation goals
proposed
diverse
factors
`measurable'
the
to
range of goals
culturally
and
attention other more
have all but disappearedfrom the theoretical framework. The assumptionsthat have
the
by
been
influenced
have
tradition
the
this
theory
and
positivistic
underpinned
in
has
to
the
resulted
research area
consequent narrow methodological approach
developmentof a theory basedon scientific proof rather than an attempt to understand
the goal orientations young people have in physical education lessons. Pringle (2000)
from
factors
their
theorists
that
argued
omit valuable socio-cultural
achievementgoal
analysisand treat the social context of physical educationas non problematic.
Although the approachI have used to the analysis of data in this study has highlighted
the importanceof integrating achievementgoal theory with ecological perspective,and
dominated
do
I
that
to
the
to
segregation
although
not wish
advocate a return
pedagogicalresearchover the past thirty years, I also recognise that achievementgoal
theorists may need to focus on identifying the range of goal orientations that exist in
isolation from a considerationof how theseimpact on classroombehaviour. I recognise
that a doctoral study has provided me with a privileged opportunity to explore the
in
theory
overlapping elementsof goal orientation
and classroom ecology perspectives
order to explore young people's engagementin physical education. Furthermore, I
recognisethat many researchersdo not have the contact time with pupils that allows
them to explore multiple perspectives of motivation, engagement and learning in
schools. Although it may appearthat I am advocating a return to the relative isolation
of researchinto achievementgoal theory I suggestthat it is merely the realisation that
parallel streamsof researchmay advancethe study of physical education and the study
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school
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informal
formal
tensions
the
the
school
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culture of
particular
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relationship. Recognisingthat young people may not have a static and unidimensional
in
forward.
I
is
that
this
to
also propose
agenda
view of achievement central moving
order to explore the cultural variation and fluid nature of alternative goal orientations
researchersmay need to adopt methodologies that lie outside of those traditionally
associatedwith psychological research. It is evident that many sport psychologists are
Finlay,
(Faulkner
interpretivist
to
and
already adopting
approaches research studies
2002).

7.5

Plotting student agendason the classroom ecology graph

The studentagendasthat I identified in diagram 7.3 can be categorisedby their positive
form4.
in
diagrammatic
learning
thus
or negativeorder and
componentsand
represented
To include student agendasin the diagrammatic form I have chosen, it is necessaryto
display a broader scale on which the vectors can be plotted. Diagram 7.4 incorporates
negativelearning and order componentsin the representationof the classroom ecology
to allow for student agendasthat undermine as well as support the teacher led tasks to
be plotted. Thus the plotting range increasedto allows for vectors in four quadrantsas
shown in diagram 7.4.

4 Although I
acknowledge that graphing student agendas on axes determined by the teacher agendas is
perhaps not ideal, this has been done to emphasize the impact of student agendas on teaching and learning
in physical education rather than the influence of teaching
be
on student agendas which would perhaps
represented in a different way.
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Order
AL+

41
Learning

32

Diagram 7.4 Four quadrant classroomecology graph5
Four quadrantsare identified in diagram 7.4 in which to locate studentagendas.A pupil
with an agendaof keeping the teacher`on side' may pursue actions that supportpositive
four.
When
in
lie
thus
that
one
or
order components,
quadrant
pursuing action vectors
combinedwith an agendaof creating a valued identity, such as being `girly', which may
have a negative learning component,then the student action vector would be placed in
quadrantfour, thus undermining teacherlearning agendasbut supporting the teachers'
order agendas. In contrast, an agendaof having fun combined with the creation of an
identity of being a disruptor might result in student agendaslocated in quadrant three,
with negative learning and negative order components, thus directly opposing the
teacher'sprogramme of action. I contendthat the relative strength and direction of the
teachervector and student vector determines the resultant engagement pattern in an
additive way.

s Given the teachers'
perceived lack of autonomy in the implementation of accountability structuresin
relationto disciplining students,as discussedin chapterfive, additional school led vectors may also need
to be addedto diagram7.4 to highlight the role of the school in determining engagementwith classroom
tasks.
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Those with higher status and popularity had the greatest influence on their peers and
thus played an important role in determining the strength with which the young people
be
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7.6

Negotiated Agendas

As I outlined in more detail in chapter five the conflict between teacher expectations
Their
frequent
lead
in
dominant
to
negotiations.
peer group this class
and those of the
(1995)
Sage
Massengale
As
in
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use
with power,
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many
result of
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As I argued in earlier sections of this thesis, Siedentop (1988) contends that some
teachersmight be able to establish such a strong on-task environment, and with such a
to
in
their
that
agendas
suspend
would
students
strong accountability system place,
Notwithstanding
this
instructional
boundaries
task
the
the
system.
of
operate within
assertion, Siedentop et al. (1994) suggestedthat teacher led tasks were most often
lacking strength: they were explained in partially explicit terms, that is, the conditions
judge
how
lacked
be
but
to
the
task
to
criteria
of practice and the specific skill
practiced
well it was performed.

Similar to the findings of Siedentop et al. (1994) my

6 Numerous students have examined how perceived ability, attributions, sense of belonging also
influence the adoptionof goal orientations. I do not contend that thesefactors are not influential but they
have not been examinedin this study. A thorough review of factors that may be influential is provided
elsewehereby Rovegno(in press).
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hold
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accountable
rather
in
led
lack
The
tasks was evident
teacher
the
task.
of performance criteria
content of
throughout the Spring term and persisted well into the Summer term.

In the absence of accountability, sustained engagement in an activity was determined by
the teachers' ongoing contingency developed task system (Alexander, 1983), or as one
teacher described it her perpetual need `to go on at them', and by the strength of the
student vectors to support or undermine the teachers' agendas. The range of types and
levels of student engagement indicates that these two factors had significantly more
strength than the primary vector and thus were more influential.

The individual engagementpatterns highlight the dual role of the teacherand pupils in
determining engagement patterns. Although the two dimensional diagrams I have
is
this
in
this
utilised
analysis suggesta relatively static and uniform classroom ecology
not intended and the dynamic individualised nature of this process where tasks are
continuously being renegotiatedby the teachersand pupils is recognised, although not
captured in the diagrams illustrating the process. These models present a visual
in
in
the
that
the
way
representationof
may assist understanding
classroom ecology
in
jointly
their
teachers
classroom ecology and the
which young people and
construct
exploration of factors from other fields that may have a role in determining the ecology.
Although many problems arose in the implementation of Sport Education I
acknowledgethat the implementation of the model improved the engagementlevels of
many young people in this class. In looking to the future it seemsinevitable that more
teacherswill becomeinvolved in this curricular innovation, thus I recognise the needto
examine issues that teachers may want to consider when planning for student
engagement. It has been shown in previous chaptersthat when implementing Sport
Educationthe teachersbeganto strengthenthe content embeddedaccountability in their
tasks. The analysis also highlighted that the young people adopted new agendaswhich
supported rather than challenged the teacher agendas. The competitiveness of the
seasonwas perceivedby the teachersas a particularly important factor in changing the
classroomecology. The highly competitive nature of this seasoncontributed to the high
level of task engagement and when combined with clear instructions about the
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accountability of tasks the students pursued agendas supporting the teachers' order and
learning agendas. The competitiveness also led to some pupils foregoing their social
As
in
in
favour
fewer
these
the
vectors.
of
competition resulting
competing
agendas
issues have already been dealt with comprehensively in previous chapters I will not
finding
discussion
here
than
to
that
this
that
was a positive
engage with
again
other
note
of Sport Education. However a number of questions remain in relation to the classroom
here.
feel
discussion
Sport
Education
I
that
are worthy of additional
ecology model and
Firstly I will consider the ways in which physical education policies and practices
attempt to regulate young people's bodies, deny young people agency in the creation of
an embodied identity, and ultimately contribute to alienation from physical education
lessons.

The second key student agenda identified in

diagram 7.3, and discussed

comprehensively in chapter five, is the creation of a valued identify.

It is now

increasingly recognized that it is through the body that individuals experience,act, and
actively construct understandingsof both self and others, and that, given the complex
nature of social life in contemporary society, these processes contribute to an
individual's development of multi-dimensional embodied identities (Holroyd, 2003;
Hunter, in press). In the next section I will explore the ways in which the regulation of
the young people's bodies during physical education lessonsimpacted on their senseof
agencyin creating a valued identity.

7.7

Regulation of the body

Evidence suggests that there is a strong association between the young people's
engagementwith their peers, the media and physical culture (Brettschneider, 1994;
Kirk, 1993a;Holroyd, 2003), and that material possessions,clothing in particular, are
perceived by young people as important resourcesboth for their `presentationof self
(Goffman, 1990) and for the construction of embodied identities (Holroyd, 2003). Not
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only is appropriate clothing deemed to signify their tastes and interests, but it is also a
means by which they can gain significant physical capital among their peers7.

Section 5.2 highlighted the contentious issue of the uniform in physical education and
the changing rooms emerged as a key site for negotiation between the teachers and girls
in relation to the regulation of the pupils' bodies.

The understanding of bodily

regulation within the physical education literature draws heavily upon the work of
Foucault (1980,1991), who argued that a shift in the locus of control in contemporary
society, from external to internal, has meant that the body can now be perceived as the
ultimate site for discipline, regulation and control. Moreover, the arrangement of young
people's bodies within the school allows for those in positions of power (i. e. the staff) to
maintain a degree of order and control (Foucault, 1991; Kirk, 1999; Tait, 2000).

Hilltop school had clear rules about the students' self presentation for physical
education lessons. It was unclear whether the school or department drafted these
policies but the teachersjustified the time they spent reinforcing the dress code for
physical education lessons drawing on discoursesof safety, hygiene and maintaining
standards.Mrs. A arguedthat the tying up of hair for physical education lessonswas a
safety concernand she reinforced this with the pupils on a regular basis. However, in
relation to the other ways in which staff attempted to regulate the young people's
bodies,shedrew on discoursesof maintaining school standards. Researchersexploring
issuesof the body within education contendthat the school uniform is seento represent
a tool for regulating and managing behaviour (e.g. Symes & Meadmore, 1996; Dussel,
2004), a reasonthat can perhaps be seento underpin the teachers' attempts to ensure
that the students wore the correct uniform for physical education lessons. Mrs. A
commented"they are pushing us to see howfar they can go" and "once you let it slip,
it slips with everything" (see section 5.2.2), thus emphasisingher beliefs that the control
and regulation of the body is instrumental in maintaining discipline in schools. It is
arguedthat the uniform can be seento reflect the values,norms, and ideals of the school
andcan representthe literal embodimentof corporeal control.

7 This, in part, helps to provide an understandingof the resistancethat
some young people showed in
relation to the compulsory and prescriptive nature of the physical education uniform. The teachers'
attemptsto regulatethe young people's bodies through practicessuch as the removing of make up, tying
hair up andwearinga uniform is an issueto which I will
return in the next section.
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In discussions with Miss S about the physical education uniform rules the issue of
hygiene was raised as a key reason for the reinforcement of the uniform policies. She
informed me that the young people were required to wear white socks for physical
education lessons to ensure that they did not wear the same socks to following lessons.
She also pointed to the difficulties of preventing girls from wearing their school tights
under their socks in the winter.

Holroyd (2002) argues that through the regulation of

the body the controlling authority of the school can transcend the physical boundaries of
the institution and influence individuals'

behaviour.
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habitus
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them
effectively
people
an appropriate
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Moreover, it was the extent to which the young people were denied agency in the
in
from
found
bodies
Far
I
this
their
that
regulation of
school.
particularly concerning
leave
described
individuals,
those
empowering
above may
social practises such as
young people feeling powerless, labelled, alienated from their identities (and, perhaps,
their bodies), and believing that they have little or, worse still, no control over base
essentialelementsof their lives. Although they tried to negotiate with the teacher in
relation to their hair and socks, they did not question the purpose of these rules.
However, in relation to having a t-shirt with no logos and having to wear black shorts or
a skirt, the pupils questionedthe purpose of such rules and persistently attempted to
negotiate with the teachers in relation to their reinforcement. Researcherssuch as
Holroyd (2003) argue that this opposition stems from the fact that the image a uniform
affords young people is often far from the `ideal' image that counts for physical, and
hence social, capital within the peer group. The absenceof an explicit explanation for
this rule undoubtedly contributed to the power struggles between the teachers and
pupils. Though their social position does not afford them a position of power in the
school, young people are, of course,less able than adults/teachersto resist or contestthe
conditions of their school that may leave them feeling disengagedand as others have
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pointed out, the contemporary conditions of schooling amplify the distinction between
the child and adult as they afford young people little agency (Postman, 1994). At worst,
this can leave pupils having a `sense of being imprisoned or controlled by schools'
(Lynch, 2001). The analysis clearly indicated that the girls felt more `trapped' by the
physical education uniform in co-educational lessons indicating that the creation of an
embodied identify may be a more important factor in this setting. The extent to which
judgements
male
were a salient feature in the girls' experiences of physical education is
a concern and would benefit from further examination. The central position of the body
in girls' construction of an explicitly heterosexual identity ensured that the culture in the
co-education and single sex classes differed. Throughout the thesis I have recognised
that learning takes place within an environment that is saturated with social and cultural
meaning; one in which particular discourses are given value over others.

Drawing upon the work of Foucault (1980), Kirk and Colquhoun (1989) acknowledge
`a shift in the locus of social control within capitalist societiesfrom mass, external
control of the body to an individual, internal mode of corporeal control' (p.418). Rich
and Sandford (in press) contend that the move towards encouraging individual
responsibility, autonomy, self-surveillance and control is a significant one when
considering learners and popular physical culture. Alongside the implementation of
Sport Education during the summer term came an increasedlevel of responsibility in
relation to the physical education uniform. Firstly the teacher no longer went to the
changingroom in advanceof the lesson and insteadmet the students at the pavilion or
in the gym. The teams were aware that there were clear rewards for attending in the
correct uniform. Therefore the students were not allocated points if they wore black
socksor a watch but they were not penalised for wearing the wrong t-shirt. Each team
member was given a t-shirt which they designed and modified for their team. They
could also wear a plain white t-shirt if they chose. Although the teacher continued to
regulate the young people's bodies in many ways through the points system it was
apparent that the young people either perceived an increased sense of agency or
alternatively did not pursue identity agendaswith the same vigour. Irrespective of the
explanation it was apparent that the teachers and students no longer entered into
negotiation to the same degree in relation to the physical education uniform and the
teacherseemedto enter the lessonswith a more positive disposition. That
it
said was
evidentthat long standingbeliefs about the uniform playing a central role in the creation
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of discipline were evident and Mrs. A commented that she did not like the pupils
looking scruffy in different colours during lessons.

7.8

What does this study tell us for improving

practice in schools?

In undertaking this study and reviewing the research of others, it is evident that there
remain numerous research needs in relation to how teachers and students jointly
constructthe classroomecology, both in traditional lessonsand in lessonswhere models
like Sport Education are used. As I argued earlier, the purpose of this researchwas not
to develop a set of prescriptive guidelines for teachersto follow, but the challenge,as I
see it, is to generateat a substantivelevel a theory that makes senseof events at this
school. Lawrence Stenhouse(1975, p142) argued that educationaltheory claims to be
"no more than to be worth putting to the test in practice" and to be "intelligent rather
than correct". In taking this approachto educational research,I plan to examine the
implications of this researchfor policy and practice in physical educationin this section
drawing on the analysispresentedearlier.
Given the dissatisfactionthat a number of the teachersand young people in this study
expressedregarding engagementlevels, as highlighted in sections 4.6 and 5.2.2, and
given the overwhelming focus on what is socio-culturally valued in the agendas I
identified, it would appear that it is necessaryto heed the call for a more culturally
relevantpedagogythat takes accountof these changes. There is a fundamentalneed for
physical educators and policy makers to readdress their perceptions of physical
educationand pedagogy to encompassa broader spectrum of sport, exerciseand leisure
practices, to incorporate aspectsof popular physical culture (Rich and Sandford, in
press). The work of Siedentop(1994), Hellison (1995), Ennis (1999) demonstratesthe
possibilities for creating more culturally relevant curricula for young people in physical
educationclasses.
Researchconcerning the complex, interrelated, and
multi-dimensional experiencesof
young people has highlighted the need to relax the strict regulations on this issue of a
physical educationuniform to allow for young people to construct identities in line with
popular physical culture (Holroyd, 2003; Rich and Sandford, in press). This study
clearly highlighted that when young people are given responsibility for their own attire
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in physical education lessons, albeit within broad guidelines and with clearly defined
consequences, the power struggles and negotiation that sets expectations for the
remainder of the lesson are all but eliminated.

Over the last decade there have been

numerous calls for schools to review their practices in relation to school uniforms by
researchers (Kirk, 1999; Flintoff and Scratton, 2001) and by development organisations
such as the Youth Sport Trusts.

If Sport Education is to offer the culturally relevant curriculum that many of its
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the possibility and desirability of this claim. Explicit in the analysis presentedin this
thesis is a considerationof the transformative potential of physical education practices
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Education provides an authentic experienceof sport with which young people engage.
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Through the deliberate selection of teams, and thus the

reconfiguration of social groups, there was an expectationthat those young people who
had previously beenmarginalisedby their peerswould gain a senseof belonging as they
relied on their team membersfor success. However, as I presentedin chapter six, it was
evident through the analysis that those whose positions were already privileged
unsurprisingly resistedchangeand further excludedthosewith low social capital.
During the initial weeks of the seasonthe social hierarchieswere in a state of flux and
this seemedto exacerbatethe desire of popular studentsto exert power to reaffirm their
positions in this changing environment. The assignmentof teams was the first place
8 The improving practice
recipe cards provided for teachersattending the Girls in Sport CPD training
identify that relaxing the compulsory physical education
uniform requirementsmay improve participation
ratesin lessons.
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where this became obvious.

Thus the initial implementation of Sport Education only
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expression of their dominance in the lesson.

Although previous studies of Sport

Education suggest that the level of disparity in sport activities is addressed in Sport
Education with the assumption of roles which promote peer teaching or coaching, the
in
hierarchies
in
drama
this study and
the
of
power
assignment of roles was submerged
thus the implementation of Sport Education served to produce rather than challenge
inequality. In this class the powerful individuals held the roles of captain or coach and
the `others' were assigned what were perceived by the student to be meaningless roles
such as `kit checker'. Although the disruption of established power hierarchies opened
it
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hierarchy
for
the
to
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class,
operating
opportunities
enter
alternative abilities
was apparent that the previously dominant pupils controlled the valued roles such as
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the chances that other students had in Sport Education.

It was hoped that the Sport

Education season would overcome the ways in which some students exerted dominance
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young people who were already marginalised by their peers.

In this context, Sport Education was undoubtedly a site where inequalities were
produced and reproduced. Although the transformative potential of the model is
unquestionable in some respects, further consideration of the appropriateness of
implementing this model unchangedwith disaffected youth is needed. Indeed, the
uncertainty of the early lessons of the seasonseemedto increase the extent to which
they were excluded from physical education experiences. This continued throughout
the seasonwith certain young people becoming increasingly isolated, withdrawn and
disaffected. These issues highlight the complexities of implementing Sport Education
and raise concerns about the equity of the experience and the exclusion of already
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marginalized students in physical education.

The analysis presented in chapter six

further emphasises the need to recognise the potential dangers of marginalisation and
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study holds important implications for physical educators interested in implementing
Sport Education in schools.

If Sport Education is to address issues of equity and

inclusion of disaffected pupils at school this aspect needs further research. It is worth
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Although Sport Education helped modify the culture dominating the gym and sports
field during classtime, a critical assessmentneedsto be made of the school systemsin
flourishes,
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based
creating an
which an oppressive peer culture
on social
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is
learning
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that
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schools,
environment where
compromised.
in
better
teachers,
the
they
particular physical education
play promoting
recognise
roles
the conditions, albeit unwittingly, within which particular groups of students are
privileged over others. Pedagogueswho wish to contribute towards student learning
cannot afford to ignore their behaviour and the factors that motivate that behaviour.
Evans (2004) argued that, although he does not advocate compensatory education,
schools could and should confront structuresthat reproduce inequality in schools. He
suggeststhat a critical analysis of school practices (their curriculum, pedagogics,forms
of assessmentand organisation) is neededto achieve an equitable and inclusive future
for young people in physical educationclasses.
Given what is at stake for the pupils who become subordinatedin physical education
classes,it is incumbent on those who overseethe curriculum, to monitor and over-ride
the propensity to both privilege and oppress. Schoolsmust recognisethat they too play
a role in the reproduction of peer cultures of acceptance and rejection. Physical
educatorsneedto lead the way in developing and implementing deliberate and strategic
actions that can counter such influences in the physical education class and within the
wider structuresof the school. Thesedata reaffirm the need for a critical assessmentof
school practice and in particular of co-educational teaching in physical education as it
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Education. Indeed, given the many difficulties in this school it is difficult to envisage
the model described by advocatesthat delivers such broad and meaningful changeto
practice for schools. For this reason I will now turn to a consideration of the
implementation of Sport Education in this school. In doing so it is necessaryto
for
instructional
Sport
Education
these teachersand
that
acknowledge
was a new
model
was very much a learning experiencefor them.

7.9

Professional learning

Given the extensivepromotion of the Sport Education curricular model by organisations
such as the Youth Sport Trust9,the head of departmentwas eager to be involved in the
study. Obviously this meant that the teachershad not previously implemented the
model and their involvement was not based on self selection. This was a learning
experiencefor the teachersand one that I believe necessitatessome considerationdue to
the significant role that the implementation of Sport Education played in this study. In

9 Sport Educationis the first step of the Youth Sport Trust Step into Sport programme. This programme
has attractedsignificant funding and attention over recent year in light of the launch of the Physical
Education,School Sport and Club Links (PESSCL) strategyby the Prime Minister in 2002. The overall
objectiveof the PESSCLstrategyis to enhancethe take up of sporting opportunities by 5-16 year olds. It
is being deliveredby the Departmentfor Education and Skills and the Department for Culture, Media and
Sport through eight programmes,being overseenby a project board made
from
up of representatives
schools,the physical educationprofessional associations,OFSTED, the Qualifications and Curriculum
Authority, the Youth Sport Trust, Sport England, governmentdepartments
and national governingbodies
of sport. Stepinto Sport is one of the eight programmes.
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have based my analysis of the way in which young people learn on social constructivist
perspectives, I have unsurprisingly taken the same approach to the analysis of teachers'
learning in the implementation of Sport Education.
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Armour and Yelling (2004) arguedthat professional learning would be more likely to
occur within physical education if communities of practice existed within physical
form
departments.
(1995)
Wenger
that
education
argued
a community of practice may
where an affinity is felt between certain groups and that in secondary schools, the
academicdepartment-basedstructuremay result in members of a departmenthaving a
stronger senseof belonging (Siskin, 1994) thus assisting in the creating of a learning
community. Rather than assumingthat such a community existed as a result of the
departmentbasedstructure, it would have been helpful to consider what elementsof the
structure, tradition, history or cultures that existed within this physical education
departmentmay have acted as a barrier to the teachers' professional collaboration and
10CPD
standsfor continuing professionaldevelopment. The WEE (2000) defines effective CPD as "an
activity that increases the skills, knowledge or understanding of teachers, and their effectivenessin
schools" (DFEE, 2000, p.3).
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be
to
CPD
tailored
(2002)
Guskey
inhibited
learning.
Indeed,
that
should
thus
argued
(1997)
Ofsted
high
The
individual
the
turnover,
report
the
staff
cultures of the school.
indicating that the department were failing, and the introduction of a new head of
department were a few of the factors that may have restricted the creation of such a
introduce
it
initiated
hoped
department
that
head
this
The
would
study
who
of
group.
first
her
(Ofsted,
failing
department
1997)
this
in
was
and
a traditional and
change
had
the
taken
development
the
she
since
with
staff
attempt at promoting professional

post.
Ward and O'Sullivan (1998) attempt to explain the lack of learning and collaborations
in some schoolswith their theory of `pedagogicalreductionism', which they explain as
feel
don't
to
the
happy
teach
they
the
need
teachers
and
way
are
with
occurring when
further their skills or understandings. I argued early in this thesis that changewithin a
factors
that
individual
level
begin
the
through
multiple
of
recognition
at an
culture must
Although
1998).
teachers
O'Sullivan,
the
(Pope
inhibit
and
progress
promote or
in
the
Education
to
Sport
implementation
the
relation
of
expressedconcerns about
in
by
this
teachers
the
there
the
any
apparent
recognition
was not
model,
practicalities of
in
learning
improve
the
physical
that
young people's
study
personal change would
Kinchin
(2003)
Brunton
by
findings
In
and
researcherssuch as
contrast to
education.
(2001) who found that the teachersinvolved expressedconcern about their abilities to
teach Sport Education and how to react to changes,the teachersin this study expressed
Their
implement
their
to
the
complacency and
model.
about
no concerns
own ability
lack of reflection about their own teaching methods and styles was problematic and I
in
implement
to
maintain that
effective pedagogic practices this school there was a
necessityfor the teachersto systematicallyreflect on their own teaching practices.
The three teachersinvolved in the implementation of Sport Education had very different
teachinghistories. I worked most closely with Mr K who had over ten years of teaching
in
had
Mrs
A
twenty
experienceand with
years of experience the same
almost
who
school". Neither shed the patterns of their teaching easily and the complacency with
which they treated the implementation of a fundamentally different teaching model

" Miss S
was in her NQT year and may have had more success in adapting her teaching given that she
would have had less time to develop a fixed style.
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may have been a contributing factor to the difficulties they faced with the exclusion of
some students by their teams. Fullan (2001) contended that complacency is a serious

problem in the implementation of changeat school level.
That said, I acknowledge again that it was the head of department who initiated this
study in the school and the teachers evidently had some concerns about the initiative.
Lortie (1975, cited in Guskey, 1994) states "teachers, like professionals in many fields
are reluctant to adopt new practices or procedures unless they feel they can make them
work" (p4). Many of the difficulties with the Sport Education season may have arisen
through lack of confidence in the model. The teachers' comments clearly attributed
difficulties to the practicalities of implementing such an initiative in a `real' setting. I
acknowledge that schools are busy places and that teachers are overworked.

The less

than ideal environment for implementing change is not in question here. However, as
Kirk (1992) argues, it is the sort of `self-evident' truths that need to be rendered
problematic and I am dubious about the extent to which the teachers were fully
committed to the implementation of this curricular model.

That said Guskey emphasises that it is only "the experience of successful
implementation that changes teachers' attitudes and beliefs. They believe it works
becausethey have seen it work, and that experienceshapestheir attitudes and beliefs."
(2002, p.383-384) and over the course of the Summer term it was apparent that the
teachersbegan to experience some successin implementing Sport Education, despite
their complacency. Becausethe studentagendasgradually beganto support the teacher
led agendas,the teacherneededto spendless time `on at' the pupils as the points system
and student support supplied much of the energy necessaryto maintain the task system.
This may have encouragedthe teachersto engagewith increasedvigour in the model.
As discussedmore comprehensivelyin chapter six, it becameapparentthat, as the Sport
Education season progressed, the teachers began to consider what standards they
expectedfrom the pupils during the lesson. The teachers' agendasduring the early part
of the seasonwere dominated by order agendasand little engagementin learning tasks
was evident. The teachersgradually spent less time planning the managerial tasks for
entry to the class, distributing equipment and so on, and turned their focus to the
learning that was taking place. An important feature of implementing
in
change schools
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is the teachers' ability to gradually modify aspects of their teaching to maximise the
benefit they accrue from the intervention programmes and, although this seemed
findings
Similar
to
the
took
this
of
process
gradually
unlikely at some stages,
place.
Pope and O'Sullivan (1998) the teachers in this school gradually adopted new strategies
to improve the learning that occurred.

The teachers' early resistance to change was

difficult to overcome because of their willingness to engage at a minimal level with the
change process.

Wenger (2004) describeshow communities of practice could be `cultivated' in different
institutions and evidently the community within this department needed some
facilitation. Indeed,it seemedthat Sport Education acted as a catalyst for collaborative
learning at times over the course of the Summer term. The initial object of change
according to Sarason(as cited in Connell, 1993) `is not students,the classroom or the
became
it
is
this
themselves'
the
and
system;
attitudes and conception of educators
particularly evident as the study progressed. Although my presence and questioning
I
facilitated
to
undoubtedly
a new collaborative system some extent, also suggestthat
the structure of Sport Education is a sufficiently different approach that may help
initiate teachercollaboration.

Finally it is imperative that we bear in mind that relinquishing a teaching pedagogywith
which you are familiar is a daunting and challenging prospect and ultimately the
teacherssucceededin doing this to some extent. I have no doubt that the teachershad
the best of intentions, and, although I have been critical to some extent about the
implementation of Sport Education, I acknowledgethat this was a learning experience
for the teachers and that my planning for this experience was less than ideal. A
considerationof the way in which the physical education departmentculture influenced
the professional learning that was possible in advanceof the study may have impacted
on the way in which Sport Education was introduced to the teachersin this school and I
acknowledge that this is a limiting factor in my consideration of the effectiveness of
Sport Education.
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7.10 Critical Self Reflection.

In the final section of the chapter,I wish to reflect on the developmentof the study from
its conceptionto its final form in this thesis by highlighting a number of issueswhich I
believe to be of major significance in this process. I entered the PhD process rather
naively with limited experience of research or of teaching, unprepared for the
challengesthat lay ahead. A key feature of this experiencewas my privileged position
in beginning this journey under the guidance of co-supervisors with diverse research
approachesin the pedagogy and psychology fields, although this was also one of my
impact
began
doctoral
I
the
the
of
greatestchallenges.
aim of exploring
my
studieswith
teacher imposed motivational climates on the achievement goal orientations of the
studentsand thus on their engagementin physical education. Through the guidanceof
my two supervisors I was directed to literature that rarely overlapped. With two
been
by
journey
has
it
is
this
that
an
marked
supervisors
perhaps unsurprising
intellectual re-orientation as I was gradually introduced to a wide range of `competing'
viewpoints. It became increasingly apparentthat the danger for this thesis, as for any
research,lay in its potential trivialisation by the use of a single theoretical approach. As
the study evolved and my aims broadened I followed a path which unfortunately
resulted in the subordination of one supervisor's research agenda. Ultimately the
questionsI asked and methodologies I chose imposed a distance between my research
and an individual who assisted me through the first year of my doctoral studies.
Although I believe I was extremely careful in adopting an objective and open-minded
approachto the research,I was neverthelessaware that I could have been criticised for
adherenceto particular orientations whichever route I had chosen. Unsurprisingly this
was a defining moment in this experienceand underlines my preoccupation with the
barriers between educational and psychological approachesto research. One of the
benefits of the ethnographicapproachwas that it allowed me the time to reflect on each
approach and on the way in which aspects of the young people's and teacher's
experiencesbrought colour to their theories. Whilst this was a complex, challenging
and yet exciting process, at times I felt overwhelmed by the distance between the
theories guiding my thinking; moments of revelation were dwarfed by endlessreading
in one areaor the other, rarely intertwined. However, throughout I
key
to
my
returned
understandingthat discussion of student or teacher motivation in one discipline is
related to the discussion of behaviour in another. Whilst I have tried to integrate the
classroom ecology and achievement goal theory approaches, I believe that in many
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ways I have only served to highlight the inadequacies of each approach.

I cannot

imagine how I might have analysed the data if relying on one of these approaches in
isolation.

I think that by reflecting on this journey the reader has some indication of

where the study and its author began and so will be in a better position to judge the
residual influences of my early experiences in this process.

Hammersley's (1986)

description of his own research as a `voyage of discovery' (p62) is thus an apt
description of my experience.

Rather than standing alone, this thesis represents a

reorientation in my researchapproachand thus is viewed very much as a springboard
into future research.It is hoped that some of the issues that have been only briefly
discussedhere can be explored and examinedmore thoroughly in subsequentstudies.
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Appendix 1
Timetable Structure
Day

Teacher

Number of
Pupils

Tuesday

Mr. K

24

Co-education
or single sex
lessons
Co-educational

Research
observation
periods
Spring and

summer
Tuesday

Mrs. A

24

Co-educational

Tuesday
Wednesday

Miss S
Mrs. A

23
18

Wednesday

Miss S

17

Wednesday

Mr. K

18

Wednesday

Mr. A

18

Co-educational Summer
Spring and
Girls
summer
Occasionally
Girls
when team
teaching
Spring when
Boys
swimming and
orienteering
Spring when
Boys

Summer

swimmingand
orienteering
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Appendix 2
An illustrative example of a coded interview
segment and linked memo
The thematic analysis began with the use of simple codes and brief memos illustrated
below.

Initially this involved the identification of key themes running through the

data.

Miss S

its back to the school rules. They're only supposedto
wear one ring and a watch... its a safety issuethe hair
to a certain extent is a safety issue. This is basic PE
things that everybody knows and if you start off- you
have to decide if you really hammer that you know
it
lessonlet
decided
I've
and the
every
or
go and
departmenthas that you hammerit becausethat's what
we want to do so we're on a looser in so much as we
inverted
in
them
commas as soon as they
on
at
are
in
know
They
the rules they are pushing us to
come
far
just
how
do
they
so
say I'm sick to
see
can goyou
death of this and ignore it once you let it slip- it slips at
everything- so that is why I do keep on at them (.)I do
feel like a bag and everything but to me they should
know, you know- and I will justify it forever till the
have
no school uniform
school sayswe

Regulation of
body - safety,
school rules,
maintaining order
Accountability interaction
verbal
Negotiation young people
pushing teacher

The next level of analysisprovided more detail to these initial codes. As the analytic

processcontinued,I usedmemosto explainthe categoriesin more detail and make
associationsbetweenthem.
Miss S's clearly feels that shemust uphold the school rules for a number of reasons.
In particular she indicatesthat the uniform is a symbol for order in the classroom.
Her commentonce you let it slip it slips at everything highlights this belief. Kirk
(1999) commentedthat the arrangementof young people's bodies
within the school
allows for those in positions power (i. e. staff like Miss S.) to maintain a degreeof
order and control. Symes& Meadmore, (1996) contend that the school uniform is
seento representa tool for regulating and managingbehaviour. Yet Miss S also
distancesherself from this regulation by commenting 7
will justify it forever till the
school sayswe have no uniform'. It could be suggestedthat she understandsthat
perhapsshe cannotjustify her argument about controlling young people's behaviour
throughthe use of a uniform and for that reasonusesthe
school rules as a rationale for
her action. In this way the rules
may be simply implemented rather than contested.
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